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Foreword and acknowledgements

This doctoral dissertation should be seen as the result of some forty years of experience in the 
examination of paintings acquired at different institutes and museums. First and foremost I am 
indebted to Prof. J.R.J. van Asperen de Boer, who has repeatedly urged me to make my publications 
more accessible to colleagues and, especially, to students. The articles have appeared in various 
journals, exhibition catalogues, books and conference preprints in different languages and countries. 
Although the sheer diversity of the different  sites of publication may illustrate the interdisciplinary 
and international character of the scientific examination of art  objects, it can sometimes frustrate 
access to the material. The idea of submitting a PhD thesis arose while listening in the back row of 
the Agnietenkapel of the University  of Amsterdam, one and a half year ago, to Jorgen Wadum 
defending his dissertation. A doctoral thesis ‘on articles’ seemed one way to make the written 
material more readily available. Jan Piet Filedt Kok, who became one of my promoters, saw my 
own development as running parallel to that of the discipline of science in the service of art, and 
suggested that I was therefore in a good position to look back and reflect on this latter development. 
I am grateful to the art historian Filedt Kok and the scientist  Norman Tennent, my second promoter, 
for the enthusiastic and pleasant way  in which they have supported me in writing this dissertation 
and for their confidence in me. I am also most grateful to co-authors Ella Hendriks, Inez van der 
Werf, Klaas Jan van den Berg and Jaap Boon for their permission to use articles (on Frans Hals, 
Judith Leyster, Johannes Vermeer). Their generosity is greatly appreciated. 
 I began my  career in the world of culture at the beginning of 1969, as a scientist with a love 
of art, at the Central Research Laboratory for [the examination of] Objects of Art  and Science in 
Amsterdam. Founded in 1963, the Central Laboratory was still in its early  stages when I arrived 
there. It was occupied by scientists and by restorers who used the information provided by the 
scientists for the study and treatment of artifacts which had deteriorated and which they were 
required to treat. Only  the most problematic restorations were carried out at the Central Laboratory. 
The first thing to discover was how the art objects were made, and subsequently how time had 
changed them. We were all in a learning phase. Already in 1968 the Director Ir. J. Lodewijks had 
decided that the laboratory, a self-supporting government service, had to have a large measure of 
flexibility. Therefore time was granted for study, discussions and consultations with art historians 
and restorers in Holland and abroad. I am extremely indebted to the Central Laboratory for the 
chance it  gave me to spend a lifetime surrounded by beautiful paintings and among pleasant 
colleagues. I have never regretted this and still enjoy  being part of that community. I have been 
fortunate to work with great specialists in the field. The examination of Rembrandt’s early work 
with Ernst van de Wetering in the 1970s and all the involvement with the Rembrandt Research 
Project since has shaped a large part  of my life. I am very grateful to Ernst for his never-ending 
encouragement. It was he, for instance, who recommended me for the project  on autoradiography at 
the Metropolitan Museum in New York, giving me a chance to spend five fantastic months in New 
York in 1980.

 I am also very much obliged to former and present directors, staff and students at the 
Hamilton Kerr Institute, University of Cambridge, U.K., where I worked in the 1980s. The Institute 
was situated ten miles from Cambridge in the idyllic setting of a former mill. I have fond memories 
of working with Herbert Lank, its first director, Norman Brommelle who succeeded him and Ian 
McClure.  From my base in England, Ian allowed me to examine paintings for exhibitions held in 
Holland. I am glad that, in this respect, I could be a link between England and Holland. A small 
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laboratory with basic equipment was close to the large studios of the institute, overlooking the 
garden which, in spring, was covered with daffodils. There was, in principle, access to all the 
equipment of all the laboratories in Cambridge University. Many hours were spent at the electron 
microprobe at Earth Science, reading the Guardian while waiting for the spectra to be  printed one 
by one by the dot-matrix printer. This was the time when a single computer occupied the greater 
part of a room, quite daunting at first.   

 Towards the end of the 1980s, Anne van Grevenstein, having taken the initiative of starting a 
school for painting conservators hitherto lacking in The Netherlands, lured me back to Holland. I 
am extremely grateful to Anne for the faith she had in me, giving me the chance of being a partner 
in her enthusiastic pioneering work at the Stichting Restauratie Atelier Limburg (SRAL) in 
Maastricht. The training of painting restorers is now incorporated in the prospectus of the 
University  of Amsterdam. Anne, together with Ernst van de Wetering, also secured sponsoring by 
the nearby DSM in Heerlen for the analytical work for the Rembrandt Research Project, a 
sponsorship that  lasted eight years. This sponsorship included the use of the extensive analytical 
facilities at DSM  Research. In 1994, collaboration over content won for us the Kunstsponsorprijs. It 
was a very  interesting experience. In return, for instance, I was asked to attract visitors to a huge 
industrial fair to the DSM stand. That was easy, both in St. Louis USA and in Hong Kong: a (early 
copy of a) Rembrandt Self-portrait on an easel drew large crowds to the stand. In St. Louis the 
DSM secured additional publicity  for the firm when their stand was selected the best in the whole  
industrial fair. 

 After five years in Maastricht, as most of the SRAL students moved north-west in The 
Netherlands to begin their internships in the museums, I spent most of my time on the train. 
Luckily, the analytical work needed for the interesting students’ museum projects interested Agnes 
Ballestrem, the then director of the Central Laboratory, and it prompted her to first offer me a little 
den at the Central Laboratory and later a job.  I accepted both gratefully. My workplace had come 
full circle. Rik Vos became the Director when the Central Laboratory merged with the Rijksdienst 
Beeldende Kunst and the School for Restoration (objects other than paintings) to form the ICN. I 
am very grateful to him for providing the degree of flexibility necessary in this kind of work. 

 Over the years the list of colleagues, teachers, students, institutions and museums to whom I 
am indebted has grown enormously, but most of the publications that make up  this dissertation start 
with acknowledgments, which do not need to be repeated here. In particular my article in ‘A Corpus 
of Rembrandt Paintings’ Volume IV p. 321 shows a long list. I make an exception for the Getty 
Conservation Institute, for granting me a four month scholarship in 2002. The time spent there and 
in the extensive Getty  Research Institute library have been extremely useful for reading and writing 
on, and examining grounds in paintings.

 I thank dr. J.J. Ottens for facilitating the photocopying of my thesis at RCE and for her 
interest in the work. Georgiana Languri and Muriel Geldof were wonderful seconds at  my promotie. 
I am very grateful to students Conservation Science Andreas Bilo and Guus Verhaar for their help in 
further digitalizing the material and shaping it into a presentable form. Without their help  I would 
not be here now. In return I hope I shall be able to be of help to them in their careers. Lastly  I want 
to thank my family and friends for their interest in the way I have spent my time as a pensioner and 
in making sure there was time left for gezelligheid and for attention to other interests. 

        

Karin Groen, 24 January 2011
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Perspectives on the evolution of science for art history and conservation, 
and its current state 

Karin Groen

“You look for salvation in another Faculty:  you, an art  investigator, make the amazing proposition 
to have the colours examined by a chemist”.1 That is how Charles Sedelmeyer, an art dealer based 
in Paris, addressed Dr. Abraham Bredius, the Director of The Mauritshuis, in an open letter during 
the controversy in the early years of the twentieth century over The adulteress before Christ, a work 
judged by some authorities to be an autograph Rembrandt, while others branded it a fake.2  

Before the founding of the Central Research Laboratory, in Amsterdam, in the early 1960s (see 
below), the scientific examination of paintings in The Netherlands had been undertaken as the 
occasion arose and often had to do with questions of authenticity. These questions had their 
forerunners in archaeology.3 Questions of authenticity were posed by expert connoisseurs - whose 
judgement was informed by  intuition - especially in cases where the authenticity  of already famous 
old masters was at stake. The adulteress before Christ had aroused Bredius’ suspicion when it was 
exhibited at the Rembrandt exhibition in the Rijksmuseum in Amsterdam, in 1898. After the 
exhibition, he had it sent to Berlin, where Alois Hauser, restorer at the Kaiser-Friedrich-Museum,4 
found that it had been painted with pigments that were not in use until after 1700, certainly not in 
the seventeenth century.5   As illustrated in the account of the conflict surrounding The adulteress 
before Christ, it was not generally  accepted, in Holland as elsewhere, for an art expert to consult a 
chemist. In 1925 it came to a court case over the panel Een vroolijke man (A merry man) that had 
been sold as a painting by Frans Hals.6   In the introduction to his written defence in the Hals 
process, Hofstede de Groot, writes that he refuses to address Dr. F.E.C. Scheffer, Professor of 

1 Charles Sedelmeyer, ‘Die Ehebrecherin vor Christus’, Gemälde von Rembrandt, Paris, 1912, p. 8: “Ja, Ihnen fehlt die 
Glaube an die Sachkenntniss Ihrer Kollegen, sobald sie nicht Ihrer Meinung sind. Und so kommen Sie dazu, Ihr Heil 
bei einen andren Fakultät zo suchen, indem Sie, Kunstforscher, den verblüffenden Vorschlag machen, die Farben durch 
ein Chemiker untersuchen zu lassen. Gestatten Sie mir, geehrter Herr Doctor, Ihnen zu sagen, dass Sie mit diesen 
Vorschlag den Bankrott der Kunstkennerschaft erklären. In Zukunft also müsste man ein Bild, über das man nicht im 
Klaren wäre, nicht dem Urteil von Kunstschriftstellern, Kunstforschern, Kunstkennern unterbreiten, sondern es 
kurzerhand in ein chemisches Laboratorium senden!.”

2 For an extensive account on the subject see: Catherine B. Scallen, Rembrandt, reputation, and the practice of 
connoisseurship, Amsterdam 2004 . 

3  R. Munro, Archaeology and false antiquities,  London 1905.

4  The same professional is called ‘conservator’  in English-speaking countries. The term ‘conservator-restorer’ was 
introduced after the paper ‘The restorer - a definition of the profession,’ with the final version of the paper: ‘The 
Conservator-Restorer - a definition of the profession,‘ ICCROM Doc. ST 1/3, 29 November 1978. See: H.C. von 
Imhoff,  Introduction to the Working group Training of Restorers, Preprints,  ICOM Committee for Conservation,  6th 
Triennial Meeting, Ottawa 1981, pp. 81/22/0-1.  In this article both ‘restorer’ and ‘conservator-restorer’  will be used.

5 A. Bredius, The Adulteress before Christ. A picture by Rembrandt. A reply to an Open Letter to Dr. Abraham Bredius 
concerning the authenticity of this picture, The Hague 1912, p.  2.

6 Dr. C. Hofstede de Groot, Echt of onecht? Oog of chemie?,  Den Haag 1925.
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Inorganic Chemistry at Delft: “one cannot fight over art with a chemist”. When it came to painting, 
the eye was “the highest authority, just as the ear is for music. Here not the tuning-fork, there not 
the test-tube”.7 He was willing to talk only  to the expert in the court case, Prof. Dr. W. Martin, the 
Director of the Mauritshuis, his ‘Amicus Martin, magis amica veritas’. He would not even address 
Martin’s colleague Sir Charles Holmes, Director of the National Gallery  in London since Holmes 
was not an expert on Dutch painting. In the 1920s, it  was clearly unacceptable to trespass on 
someone else’s discipline. Interdisciplinary co-operation between ‘expert connoisseurs’ (art history 
was still in its infancy) and (natural) scientists obviously was not taken for granted. 
Both pictures, The adulteress before Christ and A merry man, have been removed from public view 
and cannot be found. It is unlikely that the restorer Hauser performed chemical analyses to prove 
the pigments’ identity.8  The adulteress before Christ is painted on canvas and bears the date of 
1644; it would therefore have been a prime candidate for an investigation of a possible origin in 
Rembrandt’s workshop, as one can read in the second article in this thesis. The technical report in 
the publication on the Hals case is convincing - the paint appeared to dissolve in water and typical 
19th century pigments were identified.9 Advances in instrumental techniques for chemical analyses 
since c. 1900, and in knowledge of traditional painting techniques, would probably  have confirmed 
the early analyses on this painting. 

The early years of science in the service of art
Scientists have been involved in the examination of works of art  for well over two hundred years. 
Chemical analyses could initially only be done incidentally, as will be shown in a few examples 
below. 
 Over the years there has been an ever growing interest on the part of art historians, curators, 
conservator-restorers and the general public in the materials and techniques that famous artists used 
for making their pictures and in how scientists could uncover these ‘secrets’. 

This interest  originated, as sheer curiosity, as long ago as the Renaissance - a term that is 
used here in the sense of revived interest in the classical world - when the material remains of man’s 
prehistoric past were found and studied by sixteenth century scholars in Italy and travellers from 
abroad to Italy and Greece. This interest in how ancient objects were made continued. In the 
eighteenth century, scientists – chemists in particular – started to figure in the study of objects from 
antiquity. The chemist Martin Heinrich Klaproth (1743-1817) began to perform chemical analyses 
on historic cultural objects in eighteenth century Berlin.10  He determined the approximate 
composition of Greek and Roman coins and ‘antique glass paste’, probably pieces of Roman 
glass.11  In the eighteenth and, more especially, the nineteenth century, particularly during the 
Napoleonic wars, numerous portable antiquities were collected and studied by scientists who 
sometimes accompanied the Napoleonic expeditions. For example, the expedition arriving in Egypt 

7  Hofstede de Groot, op. cit., see above,  p.  5: “...omdat men over kunst nu eenmaal niet met een chemicus kan 
redetwisten. In zake schilderkunst moet het oog de hoogste instantie zijn, evenals in muziek het oor. Hier niet de 
stemvork, daar niet de reageerbuis”.

8 A technical report has, so far, not been found in the Zentralarchive in Berlin, nor in the Archive of the Rathgen.

9 Hofstede de Groot, op. cit., note 6, pp. 74-78.

10  Josef Riederer (ed.), Archäologie und Chemie, Berlin (Rathgen-Forschungslabor and the Staatliche Museen 
Preussischer Kulturbesitz) 1987-8.  

11 A. Mark Pollard and Carl Heron, Archaeological Chemistry, Cambridge,1996, p. 3. Also: http//bibliothek.bbaw.de for 
a selection of articles by Klaproth, three of them are on materials from cultural objects.
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in 1798, was accompanied by Déodat Gratet de Dolomieu. Dolomieu was a mineralogist.12 (These 
expeditions also illustrate the common history of archaeology and geology). Another chemist, 
Humphrey Davy, in 1815, published his work on the identification of ancient pigments found in 
Rome and Pompeii, among them a synthetic pigment, later named Egyptian blue.13 

It was admiration for the skills of our ancestors that first prompted chemical analysis of the 
objects’ materials. Later, in the nineteenth century, it would be to provide data to establish a 
chronology  (stone, bronze, iron ages) for the emerging speciality  of archaeology. The question of 
how to preserve the finds and, subsequently, the concern with the appearance on the market of 
dubious antiquities, also began to play a role.

Specialised laboratories
The collaboration between archaeologists and chemists resulted in the establishment of the first  ever 
museum chemical laboratory, in 1888, in the Kaiser Friedrich Museum of the Königlichen Museen 
in Berlin, with Friedrich Rathgen as the first chemist  appointed by a museum.14  The British 
Museum followed next, in 1922. In the 1930s leading scientists showed increased awareness of the 
profession of restorer: the way it had been practised for a few hundreds of years needed to be 
reformed. Restoration, and conservation, needed to include scientific methods of examination. Thus 
museum laboratories were established. The Fogg Art  Museum (the oldest of Harvard University’s 
art museums) established its Department for Technical Studies in 1928 (renamed in 1931 the 
Department for Conservation and Technical Research).15 Also in 1934, in Brussels, Paul Coremans, 
an analytical chemist, together with Egyptologists, set up an analytical laboratory at the Brussels 
Musées Royaux d’Art et d’Histoire,16  now the Institut Royal du Patrimoine Artistique (IRPA). 
IRPA was the first national institute, not attached to any particular museum. Coremans initially 
spent most of his time in his Brussels museum laboratory on questions of authenticity and the state 
of preservation of Egyptian works of art, publishing on air conditioning in museums (an indication 
of the growing awareness of the influence of the environment on the condition of art works). He 
subsequently  worked mainly with pictures. At IRPA, in the late 1940s he contributed to unmasking 
the fraud perpetrated by Van Meegeren.
 In 1930 there was also the stimulating International Conference on Examination and 
Conservation of works of Art, held in Rome. However, changes in the attitude towards restoration 
happened only very slowly.17

 In The Netherlands, a specialised laboratory, modelled after IRPA, was founded on 1st  
March 1963 for the analysis of the materials from cultural objects and for developing restoration 

 12Dolomieu’s name was given to the natural mineral dolomite since he had discovered it. He found the mineral in what 
is now northeastern Italy and proved it to the different from chalk: unlike limestone or chalk it did not effervesce in 
acid, from: en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Déodat_Gratet_de_Dolomieu.

13 Humphrey Davy, ‘Some experiments and observations on the colours used in painting by the ancients’, 
Philosophical transactions of the Royal Society of London, 105 (1815), pp. 97-124.

14  The Kaiser Friedrich Museum was renamed Bode Museum in 1956, after its first curator Wilhelm von Bode. The 
laboratory is now the Rathgen-Forschungslabor der Staatlichen Museen Preussischer Kulturbesitz.

15 Other museum laboratories followed soon: The Louvre in Paris 1931, Scientific Department at the Courtauld Institute 
in London 1934 and at the National Gallery in London in 1934, etc.   

16 Koninklijke Musea voor Kunst en Geschiedenis (Royal Museums of Art and History).

17  The conference was sponsored and organized by the museum office of the Institute of Intellectual Cooperation, a 
branch of the League of Nations.  See: George L. Stout,  ‘Thirty years of conservation in the Arts: A summary of remarks 
to the I.I.C. American Group in New York, June 1963’, Studies in Conservation .9 (1964), pp. 126-129. 
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methods and materials for the conservation of the objects: the Centraal Laboratorium voor 
Onderzoek van Voorwerpen van Kunst en Wetenschap (Central Research Laboratory for [the 
examination of] Objects of Art and Science, from here on referred to as CL.)18 Like IRPA, CL had 
laboratories and restoration studios. H. Lodewijks was its Director. At the outset, the Advisory 
Board for CL, consisted primarily of scientists. (Non-scientists were its secretary, D.F. Lunsingh 
Scheurleer, and A.F.E. van Schendel, then curator of paintings at the Rijksmuseum.) Lodewijks and 
J.W.H. Uytenbogaart,19 another member of the Board, were both chemical engineers from the, now 
called, Delft University of Technology, in Delft. The chemist R. J. Forbes’ field of study was the 
history of science. He published, among other things, on bitumen and petroleum in antiquity.20 Van 
Schendel had an affinity with painting conservation and restoration. Inspired by Coremans, who 
used methods from the natural sciences for the examination of paintings (x-radiography and 
microscopy for identifying pigments), Van Schendel pled for a interdisciplinary approach to 
conservation: art historians, scientists and restorers should work closely together.
 The author was employed by CL from the beginning of 1969. Before the foundation of CL, 
there were discussions on the connection between archaeology  and the natural sciences, reflecting 
developments abroad. Judging from publications, in the Netherlands it  was predominantly  C-14 
dating, performed in Groningen, that preoccupied archaeology.21 The reason for founding a special 
laboratory in The Netherlands for the examination of cultural objects other than the prehistoric 
artefacts of interest to archaeology lay in the poor conditions of storage and preservation of historic 
objects. There were huge quantities of neglected objects, in collections, archaeological and 
otherwise, in small museums and other public buildings all over The Netherlands.22

Interdisciplinary co-operation
The reason for setting up specialised laboratories in the museums rather than using existing 
laboratories in universities and industrial companies is that the latter are generally not adequately 
equipped - with instruments and analytical chemists - for the identification of the components in 
tiny, complex, inhomogeneous samples from art objects. The focus of university and industrial 
laboratories is not on art, nor on the manufacture and preservation of the objects nor on the 
development of materials for their conservation. It is not in the interest of industry  to develop 
products whose application can be reversed, if necessary, after a hundred or more years. Even more 
importantly, unlike workers in industry and in fundamental research in the universities, scientists 
working in the field of art conservation have to dare to step across the border of their own 

18 This is not the place for a full history of CL and the choices that were made when CL was founded. Hopefully this 
history will be written sometime soon.

19  Perhaps the most colourful figure in the Advisory group. In his capacity as Professor Extraordinary of Mechanical 
Engineering at the TU Delft he was in the resistance group ‘Packard’, investigating V2 rockets and assembling one 
from wreckage after the bombs on Wassenaar, his home town. See J.M. Somer, Man in oorlog. De dagboeken van 
majoor Dr. J.M. Somer, hoofd bureau inlichtingen te Londen 13 maart 1942-22 september 1943,  Baarn, 1981. Also,  P. 
Th. L. M. van Woerkom, ‘Deskundig, heldhaftig en vergeten.  De V2 en het dubbelleven van prof.  J.W.H. 
Uytenbogaart’,  Delft Integraal 2 (2004), pp. 26-31.

20 R.J. Forbes, Studies in early petroleum history,  Leiden 1958. 

21 info: Rijksdienst voor het Cultureel Erfgoed (RCE) in Amersfoort. See for example: H. de Vries, G.W. Barendsen and 
H.T. Waterbolk, ‘The Groningen radiocarbon dates’, Science 127(1958), pp. 129-137.

22 J. Willink, ‘Roerend erfgoed: ruim een halve eeuw rijkszorg voor collecties’, in Joost Willink (ed.), Roerend erfgoed: 
ruim een halve eeuw rijkszorg voor collecties, Leiden 1997. Dienst voor 's Rijks verspreide Kunstvoorwerpen (DRVK), 
1949-1975. Bureau van de Rijksinspecteur voor Roerende Monumenten (IRM) 1949-1986. F.J. Duparc, Een eeuw strijd 
voor Nederlands Cultureel Erfgoed, The Hague 1975.
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discipline, into art history, conservation and restoration and other areas, while people in the arts 
have to try and understand natural scientists. Prior to the twentieth century there was no such strict 
division, but over the past century it  has become increasingly difficult for different disciplines to 
truly  understand each other. Each particular science or arts discipline has its own terminology. 
When C.P. Snow, a scientist by training, introduced the term ‘two cultures‘ in his 1959 Cambridge 
lecture to refer to the communicative gulf that  had arisen between the sciences and the humanities, 
he cited the example of poets occasionally  using scientific expressions, for instance, ‘polarised 
light’. Poets were not aware of the specific meaning of the term, said Snow, they used it “under the 
illusion that it was a specially admirable kind of light”.23

 Coremans, the analytical chemist mentioned above, was a strong supporter and even the 
initiator of interdisciplinary collaboration. He was the editor of the exemplary 1953 publication The 
Mystic Lamb in the Laboratory, on Van Eyck’s famous altarpiece in Ghent, exemplary  because the 
publication is at the same time a document on (the examination of) Van Eyck’s technique and on the 
restoration of the artwork.24 In his publication, Coremans states that it  would not do to report that 
the Mystique Lamb was ill, that it was treated and that the result was satisfactory: Such a 
cornerstone of art history  demanded more attention. Therefore it would be “not  only desirable but 
essential to characterise the symptoms of the illness, describe the treatment and relate the results 
obtained about the materials used by Van Eyck to artists, art historians and laboratory  researchers 
and technicians”. Of course, sick works by less famous artists deserve the same attention.
 The scientist is in a position to bridge the gap between restoration and science in situations 
like the above. He or she can ‘translate’ questions asked by the conservator-restorer into scientific 
ones. For instance, the analytical instrument to be chosen, and its optimal conditions for analysing 
certain specific materials. A specialised analytical chemist  can only do such a judgement. However, 
analytical work is only  one small aspect of what science can do for conservation. Since the 1950s, 
there has been an ongoing dialogue, first on ‘science for conservators‘, and, more recently, on 
‘science within conservation’, namely incorporated into the training of conservator-restorers.25     

Publishing
Publishing reports and results of the technical and scientific examination of art objects, not only on 
materials and techniques used by artists, but also on conservation treatments and the evaluation of 
such treatments (deterioration processes, restoration materials, changes in ethics towards 
conservation and restoration, etc.) is essential. Findings, from such examinations, by all parties in 
the interdisciplinary community, should be accessible and of use to the conservation community at 
large, rather than being hidden in internal files or within an institute. The conservation community, 
although relatively small, is scattered all over the world (like the cultural objects) and publications 
provide a means of communicating. Difficulties in communication due to the fact that the work 
involves different disciplines - from art and art history to chemistry, physics, geology and more - 
have to be overcome. Of course the demands for keeping up-to-date on knowledge do not differ 
from any other very specialised profession. 

23 C.P. Snow, Two cultures and A second look, Cambridge 1972, p. 16.

24 P. Coremans, L’Agneau Mystique au Laboratoire, Exament et traitement, Antwerp 1953.

25 S. Bergeon e.a., ‘La recherche en conservation-restauration: pour l’émergence d’une discipline’, Techne 6 (1997), pp. 
104-110. G. Roy, ‘The relevance of science training to the practioneer now’, in The interface between science and 
conservation’, in S. Bradley (ed.), British Museum occasional paper 116,  London 1997, pp. 25-30.
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  International professional relationships resulted, in 1932, in the quarterly journal Technical 
Studies in the Field of the Fine Arts published by the Fogg Art Museum.26 It ran up to 1942 and, in 
1952, continued as Studies in Conservation, after IIC [International Institute for the Conservation of 
Historic and Artistic Works] was founded in 1950.27 The goal of publishing Technical Studies was 
to spread ideas about conservation, underpinned by  scientific examination, among a larger audience 
of conservators/restorers, curators and perhaps the general public. As stated in the Editorial to the 
first issue of SIC, ‘the whole outlook (of the journal) has been conditioned by the experience gained 
with ‘Technical Studies in the Field of the Fine Arts’.28‘ In the Editorial, the need of such a journal 
for conservator-restorers is stressed: they had, since 1942, been bereft of any medium of 
communication of a strictly comparable type. There was no pre-conceived planning as to the 
division of contributions into ‘theoretical’ and ‘practical’ categories. Thus the selection of articles 
for publication in SIC depended on who was willing and in a position to write, and on the mood-of-
the-moment. In the early days, the authors were the people who had been active in advancing 
science for conservation, for instance Paul Coremans, who continued reporting on the technique of 
the Flemish Primitives, including Van Eyck’s Mystic Lamb, in SIC.29  
 Publishing findings has remained important up to the present. SIC has lived up to its 
promise; it  is a truly interdisciplinary and international journal. Objections by conservator-restorers, 
who find the current SIC impossible to read, with its excessive charts and graphs, too much data, 
and lack of “usable” information, were - rightly  - brushed aside by the editors: “IIC members 
should be proud that Vol. 54:4, the volume scrutinised by  the editors as a basis for their response, 
represents the work of a broad range of professionals (chemists, biophysicists, biologists, material 
scientists, conservators, geologists, archaeometallurgists) from six different countries.”30  Other 
conservators, sensibly, skip the passages with graphs and read the abstracts carefully.31 The growth 
of interdisciplinary work in the field of conservation science is reflected by the enormous increase 
in the number of publications and the number of their authors in recent years. It is not exceptional to 
find up to eight authors of a single article, with at least one of them a conservator. Many of these 
articles could have been published in recognised specialist science journals, as tends to happen 
increasingly  in any case - another reason for SIC to remain as it is; it is more accessible for 
conservators than science journals. There are also new, specialised, journals, for instance the 
Journal of Cultural Heritage, a multidisciplinary journal of science and technology for conservation 
and awareness, published since 2008.32

 It is worth of note that curators and art historians are missing in the summing-up of the SIC 
editors (see note 30). Fortunately, they do offer opportunities for publishing on the technical 
examination of paintings, in museum journals and museum and exhibition catalogues. The articles 

26  For publications of the results of the collaboration of a small ‘Committee of Experts’  prior to the appearance of 
Technical Studies see H. B.  Brooks, A short history of IIC, Foundation and development, London (The International 
Institute for Conservation of Historic and Artistic Works) 2000, p. 4.

27 op. cit., note 26.

28 “Editorial’, Studies in Conservation I, (1952), p. 4.

29  P. Coremans e.a., ‘La technique des “Primitifs Flamands’, I, II, Studies in Conservation I (1952-4), pp. 1-29. P. 
Coremans, ‘La technique des “Primitifs Flamands’, III, Studies in Conservation I (1952-4), pp. 145-161.

30 J. Podany, President IIC, ‘A Letter. Too many charts and graphs?,’ News in Conservation, 16 February 2010, p. 8.

31 Personal communication with restorers.

32  Elsevier,  available on Science Direct. Also: Bulletin IRPA, Art Matters, The National Gallery Technical Bulletin, 
Techne, The British Museum Technical Research Bulletin, and many others. Further information is to be found on line: 
European Cultural Heritage Network.
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on Frans Hals and Judith Leyster in this thesis are examples; they were originally  published in 
exhibition catalogues. The paintings selected for the study of the painting technique by these 
particular artists were, as far as possible, those that  were chosen by the curators to be exhibited. The 
articles are the result of the technical examination of paintings in close collaboration between a 
conservator and a scientist, as described below.  
 The popularity of exhibitions that include the technical examination of the paintings in them 
proves that the general public is also interested in the technical aspects of paintings, sometimes 
attracted by questions of authenticity. A recent example is ‘Master piece or copy?’, the exhibition in 
Museum Boijmans Van Beuningen, showing two versions of Anthony Van Dyck’s Saint Jerome 
with an angel. The makers of the exhibition led viewers through the process of the examination 
(which involved mainly  judging photographic material by the use of one’s own eyes) for concluding 
which painting is ‘real’, that is: made by  the master. An extra bonus in the educative show was that 
the viewers came to realise that the non-real painting was not to be called ‘a fake’, but ‘another 
version, possibly a studio copy of the ‘real’ Van Dyck painting’.33

 

Science for conservation and art history
The time-consuming aspect of the work – the microscopist and the restorers peering constantly 
through microscopes - can surprise those not directly involved in the work on pictures. To 
everyone’s surprise, in the case of The Mystic Lamb, the examination, in advance of actual 
treatment, took a long time. It  was still a novelty in the 1950s to spend so much time on the patient 
technical examination of paintings. (Nowadays the time allotted to examination by trained restorers 
and scientists is threatened by the pressure of making pictures presentable for loans). However, the 
time spent on the examination is, as Coremans states ‘a prime condition for the reunion and the 
confrontation of elements from the historical, scientific and aesthetic order’, and ‘without the 
appreciation of these elements no one has the right to take the responsibility for the treatment of an 
important art work. The time when one would permit a work of art to disappear for several months 
into the studio of a restorer-alchemist with a keen interest in secret and magical formulae, is over’.34 
That time is indeed over. The present-day restorer is trained in chemistry, examines a picture before 
treatment, preferably and sometimes necessarily in interdisciplinary collaboration.   

 This is an essential part of conservation. The examiner is trying to interpret what he sees, 
trying to connect the build-up of paint layers with the observations on the picture surface. 

Coremans’ words imply that the technical examination and restoration/conservation can be 
used for answering art historical questions. This is indeed the case. However, in contrast to the 
collaboration between restorers and scientists, the ‘two cultures‘ are much more evident with 
scientists and art historians. At the technical, practical part of the ‘Rembrandt after three hundred 
years’ symposium, held by The Art Institute of Chicago in 1969 and organised with the aim of 
hearing what scientists could contribute to art historical Rembrandt research, Nathan Stolow - a 
scientist - in the round-table discussion remarked that ‘the art historians are ready to devour us even 
in advance of what we might want to say’. Von Sonnenburg, trained in art history as well as in 
restoration and conservation, tried to soften the presence of scientists by remarking that ‘a number 

33 F. Lammertse e.a., exh. cat.  Meesterwerk of kopie? Twee versies van Anthonie van Dijcks Heilige Hieronymus met 
een engel, Rotterdam (Museum Boijmans Van Beuningen), 2009-10. 

34 Coremans, op. cit., note 24,  p. 9.
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of the methods referred to (in the examination of paintings) are extensions of the human eye which 
need interpretation,‘ adding that the term ‘scientific‘ does not apply to these.35    

In conservation there is clearly a need for the examination of paintings using the human eye, 
whether extended by  microscopes and chemical analyses or not, while in art history the need for 
such an extension is not always acknowledged. Even nowadays, with very  few exceptions, it is not 
the art historian or curator who asks for a scientific examination and incorporates the results of such 
examination in his or her art historical theory. Archaeologists are good at requesting science. For 
example geoarchaeology, set up  at the Vrije Universiteit in Amsterdam, bridges science - geology - 
with archaeology. It is incorporated in the Faculty of Earth Sciences.  The way  of working of the art 
historian seems to conflict with that of the scientist (expecting clear and unambiguous answers from 
scientists, publishing in books rather than journals).36 However, a few art historians do regularly  use 
technical means of examination in their work as researchers in a conservation department.37 

In conservation/restoration, scientists are welcomed with open arms and an open mind. 
Restorers feel the need for scientific examination and analyses. For example, to arrive at  a diagnosis 
one asks: where does the bloom spring from; should it be removed and which solvent would 
remove it; are there later additions and alterations in the composition; is there any varnish left, or 
has the paint layer itself changed in appearance; is it a later copy  altogether, etc.? Obviously  the 
answers to all these questions have an impact on the art  historical appreciation of the object by the 
change in appearance of the object after restoration. The conservator- restorer has to convince the 
art historian or curator of this desirability of such a change; he needs arguments, results from 
scientific examination. The technical examination of paintings is really part of conservation, and of 
great importance to art history; it is an extension of an art historical approach. It should not 
therefore be termed technical art history, which would imply  that the examination of paintings is a 
different type of art history, instead of part of it. And the term archaeometry is used for 
archaeological science, it would not seem to include art works.38 

The conservator-restorer has to convince the art historian or curator of this desirability of 
certain interventions that would change the perception of the picture. He needs arguments, results 
from scientific examination. Over the years restorers’ attitudes have changed towards minimal 
intervention. The times when a curator could say “these blue leaves, just paint  them over, make 
them green” are over. Even if the examination helps in explaining the appearance of the picture, we 
cannot be sure what it looked like in the past.39 The viewer should not be looking at the restorer’s 
‘hand’. Not only  the museum curator, also the commercial art world, nowadays, accepts alterations 
and traces of ageing in pictures. 

35  ‘Round-table discussion. Technical aspects: Scientific examination. Topic defined by Hubert F. von Sonnenburg. 
Moderated by Nathan Stolow. Panelists: Richard D. Buck, Josua Bruyn, Alfred Jakstas,  C.F.  Louis de Wild, William 
Suhr,’ in: The Art Institute of Chicago, Rembrandt after three hundred years: A Symposium - Rembrandt and his 
followers, The Art Institute of Chicago,  October 22-24, 1969. Chicago 1973, pp. 83-101.

36 J.R.J. van Asperen de Boer, ‘Some reflections upon the impact of scientific examination on art historical research’, in 
E. Hermens (ed.), Looking through paintings, Baarn 1998, pp. 13-17.

37 There are, for instance, Melanie Gifford at the National Gallery of Art in Washington, Margriet van Eikema Hommes 
at ICN and Arie Wallert at the Rijksmuseum in Amsterdam. 

38 ‘Archaeometry’  does not exist as a word; it is not included in the 1979 edition of Collins Dictionary of the English 
Language, nor in the recent on-line version of the Dictionary. The term seems to be the clever contraction of two words, 
since 50 years the title for the Oxford journal Archaeometry, with half of the title printed in bold.

39 For thoughts on the relation ‘perception’ - ‘conservation’ see: E. van de Wetering and D.H. van Wegen,  ‘Roaming the 
stairs of the tower of Babel. Efforts to expand intperdiciplinay involvement in the theory of restoration’,in Preprints 
ICOM  Committee for Conservation, 8th triennial Meeting, Sydney 1987, pp. 561-565.
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Ways of seeing
The visual examination of paintings, and cultural objects in general, is often crucial in guiding the 
conservator’s approach and in questions of attribution. This starts with the examination by  the 
naked eye, followed, if necessary, by further visual examination assisted by magnifiers and 
technical photographs. The examination enables one to discern features that are not visible to the 
naked eye. Not only before treatment, but also during the restoration itself, the trained restorer 
continuously asks him or herself questions about the build-up of the paint  layers. By working in 
close collaboration with scientists/microscopists during their training, in the last decades, restorers 
have learned to recognise specific features in the paintings. The examination is not just 
interdisciplinary  in a loose sense; part of the work of scientist and restorer actually overlaps here. 
The scientist has to understand the painting as well as possible in order to be able to answer the 
restorer’s questions satisfactorily, by choosing the correct follow-up methods of investigation. The 
answers to these questions have consequences for the restoration (which is, of course, the restorer’s 
responsibility) and thus for the perception of a picture, as stated above. 
 At the beginning of 1973, a small department for art history was formally added to the CL, 
whose task consisted of art  historical research for restoration, conservation and science projects at 
CL. In addition, the history  of restoration was to be studied as well as written sources on artists’ 
techniques. Ernst van de Wetering, member of the Rembrandt Research Project  (RRP), became the 
head of this department. The RRP had been set up in 1968 with the stated purpose (in the first 
volume of A Corpus of Rembrandt Paintings) to conduct ‘conscientious examination, making use of 
up-to-date methods of investigation whenever possible’.40 Before any  scientific examination, each 
painting was to be described, including its purely physical features: the paint layer, the ground, and 
the support. This was a novelty  in art history – and in science too. Van de Wetering, who had not 
only been trained as an art historian but also as an artist, introduced the concept that a coherent view 
of an artist’s technique, in this case Rembrandt, had to be known as part of the basis for attribution. 
In order to know the technique, the stratified structure of a painting resulting from the actual 
painting process had to be examined. X-radiographs served this purpose best, plus the use of the 
stereomicroscope and paint samples. However, results from the analyses of samples, obtained by 
different institutes so far, and presented at  the 1969 Chicago Rembrandt symposium, had not given 
a coherent picture of Rembrandt’s working process. Furthermore, the range of pigments used had 
been shown to be limited.41 It turned out that it was necessary to think as an artist, to look at how 
the master did it as if one were his pupil.42 The author joined the Rembrandt project at  the stage 
when it  was decided that a number of paintings would be systematically examined with the use of a 
microscope. Not only the art  historian, but also the scientist should adopt the same viewpoint  – 
what questions to pose to the painting and how to interpret analytical results. We started the 
examination of paintings by the young Rembrandt, produced in his Leiden years (1625 -1631). 
Layers comprising middle tone, highlight and shadow were found not only while looking through 
the stereomicroscope at the surface of the painting, but also in the paint cross-sections. Conversely, 
the information obtained from paint cross-sections could be extrapolated to the paint surface. The 
investigation of the artist’s working method by  laborious scrutiny of the paint surface contrasts with 
‘point analysis’, a term sometimes used to refer to the examination of paint  samples. Rembrandt’s 
earliest paintings - all on panel - were all found to have the traditional priming for panel as

40 J. Bruyn e.a., A Corpus of Rembrandt Paintings, I, The Hague, Boston, London 1982), Preface, p.  IX.

41 Op. cit., note 35, p. 94.

42 Bruyn in op. cit., note 40, p. XV.
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described by Theodore De Mayerne in 1620. These findings were new. An account of Rembrandt’s 
way of working on these early  panels, using a specific method and working economically (starting 
with a middle tone, followed by  the lights and the dark tones) was published in A Corpus of 
Rembrandt Paintings and in articles in Oud Holland.43 In retrospect it is remarkable that the work 
was published in two separate articles. I was the one who was still clinging to a world of ‘two 
cultures’. In the Bardwell article (see list of articles in this thesis) we clearly stated who wrote 
which part within one article. 
 Since the examination of the young Rembrandt, the examination of paintings has always 
been carried out with this question in mind: how did the artist do it? To answer questions posed by 
restorers, a scientist always has to translate the question into a scientific one and has also to be very 
critical about why one wants to know what. Therefore, scientists should also know the picture 
inside out, by looking at it and through communication with others. The way of looking at paintings 
described here was introduced to trainee painting conservators at  the Hamilton Kerr Institute, 
University  of Cambridge, UK, (HKI) and later at the Stichting Restauratie Atelier Limburg (SRAL), 
modelled after HKI. Both institutes have small in-house laboratories. Paintings were examined in a 
close collaboration between the analyst-microscopist and the trainee restorer. This part of the 
training involved the scrutiny  of the picture’s surface, all the while pointing out and discussing the 
particulars being observed. It was a true master-pupil relationship. Paint cross-sections were studied 
using an instruction microscope, i.e. a microscope with two pairs of eyepiece lenses (objectives) 
and a pointer. In our digital era, a screen for digital images can be added, making the exercise a true 
masterclass. Paint cross-sections were studied in the same way. Whereas in the 1960s and 70s, at 
CL, restorers were not supposed even to look through a (research) microscope – which was, after 
all, the domain of scientists – things had changed drastically, partly out of necessity: too many 
requests for time consuming work by too few scientists. 

Conservation science
After the visual examination further examination is often needed, by scientists. Instrumental 
analysis should remain in the domain of the scientists, as stated above. Only they can judge what 
instruments to use for answering certain questions and interpret the results obtained. This, 
depending on the question asked, often includes the examination of paint cross-sections, as will be 
shown in a few examples below.
 The term conservation science became part of the conservation community’s vocabulary c. 
forty years ago; it is not  possible to be specific. What it refers to is the interface of science and 
conservation. The examination of paintings and materials from them - sometimes erroneously 
referred to as the ‘technical study of paint cross-sections’ - in my opinion and experience belongs to 
conservation science. The problem with the term conservation science lies not  so much in the 
question of whether the restorer uses the outcome of the investigation for his approach or not, but in 
the fact that the examination is part and parcel of conservation and, through conservation, of art 
history. In the museum, the person responsible for decision-making is the director. But, the curator, 
endorsed by the director, can make a reasonable decision only  if he takes material aspects into 
account. 
 The technical examination is often of consequence in the work of the restorer. 
Unfortunately, reports of such examinations do not often reach the stage of publication; they tend to 

43 Bruyn, op. cit., note 40, pp. 11-33. Ernst van de Wetering, ‘The young Rembrandt at work’, Oud-Holland 91 (1977), 
pp. 61-65; Karin Groen, ‘Schildertechnische aspecten van Rembrandts vroegste schilderijen’ (‘Technical aspects of 
Rembrandt’s earliest paintings. Microscopical observations and the analysis of paint samples’), Oud-Holland 91 (1977), 
pp. 66-74.
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disappear into documentation files in the institutions concerned. In this thesis, however, the article 
on Rembrandt’s binding medium, the three articles under ‘Changing colours’ and the last article, on 
Vermeer’s Girl with the pearl earring, relate to aspects of conservation or are wholly  concerned 
with conservation.  

In the past, not much was known about the manufacture of paintings based on scientific 
examination. Max Doerner’s Malmaterial und seine Verwendung im Bilde (The materials of the 
artist and their use in painting), first published in 1921, was not based on scientific analyses but on 
Doerner’s experience as an artist when copying old master paintings: the paint  did not show 
wrinkles as it did in the works by his - much later - followers who used oil.44  Doerner warns 
restorers erroneously about the vulnerability of the ‘strongly resinous nature’ of Rembrandt’s (and 
Rembrandt’s pupils, and Vermeer, Hals, Rubens) painting medium (Venice turpentine, mastic and 
thickened oil), a warning that has unnecessarily prevented the cleaning of paintings for many years. 
In fact it is safer to remove the resinous, darkened varnish from oil paintings than from paintings 
made with a resinous medium. The book is still in demand with students in art academies and some 
of the art academy students become restorers.  

Numerous later impressions, revised editions with sometimes up-to-date extensions, and 
translations of Doerner’s book have appeared. Comparing these, one gets a very interesting insight 
into the development of conservation through history, and into different attitudes - towards the book 
- internationally. But it is not the goal of this article to compare fully these editions. However, in the 
16th German impression from 1985, Doerner’s warnings about Rembrandt’s strongly resinous paint 
have still not been adjusted. By  the time of the 17th German edition, in 1989, they have been, by 
Hans Gert Müller, using the information from scientific analyses. The outcome of these analyses is, 
that the binding medium used by  Rembrandt is a drying oil,45  a fact also mentioned in the 1993 
Dutch edition, translated from the 17th German edition.46  The latest, 22nd, German edition 
appeared as recent as 2007. An English edition first appeared in 1934, with more imprints up to 
1984, all more-or-less literally translated from the 1921 German edition, without the note on the 
scientific analysis of Rembrandt’s binding medium.47 Doerner’s book is in some aspects exemplary,  
but the chapters on the painting techniques of the old masters no longer fit the knowledge required 
by restorers. That may well be the reason for no further English editions after 1984.   

Doerner’s resinous Rembrandt copies may not  have wrinkled, they have darkened, the way a 
varnish would, differently and far more than the original Rembrandt - oil -paintings. 

Translucent top  paint layers or glazes, i.e. medium-rich paint, have always been a concern 
when cleaning. The problem is two-fold. Firstly, their recognition by the restorer. Is an original 
glaze present, which should be preserved, or is this brown material a later applied varnish to be 
removed? Secondly, is their solubility  possible? The microscopical examination of paint samples 
has shown that (organic red) glazes can be found in paintings by Rembrandt and other seventeenth 
century painters. Fortunately these glazes constitute oil paint - at  least in the seventeenth century as 
stated above. When glazes have gone, this is mostly due to rough cleaning in the past. (Nineteenth 
century paintings are often impossible to clean because of their soluble - resinous - paint layers 
including glazes). Because of chemical analyses, we now know that cleaning a painting by 

44  Max Doerner, Malmaterial und seine Verwendung im Bilde, Stuttgart 1936 (5th edition, revised and extended), p. 
298.

45 Max Doerner, Malmaterial und seine Verwendung im Bilde, Stuttgart, 1994, p. 301.

46 Max Doerner, Schilderkunst, materiaal en techniek, The Hague 1993, p. 324.

47 Max Doerner, The materials of the artist,  and their use in painting with notes on the techniques of the old masters, 
London 1984.
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Rembrandt is no more hazardous than cleaning any other seventeenth century oil painting, as far as 
the material aspect is concerned.

In Johannes Vermeer’s Girl with the pearl earring, it was the problematic background that 
needed investigation during the restoration. The background appeared uneven and spotty. The poor 
state of the painting may be related to earlier restoration procedures. Investigation was undertaken 
for understanding the background (as part of a larger study of the techniques and materials used by 
Vermeer).  

Questions asked by restorers are often about the originality of surface layers and the 
decision that has to be made: is there a layer that should be removed or is it original? If original, 
ethics in restoration dictate that it should be left alone, even if it does not have the appearance 
meant by the artist. Original green layers can have turned brown and therefore difficult to 
distinguish by  the naked eye from varnish layers (see the article ‘Towards identification of brown 
discolouration on green paint’ and its update in this thesis); green paint can have turned blue (see 
the article ‘the foliage tends almost to blue’ in this thesis); surface layers can have turned white for 
reasons of discolouration of the pigment or chemical or physical changes in the binding medium, 
etc, etc. Combinations of these factors, plus irregular treatment in the past, were recently witnessed 
again in Cornelis van Haarlem’s Maaltijd van de Haarlemse schutters en de Cluveniers in the Frans 
Hals Museum in Haarlem, where, surprisingly, discoloured smalt, mixed with red lake, was found, 
intended originally as a glaze of a purplish colour, on top of a half-glaze containing red lake. The 
question by the restorers had been if there were remnants of old degraded (oil) varnishes left on the 
surface, or whether the origin of the degraded (‘blanched’) appearing surface lay in the paint layer 
itself. After the examination of the samples it  has become much clearer what spot constituted the 
remnant of varnish and where the original, degraded smalt/red lake glaze was still present. It has 
also been ascertained which spots had been over-cleaned in the past, actions that had caused 
degradation of part of the original binding medium of the glazes in this painting.

On paintings which were formerly thought to be less remarkable, and therefore treated less, 
one sometimes, unexpectectly, comes across glazes when using an ultraviolet lamp; subsequent 
examination of a paint cross-section from the same area does indeed reveal a beautiful, intact glaze. 
If the painting had not been examined technically in that way, the glazes would have escaped 
notice. The glazes had deluded the naked eye and the stereomicroscope. This was for instance the 
case with a Cornelis Dusart’s Gelagkamer in een dorpsherberg in the Frans Hals Museum, where 
red glazes, related to specific forms, were detected in this way. It makes one suspect that on other 
paintings, glazes may have disappeared in the past.

At the Hamilton Kerr Institute, where the author for nearly  ten years ran a small laboratory 
next to the restoration studio, the adage concerning surface layers was: ‘when in doubt leave well 
alone.’      

Low-tech science for art history 
A lot of data, gathered over a long period are needed for answering some of the questions posed by 
art history. Not only chemistry, also knowledge of geology, written sources, archival and other 
material is needed for answering certain questions. ‘High tech’ instruments are not always needed. 
 It is clear from the second article in this thesis, ‘Grounds in Rembrandt’s workshop and in 
paintings by  his contemporaries’, that  a low-tech investigation is sometimes sufficient  for 
answering art historical questions. In this case the question was: is the use of quartz grounds 
restricted to Rembrandt and his studio, a question already posed by Kühn and discussed at  the 
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Rembrandt symposium held by The Art Institute of Chicago in 1969.48  In general, sufficient 
information was obtained by using a light microscope together with an electron microscope, with 
the energy dispersive X-ray analysis (SEM-EDX) for identifying chemical elements in tiny areas of the 
paint cross-section. In a few cases it needed approximately 30 µm thin sections, made of the 
embedded paint sample, so that these could be examined in transmitted light. X-ray diffraction 
analysis was also carried out, specifically to show that the quartz present is alpha-silica, or ordinary 
sand. The difficulty  in answering the question concerning the quartz ground lies not so much in the 
analytical instruments used, but rather in the availability  of sufficient samples to permit a statistical 
assessment. The answer could only be given after many  samples had been analysed. The present 
author has been studying Rembrandt paintings in collaboration with and in the context of the 
Rembrandt Research Project since 1973 - first at the CL and later at the Hamilton Kerr Institute in 
Cambridge and the SRAL in Maastricht. A Corpus of Rembrandt Paintings Vol. 4 appeared in 2005. 
It thus took more than forty-five years - since Kühn’s and Coremans’ investigations and 
publications on the quartz ground found in the Stuttgart Self-portrait - before the answer to the art 
historical question could be given. In many cases, samples taken and analysed earlier had been 
removed with another objective than that of studying the build-up and the composition of the 
ground layers. Often the original question had to do with treatment of the painting. 

Since the Rembrandt research on ground layers, the examination of them has become an important 
area of attention. This may seem surprising at first. Why bother to look at the ground? One should 
look at the paint, as Norman Brommelle - former Director at HKI - remarked. The importance of 
knowledge of the materials used for the ground preparation of canvases lies in the fact that 
materials used for it  could be local and therefore useful in attribution. Most pigments used in 
seventeenth century Dutch painting had to be obtained from afar since Holland does not have 
minerals apart from clay and sand. In the case of Van Gogh’s paintings, ready-made (tube) paints 
were available from ‘colour-men’ and shops by the late nineteenth century, but investigating the 
grounds of his paintings – besides the pigments in the paint - could still provide information on 
provenance and dating. The same techniques of investigation were used as in the investigation of 
Rembrandt’s grounds - optical and electron microscopy. It  turned out that Van Gogh (and Gauguin) 
first tried chalk as filler in the ground preparation, then barium sulfate and then lead white and 
finally lead white/zinc white mixtures. These findings were related to the date and place where the 
artists worked.49 The investigation has now been extended to a large comparative technical and art 
historical study of preparatory layers, and canvasses, in paintings by Van Gogh, Gauguin, Monet 
and Renoir, at The Art Institute in Chicago, supported by The Getty Foundation.    

The identification of chemical elements in paintings - interpretation of the results
Whether the result  of the examination under the microscope, or through the use of nuclear facilities, 
results obtained always need interpretation. Most of the analyses using high tech instruments need 
microscopy for the interpretation of the results obtained. This can be stated for every  specialised 
laboratory. 
 Thus, in the first year of the CL’s existence, Lodewijks, the director, in the 1960s, remarked 
that the activities in the laboratory  were considerably limited by the lack (due to the long time of 

48 Op. cit. note 35,  p. 84. See also ‘Grounds in Rembrandt’s workshop and in paintings by his contemporaries,’ in this 
thesis.

49 D. W. Druick e.a., exh. cat.  Van Gogh and Gauguin: The Studio of the South,  Chicago (The Art Institute of Chicago), 
Amsterdam (Van Gogh Museum) 2002, Appendix, p. 359.
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delivery) of several instruments that were indispensable for the research, especially  a large research 
microscope for the identification of pigments.50  At the same time the Petten Research Centre 
offered CL their nuclear reactor facilities for the examination of art objects. Petten very  much 
wanted ‘something with art’, to show the Queen, when she would visit the nuclear plant, something 
different from the scary radioactive facilities.51  Art is always more attractive to look at. Neutron 
activation analysis (NAA) was a method that  was rather popular abroad for the identification of 
chemical elements in works of art.52 Also, the investigations by A.M. de Wild of the pigments used 
by Dutch Masters (by  means of microscopy and micro- chemical methods) had shown that a 
relatively large number of pigments had been in use over a very long period and could not provide 
information for the precise dating of paintings. (A.M. de Wild, a Chemical Engineer from Delft, in 
1928 wrote his PhD thesis on the scientific investigation of paintings: Het natuurwetenschapplijk 
onderzoek van schilderijen53). It therefore seemed likely  that  more information could be obtained 
from impurities present, since pigments prepared nowadays will be prepared from better purified 
base material. Lead white especially  was a good candidate, because lead white contains silver and 
the extraction of silver would have improved over the years. 
 NAA can be used either on objects - then the method is also referred to as autoradiography - 
or on samples from objects. When used on objects, results can be read from a series of photographic 
plates that  were sensitised by  β-particles, emitted from the painting after radiation.54  For the 
interpretation of the photographic plates - at  what depth in the layer structure is a particular 
chemical element sitting? - samples had to be taken and cross-sections studied and analysed.55 
Radiation of samples permits the identification of trace elements. Dr Hermann Kühn, then scientist 
at the Doerner Institute in Munich, found that NAA could indirectly be used for provenance studies 
and therefore for the purpose of authentication and dating.56 At Petten, in the end, in the sixties, the 
method was tried on art objects, (coins, alabaster) rather than paintings. Samples from paintings 
were radiated at the Reactor Institute of the Chemistry Department in Delft, where Prof. J.P.W. 
Houtman was the Scientific Director and Head of the Department. Houtman and co-workers 
confirmed Kühn’s findings: the concentrations of copper and silver especially were rather constant 
over a period before approximately  1850, after which they dropped to about one tenth of the earlier 
value.57 Houtman worked on Netherlandish paintings only; Kühn found a high copper content in 
lead white in early Venetian paintings. Zinc and antimony were low before 1940 and have increased 
strongly in more recent times. The most likely explanation, according to Houtman, was the change 

50 Nationaal Archief in The Hague, archiefvormer No 2.14.76,  Centraal Laboratorium voor Onderzoek van Voorwerpen 
van Kunst en Wetenschap, 1963-1997. Annual reports, written by J. Lodewijks, 1 mei 1963.

51 Oral communication J.R.J. van Asperen de Boer. 

52 E.V. Sayre, Proceedings of a Seminar on the Application of Science in Examination of Works of Art, Boston (Museum 
of Fine Arts,  Research Lab.) 1958, pp. 153-177.

53  A.M. de Wild,  Het natuurwetenschappelijk onderzoek van schilderijen, The Hague 1928. Translated into The 
scientific examination of pictures, London 1929.

54 For a description of the technique as it is used on paintings see,  P. Meyers e.a., ‘The technical procedures and the 
effects of radiation exposure upon paintings’, in Art and Autoradiography, New York (The Metropolitan Museum of 
Art) 1982, pp. 105-110.

55 P. Meyers , M. Ainsworth, K. Groen, ‘Pigments and other painting materials’, in Meyers e.a., see above, pp. 100-104.

56 H. Kühn, ‘Trace elements in white lead and their determination by emission spectrum and neutron activation’,  Studies 
in Conservation 11 (1966), pp.163-169.

57  J.P.W. Houtman and J. Turkstra, ‘Neutron activation analysis of trace elements in white lead and the possible 
application for age determination of paintings’, International Atomic Energy Agency Symposium of Radiochemical 
methods of analysis, Salzburg, 19-23 October 1964,  Paper No. SM-55/91.
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in purification methods for lead white and the adulteration with zinc white in modern times. In the 
nineteenth century new methods for the manufacture of lead white did indeed come into use,58  
although not  in Holland, where the traditional method, named the ‘Dutch stack process‘, continued 
well into the twentieth century. Years later, in 1987, J.R. Lancelot and A. Allegret in their ICOM-
paper confirmed Houtstra’s analytical data (as far as the detection limit of their technique permitted, 
for some of Houtman’s results were below their detection limit), but explained the results 
differently. According to them, the early lead white would indeed have been manufactured in 
Holland (as well as in England) from English lead ores, but, during the industrial revolution in the 
nineteenth century things changed. Through commercial exchanges with North America and 
Australia a different  type of lead was imported into Europe. Also, in the nineteenth century 
Germany and Austria dominated the production of lead white, and from the end of the nineteenth 
century it was America that dominated the world production of lead white.59 The change over time 
in the concentration of trace elements in lead white should therefore be attributed to the use of 
different lead ores. Lancelot and co-workers backed up their thesis with data from lead isotope 
(206Pb/204Pb) ratio measurements, (the approach used by  Keisch and co-workers in Pittsburg, with 
the purpose of identifying the source of the lead ore used for the manufacture of lead white.60) They 
found, interestingly, that Pb isotope ratios are more or less constant in Middle and Southern Europe, 
the lead originating all from the same continental crust of 600.106 years old. In Scandinavia and 
Scotland the crust  is much older, in the order of 2000 x 106 - 2700 x 106 years.61 The conclusion is 
that lead isotope ratios in paintings originating in Holland, France and Italy are the same till the end 
of the eighteenth century. From then on, lead (white) originating from an exotic, non-European 
(America, Australia), reservoir was introduced and mixed with the European source.  
 The reason for relating this account of early work on trace elements and lead isotopes in 
some detail is to show that a simple question - of authentication, dating or otherwise - can take a 
long time, effort and money to answer. Trace and Pb isotope measurements cannot easily be carried 
out on a routine basis. In the past, these measurements needed a nuclear research facility. Since the 
middle of the 1970s, (accelerator) mass spectrometers are being used for separating (stable) 
isotopes. These analytical instruments can rarely be afforded, nor maintained, by museum 
laboratories.  The opportunity to conduct such research only  sporadically presents itself and rarely 
through a sponsoring connection. These opportunities sometimes arise because researchers at the 
facility are personally interested - and sometimes on a commercial basis. 
 Although the ultimate hope, expressed by Lodewijks that the identification of trace elements 
in the paint of the different layers in paintings, by using neutron activation, would give an insight in 
the characteristic properties of a particular artist’s work had not been fulfilled, he was on the right 
track. Kühn’s and Houtman’s pioneering work, in a close interdisciplinary co-operation, 
demonstrated that it could to some extent be used for dating purposes.62 There is still scope for 
further work: for instance, lead isotope ratio measurements could probably be refined.  Might there 

58 For instance the Pattison process, a process dependent on the fact that lead which has least silver in it solidifies first 
on liquefaction. A.I. Kossolapov and A.V. Sizov, ‘Impurities in white lead and the metallurgy of lead,’ Preprints, ICOM 
Committee for Conservation, 7th Triennial meeting, Copenhagen 1984, pp. 27-28.

59  J.R. Lancelot e.a., ‘Analyses de pigments blanc appliquées à l’étude chronologiques des peintures des chevalet - 1 
blanc de plomb,’ Preprints, ICOM Committee for Conservation, 8th triennial meeting, Sydney 1987, pp. 67-73. 

60  Bernhard Keisch, ‘On the use of isotope mass spectrometry in the identification of artists’ pigments’, Studies in 
Conservation 15 (1970), pp. 1-11.

61 Lancelot e.a., op. cit., note 59, p. 70.

62  In 1968, after Coremans’ death, Houtman took his place on the Board of Advice of the CL (Central Laboratory 
Annual Report).
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not be small differences within Europe? Since the early studies, provenance studies using lead white 
was continued, in Oxford, by measuring lead isotope ratio’s in carefully  selected ore deposits; only 
those ores relevant to archaeology and art history were studied, first the Mediterranean, then British 
lead and copper deposits.63   
 The identification and the explanation of their meaning of main elements is less complicated 
than it is for trace elements. In 1973 CL obtained a Laser Micro spectral Analyser (LMA) with 
quartz spectrograph, after it had been proven beyond doubt that chemical elements could be 
identified in individual layers in paint cross-sections, without having to resort to a nuclear plant. At 
the Vrije Universiteit (VU) in Amsterdam, an electron microprobe had been used for elemental 
analyses at  the CL’s request.64  The short article in my thesis, a preliminary report on the brown 
discolouration of green paint, rests on the results obtained at the VU. The LMA, manufactured by 
Carl Zeiss in Jena, East Germany, was an instrument suitable for qualitative analysis of the 
chemical elements in small, solid samples, (sample spot diameter c. 20 µm), but its detection limit 
did not permit precise quantification of trace elements.65  CL was the second lab in Holland, after 
the Institute for Forensic Science in The Hague, to purchase a LMA, which illustrates that the 
examination of paintings (and other cultural objects) has at least one feature in common with 
forensic science: small samples that stretch the limits of analytical instrumentation. The 
introduction of electron microscopes and X-ray analysers put an end to the use of LMA; the 
necessary  glass plates for reading the LMA spectra were no longer produced, the instrument had 
become obsolete and was transported to the science museum, Museum Boerhaave in Leiden.

Boundaries and limits
When investigating paintings technically, non-destructive techniques are preferred (when a sample 
is taken, but is not destroyed by the analysis) and if possible, non-invasive techniques (which 
involve taking no samples). The term micro-destructive was introduced for the examination of 
samples using microscopy, FTIR and XRD.66  For obvious reasons, non-invasive investigation 
seems the most attractive. It can be done using the naked eye, magnifying glass and/or 
stereomicroscope, by using photographic techniques and some instrumental analyses. As an 
example, synchrotron radiation induced X-ray fluorescence spectroscopy mapping (which produces 
fluorescence spectra for each pixel) was used to visualise a hidden portrait under a Van Gogh 
painting. The work was carried out by  a collaborative team of scientists, curators and conservators: 
the Technical University in Delft, the University  of Antwerp, Deutsches Elektronen-Synchrotron 
(DESY) in Hamburg and the Kröller Müller Museum.67 Pigment analysis and the degradation of 
pigments, for example the degradation of cadmium yellow (CdS) in paintings by  James Ensor 
(1860-1949), was also studied using synchrotron radiation based X-ray  techniques. In the end, 

63  Z. Stos-Gale e.a. ‘Lead isotope data from the isotrace laboratory, Oxford: Archaeometry database I, ores from the 
Western Mediterranean’, Archaeometry 37 (1995), pp. 407-415. Svend Nielsen e.a., ‘The Gundestrup cauldron: New 
Scientific and Technical Investigations’, Acta Archaeologica 76 (2005), pp. 1-58. 

64 G. Elzinga-ter Haar, ‘On the use of the Electron Microprobe in analysis of cross-sections of paint samples,’ Studies in 
Conservation 16 (1971), pp. 41-55.

65 Lancelot, op. cit., note 59, had invalidated the report by Kossolapov about the use of Laser microprobe micro spectral 
analysis for trace elements in lead white: A.I. Kossolapov see op. cit., note 58, pp. 27-28. 

66 D. Pinna e.a.,  (eds.),  Scientific examination for the investigation of paintings. A handbook for conservator-restorers, 
Florence 2009. 

67  J. Dik e.a.,  ‘Visualization of a lost painting by Vincent van Gogh using Synchrotron Radiation based X-ray 
Fluorescence Elemental mapping’, Analytical Chemistry  80 (2008), pp. 6436-6442.
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micro-destructive cross-sections had to be analysed as well as scrapings for XRD in order to 
interpret the resulting data, a fact learned from experience and noted above.68 The most important 
question is: does the research have consequences for the restoration? The research has elucidated 
the chemical transformation and subsequent physical processes that led to the fading of the pigment, 
but what circumstances would have triggered the process, and when, is still a mystery.
 Apart from the particular technique itself, the above collaboration is a contemporary 
example of the early beginnings of the Central Research Laboratory, with scientists offering their 
sophisticated equipment for research in the field of cultural heritage.  Were there others motives for 
them to do this apart from pure altruism? An obvious reason for scientists is that  it sets them a 
tangible problem-solving goal. There is also the attraction of working with beautiful and precious 
objects: Rembrandt and Van Gogh have never had much trouble attracting scientists to work with 
them. However, there have been other more practical gains from the advances made in the course of 
this research on paintings. During period in the 1990’s when scientific investigations related to the 
Rembrandt Research Project were sponsored by DSM, this sponsored research led to an 
improvement in the analytical techniques for identifying trace amounts of proteins in one of their 
industrial products, aspartame, which they  were producing on a world-wide scale. Chemically, 
aspartame is a methyl ester of the dipeptide aspartic acid/phenylanaline. Contamination by break-
down products renders the artificial sweetener aspartame toxic. Long-term conservation research 
can therefore assist research in other areas by the testing of high tech instruments, and through 
testing their improvement and refinement. Cultural objects, especially  paintings, stretch the ability 
of the instruments to their limits, as samples from them are minuscule. To my surprise, I learned 
that DSM  undertook to sponsor art when it was in a bad shape financially, reasoning that art would 
improve its reputation and thereby indirectly lead to an improvement in the financial situation. Had 
the financial figures been better, it seems they would not have undertaken the sponsorship. Further, 
DSM management assured me, they would also have sponsored the research if it had been Gerard 
Dou instead of Rembrandt, confirming that other motives played a role than pure interest in 
Rembrandt’s oeuvre. 

Laser ablation-inductively coupled plasma-mass spectrometry (LA-ICP-MS) is another technique 
that attracts attention in the field of cultural heritage.69 Disadvantages of LA-ICP-MS are that it is 
more expensive than X-ray fluorescence, that it is non-portable and its use is micro-destructive 
(although sample amounts as small as 900 ng have been mentioned in the literature.70) Although 
such emerging technologies are attractive, the required information can often only be obtained 
using conventional techniques with samples from the object. A multi-technique analytical approach 

68 G. van der Snickt e.a, ‘Characterization of a degraded cadmium yellow (CdS) pigment in an oil painting by means of 
synchrotron radiation based X-ray techniques’, Analytical Chemistry 82 (7), (2009), pp. 2600-2610. 

69  This technique enables spatially resolved information for multi-element analysis in a wide range of concentrations 
(µg/g to % level).  It is used on surfaces of small objects or samples from them, it is micro-destructive, (ng level) with a 
spatial resolution of a few µm. The sensitivity is 0.01-0.1 µg/g. Both spatial resolution and sensitivity of LA-ICP-MS 
are higher than (portable) X-ray fluorescence. The sensitivity of LA-ICP-MS is also of an order of magnitude more than 
twice (depending on the material analysed) that of NAA, the technique mentioned above for Pb-isotope ratio 
measurements and trace elements,  and also better than other conventional techniques used for the purpose, such as 
Thermal Ionisation Mass Spectroscopy (TIMS). LA-ICP-MS can indeed be used for Pb isotope ratio measurements, and 
for the isotope ratios of other elements. It is the best method for fingerprinting purposes. Spatial resolution is especially 
important in the study of paint cross-sections using LA-ICP-MS. With sufficient spatial resolution, profiling of cross-
section would be interesting.

70 M. Resano e.a., ‘Laser Ablation-Inductively Coupled Plasma Mass Spectrometry for the characterization of pigments 
in prehistoric rock art,’ Analytical Chemistry 79 (23) (2007), pp. 8947-8955.
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is necessary  for the interpretation of the results: SEM-EDX and Raman allowing structural 
information to be obtained in this case. 
 For conservator-restorers it is very  tempting to accept the research offered by scientists in 
industry and universities, especially if a non-destructive investigation involves no transport of the 
object to the research facility and is free of charge. We - conservator-restorers and conservation 
scientists - are all grateful for the pioneering role in conservation taken on by (high tech) scientists. 
But, does it provide the answers to the questions that conservator-restorer’s crucially require? Do 
the results contribute to decisions for the treatment of the object? This has not always been the case. 

For art  historians/curators nowadays, conservation research must be an even more daunting 
prospect than it is for (trained) restorers. For some, the language gap is impossible to breach and 
just as in the old days they still prefer not to talk to chemists. They simply cannot understand each 
other. Fortunately, there is an increasing willingness on the part of scientists to explain what they 
are doing to the conservator and art historian without resorting to technical jargon. 

From the beginning of CL it was clear that the task it  had been set was immense. During the first 
year, its Director J.Lodewijks, was astonished by the huge number of requests, from many different 
museums and other institutions, for the examination of a range of objects of varying material 
composition, including paintings.71  To cite a few examples: the Koninklijke Bibliotheek (Royal 
Library) wished to know if the visibility  of the almost completely scratched out Erasmus signature 
could be improved. Other questions involved possible overpainting on murals, the origin of a 
wooden case – ‘could it be Coptic?’ – how to preserve imitation gold leather wall hangings, and 
much more beside. There were so many requests, some of which would take not only research, but 
long-term restoration work as well, that an analyst was employed in January 1964 specifically to 
travel around the country  to attend to these requests. This, of course, was only part of the solution. 
In the 1990s there was still the problem of how to deal with large numbers of requests for analyses, 
often time-consuming and often wishing instant solutions. This continued in the twenty first 
century, leading to the retrieval of an old idea. To solve part of the problem, a first aid room was 
incorporated in the architectural design for the new housing of the laboratory  of the Institute of 
Cultural Heritage (ICN) in the Ateliergebouw 72. Unfortunately, due to constantly changing policies, 
this policlinic never materialised. The problem was provisionally  solved, however, by the scientific 
training of picture restorers and by their own subsequent action in the museums when they were 
employed there. In the Mauritshuis, Rijksmuseum, Van Gogh Museum and Rijksmuseum Twenthe, 
small laboratories were established, mainly for microscopy. In cases of difficulty – for example, 
where the research microscope is not as good as the one at the ICN, or a question is too difficult to 
solve with microscopy alone, or the restorer’s eye is not sufficiently  adapted to the examination of 
cross-sections – there was ICN to fall back upon. Also, extensions of the human eye need 
interpretation, by a scientist, since microscopy is often only the first step  for further scientific 
investigation. Currently ICN provides for chemical analyses on a commercial basis. Of course, 
restorers feel free to accept offers for instrumental analyses on their museum’s pictures by research 
groups and institutes other than ICN. It is possible to shop. The long-term running NWO-sponsored 
projects ‘Molart’ and ‘De Mayerne’, unfortunately  finished now, have provided, not only access to 

71 Nationaal Archief in The Hague, archiefvormer No 2.14.76,  Centraal Laboratorium voor Onderzoek van Voorwerpen 
van Kunst en Wetenschap, 1963-1997. Annual reports, written by J. Lodewijks, 1 mei 1963.

72  The Ateliergebouw is owned by the Rijksmuseum. It houses the restoration departments of the Rijksmuseum, the 
University of Amsterdam Opleiding voor Conservering en Restauratie (School for conservation and restoration) and the 
ICN laboratories. CL is part of ICN, following a merger in 1997. From January 2011 onwards ICN will cease to exist in 
a merger with the Rijksdienst voor Cultureel Erfgoed (RCE). 
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instruments, but also ultimately increased numbers of scientists trained in the examination of 
materials from art objects.  

To return to 1912 and the conflict between Sedelmeyer and Bredius over the material investigation 
of paintings. Is it  after all the case, as Sedelmeyer dismissively  remarked, that one might  “just as 
well send pictures to a chemical laboratory” for investigation? The answer is ‘no’, but ‘yes’, 
provided.... To quote another art connoisseur: “The eye is the highest  authority”.73 This principle 
holds still, with the provision that it is not only the art connoisseur or art historian/curator who uses 
his eyes, but also the conservator-restorer and the scientist  as well – and provided we are all able to 
interpret the meaning of certain phenomena seen through stereo and research microscopes. In the 
past, conservators used only a magnifier to examine their paintings. The modern use of the 
stereomicroscope by conservators before deciding on treatment is a great advance. An unexpected 
result of this is that it has greatly increased the demand for high tech scientific analyses. We see 
more and more with the technologically assisted eye, with the danger that every minor aberration 
stares at us as if it were a major defect in the paint film that needs to be investigated by  high tech 
science. The question sometimes occurs: was not the phenomenon always present, only previously 
we could not see it? Even if Stolow (cited above) was right  in saying that using an extension of the 
eye is not science, people using these extensions must think as scientists, that is applying ‘A 
systematic, ordered approach to the gathering of data and the solving of problems.’ To continue this 
definition of scientific thinking: ‘The basic approach is the statement of the problem followed by 
the statement of a hypothesis. An experimental method is established to help confirm or negate the 
hypothesis. The results of the experiment are observed, and conclusions are drawn from observed 
results. The conclusions may tend to uphold or to refute the hypothesis’.74 
 Innovative thinking and advances in preventive conservation surely depend on the increase 
of knowledge. Increase in knowledge comes about by using not only  the eyes, assisted or non-
assisted, but also invasive and non-invasive instrumental techniques. All these approaches will lead 
to further advance if rightly  interpreted and communicated. There are boundaries and limits, 
between art  history, conservation and science. Communication is essential in interdisciplinary co-
operation in the multidisciplinary  field of the care for cultural heritage in order to minimise the 
boundaries.

73 Hofstede de Groot, op. cit., note 6, p. 12.

74 Mosby's Medical Dictionary, 8th edition. © 2009, Elsevier. 
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KARIN GROEN

Halcyon Days for Art History

( (T
It is even possible that the patron supplied his own primed

support for his portraits."' This inconspicuous remark in an

essay by myself and Ella Hendriks in Seymour Slivet exhibition

catalogue Frans Hals ( 1989-90) could have useful implications

for art history. It was our possible explanation for the untypi-

cal grounds used in two portraits by Frans Hals: his Man rn

the Fitzwilliam Museum, Cambridge, and hts Man in a Slouch

Hatin the Staatliche Kunstsammlungen, Kassel. We suggest-

ed that, since the priming on the supports was so different from

other painting grounds used by Hals, the sitters themselves

might have acquired the primed canvases from somewhere

other than Haarlem. Indeed, according to contemporary

sources, canvases were not always primed in painters' studios,

and, in fact, the practice of preparing supports for painting

existed as a sep arate industry during the seventeenth century in

the Netherlands.

Most grounds found in paintings by Frans Hals are of a

light pink or ocher color, made with lead white in an oil medi-

um together with an admixture of small  amounts of red,

brown, and/or black pigments. The Cambridge and Kassel

portraits were painted on a so-called double ground, the lower

one being red and the next one gray. Such grounds were used,

for instance, by Rembrandt during the 1630s in Amsterdam,

and by Bloemaert and Ter Bruggen in Utrecht. \7hile the

analysis of the application and formulation of ground and

paint layers will point to a certain painter only in exceptional

cases, it can indicate a particular regional school of painting,

although a primed canvas or panel might have been brought

from a town other than the one in which the artist lived.

Comparison ofgrounds has proved useful in the exam-

ination ofpendant pairs painted by Hals. Not only are the can-

vases on which they were painted identical, but the priming is

as well. ' Supports for pendants were obviously made by cut-

ting cloth from alarge, single piece of canvas that was pre-

stretched and primed.

Close comparison of grounds has also yielded interest-

ing results in the case of a picture attributed to Rembrandt.

During the "revolut ion" in Romania during December of

1992, the painting representing Haman before Esther (fig. 1)

was damaged while it was being rushed to a place of safety.

After this incident, i t  was brought to the Netherlands for

restoration. Another reason for bringing the painting to the

Netherlands was that extensive scientific investigation could be

undertaken there to determine its authenticity. This was done

in the context of the work of the Rembrandt Research Project

(RRP) based in Amsterdam. The report on the restoration and

FIGURES,pp. 315-316

examination of the painting, which was published in 1991 in

a special issue of the Rijksmuseum Bulletin,has prompted the

additional remarks made here.'

In the Rembrandt rercentenary year of 1 969, C. Benedict

published an X-radiograph of the entire painting (fig. 2) in a

Romanian art journal that showed another picture hidden

beneath the present one.a The underlying composit ion

appeared to represent the same scene with three figures, but

in different positions. In the RRP's third volume of the n Cor-

pus of Rembrandt Paint ings (1989), the (top) paint ing was

placed in category B: that is, one in which Rembrandt's author-

ship cannot be positively either accepted or rejected.s The sup-

posed date of execution of the picture was left vague, in the

1660s. The underlying picture, which was shown in the exam-

ination to be in an advanced state of execution, was tentative-

ly dated from the X-radiograph to around 1635 and said to be

possiblyby Rembrandt's own hand. This was a surprising state-

ment to make about a picture that had been painted out. How-

ever, in this case, Van de Wetering based his verdict on the head

of the underlying Esther (visible on the X-radiograph), which

was of a rype similar to that on four other works by Rembrandt.

All four- Bathsheba in the National Gallery of Can ada,

Ottawa; Bel lonain the Metropoli tan Museum of Art,  New

York; Florain the National Gallery, London; and Sophonisbarn

the Museo del Prado, Madrid-were painted in the first half of

the 1630s.

The presumption of the possible date of execution and

the authentici ty of the hidden composit ion in the Haman

before Esther (fig. 1) has been reinforced by 
-y 

subsequent

detailed technical examination of the painting, especially of

the build-up and formulation of the ground layers. \7hat fol-

lows here is a brief account of this examination, with an

emphasis on the necessiry ofmaintaining certain standard con-

ditions for this rype of investigation.

Small paint samples were taken from the HamAn before

Est/ter, cross-sections ofwhich were then examined under the

microscope. These showed that the underlying painting was

in an advanced state of execution with the figures already in

color. It was sometimes difficult to decide which Iayer belonged

to the first picture andwhich to the second, since parts of the

first composition were retained in the final picture. Also, the

two composit ions were not separated by a newly appl ied

preparatory Iayer. For these reasons, it seemed most useful to

analyze the formulation and the build-up of the ground l^y-

ers, that is, the paint layers lying directly on the canvas, in order

to try to date the underlying composition more precisely.
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The ground consisted of two layers. Judging from their

color and formulation, these layers were very similar to the

preparatory layers used by Rembrandt for pictures in the first

ten years of his life in Amsterdam, after he had left Leiden. The

double, colored grounds used by Rembrandt in this period are

comprised of a red paint layer with a gray one over i t .  Red

earth, an inexpensive substance, was probably used for the first

layer since a lot of it was needed to fi l l the interstices in the

canvas weave before painting could begin. The second layer,

which served as the ground on which to paint, consisted of the

much more expensive lead white tinted with a little black, red,

and yellow pigment.

By 
^ 

lucky coincidence, the underlying picture can be

dated more precisely than "from around 1635. " Over the years,

the RRP has examined and analyzed many paint samples of

Rembrandt paintings from different collections. Some of these

samples are still in the Amsterdam laborat orft and we re avail-

able to compare with those taken from the Hamtn before

Esther. To make such a comparison is more difficult than it

would seem, since the number ofpigments used by artists in the

seventeenth century is not very extensive and those employed

for grounds is smalle r still. Therefore, not only were the types

of pigments examined and compared, but also their relative

concentrations in the paint mixture, their sizes, and the pres-

ence of small  admixtures of pigments other than the main

components.

In conducting such scienti f ic research, i t  is general ly

understood that the circumstances under which tests are done

must be identical for the results to be comparable. For a valid,

accurate comparison of paint cross-sections, where the main

constituent of the paint in different samples is the same and

the comparison relies on minor variations, it is important that:

1) the person who makes the comparison takes the paint sam-

ples him or herself;2) paint cross-sections of different samples

are examined under the same microscope; 3) il lumination of

the microscope is the same; 4) thesamples are examined using

the same objectives and magnification; 5) a high magnifica-

tion is used; and 6) the different samples are evaluated by the

same researcher. This last requirement is vital since observed

data can be differently interpreted by two or more people, and

people can differ about the relevance of sets of observations.

Paint samples can be found, like the pictures they derive

from, in different locations, and they are not always easily avail-

able for examination by other researchers. A photograph of

the desired sample will not suffice for the comparative inves-

tigation, since the circumstances under which the samples were

photographed (lighting, magnification, type of film used, and

so forth) are unlikely to be identical to the circumstances under

which the examination was made.

For the comparison of the ground layers of Esther before

Hamanwith those of other pictures by Rembrandt, paint sam-

ples from the Metropolitan Museum ofArt in NewYorkwere

available, among them paint cross-sections from Bellona. These

samples had been taken earlier for the purpose of evaluating

the technique of neutron activation analysis (autoradiogra-

phy) of paintings.6 Althou gh Be llonaand Esther before Haman

both have double grounds (first, orange-red; second , gray),

the grounds turned out not to be identical when scrutinized

in the way described above. A comparison with the London

Florawas possible by consult ing the 1988 National Gallery

publication, Rembrandt, Art in the Makingwhich states that the

upper ground Iayer in Florahas wood charcoal mixed in with

the lead white.t In Esther before Haman, the black mixed in is a

very fine soot. No samples were available for comparison with

Baths h e b a and S op h onis b a.

Further comparative investigation revealed that the

application and formulation of the ground layers in Haman

before Estherare entirely identical to those used for the authen-

tic Rembrandt picture Pornait of a Woman in an Armchair of

1633 in the Metropolitan Museum (fig. 3). In rhe Corpus,thts

portrait is placed in category A: "Paintings by Rembrandt."'

Even when seen under the optical microscope with avery high

magnification of x500, the paint mixtures in the two pictures

cannot be distinguished from each other (figr 4,5). One pot

ofpaint appears to have been used to prime both canvases. The

absolute affinity in the way the limited number of pigments

were used in the two paintings cannot be explained otherwise

than that the canvases were primed close together in time and

in space. Thus, the paintings on these two supports are proba-

bly also very close in their date of execution.

Thus, comparison of paint samples from the ground l^y-

ers of the two paint ings confirmed the above-mentioned

hypothesis based on the X-radiograph (fig .2), that is, that the

underlying composition in Haman before Esther (fig. 1) was

made at a much earlier date than the upper, visible one, and

that it is possibly by Rembrandt. The earlier investigation had

also shown that the hidden picture was in an advanced state

of execution when the head ofAhasuerus was painted out with

a blue paint. From our accurate microscopic examination of

paint samples, then, the conclusion can be drawn that Haman

before Esther stayed in Rembrandt's studio in an unfinished

state.e
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Fig. I . Rembrandt (?), Haman before Estlter, c. 1633. Bucharest,

Muzeul de Arta al Republich Sociaste Rominia.

TEXT, pp. B9-91

Fig.2. X-radiograph of Haman before Esther.
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Fig. 3. Rerrrbla ndr, Portrait olh lMonnn itt att Antttluir,I (r33. New York, The Metropolirirn Museum oFArt.

Fig. 4. Cross-section of paint layer s in Harnart bafora Estltar.
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1 Theodore Turquet De Mayerne, Pictoria Sculptoria & quae subalternarum

artium, 1620, in: E. Berger, Quellen für Maltechnik während der Renaissance und

deren Folgezeit, Munich 1901. J. A. van de Graaf, Het De Mayerne Manuscript

als bron voor de schildertechniek van de Barok, Mijdrecht 1958.

2 See also: Ernst van de Wetering, Rembrandt. The Painter at Work, Amster-

dam 1997, pp. 91-130.

3 E. Raehlmann, Über die Farbstoffe der Malerei in den verschiedenen Kunstperioden

nach mikroskopischen Untersuchungen, Leipzig 1914. A. M. de Wild, The

scientific examination of pictures, London 1929.

4 For a bibliography of the early literature, see: Joyce Plesters, ‘Biblio-

graphy, technical and scientific examination’, in: Helmut Ruhemann, The

cleaning of paintings, London 1965, pp. 461-472.

5 Ruhemann, op.cit.4, p. 168.

6 Philip Hendy and A. S. Lucas, ‘The ground in pictures’, Museum XXI, 4

(1968), pp. 245-256, with twenty-two photomicrographs of cross-sections

of paint and ground in colour with descriptive texts by Joyce Plesters on

pp. 257-265.  

7 Hendy and Lucas, op. cit.6, on p. 268 they seem to suggest that, in

Holland, the traditional manner of preparing panels was continued in the

seventeenth century on canvases. However, from the text in Plesters’

caption no. 15 it is clear that double, coloured grounds on canvas were

found by the authors in paintings from the seventeenth century in the

Netherlands. No. 14, Van Dyck, Charles I on horseback, is probably on a

double ground of grey on orange-red and not on a ground of an orange-

red mixture alone, as suggested in the caption. 

8 To name a few: Alain R. Duval, ‘Les préparations colorées des tableaux

de l’école française des dix-septième et dix-huitième siècles’, Studies in

Conservation 37 (1992), pp. 239-258. Ella Hendriks, Anne van Grevenstein,

Karin Groen, ‘The painting technique of four paintings by Hendrick

Goltzius and the introduction of the coloured ground’, Goltzius-studies:

Hendrick Goltzius, 1558-1617, (1993), pp. 481-497. Alain R. Duval, ‘Les

enduits de préparation des tableaux de Nicolas Poussin’, Techne 1 (1994),

pp. 35-41.  Ségolène Bergeon and Elisabeth Martin, ‘La technique de la

peinture française des XVIIe et XVIIIe siècles’, Techne 1 (1994), pp. 65-78.

Jill Dunkerton and Marika Spring, ‘The development of painting on

coloured surfaces in sixteenth-century  Italy’, Painting Techniques, History,

Materials and Studio Practice, IIC Contributions to the Dublin Congress

(1998), pp. 120-130.

workshop. The results of our research on Rembrandt’s
canvases (see Volume II, Chapter II)2 seemed to indicate
that they had already been prepared when they entered
his workshop. They could have been purchased from any
number of primers, or provided by the individual who
commissioned one or more paintings. Accordingly,
because the provenance of the primed canvases is un-
known and the composition of the grounds varies, the
value of the information on Rembrandt’s grounds
seemed fairly limited. As outlined below, this situation
changed after 1640, when canvases appear to have been
prepared in Rembrandt’s own workshop on a relatively
large scale. Moreover, this was done with a mixture
unique for Dutch painting of the period, a fact which
greatly enhances the relevance of the analytical results. 

Research of Rembrandt’s grounds to date

Since 1914, when Raehlmann placed samples from
paintings under the microscope to identify their pig-
ments, a great deal of data has been amassed on the
pigments used by various generations of painters.3

Grounds were largely ignored until ways of preparing the
microscopic samples and grounds were developed that
facilitated the examination of cross-sections of the paint
layers. At best, a ground was initially considered part of
the observed layer structure.4 Extending over the entire
surface of the support and identical in all of the paint
samples from a single painting, the ground did not seem
to be a promising area of research. Helmut Ruhemann,
conservator at the National Gallery in London, in 1965
incorrectly noted that the grounds in Rembrandt’s time
did not differ much from those in use since the Middle
Ages.5 However, in 1968, the National Gallery also pro-
duced a publication, by Sir Philip Hendy, the Gallery’s
director, together with the chief conservator, Arthur
Lucas, presenting a survey of the grounds from various
traditions and periods.6 While this publication remains
valuable, we now have far more information at our
disposal on the basis of which we would interpret some of
their examples rather differently.7 From 1990 onwards
there has been an increase in publications on white and
coloured grounds.8

A ground, or priming, is applied to a support – canvas,
wood etc. – to provide a suitable base on which to paint.
In general, its composition is comparable to that of paint,
namely consisting of one or more pigments in a binding
medium laid on in one or more layers. 

The ground’s colour and texture play a role in the
final effect of the painted surface. The colour largely
determines the choice of painting technique. Thus, on a
white ground the artist can work from light to dark,
whereas on a dark ground the artist works in reverse
order, with light highlights often the last strokes to be
applied. From examination of paintings with exposed
areas of ground, Rembrandt generally appears to have
painted on a middle tone, determining the division of
light and dark in the composition as a whole in an early
stage of the painting process, with the ground functioning
as an intermediary. This made it possible to paint rapidly
and efficiently, while the chiaroscuro, so important in
Baroque painting, was almost instantly achieved.

The ground differed depending on the type of support.
Panels were still mainly used in the Northern Nether-
lands in the first quarter of the seventeenth century.
From c. 1624 on Rembrandt worked on panel, some-
times on paper. As far as we know, he began working on
canvas only in 1631. Theodore Turquet De Mayerne
described the preparation of panels in three recipes in his
Pictoria Sculptoria & quae subalternarum artium, an extensive
collection of notes concerning technical aspects of art, the
earliest dated entry being 1620. The so-called Mayerne
Manuscript contains the most important written sources on
painting technique in Rembrandt’s time.1 De Mayerne
obtained his information from conversations with artists
and other individuals dealing with artists’ materials, and
from recipes in older books, which he copied, or painter’s
exercise books with recipes, which he incorporated in his
collection. 

The value that can be attributed to a knowledge of the
composition of ground layers – knowledge acquired
through chemical analysis – depends crucially on know-
ing whether the canvases or panels were delivered
already primed or whether they were primed in the

Chapter IV

Grounds in Rembrandt’s workshop and in paintings by his 
contemporaries

c. (karin) m. groen
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In the period preceding Hendy and Lucas’ article,
Hermann Kühn in Munich had already conducted
research on ground layers, but then solely in relation to
the work of Rembrandt. This inquiry was sparked by the
controversy surrounding the ‘Self-portrait’ in Stuttgart (see
IV 17), which was acquired as an important late
Rembrandt and subsequently branded as a forgery. The
ground of this painting was found to consist largely of
finely ground sand, with a substantial quantity of clay
minerals.9 Because the significance of this finding was
unclear – no such ground had been detected previously –
Kühn subsequently conducted an extensive investigation
of the grounds in paintings by Rembrandt, as well as
those by a number of other artists for comparison. 

Ninety seven paintings from various collections were
examined in 1962, of which 48 at that time were
attributed to Rembrandt, 10 were considered to be shop
works or contemporary copies of works by Rembrandt,
and 38 were by other Dutch painters from the
seventeenth to the nineteenth century. In 1965, Kühn
published the results of his – in the meantime more
extensive – investigation of the grounds of 122 paintings
on canvas and panel from various periods ascribed to
Rembrandt.10 On the basis of these investigations, in
which no cross-sections were prepared, his impression was
that the grounds used by Rembrandt, both on panel and
on canvas, varied enormously. This conclusion later
proved to be incorrect. At the request of the Rembrandt
Research Project and in collaboration with the Staat-
lichen Kunstsammlungen in Kassel, Kühn later again
took samples of the ground and paint layers of the
paintings in Kassel and prepared and analysed cross-
sections of these samples.11 The work in Kassel was
continued in Dresden.12 Consequently, the original
notion that Rembrandt experimented with his grounds
had to be modified. For a discussion on this subject, the
reader is referred to Volumes I and II.13

In 1989 the National Gallery in London published the
exemplary Art in the Making. Rembrandt to accompany the
exhibition with the same title.14 This catalogue contained
information on the composition, build-up and colour of
the ground layers of 20 paintings on canvas and panel by
Rembrandt, organised in a table and with illustrations of
the paint cross-sections in the catalogue entries. This
investigation confirmed the results of Kühn’s work in
Kassel and Dresden and led to the conclusion that the

grounds of Rembrandt’s supports can be grouped into a
limited number of types.

Grounds on panels

The present author has been studying Rembrandt’s
earliest paintings – all on panel and originating between
1626 and 1631 – in the Central Research Laboratory in
Amsterdam in collaboration with and within the context
of the Rembrandt Research Project since 1973. With a
few exceptions, no significant difference has been detect-
ed between the grounds of the various panels:15 only a
single type appears to have been used, namely that
described in the Mayerne Manuscript. De Mayerne had
obtained the following recipe from the Amsterdam
painter Latombé (who, like De Mayerne, was working in
London): 

‘For [a ground on] wood, first coat it with the above said
glue and chalk. When it has dried scrape and make it
even with a knife, then apply a thin layer of lead white
and umber.’16

In contrast to the early Italian panels covered with
various layers of gesso, our investigation showed that the
chalk ground on seventeenth century Dutch panels was
thinly laid on (figs. 1, 2). Treating the panel with a
mixture of chalk and glue was primarily intended to seal
the openings in the wood grain in order to obtain a
smooth surface. 

The oil-containing top layer isolated the strongly
absorbent chalk-glue ground from the (oil) paint layers to
be applied during painting and provided a yellowish
ochre-coloured surface on which to work. As a result,
where it functioned as an intermediary tint among the
dark and light areas of the composition, the colour of the
ground often remained partially exposed. 

This type of ground also recurs consistently on
Rembrandt’s later panels. In cases of deviation, for
instance in the thickness of the layers or the total absence
of one of the two layers, this can, as a rule, be explained
by the location from which the sample was taken. For
example, the top layer in a sample from the edge of the
panel can be thicker than elsewhere because the paint of
the ground accumulates along the edges when the panel
is prepared. On the other hand, the bottom chalk layer is
sometimes so thin that it is not found in a paint cross-

9 H. Kühn, ‘Zwischenergebnis der Röntgenfeinstrukturanalyse von

Grundierungen’ in: Cornelius Müller Hofstede, ‘Das Stuttgarter Selbst-

bildnis von Rembrandt’, Pantheon 2 (1963), pp. 99-100. P. Coremans, Chr.

Wolters, K. Wehlte, ‘Bericht über die naturwissenschaftliche Unter-

suchung des Stuttgarter Rembrandt-Selbstbildnissses’, Pantheon 2 (1963),

pp. 94-97. Paul Coremans, Jean Thissen, ‘Het wetenschappelijk onder-

zoek van het “Zelfportret van Stuttgart”. Bijdrage tot de Rembrandt-

vorsing’, Bulletin de l’Institut Royal du Patrimoine Artistique 7 (1964), pp. 187-

195. Paul Coremans, ‘L’ autoportrait de Rembrandt à la Staatsgalerie de

Stuttgart, Examen scientifique’, Jahrbuch der Staatlichen Kunstsammlungen in

Baden-Württemberg 2 (1965), pp.175-188. 

10 Hermann Kühn, ‘Untersuchungen zu den Malgründen Rembrandts’,

Jahrbuch der Staatlichen Kunstsammlungen in Baden-Württemberg 2 (1965), pp.

189-210. 

11  Hermann Kühn, ‘Untersuchungen zu den Pigmenten und Malgründen

Rembrandts, durchgeführt an den Gemälden der Staatlichen Kunst-

sammlungen Kassel’, Maltechnik Restauro 82 (1976), pp. 25-33. 

12 Hermann Kühn, ‘Untersuchungen zu den Pigmenten und Malgründen

Rembrandts, durchgeführt an den Gemälden der Staatlichen Kunst-

sammlungen Dresden’, Maltechnik Restauro 83 (1977), pp. 223-233.

13 Corpus Vol. I, pp. 17-29; Vol. II, pp. 42-43.

14 David Bomford, Cristopher Brown, Ashok Roy, Art in the Making. Rem-

brandt, London 1989.

15 Karin Groen, ‘Schildertechnische aspecten van Rembrandts vroegste

schilderijen’, O.H. 91 (1977), pp. 66-74. Ernst van de Wetering, ‘De jonge

Rembrandt aan het werk’, O.H. 91 (1977), pp. 27-65. Corpus Vol. I, pp.

16-20. For the exceptions see Table II, pp. 660 ff.

16 Berger, op.cit.1, Ms p. 11, no. 14, p. 118: ‘Pour le bois. Imprimés premiere-

ment auec la colle susditte & croye, estant sec, grattés & equales auec le

couteau, puis faites vne couche legere auec blanc de plomb & ombre.’
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section: as mentioned above, the chalk-glue mixture was
used primarily to fill the pores of the wood. Panels with
this type of ground were employed on a large scale by
Rembrandt and his workshop, as well as other – not only
Dutch – painters in the seventeenth century and earlier.
As a rule, painters probably purchased the panels thus
prepared from professional primers.17 Accordingly,
grounds on panel will not be discussed further (see, how-
ever, Table II, pp. 660 ff). What follows addresses the
grounds on the canvases of Rembrandt and his work-
shop, and those of other Amsterdam painters of his time.

Grounds on canvases

As in the case of grounds for panels, the Mayerne Manuscript
is the most important contemporary source regarding the
preparation of canvas. De Mayerne gives numerous 
– almost identical – recipes for this treatment.18 First the
protruding threads and other irregularities were removed
after which the canvas was brushed with glue. Thereafter,
one or two coats of paint were applied to fill any
irregularities in the canvas and provide a smooth surface
of a particular colour. 

‘Having stretched the canvas tightly, apply glue made
from the remains of leather or size, which should not be
too thick (it is assumed that you have first removed any
threads that might be sticking out). When the glue is dry,

prime rather lightly with brown-red, or red-brown from
England. Let it dry, and make it smooth with pumice
stone. Then prime with a second and last layer of lead
white, [and] well chosen charcoal. Small coals(?) and a
little umber earth to make it dry faster. One can give it a
third layer, but two is all right, and [such a ground] will
never break, nor split.’19

A source from 1777, at least in part copied from earlier
sources, clarifies the reason for the application of a grey
over a red coat. The anonymous writer says that one
almost always applies the grey over the red, ‘in order to
render the right hue, a reddish grey, that in general
agrees with all the colours in the art of painting’.20

Much less frequently one finds in Mayerne’s papers the
recipe for another type of ground:

‘After [applying the glue] prime with lead white and a
little umber. One priming is enough; if you apply two,
then the cloth will be more even.’21

A mixture of lead white and a little umber would give a
light yellowish brown colour. 

According to an annotation in the margin, De
Mayerne received the first recipe from a ‘primer’ in
London who came from Wallonia. The second recipe,

17 Van de Wetering, op. cit.2, pp. 21-22.  

18 For example, see: Van de Graaf, op. cit.1, nos. 6-20, respectively Ms p. 5,

7v, 10v, 11, 28v, 84, 85, 87, 90, 95, 96, 98v, 111v, 154; and Berger, op.

cit.1, nos. 2, 8, 13, 14, 53, 185, 186, 190a, 194b, 206, 210, 214, 253, 333.

19  Berger, op. cit.1, Ms p. 5, p. 102: ‘Ayant bien estendu vostre toile sur un

chassis, donnes luy de la colle de retaillons de cuir ou size qui ne soit pas trop

espaisse, (presupposé que vous aurez prémierement coupé touts les fils qui

auancent). Vostre colle estant seiche imprimés auec Braun rot, ou rouge

brun d'Angleterre assez legerement. Laisséz seicher, & applanissés auec la

pierre ponce: Puis imprimés auec vne seconde & derniere couche de Blanc

de plomb. de Charbon de braise bien choisy. Smale coales & un peu de terre

dombre pour faire plus vistement seicher. On peult donner vne troisiesme

couche, mais deux font bien, & ne s'escaillent jamais, ny ne se fendent.’

20  Anonymous, Nieuwen Verlichter der Konst-schilders, vernissers, vergulders en

marmelaers, en alle andere liefhebbers dezer lofbaere konsten, 1777, Vol. 1, p. 167:

‘Men legt dan bynaer altyd twee andere grond-laegen op de eerste, d’eene

achter d’andere, de naerleste altyd puymende als zy wel droog is, eer men

de volgende legt. Deze laetste gronden zyn gemaekt van Lood wit

gemengelt met bruyn Rood en een weynig Kol-Zwart, om den grond een

roodagtig Grys te geven, het welk generaelyk overeenkomt met alle de

koleuren van de Schilderkonst.’ Partially translated in: Valuable Secrets in

arts and trades: or, approved directions from the best artists: containing upwards of one

thousand approved recipes..., London 1802?, p. 141: ‘When this colour is dry,

you are to rub it again with the pounce stone, to render it smoother.

Then lay another coat of white lead and charcoal black, to render the

ground greyish’.  

21  Berger, op. cit.1, Ms p. 11, p. 116: ‘Apres imprimés auec blanc de plomb,

& vn peu d’ombre. Vne imprimeure suffit; si on y en met deux la toile

sera plus vnie.’
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Fig. 2. Paint cross-section from a sample from the Self-portrait (IV Addendum 1, 

Br. 157), showing a thin layer of a chalk-glue ground with a very thin lead white

imprimatura on top.

2nd ground

1st ground

Fig. 1. A paint cross-section from a sample from the Musical allegory (I A 7, Br. 632)

shows the usual build-up for the ground on panels: a chalk-glue ground with a lead

white and umber imprimatura. The layers above the imprimatura consist of paint and

varnish.
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like the above-quoted recipe for the ground on panel,
came from the Amsterdam painter Latombé.

Willem Beurs also mentions a mixture of lead white
and umber for grounds for the ‘beeldschilder’ [portrait
painter?], calling it a greyish brown, which should be
applied very thick and in oil.22

It was hoped that research on the grounds would afford
clarity on several aspects. The main issue was whether
systematic investigation of grounds would prove signifi-
cant for the central theme of this book, namely the issue
of authenticity. Another question was whether hypo-
theses about the dating of certain paintings could be
formulated on the basis of the composition of the ground
layers, in combination with specific canvases.23

Naturally, various other questions also played a role,
such as whether in Rembrandt’s case any relation could
be found between the composition of the ground (and, in
relation with its composition, the colour of the ground)
and the type of representation.24 Given that the colour of
the ground influences the final pictorial effect, such a
relationship is conceivable. Latombé, for example, added
to his own recipe above – in which he recommended
using lead white and umber – that for landscapes this
priming mixture should be of a light colour. Beurs
recommended that landscapes be painted on a grey
ground, made with a mixture of lead white and black.25

We found that Rembrandt painted landscapes and
portraits on panels prepared, like all his panels, with a
yellow ground as mentioned above. However, on many
portraits painted by Rembrandt on canvas we
encountered grey, as well as khaki and brown grounds.
The tables of grounds below demonstrate that there is no
connection between the types of ground used – its com-
position and related colour – and the type of painting by
Rembrandt. 

Gathering the information

I am indebted to many people from a variety of disciples whose collaboration

has made this research possible. I am most grateful to the staff of the

Rijksmuseum, especially Wouter Kloek, Manja Zeldenrust and Arie Wallert,

who allowed us from the 1970’s to the present day to investigate paintings in

the museum’s collection: both when we expressed the wish to examine Rem-

brandt’s early paintings and the Night watch during restoration and, more

recently, when we requested permission to take samples of works painted in

Amsterdam but not by Rembrandt. I am grateful to Jørgen Wadum, Petria

Noble, Carol Pottash and other colleagues at The Mauritshuis for the pleasure

of their collaboration during the examination of many of the paintings in their

collection. Dr A. Burmester, Chief Conservator and Head of Conservation at

the Doerner Institute, Bayerische Staatsgemäldesammlungen in Munich,

kindly provided information in the form of lengthy data plots with analytical

results on paintings by Rembrandt and other Dutch 17th-century artists, some

of which we have used. Samples from New York were examined at the

Metropolitan Museum on the occasion of the (autoradiographic) neutron

activation analysis of Rembrandt paintings in 1980. I am very grateful to

Maryan Ainsworth who managed to locate the old samples for re-examination

in pursuit of information on the composition of the grounds. Walter Liedtke

kindly gave permission to examine the remaining Rembrandt/non-Rembrandt

paintings in the Met. I want to thank Arthur Wheelock, René de la Rie,

Melanie Gifford, Michael Palmer and Sarah Fisher of the National Gallery in

Washington, both for retrieving old paint samples for re-examination in

Amsterdam and for the fruitful working relation I have enjoyed with them over

the years. I also want to thank Ashok Roy, Head of the Scientific Laboratory

at the National Gallery in London, for lending samples and for his

encouragement in this project. My gratitude is extended to Jo Hedley, Curator

of European paintings at The Wallace Collection in London, Viola Pemberton

Pigot, Head of Conservation at The Royal Collection in London, Jeroen

Giltay, Curator of Dutch and Flemish Paintings at the Museum Boijmans Van

Beuningen in Rotterdam, Dr Jan Kelch, Director and Gisela Helmkampf,

Head of Conservation at the SMPK Gemäldegalerie in Berlin, Paul Huvenne,

Director and Lizet Klaassen, Conservator at the Koninklijk Museum voor

Schone Kunsten in Antwerp; Shelley Svoboda, Associate Conservator of

Paintings at the Baltimore Museum of Art; Rhona MacBeth, Assistent

Painting’s Conservator and Richard Newman, Conservation Scientist at the

Museum of Fine Arts in Boston; Eugene Farrel, Senior Conservation Scientist

and Ron Spronk at the Straus Center for Conservation and Technical Studies

at Harvard University Art Museums in Cambridge, Massachusetts; Marcia

Steele and Kenneth Bé, Associate Conservator of Paintings at The Cleveland

Museum of Art, Paul Haner, Conservator at the Saint Louis Art Museum and

Paul Pfister and Hanspeter Marty, Conservators at the Kunsthaus in Zurich

and others. 

I have been aware that although my request for the removal of one or two

small samples from the edge of one or two of their pictures seemed modest

enough, in fact it involved a major operation including the transport of the

paintings from the museum wall to the conservation studio. For the same

reason I am indebted to Maija Santala at The Museum of Foreign Art

Sinebrychoff in Helsinki, Scott Heffley, Conservator of Paintings and Melanie

Strobel at the Nelson-Atkins Museum of Art in Kansas City, Uwe Wieczorek,

Curator and Daniel Fabian, Conservator at the Liechtenstein Collection in

Vaduz, Görel Cavalli-Björkman, Director and John Rothlind, Head of

Conservation at the National Museum in Stockholm, Hans Brammer, at the

Staatliche Museen Kassel, for his help in tracing samples and sending several

others; Narayan Khandekar, Conservation scientist, and especially the Head of

Painting Conservation, Mark Lennard, at the J. Paul Getty Museum in Los

Angeles. Thanks to Mark I could also examine grounds on paintings outside

Rembrandt’s circle. Ian Wainwright, Manager Analytical Research Laboratory

at the Canadian Conservation Institute kindly sent samples taken and analysed

by three scientists, Raymond Boyer, J. MacGregor Grant, Nathan Stolov, who

worked at the former National Conservation Research Laboratory of the

National Gallery of Canada at that time. I am also grateful to Marion Barclay

of the National Gallery of Canada in Ottawa and to Martha Kelleher of the

Art Gallery of Toronto for the opportunity to re-examine their samples.

Pauline Kruseman kindly gave permission to take samples of paintings in the

Amsterdams Historisch Museum, while Berna Copray of that museum was

very helpful in gathering data on non-Rembrandt paintings, as was Jos Deuss

at the Dordrechts Museum. 

22  Willem Beurs, De groote waereld in ‘t kleen geschildert, of schilderagtig tafereel van ‘s

Weerelds schilderyen. Kortelijk vervat in Ses Boeken. Verklarende de hooftverwen, haare

verscheide mengelingen in Oly, en der zelver gebruik. Omtrent de meeste vertoningen van

de zightbare nature. Leersamelijk den liefhebbers en leerlingen der Ed. Schilderkonst

medegedeelt van Wilhelmus Beurs, Schilder, 1692, p.19: ‘...omber met lootwit

heel dik in oly...’. Beurs is not clear whether, with ‘lootwit’, he means lead

white or a mixture of lead white and chalk.  

23  Corpus Vol. II, pp. 26-29, Van de Wetering, op. cit.2,  pp. 91-130.

24  The colours mentioned (under the heading ‘Observations and technical

information’) in the first three volumes of A Corpus of Rembrandt Paintings

must be treated with caution. They were based on observation with the

naked eye or through a magnifying glass, and it was not always certain

that the ground layer had actually been located. The colour of the ground

can only be observed directly when a painting is unfinished or if there are

‘open areas’, places where it is not covered by paint. There are areas

where the artist found the colour and tone of the ground in accordance

with his pictorial intentions in that section of the painting. Unfinished

paintings are exceptions to this and ‘open areas’ in the early paintings on

panel can still be identified with the naked eye or under a stereo-

microscope. With paintings on canvas, this is far more difficult.

Sometimes, further assessment reveals that a seemingly exposed ground is

actually a locally applied imprimatura or another under painting.

25  Berger, op. cit.1, Ms p.11, p. 116: ‘Pour faire païsages que vostre impri-

meure soit de couleur fort claire’. Beurs, op. cit.22,  p. 21: ‘maar voor een

landschap – schilder menneemt swart met lootwit gemengt’. It is unclear

which black pigment Beurs has in mind. He probably does not mean soot,

which dries badly. When mixed with white, some vine (charcoal) blacks

give a beautiful, bluish grey ground.  
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I want to thank all the people with whom and through whom specific

analyses were carried out. Many pleasant hours were spent behind the electron

microscope at DSM Research in Geleen. Saskia Kars at the Vrije Universiteit

in Amsterdam is to be thanked for a number of the electron micrographs,

while thanks are also due to Peter Hallebeek for the XRD analyses carried out

at The Netherlands Institute for Cultural Heritage in Amsterdam (ICN). I

want to thank my employer, Rik Vos, Director of the ICN, who provided the

time needed to bring this research to a conclusion. I apologise for not being

able to name many more people – the owners, curators, conservators, and

scientists – who made possible the research presented here. 

Throughout the years, we gathered information on the
preparatory layers on canvases wherever possible, often
when a painting was in a conservation studio or labora-
tory for treatment or examination.26 The initial results of
our investigation of samples of grounds of paintings from
before 1642 were published in Volumes I – III.27 The
infomation in the Tables on pp. 660 ff is largely the result
of a new, targeted investigation and renewed analysis of
extant samples conducted between 1990 and 2001.

In various respects, the available research material 
– partly our own and partly that of other researchers –
was too heterogeneous to allow comparison of infor-
mation from different sources related to the grounds. In
many cases, the samples were taken and analysed with an
objective other than that of studying the build-up and the
composition of the ground layers. Moreover, even when
the investigated samples were taken for the purpose of
research on the ground, sometimes the published analyt-
ical results could not be used safely when trying to
identify the type of ground concerned. Finally, with
samples studied with different objectives and using
various techniques within the framework of a single
investigation the analytical technique itself sometimes
failed to provide sufficiently decisive answers as to the
nature and composition of the ground.28

Just how difficult the interpretation of analytical results
can be when the build-up of the layers is unknown is
illustrated by an example from Kühn’s publications of
1965 and 1976. Kühn’s 1965 survey of Rembrandt’s
grounds states that the colour of the ground on the can-
vas of the Man trimming his quill in Kassel (II A 54, Br.
164) is red, consisting of a single layer with a mixture of
lead white and ochre. Kühn identified the lead white and
the ochre by means of X-ray diffraction analysis (XRD),
emission spectroscopy (ESA) and chemical microscopy.29

As referred to above, at the request of the Rembrandt
Research Project, Kühn again investigated the Rem-
brandts in Kassel (and Dresden) in 1976 in an attempt to
answer a variety of questions. He also looked at the

grounds again. The renewed analysis of the ground of
the Man trimming his quill, this time based on the
examination of a cross-section and chemical analyses
(XRD and ESA), provided different information.30 The
ground now appeared to consist of two layers, the bottom
one being red and the upper grey. The ochre and lead
white encountered during the first investigation proved to
be the red ochre in the bottom ground layer and the lead
white in the upper one, respectively. Microscopic
examination of the paint cross-sections revealed that
black charcoal was mixed with the lead white of the
upper layer, lending it a grey colour. Charcoal cannot be
detected with XRD, the first analysis technique used by
Kühn, and he therefore initially missed the two-layer
build-up of the ground and the black charcoal. This
clearly demonstrates the inadequacy of interpretating the
results of instrumental (micro-chemical) analyses, without
the microscopic study of a cross-section. 

Another example of the difficulties of arriving at an
unambiguous interpretation of analytical results concerns
the presence of quartz. A substantial amount of quartz in
a sample can be variously interpreted. It could indicate a
double ground, the (often) red bottom layer of which is
rich in quartz. Sand (chemically this is quartz) is usually
found in red ochre, for it is an element of coloured earth
used as a pigment. However, a quartz-containing ground
could also be what we refer to as ‘a quartz ground’,
whose main ingredient is powdered sand. In this case as
well, a reliable determination is possible only when a
cross-section of the sample is made and analysed.31 See
below for more on this type of ground.

In the context of the research presented here, the owners
or keepers of paintings whose grounds had been exam-
ined earlier were asked to make the original embedded
samples available for new chemical analysis and exam-
ination under the microscope. Unfortunately, the samples
on which Kühn based his 1976 and 1977 publications
were no longer available. Furthermore, as mentioned
above, no paint cross-sections were made for Kühn’s
1965 research and no sample material remained. The
same applied to the samples taken by Froentjes between
1968 and 1970 during his investigation of the Rem-
brandts in the Mauritshuis.32

In those instances where no cross-sections had been made
and where it was no longer possible to obtain one by
renewed sampling, we decided to discard the published

26 E. van de Wetering, C. M. Groen and J. A. Mosk, ‘Summary report on the

results of the technical examination of Rembrandt’s Night watch’, in:

Bulletin van het Rijksmuseum 24 (1976), pp. 68-98. Maryan W. Ainsworth et

al., Art and autoradiography: insight into the genesis of paintings by Rembrandt, Van

Dyck, and Vermeer, The Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York 1982. Anne

van Grevenstein, Karin Groen and Ernst van de Wetering, ‘Esther before

Haman, attributed to Rembrandt’, Bulletin van het Rijksmuseum 39 (1991), pp.

56-83. Around 1995, seven of the late Rembrandts in the Rijksmuseum

were restored and investigated, as well as the early Wttenbogaert.

27  Updated (supplemented and corrected where possible) information on the

grounds in Corpus Vols. I – III can be found in the tables in this volume. 

28  For example: A. B. de Vries, Magdi Tóth-Ubbens, W. Froentjes,

Rembrandt in the Mauritshuis, Alphen aan de Rijn 1978.

29 Kühn, op. cit.10, p. 190.

30 Kühn, op. cit.11, 12.

31 Thus the Auctioneer (1658) in New York (Br. 294) turned out to be painted

on a quartz ground, and not on one composed of chalk and ochre. Kühn,

op. cit.10, p. 198. Ainsworth, op. cit.26, p. 87.  

In the course of the research we conducted during the 1993 restoration of

The anatomy lesson of Dr Deyman (1656) in Amsterdam (Br. 414), it too, pro-

ved to have been painted on a quartz ground, and not on a chalk one, as

Kühn believed he had demonstrated in 1965 (although it cannot be exclu-

ded that Kühn‘s sample derived from a chalk filling in a restored section

of the painting, which was seriously damaged during a fire in the 18th

century). 

32  De Vries, Tóth-Ubbens, Froentjes, op. cit.28.
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analytical results.33 Consequently, new and supple-
mentary sample material from other relevant paintings
had to be collected for the sake of a representative
overview of the use of grounds by Rembrandt and his
studio. A selection was made from Bredius’ catalogue of
other paintings on canvas, whose grounds should still be
investigated.34 The owners of the paintings were sub-
sequently asked for permission to take a sample, either by
the present author or the conservator or scientist of the
institution in question. Fortunately, one or two samples
taken from the far edges of the paintings – if the relevant
section of the painting was well preserved – were usually
sufficient. In most instances, the requests were honoured
and with the help of the staff of the various museums, the
research was able to go ahead. 

In general, sufficient information was obtained by utilis-
ing a light microscope together with an electron micro-
scope, with the attachment of equipment to the electron
microscope that can identify chemical elements in tiny
areas of the paint cross-section.35 It was not always neces-
sary to be certain as to the nature of all the components
in the sample in order to make comparisons. When this
did prove helpful, supplementary analytical techniques
were employed.36 An advantage of this way of working
was that the amount of sample material required could
be restricted to a minimum. One and the same paint
cross-section could be examined and analysed both
optically and with electron microscopy. 

Limits to the possibilities of interpretation are inherent
to art-technological investigation.37 To answer questions
about traditional workshop practice, a great deal of
precise information is required, correlated where possible
with written historical sources. Moreover, much time is
needed to gather this information, if only because there

are various restrictions on the number of paintings that
are allowed to be examined.

When finally the results of our investigation were ar-
ranged in the presumed chronological order of the
canvases, clusters of types of ground immediately became
apparent (see Table III, pp. 662 ff). From the 1630s on-
wards, double, red-grey grounds, described in the recipe
above, were used – with considerable variation – in
Rembrandt’s workshop. The quartz grounds began to be
used in 1640, frequently alternating with double grounds
and a few other types to be dealt with below. 

Our investigation of the grounds of 153 paintings on
canvas formerly or still attributed to Rembrandt (most in
Bredius’ catalogue) demonstrated that the double grounds
constitute half of this number with 77 canvases. In our
research on the grounds used by painters active in
Amsterdam between 1640 and 1670 who had no affili-
ation with Rembrandt’s workshop numerous double
grounds were detected as well (see Table VII, pp. 676 ff).38

The finding of so many double grounds (grey on red) is in
accordance with the numerous times this type of ground
was mentioned in the Mayerne Manuscript. Finally,
double grounds were not unique to the Netherlands, or
the seventeenth century. Flemish, French and Italian
painters also used double grounds, and they persisted into
the eighteenth century.39

However, these double grounds are not all exactly
identical. Although the number of pigments used by
artists was limited and the number of pigments used for
the grey-on-red double grounds smaller still, differences
could be detected in the paint mixtures used for the top
lead-white containing layers. In general the differences

33  For this reason the published results of the grounds on the following

paintings were not included in our Table ‘Grounds on canvas’: Abraham’s

sacrifice, III A 108, Br. 498, copy 2; Raising of the Cross, II A 69 Br. 548;

Christ, Br. 630; The Entombment, III A 126, Br. 560; The Resurrection, III A

127, Br. 561; The Holy Family, II A 88, Br. 544; Adoration of the shepherds, Br.

574 all in Munich; Self-portrait in Kassel, IV 9, Br. 43; Nicolaes Bambeeck in

Brussels, III A 144, Br. 218; The Entombment in Braunschweig, III A 126,

Br. 560, copy 3; The Circumcision in Braunschweig (inv. no 241); Hendrikje

Stoffels in Berlin, Br. 116; Saskia as Flora in New York, Br. 98.

34  A. Bredius, Rembrandt Schilderijen, Utrecht 1935.

35  Microscopy at the Netherlands Institute for Cultural Heritage (ICN),

using a Zeiss Axioplan research microscope for examination in incident

and transmitted illumination, polarizing microscopy and the study of

fluorescence. Scanning electron microscopy with energy dispersive X-ray

analyses is abbreviated SEM-EDX. The hyphen indicates that this is done

with two pieces of equipment. With the SEM apparatus a section of the

sample is reproduced. A small area can then be singled out for analysis by

means of EDX. SEM-EDX was carried out at DSM Research in the

context of the sponsor agreement between the Rembrandt Research Pro-

ject and DSM. Sandra Coolen, at DSM Research, used a Philips CPSEM

XL30 with EDAX detector. Backscattered mode at 25kV was used for

elemental analyses. Secondary electron imaging mode was applied for the

study of the topography of the embedded samples. At a later stage, SEM-

EDX analyses were conducted at the Shell Research and Technology

Centre in Amsterdam by C. Th. J. Mensch, using a Jeol 5900 with Noran

detector in the backscattered mode at c. 25 kV for both analyses and the

study of the topography of the samples. Before ICN acquired their own

electron microscope in 2001, I also had access to the SEM of the Vrije

Universiteit, Amsterdam.  

36 Peter Hallebeek, at the Netherlands Institute for Cultural Heritage (ICN),

analysed samples using X-ray diffraction (XRD), Debeye-Scherrer

powder patterns, Philips type PW 1026/10 camera, X-ray film CEA

REFLEX 25, double coated, X-ray generator Philips PW 1010. 

37  Dunkerton and Spring, op. cit.8.           

38  Grey (or rather flesh colour) on red double grounds were also used by the

Utrecht painters Abraham Bloemaert (1564-1651) and Hendrick Ter

Brugghen (1588-1629) among others. See also Leif Einar Plahter and Unn

Simonsen Plahter, ‘The Young Christ among the Doctors by Theodoer

van Baburen’, ACTA (Institutum Romanum Norvegiae), Series altera in 8o, 3,

(1983), pp. 183-229. Leif Einar Plater and Unn Simonsen Plahter, ‘The

young Christ among the doctors by Theodoer van Baburen’, Conservare necesse

est, Festskrift til Leif Einar Plahter på hans 70-årsdag, 1999, pp.42-65. Unn

Plahter, ‘Baburen re-examined’, Conservare necesse est, Festskrift til Leif Einar

Plahter på hans 70-årsdag, 1999, pp.66-67. Unn Plahter commented to the

author that the ground on the painting by Baburen must be regarded as a

single layer of grey paint – rich in lead white – on top of two layers of

different types of  red earth (clay).  The Haarlem painter Cornelis

Corneliszoon van Haarlem (1562-1638) used grounds of different colours

and composition. The ground on his The Baptism of Christ, in the Frans

Halsmuseum in Haarlem appears red to the naked eye, although the

cross-sections show that there is a light-coloured second ground on top of

the red. With thanks to Ella Hendriks for the paint cross-section and the

information. 

39  A double ground is found in an unfinished painting by a follower of the

Lenain, Three men and a boy, National Gallery, London, cat. no. 4857.

Double grounds in paintings by Canaletto arise in the 1730s: David

Bomford and Ashok Roy, ‘Canaletto’s “Stonemason’s Yard” and “San

Simeone Piccolo”’, National Gallery Technical Bulletin 14 (1993), pp. 34-41. 
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between the bottom layers were optically less striking and,
on the whole, were not taken into account in this compar-
ative study.40 It was sometimes possible to find compar-
able characteristics of the grounds of different paintings to
permit suggestions as to whether the paint used for them
came from the same batch. Comparisons were based on
the ratio of the pigments in the mixture, the size of the
grains and their distribution, the presence of small ad-
ditions of pigments other than the primary component
etc. In our investigation, research on cross-sections pro-
vided a definitive answer apropos to questions regarding
the similarities between various samples.41

Almost identical grounds, for instance can be seen in the
cross-sections of the portrait pair in New York (II C 68
and II C 69, (figs. 3, 4). This was to be expected since
portrait pairs were – in most cases – painted on canvas
from a single bolt, primed by the same workshop and
sold at the same time.42 What was more surprising was to
find, within the large number of double grounds, clusters
of grounds that appeared identical. These samples of
grounds derived from paintings on not necessary identi-
cal canvases. The similarity of the second grounds within
a cluster is sometimes so striking that the possibility
presents itself of dating a painting with relatively great
certainty on the basis of just a few paint samples. This
observation suggests that the canvasses were primed and
maybe painted within a relatively short period.43 The
group of paintings with an identical ground assembled in
the table below constitutes such a cluster. The result of
our technical examination provides strong support for the

dating of Young woman in a cap (II C 61) which, in the
original entry, we suggested was ‘an old imitation,
probably done outside Rembrandt’s circle’. The result
confirms that it must have originated in Rembrandt’s
workshop (see Vol. IV Corrigenda II C 61, where it is
listed as an autograph work by Rembrandt). The white-
lead containing second ground layer in the instance
mentioned displayed unmistakable similarities with other
paintings included in Table I (see figs. 5 – 12).

Table I. Paintings dated 1632/33, whose top ground layers are so closely
related that the canvases may be assumed to come from a single batch of primed
canvases. Characteristic similarities: the translucency of the paint between the
lumps of lead white and the greenish overall tint caused by the mixture of soot
with the lead white.44

Corpus Bredius Title Date Fig.

II A 48 169 Man in oriental dress 1632 5

II A 51 403 The anatomy lesson of 
Dr Tulp 1632 6

II A 54 164 Man trimming his quill 1632 7

II A 79 341 Woman in an armchair [1633]45 8

II B 8 180 Man in oriental dress – 9

III B 9 522 Ahasuerus condemning  
Haman (the ground of 
the underlying composition) (1632/33) 10

II C 61 84 Young woman in a cap 163(2)46 11

II C 65 406 Jean Pellicorne and his son 
Caspar 163(2/3)47 12

Fig. 3. Portrait of a man (II C 68, Br. 167) Fig. 4. Portrait of a woman (II C 69, Br. 331)

40 Additional analytical results on the grounds will be published later. 

Duval 1992, op. cit.8, distinguishes three types of red-brown ground.

However, since he only mentions red and brown grounds it is not always

clear whether the red or brown ground must be regarded as a single

ground, or as the first layer of a double ground (grey on top of red or

brown). 

41  Proof of the pudding was an experiment in which slides of the cross-sec-

tions were projected ‘blind’. It was possible to determine which samples

came from one and the same painting, even though the pigment particles

were sometimes unevenly distributed in the ground layer and despite the

minuscule dimensions of the samples (appr. 0.1 mm long). See also: Karin

Groen, ‘Halcyon days for art history’, in: Shop Talk, Studies in Honor of

Seymour Slive, Cambridge Mass. 1995, pp. 89-91.

42 Corpus Vol. II, pp. 15-43. Van de Wetering, op. cit.2, pp. 91-130.

43  This is the case, for instance, in the first version of Ahasuerus condemning

Haman in Bucharest (III B 9), which was entirely overpainted in the 1650s

and only visible in the X-radiograph. We tentatively date this version

1632/33, a dating supported by the research on grounds, see: Van

Grevenstein, Groen, Van de Wetering, op. cit.26.

44  The translucency is reminiscent of chalk, which, however, is missing. See

also: Petria Noble, Jørgen Wadum, Karin Groen, Ron Heeren, Klaas Jan

van den Berg, ‘Aspects of 17th century binding medium: Inclusions in

Rembrandt’s Anatomy Lesson of Dr Nicolaes Tulp’, in: Jacques Goupy

and Jean-Pierre Mohen (eds.), Art & Chimie, La Couleur, Actes du Congrès,

Paris 2000, pp. 126-129.

45  The Woman in an armchair (II A 79) in New York is not dated, but its

pendant, Man rising from his chair (II A 78) in Cincinnati is (1633).

46  The type of signature RHL van Rijn on II C 61 was used only in 1632. 

47  The type of signature, Rembrant, as found on II C 65 occurs only at the

end of 1632 and the beginning of 1633.
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Another small cluster is formed by the double grounds of
Nicolas Bruyning of 1652 in Kassel (Br. 268) and Aristotle of
1653 in New York (Br. 478). Their grounds evince such
strong similarities that they may both be considered as
belonging to yet another separate batch (figs.13, 14). The
top ground in both paintings contains coarse lumps of
lead white. Rembrandt received the commission for the
Aristotle in 1652, the year in which he painted Nicolas
Bruyning.48

Our research also showed that The Mayerne’s second
recipe and Beurs’ recipe, both cited above, had been em-
ployed by Rembrandt. A small proportion of the paint-
ings that were investigated did indeed have a ground
consisting chiefly of lead white with some umber, applied
in one or more identical layers.49 (fig. 15; Table V, pp.
674 ff). More surprising was to find that oil paintings are
sometimes painted on canvases primed with chalk, with
only a tiny amount of umber added. Chalk primings
were supposed to cause flaking of the ground, at least
when applied with size:

‘As to what concerns the first laying of grounds on
canvass, in watercolours, it is a method not commonly
practised, because they may scale, and cannot be rolled
without some difficulty. For this reason, the custom
prevails of grounding the canvass with oil colours.’50

The chalk grounds in our study were indeed applied in
oil. (See fig. 16 of the ground on Moses with the Tables of
1659 in Berlin (Br. 527) and Table VI, pp. 674 ff). In
some cases some lead white was added to this type of
ground. The use of chalk and chalk-lead white grounds
in Rembrandt’s studio seems restricted to the period after
c. 1650. 

Finally, there are also relatively dark grounds consisting
primarily of brown earth pigments. An example of a
painting with such a dark, single ground is the Titus of
1655 in Rotterdam (Br. 120; fig. 17). In general, it can be
stated that over the course of his career Rembrandt chose
increasingly darker grounds, from a buff or light grey
colour to dark brown. There are exceptions; the early
portrait pair in New York mentioned above for instance is
painted on rather a dark grey ground. Moreover, we
gained the impression from our research that the material
used for the ground was not very important in itself, the
materials being only a means to an end, namely to
provide a suitably coloured surface to paint on.

The ‘quartz ground’, or, whitish natural earth

The most common single ground is the quartz ground, to
which special attention is devoted here. In the grounds
analysed up to Kühn’s 1977 publication, a ground with
an estimated amount of 70 to 80% quartz was found 15
times. This kind of ground occurred only in works by
Rembrandt and his workshop.51 Meanwhile, up to 2001
when this text was written, 45 of the paintings on canvas
examined prove to have been painted on a single ground
with a high quartz content.

Quartz grounds cannot be readily recognised in the
cross-sections when examining them under the optical
microscope under incident light. Usually one sees only a
semi transparent, yellowish to dark brown mass in which
particles are barely visible. This is because quartz’s low
refractive index is very close to that of the surrounding
binding medium (a drying oil). In addition, the presence
of a large quantity of darkened binding medium in the
composition of the ground impedes visual evaluation. For
the same reasons, without further analysis, a quartz
ground also often cannot be distinguished from some
types of oil ground in which chalk is the main
ingredient.52 Formerly, in order to make the quartz
particles clearly visible under a light microscope, an
approximately 30 μm thin section had to be made of the
embedded paint sample so that it could be examined in
transmitted light (see figs. 18, 19, 20).53 Preparing a
sample in this fashion is not only time-consuming, but
much of the original sample material is lost. An electron
microscope clearly makes visible the finely ground quartz
particles without the sample having to be reduced to a
thin section (figs. 21, 22, 23). Moreover, the ground in
the sample can be immediately identified under the
electron microscope using energy dispersive X-ray
analysis (EDX). An overall EDX analyses of a quartz
ground reveals silicon as the main component present,
with smaller amounts of aluminium, potassium and iron
and comparatively very small quantities of magnesium,
calcium and sometimes also sodium, lead, titanium and
manganese. Most of these chemical elements are com-
ponents of the clay materials surrounding the quartz par-
ticles. The presence of calcium indicates that some chalk
is present while that of lead points to a dryer having been
added to the ground paste or the oil. Analysis of the often
angular particles in a quartz ground yields silicon and
oxygen only (SiO2). X-ray diffraction patterns of these
samples showed that the quartz present is alpha-silica, or
ordinary sand. 

48  Exhib. cat. Rembrandt/not Rembrandt, 1995/96, p. 65.

49  Research has demonstrated that both the painting of the architecture and

the preparatory layers of the paintings in the Oranjezaal in Huis Ten

Bosch Palace were done with beige paint consisting of lead white and

umber. Lead white-umber grounds are also to be found on canvases of

paintings by Frans Hals, Judith Leyster and possibly other Haarlem

painters.

50  Valuable secrets, op. cit.20, p. 142. Copied and translated from: Anonymous,

op. cit.20, p. 168: ‘Men moet nogtans bekennen dat den doek eerst met

Water-Verwe gegrond zynde, onderworpen is aen het schelferen, en maer

zeer moeyelyk en kan opgerolt worden, het gene een beletzel is van – ze

op diergelyke goeste te bereyden, en het gene vervolgens ons verpligt den

zelven met Olie-Verwe te begronden’.

51  Kühn, op. cit.11, 12. 

52  For example, the ground in a painting by Gaspard Dughet in: Karin

Groen, ‘Scanning electron microscopy as an aid in the study of blanch-

ing’, Hamilton Kerr Institute Bulletin 1 (1988), p. 43, plate 38. The ground in

the painting by Dughet is rich in calcite and could be an earth. The

ground of Jan Beerstraaten’s The IJ at the Nieuwe Brug in winter, seen to the

west, Amsterdams Historisch Museum SA 73, also has a brown ground

that, without analysis, could be mistaken for a quartz ground. The ground

in the painting by Beerstraten was identified as consisting of chalk. See

Table VII, pp. 00 for more instances.

53  See: Coremans, op. cit.9, figs. 114, 116.
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Fig. 5. Man in oriental dress (II A 48, Br. 169) Fig. 6. The anatomy lesson of Dr Tulp (II A 51, Br. 403)

In some paintings dated 1632/33, the top ground layers are so closely related that the canvases may be assumed to come from a single batch of primed canvases.

Characteristic similarities are the translucency of the paint between the lumps of lead white and the greenish overall tint caused by the mixture of soot with the lead white. 

Fig. 7. Man trimming his quill (II A 54, Br. 164) Fig. 8. Woman in an armchair (II A 79, Br. 341)

Fig. 9. Man in oriental dress (II B 8, Br. 180)

Fig. 10. Ahasuerus condemning Haman (the ground of the underlying composition) 

(III B 9, Br. 522)

Fig. 11. Young woman in a cap (II C 61, Br. 84) Fig. 12. Jean Pellicorn and his son Caspar (II C 65, Br. 406)
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Electron microscopic imaging, which shows the dis-
tribution of the chemical elements throughout the ground
layer in the sample, points to a percentage of quartz of c.
50 to 60 % by volume, a somewhat lower percentage than
that mentioned above.54 The broken and pulverised
grains of sand – reduced to fine particles by grinding – are
surrounded by clay minerals: tiny particles of illite can be
seen and larger, elongated sheets of muscovite mica (K,
Al, Si and a little Fe) and a single, large crystal of
kaolinite. Coremans, Wolters and Wehlte also found the
clay minerals phyllite, and, in smaller proportions, some
chlorite and sericite.55 The shrinkage cracks that can be

54  Although XRD is a sensitive method for the identification of quartz, the

particles of most clay minerals are too small to be identified by XRD.

This explains why, earlier in this article, a higher percentage of quartz

was mentioned; an analysis of the quartz ground using XRD gives a

higher percentage of quartz than one using SEM-EDX. Samples from the

grounds in the Night watch (III A 146) and one from Rabbi in Berlin (Br.

236) were re-examined using SEM-EDX. Thanks are extended to Urs

Mueller, specialist in clay as a building material, and to David Carson for

the use of the Philips-FE7 XL30 ESEM-FEG (Environmental Scanning

Electron Microscope-Field Emission Gun) at the Getty Conservation

Institute in Los Angeles. At 20.0 kV, environmental mode at 1.0 torr,

uncoated, working distance 10 mm, Oxford Inca System EDX.  

55  Coremans, Wolters, Wehlte, op. cit.9, p. 97.

Fig. 14. Aristotle (Br. 478)Fig. 13. Nicolas Bruyning (Br. 268) 

Fig. 16. Paint cross-section from a sample from Moses with the Tables (Br. 527),

showing a whitish ground consisting of chalk. 

Fig. 15. Paint cross-section from a sample from Portrait of a white-haired man, 1667,

(Br. 323) showing two layers with quite similar mixtures of pigments; lead white

(coarse lumps), umber, charcoal black and a little quartz. 

Fig. 17. Paint cross-section from a sample from Titus (Br. 120), showing a ground

with a mixture of dark earth colours.

Sometimes the (second layer of the) grounds on different paintings evince such strong similarities that the paint for these grounds may be considered to derive from the same

batch. Coarse lumps of lead white can be seen in the second ground of both figs. 13 and 14.
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seen under the electron microscope are a further indi-
cation of the groundmass being clay – shrinkage cracks
being typical for clay. 

The sand particles in Rembrandt’s quartz grounds are
very fine, with particles varying from approximately 5 to
60 μm and having sharp edges. The angularity of the
sand particles indicates that the material used for the
ground was pulverised shortly before being processed.
From the bulging of sections of the surface of the grains
in the samples of Rembrandt’s quartz grounds it can be
concluded that the grains of sand must have originally
been rounded, possibly with a diameter of up to about 2
mm, before being prepared for paint. V-shaped
depressions and grooves in the surface of some of the
particles and the very sharp points of others signify that
the material was subjected to mechanical force. The
presence of conchoidally fractured particles, particles
with smooth, shell-shaped convex or concave surfaces,
suggests ‘cracking’ or breaking of the sand (see figs. 24,
25, 26). The sandy earth used for the quartz grounds, like
other (mineral) pigments, was apparently ground, pro-
bably with a mill.56

In principle, sand is colourless, as are most of the clay
minerals found. The colour of a quartz ground is deter-
mined by the varying quantities of brown and red iron
oxides and umber present in this apparently, natural,
whitish earth. 

In the report of the technical examination of the ‘Self-
portrait’ in Stuttgart (IV 17), a link was drawn between the
quartz ground and the earthenware industry in Delft.57

Our study tends to support the hypothesis of the earlier
researchers; the rather high content of quartz sand in the
clay used for the ground, approximately 50 to 60 % point
to a pottery clay, a plastic clay suitable for the manu-
facture of pottery and bricks. However, with only the tiny
paint samples to go on, it is not possible to state with ab-
solute certainty whether the material used for the quartz
ground is a natural clay deposit, either imported from
abroad or a local clay, or an artificially prepared mixture
of sand and clay. In the seventeenth century the high
quartz containing pipe clay, which has been called plastic
clay par excellence, was extensively transported from
England to potteries in Holland.58 In contrast, by adding
extra powdered sand to the clay, a clay’s quartz content
can easily be adjusted. 

As far as the colour is concerned, Rembrandt’s quartz
grounds were most probably independent concoctions:
varying amounts of various coloured earth pigments –
and sometimes black – were added to the originally
whitish sandy earth. 

Although the term ‘quartz ground’ has been used for
this type of ground since it was first encountered, the

Fig. 18. A thin section of a sample of the ground of the Night watch (III A 146, Br.

410) photographed in transmitted plus incident light. The quartz particles appear

grey. The orange colour is due to the earth colours and the oil medium.

56  Karin Groen, ‘Investigation of the use of the binding medium by Rem-

brandt’, Zeitschrift fûr Kunsttechnologie und Konservierung 11 (1997), Vol. 2, pp.

222-223.

57  Coremans, Wolters, Wehlte, op. cit.9, p. 97.

58  James Fairie, Notes on pottery clays: the distribution, properties, uses, and analyses,
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Fig. 19. A thin section of a sample of the ground of the Jewish bride (Br. 416) in

transmitted plus incident light. A large grain of quartz can be seen. The smaller

particles are obscured by the dark binding medium.

Fig. 20. A preparation of a finely rubbed sample of the ground of the Night watch in

transmitted, polarised light, in which the bright quartz particles are visible due to

their birefringence.
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Fig. 21. Back scattered electron image showing the topography of a cross-section of a sample from the red cloak of the bride in the Jewish bride. In the bottom layer large and

small quartz particles stick out because of differences in hardness between the particles and the surrounding binding medium. (Photographed at DSM Research)

Fig. 22. Secondary electron image at a higher magnification of the ground in sample  fig. 21. The absence of a strong black-and-white contrast is an indication of the presence

of materials (pigments) with a low atomic number, such as natural earth including quartz sand and clay, in the surrounding binding medium, which also has a low atomic

number. (Photographed at DSM Research)

Fig. 23. Back scattered image of a sample of the ground of the Night watch. Vermicular clay particles surround the particles of quartz. (Photographed at the Getty Conservation

Institute)
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term is in fact misleading. It would be more appropriate
to call this type of ground ‘a whitish clay’ or ‘a natural
earth’. However, although a single quartz ground can be
distinguished both visually and chemically from a double
ground – which is also made of a natural earth, albeit
only its lower layer, referring to a quartz ground as ‘a
natural earth ground’ would cause confusion. Not only
could the quartz ground be confused with other grounds
made of earth, but even with a chalk ground, since chalk
is also a natural earth. For the sake of clarity, therefore,
throughout this book, we use the term ‘quartz ground’
for the single ground of whitish earth with high quartz
content. 

As stated earlier, to date the samples of 153 paintings on
canvas by Rembrandt and his milieu have been re-
examined and where necessary analysed. Forty five of the
grounds on these canvases were identified as ‘quartz
grounds’, which is more than a quarter of the total
number of examined grounds on canvas. They represent
nearly half (42 %) of the grounds analysed to date from
the period in which quartz grounds are found (between
1642 and 1669). The paint cross-sections reveal that the
paste was thickly applied to the canvas, evidently to
ensure a smooth painting surface in which the relief of
the canvas threads would not be visible. A thickness of
about 400 μm was measured on the canvas of the Rabbi
in Berlin (Br. 236; fig. 27). From the paint cross-sections,
it appears that a quartz ground was usually applied in a
single layer and only very rarely in two or more layers,
though when this is the case, their composition is more or
less the same. Sometimes, the colour of the second layer
differs through the addition of small amounts of other
pigments. The anonymous written source referred to
above recommends limiting the use of single grounds to
large canvases. One advantage of a single layer of ground
is that the painting can be rolled up. A disadvantage is
that the threads of the canvas remain visible in relief
through the paint, as was stated in an eighteenth century
recipe: 

‘There are painters who prefer their canvases to have
only one layer of paint (ground) rather than two layers,
because the paint becomes less dull and the picture can
more easily be rolled up for transport; however, since the
canvas thread is very visible when only one ground 
layer is present, it is used only in the case of large
works.’59

With the identification of quartz grounds we can now
understand this quote, namely, the ‘one layer of paint’ in
the written sources refers to a ground made with an earth
– white, yellow, brown or red – not covered by a layer of
lead white. ‘Two layers’ refers to a double ground of a
layer rich in lead white on top of a red earth. The second

Figs. 24-26. Quartz particles in the ground of the Jewish bride. The pitting in the

particle surfaces and the sharp, pointed edges must be the result of a mechanical

action: grinding. (Photographed at the Free University, Amsterdam)

of ball clays, china clays, and china stone, London 1901, p. 24.

59  Anonymous, op. cit.20, p. 167: ‘Daer zyn Schilders die liever hebben dat den

doek maer eene laege koleur en heeft, den welken zy prefereren voor den

gonnen die‘er twee heeft, om dat hy de koleuren min verdooft, en om dat hy

gemakkyker oprolt als men hem wilt transporteren; nogtans aengezien den

draed van den doek altyd zeer verscheynt op die, de welke maer eenen
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Fig. 25.

Fig. 26.
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ground would provide a smooth surface to paint on, but
is also prone to cracking: not a good quality for a canvas
that needs to be rolled-up. Rembrandt, by choosing a
light-coloured earth for the ground for the Night watch,
did not need a layer rich in lead white on top of the first
ground to tone down its colour. Had he found it
necessary, he could of course have adjusted its colour by
mixing a bit of some dark earth or black through the
sand and clay of the ground mass. That the Night watch
seems to have stimulated the development of this
evidently new type of ground may have been due to its
exceptional size. The Night watch is painted on a canvas
originally measuring about 420 x 500 cm. The fact that
ground sand and clay were undoubtedly very inexpensive
could have been the determining factor in the choice of
these raw materials for this ground.60

Quartz grounds are usually very rich in binding me-
dium61, which presumes that canvases prepared with
these grounds were supple and easy to roll up. The trans-
portation of the rolled-up Night watch during and shortly
after the Second World War is a striking demonstration
that canvases with quartz grounds are still quite flexible
even after hundreds of years.62

In the case of Rembrandt and his workshop, no link
could be made between the dimensions of the canvases
and the use of a quartz ground. It would appear that the
Night watch, painted between 1640 and 1642, was the first
canvas to be prepared in this manner and that such
quartz grounds occur until the end of Rembrandt’s
career. In addition to the Night watch, they are found in
portraits, ‘tronies’ and in history scenes of varying
dimensions. This again implies that cracking or flaking of
the paint was not Rembrandt’s main concern; pictures of
limited size do not need to be rolled-up.63

The idea that a canvas with a particular ground was
used exclusively in Rembrandt’s workshop implies with
considerable certainty that the supports for paintings
were prepared there. This is underscored by the fact that
Dutch written sources do not contain a single recipe for
preparing canvases with a ‘quartz ground’. Such recipes
can, however, be found in some French and Italian writ-
ten sources, for instance in Collection of essays on the Wonders
of Painting, written by the French painter Pierre Lebrun in
Paris in 1635:

‘The canvases are covered with parchment glue or flour
paste before they are primed with potter’s earth, yellow
earth, or ochre ground with linseed or nut oil. The
priming is laid on the canvas with the knife or amassette
to render it smoother, and this is the work of the boy.’64

Lebrun seems to distinguish between clay coloured earth
for making pottery and other types of coloured earth.
Richard Symonds, who travelled around Italy between
1649 and 1651 collecting information on painting tech-
nique, mentions the earth used for making bricks as use-
ful for priming canvases as well:

‘The earth that bricks are made is ground & usd for im-
primatura’. 65

As early as 1550, the Italian painter and architect Vasari
recommended an earth as one of the ingredients in a
mixture for making grounds.66 In Spain, the Spanish
painter Francisco Pacheco mentioned a ground made
with clay.67

Thus, one might speculate on whether Rembrandt or
someone from his workshop was aware of these traditions
and developed this kind of ground for the use in Rem-
brandt’s workshop. In order to underpin the hypothesis
that, in The Netherlands, ‘canvases with single quartz
grounds are unique to Rembrandt and his studio,’
grounds were examined from paintings by other seven-
teenth century masters active in Amsterdam between

Fig. 27. Paint cross-section from a sample from Rabbi (Br. 236) showing the thick

quartz ground. 

grond en hebben, men gebruykt dien wynig dan voor groote werken’.

60  Corpus Vol. II, p. 43, note 90.

61  Low pigment volume concentration, PVC.

62  A. van Schendel and H.H. Mertens, ‘De restauraties van Rembrandt’s

Nachtwacht’, O.H. 62 (1947), p. 23.

63  It may be assumed that when the canvases come from the same bolt, the

material for the quartz grounds is from one small batch. For example, the

‘Self-portrait’ in Melbourne (IV 21, Br. 56), the ‘Self-portrait’ in Cambridge

Mass. (IV 22, Br. 57) and the Flora of 1660 in New York (Br. 114), are

painted on canvases from one bolt and all three have a quartz ground

(figs. 28, 29). The canvases of The denial of Peter of 1660 in Amsterdam (Br.

594) and The circumcision of 1661 in Washington (Br. 596) are the same;

they also both have a quartz ground. Painted on matching canvases, the

New York pendants Portrait of a man with a breast plate (Br. 223) and Portrait

of a woman (Br. 364) also have a quartz ground, as do the New York

pendants Man with a magnifying glass (Br. 326) and Woman with a pink

(Br. 401, see also figs. 30 - 36). 

64  Pierre Lebrun, Peintre, 1635, ‘Recueuil des essaies des merveilles de la

peinture’, in: Mrs. Mary P. Merrifield, Original treatises on the arts of painting,

Vol. II, 1976, p. 772 (originally published in 1849). The Dutch writer

Simon Eikelenberg in the first quarter of the eighteenth century mentions

‘potaarde’, being mixed with linseed oil and used for the ground on

panels. ‘Potaarde’ could either mean earth for making pots or earth for

potting plants. Eikelenberg’s notes on painting are kept at Netherlands

Institute for Cultural Heritage (ICN) in Amsterdam. 

65  Mary Beal, A Study of Richard Symonds, His Italian Notebooks and their Relevance

to Seventeenth-Century Painting Techniques, London 1984, p. 218.

66  G. Baldwin Brown (Ed.), Vasari on technique, New York  1960, p. 230: ‘But

first there must be made a composition of pigments which possess siccative

qualities as white lead, dryers, and earth such as is used for bells....’.

67  Zahira Veliz, Artists’ techniques in Golden Age Spain, Cambridge 1986, p. 68.
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1640 (the year Rembrandt must have started work on the
Night watch)68 and 1669 (the year of Rembrandt’s death),
including some of Rembrandt’s former pupils (Table VII,
pp. 674 ff). These were painters who, in so far as is known,
had no workshop connections with Rembrandt. A total of
sixty grounds on Amsterdam canvases painted outside
Rembrandt’s workshop were analysed; not one had a
quartz ground. Nor were any of the numerous Dutch
paintings on canvas originating outside Amsterdam in the
relevant period that were earlier investigated by the
author found to be prepared with a quartz ground. More-
over, inquiries with colleagues, nationally and inter-
nationally, yielded no knowledge of the use of quartz
grounds on Dutch paintings originating outside Rem-
brandt’s studio. This confirms the suggestion that quartz
grounds must be specific to Rembrandt and his workshop,
and provides a strong supplementary criterion for attri-
buting paintings with quartz grounds to painters working
in his studio including the master himself, around or after
1640. 
It is curious that the use of a single-layered quartz ground
remained restricted to Rembrandt’s workshop. Could we
have stumbled onto one of Rembrandt’s workshop
secrets?69 To date, a comparable ground has been dis-
covered only in eighteenth century wall hangings70 and
in paintings by Italian and foreign artists when working
in Italy. The technical examination of grounds used by
painters travelling from the North to Italy has shown that
these painters did not go to the effort of bringing the
materials they traditionally used for their grounds with
them when they went to work abroad. Instead, at least

for the preparatory layers on their canvases, they used
the materials that were available and in use locally. Van
Dyck, for instance, painted on the traditional grey-on-red
ground when he worked in Antwerp and London and on
a (brown) clay ground when he worked in Italy, around
1625-7, when he painted The Balbi Children and Agostino
Pallavicini.71 Nicolas Poussin also worked on clay grounds
when painting in Italy.72 Poussin obviously found the clay
used for The Getty’s Landscape with a calm too dark in
colour; he altered its tone with a light beige layer of lead
white and ochre, the way he used to tone down bright
red earth grounds when painting in Paris.73 Poussin was
not the only French painter using clay grounds while
working in Italy; many other French painters did the
same.74 The Dutch painter Michael Sweerts also painted
on dark coloured clay grounds but, as far as we know,
only while he worked in Rome.75 The practice of using a
natural earth for a single ground goes back to the North
of Italy at the beginning of the seventeenth century and
perhaps earlier. Lodovico Carracci, painting in Bologna
in 1612, used a single clay ground, purposely darkened
by the addition of bone black.76

When Rembrandt received the commission for painting
the Night watch he went to the trouble of finding clay that
was light in colour, so that, to obtain the right tone to
paint on, he did not have to revert to an additional layer
of lead white which would be prone to cracking and,
moreover, expensive. The ground already had the right
colour and could if necessary be adjusted by adding a
small amount of a coloured earth. The Night watch could

Fig. 28. Paint cross-sections showing the quartz ground on the ‘Self-portrait’ (Corpus

IV 22, Br. 57) Fig. 29. Paint cross-sections showing the quartz ground on the Flora (Br. 114)

68  E. Haverkamp-Begemann, Rembrandt: The Nightwatch, Princeton University

Press 1982, p. 14. 

69  Van de Wetering, op. cit.2, pp. 6-7.

70  In eighteenth century painted wall hangings by Pieter Barbiers (1749-

1842) a preparatory layer was found containing approximately 60%

quartz, the mineral serpentine and lead white. This sample was analysed

through XRD by Peter Hallebeek at the Netherlands Institute for Cul-

tural Heritage (ICN). 

71  Van Dyck, Agostino Pallavicini, The Getty Museum 68.PA.2, ground

examined by the author. Ashok Roy, ‘The National Gallery Van Dycks:

technique and development’, National Gallery Technical Bulletin 20 (1999),

pp. 59-63.

72  Duval 1994, op. cit.8.

73  Poussin, Landscape with a calm, The Getty Museum 97.PA.60, ground

examined by the author.

74  Duval 1992, op. cit.8, in his extensive study of the grounds in French

paintings of the seventeenth and eighteenth century Duval did find that

French painters sometimes used brown grounds with a very high quartz

content. Although he gives the dates of the paintings, he did not draw the

conclusion that these grounds only occur on paintings made when the

artists who made the paintings worked in Italy. In our opinion, the brown

grounds rich in quartz could be clay grounds as opposed to the lower

layer of red earth in a double ground.

75  Arie Wallert and Willem de Ridder, ‘The materials and methods of

Sweerts’s paintings’, in Michael Sweerts, Amsterdam 2002, pp. 37-47.

76  Lodovico Carracci, Saint Sebastian thrown into the Cloaca Maxima (1612), The

Getty Museum inv. no. 72.PA.14, ground examined by the author. 
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Figs. 30-35. A selection of samples from paintings with quartz grounds, some appearing light in colour, some dark due to the addition of earth pigments and darkened binding

medium: 30. Seated woman with a handkerchief (III C 114, Br. 369); 31. Old man with a red cap (Br. 258); 32. Woman holding a pink (Br. 390); 33. The Apostle Paul (Br. 612); 34. Auctioneer

(Br. 294); 35. Self-portrait as Zeuxis (IV 25, Br. 61). 

Fig. 30. Fig. 31.

Fig. 32. Fig. 33.

Fig. 34. Fig. 35.
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safely be rolled-up for transport, at that time by boat.
Rembrandt’s choice of this type of ground could have
been sparked off by written sources, by travelling artists
or the search for clay in order to imitate the much
admired Chinese porcelain.

Explanation of the Tables on pp. 660-677.

The research data outlined above have been incor-
porated in Tables II – VII, with separate tables for paint-
ings on particular supports. As far as possible, all of the
paintings examined have been organised in chronological
order. On the horizontal axis are Corpus cat. nos and
Bredius cat. nos (in Table VII replaced by the cat. or inv.
nos of the picture’s collection); the brief title; the
presumed year of the painting’s genesis; the painting’s
present whereabouts; the interpretation of the analytical
results of the first ground layer; as well as that of the
second ground layer and the (presumed) colour of the
ground. “Presumed”, since stating the colour of the
ground posed a problem. Although micro-spectral
measurements and translation of the measurements into
a colour system are the only way of arriving at an
objective, unambiguous judgement of the colour, on the
basis of which the colours of the grounds on different
paintings could be compared, taking spectral measure-
ments on small areas directly on the cross-sections
remains very difficult. The technique will hopefully be
applicable in the future for colour measurements on the
cross-section through the microscope. For the time being
we had to convert to the assisted eye in judging the
colour of the ground from the cross-section. Therefore
the colour as mentioned in the tables is generally deter-
mined from paint cross-sections on the basis of the
composition of the paint mixture encountered in them
and, in the absence of a cross-section copied from the
literature. We chose for cross-sections, because, in our
experience, observation with the naked eye – not sup-
ported by microscopy of cross-sections – often yields
unreliable statements about the colour of the ground. On
the other hand, as a consequence of the unnatural illumi-
nation of the sample and the powerful magnification
under the microscope, determination of the colour by

analysis of cross-sections is feasible only to a limited
extent. In a cross-section, at least the individual, different
coloured pigment particles in a paint mixture can be
distinguished, but the samples are too small to extra-
polate from the sample to the colour and tonal value as
seen by the naked eye on the painting support. Proof of
this is that in rare instances where the colour in the cross-
section can be checked against the painting, the ground
layer in the cross-section, under the microscope, always
proves to appear lighter than in the painting. 

Quartz grounds present an additional impediment to
determining the (original) colour of the ground because
in contrast to lead white grounds, they are rich in, most
probably discoloured, drying oil medium. The discolora-
tion of quartz grounds can often be reinforced, when
organic restoration material (such as that applied to the
back of a canvas for lining) – which like oil can discolour
– penetrates into the ground layer and mixes with its
original binding medium. Nether-the-less all the
drawbacks we decided to keep the column ‘colour’.

In the last column there is the analytical techniques
used and mention of when and by whom the samples
were analysed. If the author has examined a paint cross-
section herself then the reference ‘Groen’ has been
added. Only in Table IV, quartz grounds, are EDX and
XRD results fully mentioned. Table VII has grounds on
paintings on canvas produced between c. 1640 and c.
1670 by painters other than Rembrandt and members of
his workshop. 

Table I see p. 324 in the text.
Table II Grounds on panel, pp. 660-663.
Table III Grounds on canvas (including the grounds in
Tables IV, V and VI), pp. 662-671.
Table IV Quartz grounds, pp. 672-673.
Table V Grounds composed mainly of lead white and
umber, pp. 674-675.
Table VI Grounds composed mainly of chalk, pp. 674-
675.
Table VII Grounds on paintings on canvas other than
by Rembrandt and members of his workshop produced
in Amsterdam between 1640 and 1669, pp. 674-677.

Fig. 36. Evangelist writing (Br. 618): 36a cross-section photographed using a halogen lamp, 36b photographed using a Hg-vapour lamp. The fluorescence generated by the Hg-

vapour lamp clearly distinguishes the pigment smalt in the paint layer from the particles of quartz in the ground. The fluorescing layer at the top is a natural resin varnish. 
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2nd ground Colour 2nd ground Analyses Source Figs.

lead white, yellow ochre CS Groen
lead white CS Groen
lead white, a little ochre or umber light yellow brown CS Groen
lead white, a little umber light yellowish brown CS Groen
lead white, a little brown yellowish CS Groen 1
lead white, a little umber, very little black light yellow CS XRD Groen
lead white, a little ochre and charcoal black yellowish brown CS ESA Denniger, Kühn
lead white, umber, a little yellow-brown and red ochre light yellow brown CS EDX Groen
lead white, chalk, umber yellowish CS EDX Groen
lead white, chalk, coarse charcoal light ochre CS Groen
lead white, chalk, a little brown ochre, very little bone black light yellowish CS EDX ESA XRD Groen
lead white, yellow-brown earth CS EDX Bomford 1988
chalk, a little brown ochre yellowish brown CS Groen
lead white, chalk, ochre, bone black light yellow brown CS Fogg Art Museum
lead white, chalk, a little fine black and ochre light yellowish brown CS EDX ESA XRD Groen
lead white, chalk, umber brown CS EDX ESA XRD Groen 
2nd ground missing in sample? reddish brown CS? Plesters (Corpus Vol. I, p. 529)
lead white, a little brown light ochre CS Groen
lead white, umber(?) yellowish CS ESA XRD De Vries 1978
lead white, a little ochre or umber light ochreous CS Groen
lead white, chalk, charcoal black, a little ochre grey CS EDX Groen

light yellowish brown CS EDX ESA Groen

lead white, chalk, a little brown yellowish brown CS Groen
ochre light yellow brown CS ESA XRD Kühn 1965, Frick cat.1968
lead white yellowish white CS Groen
lead white, chalk, a little ochre or umber light yellowish brown CS Groen
lead white, a little brown brownish CS NG London (Corpus Vol. I, 

p. 461)
lead white, a little umber yellowish-white CS Groen 2
2nd ground missing? light yellow brown CS Lab. Musees de France 1965
lead white, very little brown ochre or umber light yellow brown CS Groen
chalk, lead white yellowish brown CS ESA XRD Kühn 1977
lead white yellowish brown CS ESA XRD Kühn 1977
same as 1st ground greyish brown CS microprobe Groen

lead white, ochre pale yellowish brown CS Groen
lead white, umber warm beige CS EDX Bomford 1988
lead white, a little ochre and umber yellowish brown CS EDX Groen
lead white, chalk, umber warm brown CS EDX Bomford 1988
lead white, bone black, a little vermilion, umber, grey CS Groen
yellow ochre, blue
lead white, ochre pale brown CS ESA XRD Kühn 1965, De Vries 1978
lead white, a little yellow ochre, umber and black yellowish brown CS elec.microprobe Groen
lead white, a little brown, yellow and red ochre and black brownish CS Groen
lead white white ? Wheelock 1995
lead white, chalk, a little ochre and umber light yellowish CS EDX ESA XRD Groen
lead white, chalk, umber light yellowish brown CS EDX Groen
lead white, brown ochre light yellowish brown CS elec. microprobe Groen

yellowish CS microprobe Groen
lead white, chalk(?), a little lead white, umber and black yellowish CS microprobe Groen
lead white, a little brown ochre and charcoal black yellowish brown CS EDX Groen
lead white, ochre or umber light yellowish brown CS ESA XRD Groen
lead white, yellow brown earth warm light brown CS EDX Bomford 1988
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Table II. Grounds on panel

Corpus Bredius Title Location Date 1st ground

I B 1 421 Three singers Private Coll. 1624 ? chalk
I B 2 421A The operation Private Coll. 1624 ? chalk
I A 1 531A The stoning of S. Stephen Lyon 1625 chalk
I A 6 460 History painting Leiden 1626 chalk
1A 7 632 Musical allegory Amsterdam 1626 chalk
I A 5 The baptism of the eunuch Utrecht 1626 chalk
I A 11 601 S. Paul in prison Stuttgart 1627 chalk
IV Addenda 3 72 Old man with turban Private Coll. c. 1628 chalk
I C 11 422 Foot operation Private Coll. 1628 chalk
I C 34 5 Bust of a young man laughing Amsterdam c. 1629 chalk
I A 21 6 Self-portrait (copy) The Hague c. 1629 chalk
I A 15 539A Judas repentant Private Coll. 1629 chalk
I C 23 636 Man in a plumed cap Private Coll. USA 1629 chalk
I C 36 7 Bust of Rembrandt (copy) Private Coll. 1629/30 chalk, a little lead white
III C 98 24 Man with a plumed cap The Hague mid1630s chalk
I B 7 77 Old man in a cap The Hague c. 1630 chalk
I C14 427 Man reading in a lofty room London c. 1630 chalk

604 Jeremiah lamenting Amsterdam 1630 chalk
I A 31 462 Andromeda The Hague 1630/31 chalk
I A 30 538 The raising of Lazarus Los Angeles 1630/31 chalk
I A 40 copy 1 16 Artist in oriental costume Amsterdam, Rembrandthuis c. 1631 chalk
I C 41 67 Bust of an old woman The Hague 1631 lead white, umber, very 

little brown and red ochre 
and chalk

I A 37 69 Old woman reading Amsterdam 1631 chalk
II A 43 145 Portrait of Nicolaes Ruts Frick Coll. N.Y. 1631 chalk
I A 38 466 Minerva Berlin c. 1631 chalk
I A 36 607 The apostle Peter in prison Jerusalem 1631 1st ground missing?
I C 3 Bauch A 6 Tobit and Anna London c. 1631 chalk

IV Addenda 1 157 Self-portrait Private Coll. 1632 chalk
II A 72 19 Self-portrait in a cap Paris 1633 chalk
II A 75 94 Bust of a young woman Amsterdam 1633 chalk
II A 76 97 Young woman smiling Dresden 1633 chalk
II C 77 175 Portrait of a man Dresden 1633 chalk

185 Old man Coll. Duke of Bedford c. 1633 chalk, lead white, yellow 
and brown ochre, lamp 
black

IV Addenda 4 176 Portrait of a man in a red doublet Private Coll. 1634 chalk
II A 104 343 Woman 83 years old London 1634 chalk
IV Addenda 2 Self-portrait Las Vegas, USA, The Wynn Coll. 1634 chalk
III A 115 202 Philips Lucasz London 1635 chalk
IIl C 100 205 Man with dishevelled hair Private Coll. 1635 1st ground missing?

III A 117 505 Susanna at the bath The Hague 1636 chalk
III C 96 27 Rembrandt in black cap London, Wallace Coll. c. 1637 chalk
III A 135 476 Concord of the State Rotterdam c. 1638 chalk
II C 103 96 Saskia van Uylenburg Washington c. 1639 chalk
IV 2 36 Self-portrait Madrid, Thyssen-Bornemisza c. 1640 chalk
III C 113 358 Anna Wijmer Amsterdam, Coll. Six 1641 chalk
IV 1 37 Self-portrait in a flat cap London, Windsor Castle 1642 chalk
III C 106 251 Portrait of a man Coll. Duke of Westminster 1642? chalk
III C 107 370 Portrait of a woman Coll. Duke of Westminster 1642? chalk

109 Saskia Berlin 1643 chalk
221 Man holding a glove New York c. 1643 chalk
566 Christ and woman taken in adultery London 1644 chalk
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2nd ground Colour 2nd ground Analyses Source Figs.

lead white, (chalk as well?), a little brown and red ochre CS Groen
and black
lead white, a little red and brown ochre, bone black yellowish CS EDX Groen
lead white, chalk, ochre yellowish CS Microprobe Groen
lead white, chalk, a little ochre yellowish CS ESA XRD Kühn 1977
lead white, yellow brown earth, umber warm brown CS EDX Bomford 1988
brownish light brown CS Lab. Musées de France 
lead white, a little ochre and/or umber yellowish CS EDX Groen

grey (granular) XRF Report NGA, Wheelock 1995
grey CS Groen

brown CS Groen

2nd ground Colour 2nd ground Analyses Source Figs.

lead white, a little yellow and red ochre, chalk, light yellowish CS EDX Groen 11
fine (lamp)black
lead white, a little yellow ochre, bone black, light yellowish CS EDX ESA XRD Groen 7
very little chalk
lead white, charcoal black, yellow and a little red ochre grey CS XRF Groen 4
lead white, charcoal black, yellow and a little red ochre grey CS XRF ESA XRD Groen 3
lead white, a little red ochre, lamp black light yellowish CS EDX XRF Groen 5
lead white, a little yellow ochre, lamp black light yellowish CS EDX XRD Groen 6
lead white, very little red ochre and fine black grey CS EDX Groen 12
lead white, fine black, very little brown, red and grey CS Groen
yellow ochre
lead white (mainly) light yellow brown CS X-ray macroprobe Stolov 1969, 

rapport Wainwright
lead white, a little bone black grey CS ESA Kühn 1965, 1976
lead white, black(?) light neutral grey Intermuseum Labs 1962
lead white, a little umber and yellow ochre, very little black yellowish CS EDX Groen
lead white, lamp black, a little red lead and yellow ochre light yellowish CS Groen 9
lead white, yellow ochre, little red ochre, lamp black light yellowish grey CS EDX XRF Groen 8
lead white, little ochre/umber, lamp black fawnish grey CS EDX XRF Groen 
lead white, lumps of brightyellow ochre, little red ochre, light yellowishfawnish  CS SEM-EDX Groen 10
lamp black grey
lead white, a little bone black, very little ochre light yellowish grey CS EDX Groen
lead white, a little bone black, very little ochre light yellowish grey CS EDX Groen
lead white white CS? XRD Kühn 1965 
lead white, a little umber and black grey CS EDX Groen
lead white, a little umber and fine-grained black light grey CS EDX Bomford 1988
lead white, charcoal black grey CS ESA Kühn 1977

lead white, charcoal black, a little ochre light grey CS EDX/LMA Bomford 1988
lead white, umber, a little bone, a little red and brown ochre light grey CS EDX Groen

lead white, chalk, a little black grey CS ESA XRD Kühn 1977
lead white, umber, carbon black light fawnish grey CS EDX/LMA Bomford 1988
lead white, very little red and brown ochre and black yellowish grey CS EDX Groen

lead white, bone black, a little brown and yellow ochre grey CS EDX Groen

lead white, a little bone black light grey CS EDX XRF Kosolapov, A.
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Table II. Grounds on panel (continued)

Corpus Bredius Title Location Date 1st ground

375 Head of a young girl Private Coll. c. 1645 1st ground missing?

252 Ephraim Bueno Amsterdam 1647 1st ground missing?
256 Portrait of a warrior Cambridge 1650 chalk
272 Rabbi Dresden 1654 chalk
437 Woman bathing (Calisto) London 1654 chalk
457 The slaughtered ox Paris 1655 chalk
291 Coppenol New York c. 1658 chalk
302 Old man Washington 1660 s? lead white, iron oxide
261 Bust of an old man in a cap Milwaukee, Coll. Bader c. 1661 lead white, bone(?) black, 

a little red and brown 
ochre

IV 21 copy 1 56 ‘Self-portrait’ Lisbon Fund. Medeiros e Almeida ? lead white, charcoal 

Table III. Grounds on canvas (including the grounds in Tables IV, V and VI)

Corpus Bredius Title Location Date 1st ground

II C 61 84 Young woman in a cap Private coll. Zurich 1632 red earth, a little umber 
(2 layers?)

II A 54 164 Man trimming his quill Kassel 1632 red earth

II C 69 331 Portrait of a woman New York 1632 red earth (2 layers)
II C 68 167 Portrait of a man New York 1632 red earth (2 layers)
II A 48 169 Man in oriental dress New York 1632 red earth, umber
II A 51 403 Anatomy lesson of Dr Tulp The Hague 1632 red ochre, umber, Al-silicates
II C 65 406 Jean Pellicorn and his son London, Wallace Coll. 1632 /33 red earth, a little umber (2 layers)
II C 66 407 Susanna van Collen with her London, Wallace Coll. 1632 /33 red earth (brownish), vey little black 

daughter and umber
II A 64 494 Young woman at her toilet Ottawa 1632 /33 red ochre, quartz, lead white

II A 81 171 Portrait of a man (Krul) Kassel 1633 red earth, chalk, a little lead white
II A 78 172 Man rising from his chair Cincinnati 1633 red earth
II A 80 173 Wtenbogaert Amsterdam 1633 red earth, a little umber (high Si)
II B 8 180 Man in oriental dress Washington c. 1633 red earth
II A 79 341 Woman in an armchair New York 1633 red earth, umber, quartz
II A 70 467 Bellona New York 1633 red earth, chalk, quartz
III B 9 522 Esther before Haman Bucharest c. 1633 red earth, umber, quartz

1650s
II A 98 200 Johannes Elison Boston 1634 red earth/umber (high Si and Al)
II A 99 347 Maria Bockenolle Boston 1634 red earth/umber (high Si and Al)
II A 95 432 Scholar Prague 1634 red ochre
II A 91 470 Cupid blowing a bubble Liechtenstein Coll. 1634 red earth, a little umber (high Si)
III A 107 565 The Lamentation London c. 1634 /35 orange-red earth
III A 111 30 The prodigal son Dresden c. 1635 red and yellow ochre, a little quartz 

and calcite
III A 112 103 Flora London 1635 orange-red earth
III C 112 348 Portrait of a 70-year old New York 1635 red earth, umber

woman
III A 113 471 Rape of Ganymede Dresden 1635 red earth, a little quartz and calcite
III A 110 497 Belshazzar’s feast London c. 1635 orange-red earth
III A 109 499 Samson threatening his Berlin 1635 red earth, quartz (2 layers, top one 

father-in-law thin and translucent)
III A 109 copy 1 499 Samson threatening his Private coll. Miami 1635 /36 red earth, a little umber 

father-in-law
III A 119 474 Danae St Petersburg 1636 /42 red earth, a little quartz and feldspar
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2nd ground Colour 2nd ground Analyses Source Figs.

lead white, ochre, charcoal black black brown red CS? ESA XRD Kühn 1962/65
lead white, a little red and yellow-brown ochre, charcoal light grey CS EDX Groen
black (finely ground) 
lead white, charcoal black (fine), a little red and yellow grey CS EDX Groen
ochre
lead white, brown ochre grey brown CS ESA XRD Kühn 1977
lead white, a little umber and charcoal black light brownish yellow CS EDX ESA XRD Groen

lead white, a little bone black and umber light yellowish brown CS EDX ESA XRD Groen

lead white, brown ochre, a little charcoal fawnish grey CS, EDX/LMA Bomford 1988
lead white, fine yellow ochre, finely ground charcoal black grey CS EDX Groen
lead white, a little bone black and umber brownish grey CS EDX Groen

dark greyish brown CS EDX XRD Groen 18, 
20, 
23

lead white, umber brown? CS microprobe Groen
lead white, umber brown? CS microprobe Groen
lead white, a little charcoal black, chalk, yellow and grey CS XRF Groen
brown ochre

light yellowish brown CS EDX Groen

yellowish CS? ESA XRD Kühn 1965
golden brown CS EDX XRF XRD Groen 30

yellowish brown CS EDX XRD Groen

brown CS EDX Groen 27

lead white, chalk, charcoal black grey CS ESA Kühn 1977
light yellowsish brown CS EDX XRD Groen

lead white, charcoal black, orange-yellow ochre (lumps) yellowish grey CS Groen
brown CS EDX/LMA Bomford 1988
sand colour CS Groen

lead white, bone (or charcoal?) black, little umber, very dark grey CS XRF Groen
little red and brown ochre
lead white, brown ochre, umber, a little red ochre and dark greyish brown CS EDX XRD Groen
charcoal black white
lead white, chalk, coarse charcoal black, little ochre greyish brown CS EDX Groen
and umber

yellowish-brown CS EDX XRD Groen 31

lead white, chalk, charcoal black grey CS ESA XRD Kühn 1977

brown grey CS Groen
brown CS EDX XRD Groen

brown CS EDX ESA XRD Groen

lead white, chalk, charcoal black, brown ochre brown CS EDX Groen
 translucent brown CS EDX Groen

yellowish ESA XRD Kühn 1965
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Table III. Grounds on canvas (including the grounds in Tables IV, V and VI) (continued)

Corpus Bredius Title Location Date 1st ground

III A 118 557 The Ascension Munich 1636 red-brown ochre
213 Swalmius Antwerp 1637 red earth 

215 Man in armchair New York 1638 red earth (high Si and Al)

III A 123 507 The wedding of Samson Dresden 1638 red and brown ochre, lead white, chalk
III A 129 216 Man standing Kassel 1639 red earth, quartz, a little umber 

(high Si, 2 layers)
III A 134 456 Dead peacocks Amsterdam c. 1639 red earth, quartz, a little black 

(high Si, 2 layers)
III A 139 34 Self-portrait London 1640 red earth

449 Landscape Private Coll. c. 1640 red earth 
III A 145 360 Agatha Bas London, Royal Coll. 1641 red earth, contains umber
III A 146 410 The Night watch Amsterdam 1642 quartz, feldspar, clay minerals (illite), 

muscovite, yellow and brown ochre, 
a little chalk

224 Man with falcon Coll. Duke of Westminster 1643 red earth
363 Woman with fan Coll. Duke of Westminster 1643 red earth
362 Old lady with a book Washington 1643 red earth

234 Man in a steel gorget New York 1644 quartz, clay minerals, ilmenite, brown 
ochre, a little red ochre and chalk

237 Scholar at writing desk Cologne 1644 quartz, a little ochre
III C 114 369 Seated woman with a Toronto 1644 quartz, clay minerals, ilmenite, very 

handkerchief little ochre, black and chalk
223 Portrait of an admiral New York 1645 ? quartz, clay minerals, ilmenite, a little 

red and brown ochre, very little black 
and chalk

236 Rabbi Berlin 1645 quartz, clay minerals (illite, a little 
kaolinite), mica, ilmenite (FeTiO3), 
a little brown ochre, chalk

240 Rabbi Dresden c. 1645 red ochre, chalk
364 Portrait of a woman New York 1645 ? quartz, calcite (XRD: 30%), clay  

minerals, a little brown and red ochre 
and bone black

Val. 313 The Mill Washington 1645 /48 reddish brown earth
575 Adoration of the shepherds London 1646 quartz, brown ochre
257 A seated man London c. 1648 /50 fine yellow and brown iron oxide, 

a little red earth, quartz, umber(?)
IV 6 39 ‘Self portrait’ Washington 1650 red ochre (2 layers), a little quartz 

and chalk
130 Man with curly grey hair The Hague 1650 red ochre, umber, chalk, a little lead 

white 
253 Oriental figure Private coll. Japan c. 1650 red ochre, chalk, little umber, very 

little black
258 Old man with a red cap Baltimore 1650 quartz, kaolinite, mica, red ochre, 

a little chalk
III C 83 509 Manoah’s sacrifice Dresden c. 1650 red (heamatite), a little Fe-silicates,  

smalt, calcite
584 Descent from the Cross Washington 1650 /52 lead white, umber, a little yellow ochre

The Centurion Cornelius London, Wallace Coll. c. 1650 quartz, clay minerals, ilmenite, a little 
umber, red ochre, a little chalk

Man in armour New York 71.84 1650 s quartz, clay minerals, ilmenite, brown 
ochre, a little red ochre, chalk

377 Kitchenmaid Stockholm 1651 red earth, umber
378 A girl with a broom Washington 1651 ? brown ochre, umber, quartz, bone black,  

lead white, chalk
583 Christ appearing to Mary Braunschweig 1651 quartz

Magdalene
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2nd ground Colour 2nd ground Analyses Source Figs.

lead white, umber, a little black brownish-grey CS EDX Groen
brown ochre or umber, chacoal black, chalk, a little brown CS Groen
lead white
lead white, umber, charcoal black greyish brown CS EDX ESA XRD Groen 13

lead white, a little chalk, bone black, brown and yellow light ochreous CS EDX XRF Groen 14
ochre, umber
lead white, charcoal black, a little brown ochre grey CS EDX XRF Groen

light yellowish brown CS EDX ESA XRD Groen

greyish brown CS EDX XRD Brown 1992

lead white, a little brown ochre yellowish CS EDX Groen

yellowish white CS ESA XRD Kühn 1977
brown CS EDX Groen 17

lead white, brown ochre, bone black grey CS ESA EDX XRD Groen
lead white, charcoal black grey CS ESA Burmester 1977

brownish yellow ESA XRD Kühn 1962/65
lead white, chalk(?), a little charcoal black and yellow ochre grey CS EDX ESA XRD Groen
lead white, brown ochre, charcoal black brown CS EDX Groen
lead white, umber, bone black grey CS EDX Groen
lead white, a little colourless smalt/glass CS EDX/LMA Bomford 1988
lead white, brown ochre, carbon black light brown CS EDX Groen

yellowish brown CS EDX XRD Groen

brownish yellow CS? ESA XRD Kühn 1965

lead white, umber greyish brown CS EDX ESA XRD Groen

dark brown CS EDX/LMA Bomford 1988
yellowish CS EDX Groen 32

yellowish brown CS EDX XRD Groen

lead white, charcoal black grey CS ESA XRD Kühn 1965, 1976, 
Von Sonnenburg 1978

brown (discoloured CS EDX XRD Groen
medium)

lead white, brown ochre, umber brownish yellow CS EDX/LMA Bomford 1988
brown (translucent) CS EDX XRD Groen 33

yellowish white CS? ESA XRD Kühn 1965
lead white, charcoal black, a little earth pigment grey CS electron Hours

microprobe
lead white, fine bone black, a little umber and yellow ochre grey CS EDX Groen

light yellowish brown CS EDX XRF XRD Groen 34

yellowish-brown CS EDX Groen

lead white, a little umber and bone black light grey CS EDX ESA XRD Groen

lead white, charcoal, a little umber greyish brown CS EDX/LMA Bomford 1988
yellowish CS EDX Groen 16
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Table III. Grounds on canvas (including the grounds in Tables IV, V and VI) (continued)

Corpus Bredius Title Location Date 1st ground

IV 8 42 ‘Self-portrait’ Vienna 1652 red ochre, a little umber (high Si)
267 An old man in an armchair London 1652 orange-red earth

268 Nicolas Bruyningh Kassel 1652 red earth (high Si = quartz, little yellow-
brown ochre)

478 Aristotle New York 1653 red earth

275 Standard Bearer New York 1654 red ochre
438 Young woman in fanciful dress New York c. 1654 quartz, clay minerals, a little brown 

(Sibyl) earth, chalk
480 Man in armour Glasgow 1654 /55 quartz (alpha-silica), a little brown ochre, 

lead white and calcite
Young woman with pearls New York 14.40.629 c. 1654 red earth

IV 10 version 4 46 Self-portrait with sketchbook Dresden c. 1655 chalk
120 Titus Rotterdam 1655 lead white, umber, a little yellow and 

red ochre, quartz
121 Titus New York 1655 red earth, chalk
128 Man with the golden helmet Berlin c. 1655 red bole, a little quarts and lead white
269 Old man with a red cap Berlin c. 1655 quartz, a little ochre
277 Portrait of a man New York c. 1655 red earth
280 Portrait old man Stockholm 1655 red ochre, umber
284 Man with beard Berlin c. 1655 red earth, umber, K-Al-silicates, chalk
308 A Franciscan Friar London c. 1655 orange-red earth
388 Portrait of a woman Stockholm 1655 red ochre, umber
523 Joseph accused by Potiphar’s Washington 1655 quartz (alpha quartz), clay minerals, 

wife ilmenite, iron oxides, a little chalk
524 Joseph accused by Potiphar’s Berlin 1655 quartz, a little ochre

wife
526 David playing harp for Saul The Hague 1655 lead white, umber, a little smalt

1660-65
113 Hendrickje Stoffels London c. 1656 quartz, brown ochre, a little lead white
390 Woman holding a pink Washington 1656 quartz, clay minerals (Mg-silicate), 

a little brown ochre and chalk
414 Deyman Amsterdam, Hist. Mus. 1656 quartz, clay minerals, brown ochre, 

a little yellow and red ochre and black, 
ilmenite, a little chalk

525 Blessing of Jacob Kassel 1656 red ochre, a litte chalk

123 Titus London, Wallace Coll. c. 1657 chalk, a little lead white and umber

283 Bearded man with cap London 1657 orange-red earth
612 The Apostle Paul Washington c. 1657 quartz (alpha quartz), clay minerals, 

a little yellow ochre, chalk and ilmenite
IV 14 50 Self-portrait Frick Coll. N.Y. 1658 quartz, a little ochre

292 Portrait of a young man Paris 1658 red earth

293 Young man with baret New York c. 1658 red earth, chalk, a little umber 
(2 layers, top thin, translucent)

294 The Auctioneer New York 1658 quartz, little red ochre, black, 
a little chalk

327 Gentleman with tall hat and Washington c. 1658 /60 quartz, clay minerals, a little brown 
gloves ochre, very little black, chalk and 

ilmenite
IV 18 51 Self-portrait Washington 1659 red earth, a little black (two layers, 

rich in Si)
297 Elderly man as S. Paul London 1659 lead white, umber, black
527 Moses with the Tables Berlin 1659 chalk, very little umber
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2nd ground Colour 2nd ground Analyses Source Figs.

yellowish brown CS? ESA XRD Kühn 1963, 1965

chalk, a little ochre and umber, very little lamp black light greyish CS EDX XRF Groen 
mid- to dark brown CS Report John Payne
brownish yellow CS EDX Groen 28

light brown CS EDX XRF Groen 29

yellowish brown CS EDX XRF ESA Groen
XRD

yellowish CS EDX Groen

lead white, chalk, umber light greyish brown CS EDX ESA XRD Groen
brownish yellow CS? ESA XRD Kühn 1965
brown CS EDX ESA XRD Groen

dark brown CS EDX Roy, report NG London
yellowish-brown CS EDX ESA XRD Groen

lead white, umber, charcoal black, a little quartz greyish brown CS EDX Groen
lead white, chalk, brown ochre, a little yellow ochre dark greyish brown CS EDX ESA XRD Groen
and bone black
lead white, brown ochre, bone black, a little chalk grey CS EDX ESA XRD Groen

lead white, chalk, yellow ochre, umber, charcoal black khaki CS EDX/LMA Bomford 1988
lead white, chalk, yellow ochre, umber, charcoal khaki CS EDX/LMA Bomford 1988
lead white, chalk, yellow and red earth, charcoal black light yellowish brown CS EDX/LMA Bomford 1988

lead white, umber reddish brown CS EDX Groen

quartz, red and brown ochre (lighter than 1st ground) yellow brown CS EDX Groen

lead white, umber, yellow ochre, bone black CS EDX Groen
lead white, umber, a little chalk and red ochre greyish brown CS EDX Groen
lead white, a little umber, red ochre and charcoal(?) black yellowish CS EDX XRF ESA Groen

XRD
lead white, umber, bone black grey CS EDX XRD Groen

yellowish brown CS EDX ESA XRD Groen 35
same as 1st ground, slightly lighter hue greyish brown CS EDX Groen

lead white, bone black, a little brown ochre or umber light brown CS EDX Groen

yellowish CS EDX XRF Groen

light brown CS XRF Groen 

lead white, umber (2 layers) light brown CS EDX Groen
brown CS EDX Bomford 1988

chalk, a little ochre and umber, a little lead white yellowish CS EDX ESA XRD Groen
yellowish CS EDX ESA XRD Groen

yellowish white CS? ESA XRD Kühn 1965
brownish CS EDX ESA XRD Groen
dark brown CS XRD EDX Groen
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Table III. Grounds on canvas (including the grounds in Tables IV, V and VI) (continued)

Corpus Bredius Title Location Date 1st ground

IV 17 Bauch 337 ‘Self-portrait’ Stuttgart c. 1659 quartz (XRD: 70-80%), phyllite, 
chlorite, sericite, kaolinite, limonite 
(iron oxide), a little calcite 

IV 20 54 Self-portrait New York 1660 chalk, a little brown ochre 
IV 21 56 ‘Self-portrait’ Melbourne 1660 quartz, earth pigments
IV 22 57 ‘Self-portrait’ Cambridge, Mass. c. 1660 quartz, clay minerals, a little iron oxide, 

chalk and ilmenite
114 Flora New York c. 1660 quartz, clay minerals, a little brown 

ochre and black, a little chalk
118 Hendrickje Stoffels New York 1660 quartz, clay minerals, a little brown 

ochre, very little bone black and chalk
124 Portrait of a young man Baltimore 1660 chalk, a little brown ochre or Cologne 

earth, very little quartz
306 A young monk (Titus) Amsterdam 1660 chalk, umber
528 Jacob wrestling with the angel Berlin c. 1660 quartz, a little ochre
594 Apostle Peter denying Christ Amsterdam 1660 quartz, red and brown ochre, a little 

black and chalk
Man in a cap London NG 2539 c. 1660 quartz
Old woman cutting her nails New York 14.40.609 1660 ? chalk, a little red ochre, umber and 

quartz
307 Capuchin monk reading Helsinki 1661 red earth, umber, a little quartz
310 Two negroes The Hague 1661 red earth, chalk

IV 24 59 Self-portrait as St Paul Amsterdam 1661 red ochre, chalk (2 layers, top medium 
rich)

314 Jacob Trip London 1661 orange-red earth
394 Margaretha de Geer London 1661 orange red earth
395 Margaretha de Geer, bust London 1661 chalk

length
482 Claudius Civilis Stockholm c. 1661 /62 red and brown ochre, umber, chalk, 

lead white
596 The Circumcision Washington 1661 quartz, red and brown ochre, a little 

black and chalk
615 The Apostle Bartholomeus Los Angeles 1661 red earth
616 Old man praying Cleveland 1661 red earth, chalk, very little black
629 Christ with pelgrimstaff New York 1661 chalk, a little red ochre

616A The Apostle Simon Zurich c. 1661 chalk, umber (3 layers, top most 
medium)

IV 25 61 Self-portrait as Zeuxis Cologne c. 1662 quartz, yellow ochre
311 Portrait of a young man St Louis 1662 lead white, umber, charcoal black, 

yellow ochre, chalk
312 Portrait of a young man at Washington 1662 /63 chalk, umber, red ochre

a table
326 Man with magnifying glass New York c. 1662 quartz, little red and yellow ochre 

and black
401 Lady with a pink New York c. 1662 quartz, chalk, umber, little red ochre 

and black
415 Syndics Amsterdam 1662 chalk, lead white, umber
255 Frederik Rihel London 1663 quartz, brown ochre
483 Homer dictating The Hague 1663 chalk, a little ochre and umber
595 Pilate washing his hands New York c. 1663 quartz, clay minerals, a little brown 

ochre, a little chalk and ilmenite
Val. 481 Johannes Evangelist Munich c. 1663 quartz, ochre
317 Man New York 1665 ? chalk, brown ochre
398 Portrait of a lady with a dog Toronto c. 1665 quartz, clay minerals, ilmenite, brown 

ochre, umber, a little red ochre, chalk
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2nd ground Colour 2nd ground Analyses Source Figs.

brown CS EDX XRD Groen 19, 21, 
22, 24,
25, 26

grey brown CS ESA XRD Groen
light yellowish brown CS EDX XRD Groen 36

lead white, bone black, brown ochre, little red, little chalk brown CS EDX Groen
nearly identical to 1st ground, slightly darker grey CS EDX Groen 15

yellowish brown CS ESA XRD Kühn 1977
brown ochre, a little red, lead white, chalk, a little yellowish brown CS EDX Groen
charcoal black

brown CS EDX/LMA Bomford 1988
greyish brown CS EDX XRD Groen

light grey CS EDX Groen

light red CS EDX Groen

light red CS EDX Groen

brown iron oxide, carbon black, a little lead white red-brown CS EDX Groen

lead white, charcoal and bone black, a little umber grey CS EDX Groen

lead white, charcoal and bone black, a little yellow- grey (naked eye: CS EDX Groen
brown ochre bluish grey)

reddish CS EDX Groen
medium rich layer of iron oxide, bone black, a little brownish-red CS EDX Groen
lead white and chalk

grey CS EDX Groen
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Table III. Grounds on canvas (including the grounds in Tables IV, V and VI) (continued)

Corpus Bredius Title Location Date 1st ground

416 Jewish Bride Amsterdam c. 1665 quartz, clay minerals, brown ochre, 
a little chalk and ilmenite

417 Family portrait Braunschweig c. 1665 quartz, clay minerals(?), a little ochre
618 Evangelist writing Rotterdam c. 1665 quartz (alpha silica), clay minerals, 

a little brown ochre, chalk and ilmenite
322 Portrait of a young man Kansas City 1666 red-brown earth, chalk, lead white
323 Portrait of a white-haired man Melbourne 1667 lead white, chalk, umber, charcoal 

black, a little quartz
324 Man in hat with pearls Dresden c. 1667 quartz, clay minerals, chalk
323A Portrait of an old man The Hague 1667 red and brown ochre, chalk, little 

lead white
IV 27 55 Self-portrait London 1669 quartz, brown ochre
IV 29 62 Self-portrait The Hague 1669 lead white, umber, red ochre, bone  

black
IV 7 41 Rembrandt leaning on a Cincinnati before 1693 lead white, a little charcoal black,  

windowsill umber and chalk
II A 96 copy 3 21 Self-portrait Private coll. Maastricht 1770 lead white, a little chalk, red ochre, 

1800 carbon black
II C 61 84 Young woman in a cap, copy Private coll. Brussel prob. lead white, a little chalk, red ochre, 

18th c. organic red, carbon black
II C 61 84 Young woman in a cap, copy Private coll. Paris 18th c. red iron oxide, a little lead white and 

black
239 Old man with a stick, copy Amsterdam, Rembrandt- 17th/ red earth, a little bone black, umber, 

huis 18th c. quartz (high Si)
239 Old man with a stick, copy Liechtenstein Coll. 17th/ red earth (high Si = quartz), umber

18th c.
239 Old man with a stick, copy Private coll. Italy 18th c. red and brown ochre

IV 10 version 3 46/47 Self-portrait with sketchbook Private coll. England 17th/ brownish-red iron oxide, umber, 
18th c. a little quarts

IV 10 version 5 46/47 Self-portrait with sketchbook Coll. Bader, Milwaukee 17th/ lead white, charcoal black, a little 
18th c. yellow-brown ochre and massicot(?)

CS = cross-section
EDX = energy dispersive X-ray analysis
XRD = X-ray diffraction analysis
XRF = X-ray fluorescence
ESA = emission spectral analysis
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Ground EDX result

quartz, feldspar, clay minerals (illite), muscovite, yellow and brown ochre, a little chalk ((Na)), (Mg), Al, Si, (Pb), K, (Ca), (Fe)
quartz, clay minerals, ilmenite, brown ochre, a little red ochre and chalk (Na), (Mg), Al, Si, (Pb), K, (Ca), (Ti), Fe
quartz, a little ochre
quartz, clay minerals, ilmenite, very little ochre, black and chalk (Na), (Mg), Al, Si, K, (Ca), (Ti), Fe 
quartz, clay minerals, ilmenite, a little red and brown ochre, very little black and chalk (Na), (Mg), Al, Si, (Pb), (K), (Ca), (Ti), (Fe)
quartz, clay minerals (illite, a little kaolinite), mica, ilmenite (FeTiO3), a little brown ochre, chalk (Na), (Mg), Al, Si, K, Ca, (Ti), Fe
quartz, calcite (XRD: 30%), clay minerals, a little brown and red ochre and bone black (Na), (Mg), Al, Si, P, (Pb), (Cl), (K), Ca, (Fe)
quartz, brown ochre Al, Si, Fe
quartz
quartz, kaolinite, mica, red ochre, a little chalk (Al), Si, (K), (Ca), (Fe)
quartz, clay minerals, ilmenite, a little umber, red ochre, a little chalk (Al), Si, (Pb), K, (Ca), (Ti), (Mn), Fe
quartz, clay minerals, ilmenite, brown ochre, a little red ochre, chalk (Na), (Mg), (Al), Si, (Pb), K, Ca, (Ti), Fe
quartz, clay minerals, a little brown earth, chalk (Na), (Mg), Al, Si, (Pb), K, Ca, Fe
quartz (alpha-silica), a little brown ochre, lead white and calcite
quartz, a little ochre
quartz, a little ochre
quartz (alpha quartz), clay minerals, ilmenite, iron oxides, a little chalk (Mg), Al, Si, (Pb), K, (Ca), (Ti), Fe
quartz, brown ochre, a little lead white Al, Si, (Pb), Fe
quartz, clay minerals (Mg-silicate), a little brown ochre and chalk (Na), (Mg), Al, Si, ((Pb)), (K), (Ca), (Fe)
quartz, clay minerals, brown ochre, a little yellow and red ochre and black, ilmenite, a little chalk (Al), Si, (Pb), K, (Ca), (Ti), Fe
quartz (alpha quartz), clay minerals, a little yellow ochre, chalk and ilmenite (Na), (Mg), Al, Si, (S/Pb), (K), (Ca), 

((Ti)), (Fe)
quartz, little red ochre, black, a little chalk Al, Si, (Pb), K, (Ca), Fe
quartz, a little ochre
quartz, clay minerals, a little brown ochre, very little black, chalk and ilmenite (Mg), Al, Si, ((Pb)), (K), ((Ca)), ((Ti)), (Fe)
quartz (XRD: 70-80%), phyllite, chlorite, sericite, kaolinite, limonite (iron oxide), a little calcite 
quartz, clay minerals, a little brown ochre and black, a little chalk Al, Si, (Pb), (K), (Ca), Fe
quartz, clay minerals, a little iron oxide, chalk and ilmenite Al, Si, K, (Ca), (Ti), Fe
quartz, earth pigments
quartz, clay minerals, a little brown ochre, very little bone black and chalk Al, Si, (P), (Pb), K, (Ca), (Fe) 
quartz, a little ochre
quartz, red and brown ochre, a little black and chalk Si, Pb, (K), Ca, Fe
quartz
quartz, red and brown ochre, a little black and chalk (2 layers, top lighter) 
quartz, clay minerals, yellow ochre, chalk, a little ilmenite Al, Si, K, Ca, (Ti), Fe
quartz, chalk, a little red and yellow ochre and black Al, Si, (K), Ca, Fe
quartz, chalk, umber, little red ochre and black Si, (Pb), K, Ca, Fe
quartz, brown ochre (Al), Si, (Ca), Fe
quartz, clay minerals, a little brown ochre, a little chalk and ilmenite (Na), (Mg), Al, Si, (P), (Pb), (K), (Ca), 

(Ti), Fe
quartz, ochre
quartz, clay minerals, ilmenite, brown ochre, umber, a little red ochre, chalk (Mg), Al, Si, (Pb), K, Ca, ((Ti)), (Mn), Fe
quartz, clay minerals, brown ochre, a little chalk and ilmenite Al, Si, K, (Ca), (Ti), Fe
quartz, a little ochre
quartz (alpha silica), clay minerals, a little brown ochre, chalk and ilmenite (Na), (Mg), Al, Si, (K), (Ca), (Ti), Fe
quartz, clay minerals, chalk
quartz, brown ochre, a little chalk and ilmenite (Al), Si, (Ca), (Ti), Fe
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Table IV. Quartz grounds

Corpus Bredius Title Location Date

III A146 410 The Night watch Amsterdam 1642
234 Man in a steel gorget New York 1644
237 Scholar at writing desk Cologne 1644

III C114 369 Seated woman with a handkerchief Toronto 1644
223 Portrait of an admiral New York 1645 ?
236 Rabbi Berlin 1645
364 Portrait of a woman New York 1645 ?
575 Adoration of Shepherds London 1646
583 Christ appearing to Maria Magdalene Braunschweig 1651
258 Old man with a red cap Baltimore 1650

The Centurion Cornelius London, Wallace Coll. c. 1650
Man in armour New York 71.84 1650 s

438 Young woman in fanciful dress (Sibyl) New York c. 1654
480 Man in armour Glasgow 1654 /55
524 Joseph accused by Potiphar’s wife Berlin 1655
269 Old man with a red cap Berlin c. 1655
523 Joseph accused by Potiphar’s wife Washington 1655
113 Hendrickje Stoffels London c. 1656
390 Woman holding a pink Washington 1656
414 Deyman Amsterdam, Hist.Mus. 1656
612 The Apostle Paul Washington c. 1657

294 The Auctioneer New York 1658
IV 14 50 Self-portrait Frick Coll. N.Y. 1658

327 Gentleman with tall hat and gloves Washington c. 1658 /60
IV 17 Bauch 337 ‘Self-portrait’ Stuttgart c. 1659

114 Flora New York c. 1660
IV 22 57 ‘Self-portrait’ Cambridge, Mass. c. 1660
IV 21 56 ‘Self-portrait’ Melbourne 1660

118 Hendrickje Stoffels New York 1660
528 Jacob wrestling with the angel Berlin c. 1660
594 Apostle Peter denying Christ Amsterdam 1660

Man in a cap London NG 2539 c. 1660
596 The Circumcision Washington 1661

IV 25 61 Self-portrait as Zeuxis Cologne c. 1662
326 Man with magnifying glass New York c. 1662
401 Lady with a pink New York c. 1662
255 Frederik Rihel London 1663
595 Pilate washing his hands New York c. 1663

Val. 481 Johannes Evangelist Munich 2174 c. 1663
398 Portrait of a lady with a dog Toronto c. 1665
416 Jewish Bride Amsterdam c. 1665
417 Family portrait Braunschweig c. 1665
618 Evangelist writing Rotterdam c. 1665
324 Man in hat with pearls Dresden c. 1667

IV 27 55 Self-portrait London 1669

bold = major component
( ) = minor component
(( )) = trace
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1st ground 2nd ground Fig.

lead white, umber, a little yellow ochre
lead white, umber, a little yellow and red ochre, quartz
lead white, umber, a little smalt lead white, umber
lead white, umber, black lead white, charcoal, a little umber 
lead white, umber, charcoal black, yellow ochre, chalk same as 1st ground, slightly lighter hue
lead white, chalk, umber, charcoal black, a little quartz nearly identical to 1st ground, slightly darker 15
lead white, umber, red ochre, bone black 

1st ground 2nd ground Fig.

chalk
chalk, a little lead white and umber
chalk, very little umber 16
chalk, a little brown ochre chalk, a little ochre and umber, very little lamp black
chalk, a little brown ochre or Cologne earth, very little quartz
chalk, umber lead white, chalk, umber
chalk, a little red ochre, umber and quartz
chalk lead white, chalk, yellow and red ochre, charcoal black
chalk, a little red ochre lead white, a little umber, red ochre and charcoal(?) black
chalk, umber (3 layers, top most medium) lead white, umber, bone black
chalk, umber, red ochre lead white, bone black, a little brown ochre or umber
chalk, lead white, umber lead white, umber (2 layers)
chalk, a little ochre and umber chalk, a little ochre and umber, a little lead white
chalk, brown ochre

Amsterdam between 1640 and 1669

1st ground 2nd ground Colour Analyses Source
2nd ground

red earth lead white, a little umber (chalk as well?) beige CS Groen
red earth lead white, chalk?, charcoal black, a little yellow warm grey CS Groen

ochre
yellow ochre, chalk lead white, bone black, umber grey CS Groen
umber, chalk, a little lead white brown ochre, umber, barytes, quartz dark brown CS EDX Groen
chalk, red ochre (2 layers, top more translucent) lead white, chalk(?), charcoal black, umber grey brown CS Groen
chalk, umber, a little red ochre chalk, umber, a little red ochre light brown CS Groen
chalk, ochre, smalt, manganese black, lead white XRD Burmester 

1987
umber, a little lead white, very little chalk umber, chalk, a little lead white and quartz dark brown CS EDX Groen
red earth lead white, charcoal black, a little red ochre greyish brown CS EDX Groen
red earth (high Al and Si), a little bone black, lead white, very little chalk, charcoal black, grey CS EDX Groen
charcoal black and umber little yellow and brown ochre/umber
red and yellow ochre, lead white lead white, a little brown and yellow ochre, brownish grey CS Groen

charcoal(?) black
1st ground missing in this sample? lead white, charcoal black, a little brown ochre grey CS Groen
chalk, red iron oxide, a little umber and lead lead white, a little red and yellow, umber, a  grey CS EDX Groen
white little bone black
red earth, a little charcoal black lead white, charcoal black, yellow ochre grey CS Groen
lead white, chalk, a little ochre XRD Kühn 1965
lead white, coarse charcoal black, brown ochre light brown CS Noble
chalk, a little umber lead white, umber, chalk, very little quartz brown CS EDX Groen
lead white, a little ochre XRD Kühn 1965
lead white, a little ochre XRD Kühn 1965
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Table V. Grounds composed mainly of lead white and umber

Corpus Bredius Title Location Date 2nd date

584 Descent from the Cross Washington 1650 /52
120 Titus Rotterdam 1655
526 David playing harp for Saul The Hague 1655 1660-65
297 Elderly man as S. Paul London 1659
311 Portrait of a young man St Louis 1662
323 Portrait of a white-haired man Melbourne 1667

IV 29 62 Self-portrait The Hague 1669

Table VI. Grounds composed mainly of chalk

Corpus Bredius Title Location Date

IV 10 version 4 46 Self-portrait with sketchbook Dresden after c. 1655
123 Titus London, Wallace Coll. c. 1657
527 Moses with the Tables Berlin 1659

IV 20 54 Self-portrait New York 1660
124 Portrait of a young man resting chin on his hand Baltimore 1660
306 A young monk (Titus) Amsterdam 1660

Old woman cutting her nails New York 14.40.609 1660 ?
395 Margaretha de Geer, bust length London 1661
629 Christ with the pilgrim staff New York 1661
616A The Apostle Simon Zurich c. 1661
312 Portrait of a young man at a table Washington 1662 /63
415 Syndics Amsterdam 1662
483 Homer dictating The Hague 1663
317 Man New York 1665 ?

Table VII. Grounds of paintings on canvas other than by Rembrandt and members of his workshop produced in A

Painter Title Location Date

Backer, Jacob The arquebusiers’ civic guard Amsterdam C 1174 1642
Backer, Jacob Self-portrait(?) Amsterdam Hist. Mus. SA 23536 1644

Bakhuysen, Ludolf Rough water Amsterdam Hist. Mus. SA 7447
Beerstraaten, Jan The Paalhuis and the New Bridge Amsterdam Hist. Mus. SA 7291 1663
Beerstraaten, Jan Town canal with Heiligewegspoort Amsterdam Hist. Mus. SA 643
Beerstraaten, Jan The IJ near the New Bridge in winter, east Amsterdam Hist. Mus. SA 74
Beerstraaten, Jan Sea-scape Private Coll. 1650-1675

Beerstraaten, Jan The IJ near the New Bridge in winter, west Amsterdam Hist. Mus. SA 73
Bol, Ferdinand Self-portrait Dordrecht DM 887/372 1646
Bol, Ferdinand Erasmus Scharlaken and Anna van Erckel Dordrecht (ICN NK 2435) 1648

Bol, Ferdinand Four regents of the leper-house Amsterdam Hist. Mus. SA 7295 1649

Bol, Ferdinand Portrait of Louis Trip The Hague 0795 1652
Bol, Ferdinand Venus, Paris, Amor Dordrecht (ICN NK 1701) 1656

Bol, Ferdinand Naaman refuses Elisa’s presents Amsterdam Hist. Mus. SA 7294 1661
Bol, Ferdinand Portrait of a man Amsterdam A 43 1663
Bol, Ferdinand Portrait of Admiral Michiel de Ruyter The Hague 0585 1667
Bol, Ferdinand The undauntedness of Fabritius Amsterdam Hist. Mus. SA 35807 1655/56
Bol, Ferdinand Self Portrait Munich inv 609 c. 1645
Bol, Ferdinand The wife of the artist Munich inv 610 c. 1645
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Amsterdam between 1640 and 1669 (continued)

1st ground 2nd ground Colour Analyses Source
2nd ground

brown ochre, umber, chalk, a little red ochre lead white, chalk, a little red and brown ochre light brown CS EDX Groen
ochre, lead white XRD Kühn 1962
chalk, iron oxide (high Si) lead white, chalk, a little iron oxide, bone black grey CS EDX Groen
lead white, umber light brown CS Groen
ochre, lead white XRD Kühn 1965
red earth, chalk, umber lead white, chalk, umber, charcoal black dark brownish CS EDX Groen

grey
ochre, chalk yellowish XRD Kühn 1965
ochre, lead white yellowish brown XRD Kühn 1965
red earth lead white, umber, chalk? beige-brown CS Groen
chalk, a little brown, red, yellow ochre, black, brown CS Groen
blue pigment
lead white, chalk, a little ochre yellowish grey XRD Kühn 1965
lead white, umber, a little yellow ochre grey-brown CS Groen
umber, chalk, a little lead white CS EDX Groen
red earth lead white, charcoal black, yellow ochre, grey CS EDX Groen

a little brown ochre
red earth lead white, charcoal?black, brown ochre greyish-brown CS Groen

ochre, chalk lead white grey CS? XRD Kühn 1965
red earth? lead white, a little ochre and black yellowish white CS Groen
red earth, a little black and umber lead white, black, ochre or umber grey CS Pottash
ochre, lead white red XRD Kühn 1965
red earth, chalk, a little lead white lead white, brown ochre yellowish brown CS EDX Wallert 1999
red earth lead white, a little black whitish grey CS Groen
red earth lead white, umber light brown CS Groen
ochre, chalk yellowish XRD Kühn 1965
lead white, a little ochre light grey XRD Kühn 1965
lead white, chalk, umber/brown ochre grey-brown CS Groen
calcite, ochre, a little charcoal black lead white, yellow ochre, a little brown ochre light brown CS EDX Groen

and black
orange-red earth (high Si) lead white, calcite, charcoal black, umber, brownish grey CS EDX Groen

a little quartz
red earth lead white, bone black, ochre grey CS Groen
red earth lead white, chalk(?), charcoal black, yellow iron grey CS Groen

oxide
chalk yellowish-white CS Groen
calcite, a little lead white and lamp black chalk, very little lead white, lamp black and brown CS EDX Groen

ochre
red earth, lead white, little black lead white, charcoal black, a little umber grey CS Groen
red ochre, chalk? lead white, fine black, a little ochre? light grey CS Groen
chalk, little lead white chalk, lead white, brown ochre/umber, a little brown CS Groen

yellow and red iron oxide
lead white, chalk(?), charcoal black, a little yellow light yellowish CS Groen
and brown ochre grey
lead white, coarse charcoal black, brown and  warm dark grey CS Groen
yellow ochre, umber
chalk, a little umber lead white, coarse black pigment, (chalk?) grey CS Groen
red earth lead white, charcoal black light greyish CS Wallert 1999

brown
red earth, umber lead white, a little umber light brown CS EDX Groen
red earth lead white, yellow brown ochre beige CS Groen
lead white, chalk, earth pigments, carbon black carbon black, a little lead white and earth very dark grey CS Wallert 1999

pigments
Delft) Willem van Aelst, Carel Fabritius, Johannes Vermeer; (in Dordrecht) Albert
Cuyp; Aert de Gelder, Samuel van Hoogstraaten, Jacob Levecq, Nicolaes Maes;
(in Leiden) Pieter de Ring, Godfried Schalcken, Jan Steen; (in The Hague)

Abraham van Beyeren, Adriaen Hanneman, Gerard van Honthorst, Jan Mijtens;
(in Utrecht) Abraham Mignon.
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Table VII. Grounds of paintings on canvas other than by Rembrandt and members of his workshop produced in A

Painter Title Location Date

Bol, Ferdinand Abraham receives the three angels Den Bosch (ICN B736) 1655
Bol, Ferdinand(?) Portrait of Elisabeth Bas Amsterdam A 714 c. 1640
Bol, Ferdinand(?) The departure Liechtenstein Coll. G 592
Borch, Gerard ter Cornelis de Graeff The Hague 0883 1674??
Dujardin, Karel The sick goat Munich inv 291 c. 1660
Eeckhout, Gerbrand van den Royal meal in a cave Liechtenstein Coll. G 645 1660

Eeckhout, Gerbrand van den The last supper Amsterdam A 2507 1664
Eeckhout, Gerbrand van den Chirst and the woman in adultery Amsterdam A 106 c. 1640
Eliasz, Nicolaes (Pickenoy) The company of captain Vlooswijck Amsterdam C 1177 1642
Everdingen, Allaert van Swedish landscape Amsterdam Hist. Mus. SA 7497

Fabritius, Barent Willem van der Helm and his family Amsterdam A 1304 1656
Flinck, Govaert A young woman London, WC P78
Flinck, Govert Citizen soldier’s feast peace of Munster (sketch) Amsterdam Hist. Mus. SA 7318 1648
Flinck, Govert Pieter Reaal Amsterdam Hist. Mus. SB 6325 (ICN NK 3587) 1643

Helst, Bartholomeus van der The celebration of the peace of Munster Amsterdam C 2 1648

Helst, Bartholomeus van der Man in black ‘atlasrock’ Munich inv 7256 1649
Helst, Bartholomeus van der Regents and Regentesses of the spinning-house Amsterdam Hist. Mus. SA 4367 1650
Helst, Bartholomeus van der Portrait of the painter Paulus Potter The Hague 054 1654
Janssens Elinga, Pieter Woman reading Munchen inv 284 c. 1660-/70
Kalf, Willem Still life with silver jug Amsterdam A 1995
Keyser, Thomas de Group portrait of an unidentified body Amsterdam A 4236
Koninck, Philips Distant view, with cottages lining a road Amsterdam A 4133 1655
Koninck, Philips River landscape Amsterdam A 206 1676
Koninck, Philips Landscape Munich inv 9407 c. 1655
Koninck, Salomon The idolatry of King Solomon Amsterdam A 2220 1644
Lievens, Jan Allegory of peace Amsterdam A 612 1652

Lievens, Jan Portrait of a man SKRA no 1681 c. 1650

Lingelbach, Johannes Dam square with new town hall Amsterdam Hist. Mus. SA 3044 1656
Loo, Jacob van The Meebeeck Cruywagenfamily Amsterdam A 81 1653

Moeyaert, Claes The choice between old and young Amsterdam A 270 c. 1650
Musscher, Michiel van Michiel Comans Amsterdam A 4135 1669

Nieulandt, Adriaen van Allegory of the peace of Munster Amsterdam A 1995 1650
Nooms, Reinier View of Prinsengracht at Reesluis, Amsterdam Amsterdam Hist. Mus. SA 591 c. 1650
Roghman, Roelant Mountainous landscape with waterfall Amsterdam A 760 c. 1650

Santvoort, Dirck Martinus Alewijn Amsterdam A 1310 1644

Tempel, Abraham van den Machteld Bas Amsterdam A 397 c. 1667?

Velde, Adriaen van de The Annunciation Amsterdam A 2688 1667
Velde, Jan van de Still life with wine glass, flute glass Amsterdam A 3988 1651

Victors, Jan Hannah praying Dordrecht DM 861/327 1643
Vlieger, Simon de Ships in distress Amsterdam Hist. Mus. SA 7432 1640
Weenix, Jan Baptist A dog and a cat near a partially disembowelled Amsterdam A 591

deer
NB In none of these cases a quartz ground is found. This is also the case with
Dutch paintings on canvas from the same period produced outside of Amsterdam
by painters like: 

(in Alkmaar) Cesar van Everdingen; (in Haarlem) Frans Hals, Judith Leyster,
Johannes Verspronck, Vincent van der Vinne, (the in Haarlem prepared canvases
for the Oranjezaal in Huis Ten Bosch do not have a quartz ground either); (in
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Earrh Matters
the origin of the mateÍLal used {or the

the Night Watch andmany other canvases in

Rernbrandr's worksh op after Á4o
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Introduction

Over the years - since the beginning ín c. ry72 ofcechnical studies in the
framework of the Rembrandt Research Projecr - knowledge about the com-
position and build-up ofground layers repearedly provided useful addi,
tional iníormarion for the attribution oípaintings to Rembrandt and his
workshop. Paintings throughouc Rembrandt's caÍeer weÍe examined, and a
total o{ 6t sarrples ofgrounds on panel and t59 oígrounds on canvas v/ere
included in the evaluation published in the fourrh volume of A Corpus of
R emb r andt P aurting s (z o o 5).'
This article attempts to answer some questions about the use of grounds
on canvas by Rembrandt and his workshop. Special artenrion is given ro
the so-called'quartz ground', a ground preparation first used by
Rembrandt when he prepared the canvas for the Night Warch. Forty-eighr
of the paintings on canvas made between ó42 and 1669 by Rembrandt and
his circle prove to have been painted on high quartz conrenr grounds.

o{DteDatatlont-L
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Fig. 1 Microphotograph of an area in the fore-
ground of Rembrandt's Night Watch, where the
ground is not covered by paint. ïhe original
material of the ground is visible in the inter-
stices oÍ the canvas threads. The ground, - orig-
inally a mid-tone - has now darkened because
of the dÍying oil medium and relining materials

Fig. 3 CÍoss section of a paint sample Írom Ferdinand Bol, Se/f pof-

trait, 1646, Dordrechts lvluseum, Dordrecht. The crosg section shows
the traditional ground oÍ grey over red. The second ground in this
painting is darker than the second ground in Íig. 2, because in Bol's
SelÍ portrait the Íayer of lead white contains moÍe charcoal black, yel-
low ochre and veíy l itt le red ochre. Dark paint covers the g.odnd

In this article the nature of 7he'quarczground'is dis-
cussed as well as the suggesdon that canvases with such
a ground are unique co Rembrandt and his studio.
The arcicle is also a srudy oímethodology: is it possible
to idendfy the provenance of the clay and sand PÍesent
in rhe quartz grounds in tiny samples írorn paintings?
Iníormation is drawn not only írom analydcal results
obtained írom the paintings but also írom the geologi-
cal build-up oíthe Dutch soil.

Gtounds

Introduction
A ground, or priming, is applied to a suPPoÍt - canvas,
wood etc. - to provide a suitable base on which to paint.
In general, its composition is comparable to that of the
paint layers, namely consisting oíone br more pigments
in a binding medium applied in one or more layers.
In Rembrandt's paintings, the colour and texture of che
ground pLay arolein the final efíect ofthe painted sur-
face enà especially the colour largely determines the
choice ofpainting technique, From the examination oí
paintings with exposed areas ofground, we can assume
that Rembrand t generally aPPears to have painted on a
middle eone, determining the division oílight and dark
in the composition as a whole at an earLy stage in the
painting process, with the ground functioni.ng as an
intermediary [fig. lJ. fhis made ie possible to paint rap-
íály andefficíentIy, while the chiaroscuro, so important
in Baroque painting, was almost instantly achieved.

Fig. 2 Cross section oÍ a paint sampie Írom
Rembrandt, Man standiitg, 1639, Schloss
Wilhelmshóhe, Staat l iche Museen Kaslel .  The
cross section shows the traditional ground oï a
layer of lead whÍte with a l itt le umber on top 01
a red earth ground. ïhick dark paint covers the
ground

Grounds on panels
The materials used for the ground difíered depending
on the type of support. Panels were still mainly used in
the Northern Necherlands during the flrst qaarcer oí
the seventeenth century. From c. 16z4on Rembrandt
worked on panel, sometimes on paper. Our investigatron
has shown that, with a few exceptions, there is no sig-
nificant dífference between the grounds on the various
panels used by Rembrandt.'only a single type,nameLy
that des crib ed tn the D e May eme Manus cr tp t, the mo s t
important contemporaÍy source regarding the pÍePaÍa-
tion oípainting suppoÍts, appears to have been used. De
Mayerne had obtained the recipe from the Amsterdam
painter Latombé [who, like De Mayerne, was working in
LondonJ:'For [a ground on] wood, first coat ic with the
above said glue and chalk. When it has dried scrape and
make it even with a kniíe, then apply a thin layer of lead
white and umber.',
ïhis chaik-glue ground was applied thinly and was pri-
mariiy intended to seal the openings in the wood grain
in order to obtain a smooth sut{ace. The oil-containing
hyer on top isolated the strongly absorbent chalk-glue
ground from the subsequent [oilJ paint layers and pro-
vided a yellowish ochre-coloured suríace to work on'
Where it íunctioned as an intermediary tint among the
dark and light areas oíthe composition, the colour of
the ground often remained paràaLLy exposed. This type
of groaná also recurs consistently on Rembrandt's later
panels.a Panels chus prepared were employed on a large
scale by Rembrandt and his workshop, as well as other -
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Fig. 4 Simon Eikelenbêrg, Aantekeningen over schilderkunst, 404
405 (modern page nos.)

not only Dutch - painters in the seventeenth century

"ttd.4lier, 
As a rule, painters probably purchased the

prepared panels írom proíessional primers.5

Grounds on canvas

Double grounds
As far as we know, Rembrandt began working on canvas
only in r63t when he moved to Amsterdam. From the
r63os onwards, double grounds ofgrey on top oíred, [a
Iay er i.clt in lead white or t op of a layer oíred earthJ
were used - wich considerable variation - in
Rembrandt's workshop (ftgs. z-1. Our investigation oí
the grounds ofr59 paintings on canvas íormerly or still
atuibuted to Rembrandt fmost in Bredius' catalogueJt,
dernonstrated that halífso) oíthe canvases had doubie
grounds. These double grounds were aiso found when
examining seventeenth-century paintings other rhan
Rembrandt's. In our research on Íhe grounds used by
painters active in Amsterdam who had no affiliation
with Rembrandt's workshop, numerous double grounds
were detected as well. However, these double grounds

^re 
íot 

^IL 
identical. Although the number oípigments

Fig. 5 Stone reljeÍ above the entrance of the
Clramber of the St Luke's cuild in the Public
Weighing House, Amsterdam

Fig. 6 Rembrandt's Funereal l\4êdall ion, 1634,
6a recto, 6b verso. Rembrandthuis Amsterdam

arÉists used was limited and the number of pigments
used for the grey-on-red double grounds smaller still,
differences couid be detected in the paint rnixtures used
for the rop layers.
De Mayerne gives numerous - almost identical - recipes
for the treatment oícanvas paintings using a ground of
gÍey oÍL red; a confirmation oíics frequent use.7 First the
proruding threads and other irregularicies were
removed after which the canvas was brushed with giue.
Then two or Íhree coats oípaint were applied to fiLl any
irregularities in the canvas and to provide a smoorh sur-
{ace of a p;r.Ítícrt-La:Í colour: 'Having stretched the canvas
tightly, appiy glue made írom the remains of leather or
size, which should not be too thick (it is assumed that
you have first removed any threads that might be stick-
ing out]. When the glue is dry, prime rather lightly with
brown-red, or red-brown from England. Let it dry, and
make it smooth with pumice stone. Then prime with a
second and last layer oflead white and] well-chosen
chatcoal. Small coàls{?J and a litrle umber earrh to make
it dry fasrer One can give it a third layer, but two is all
right, and [such a ground] will never brea( nor splic."
A source ftom qv, at least in part copied ftom earlier
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souÍces, clarifies the reason for the applica tion of a grey
over a red coat. The anonymous writer states that one
almost always applies the gÍey ovet the red,'in order to
render the right hue, a reddish grey that in general
agrees with all the colours in the art ofpainting'.s ffts
mention of double grounds in this source also implies
thac their use went on in the eighteenth century. They
were indeed not unique co the seventeenth century, or
the Netherlands. Flemish, French and Italian painters
also used double grounds, and continued doing so into
the eighteenth centuÍy.Io

Qg.artz grounds
The qrartz grounds began to be used in Rembrandt's
workshop inÁ4o - when theNightwatchwas beingpre-
pared - fiequently alternating with double grounds and
a few other types, such as layers oflead white tinted
wich umber, applied without the initial priming with
red earth. Mixtures of lead white and chalk or a dark
mixture of earth colours and black were found as well.
In general the colour oíthe grounds is darker towards
the end oíRembrandt's caÍeeÍ.

It is necessary n claify the term 'qtartz ground' .
Although this term has been used for this type oí
ground since it was first encountered in the r96os by
Krihn, the term is in íact misleading. In the r96os a con-
troversy surrounded the Self-portiatt in Stuttgart, which
was acquired by the Staatsgal erie in ry6r as an impor-
tant late Rembrandt. Inspeceion ofthe portrait by a few
private experts 11 resulted in a negative verdict; their
opinion branded it a forgery. The Staatsgalerie decided
to submit the paindng to an objective examination by
an independen tlaboratory, the rnstítutRoyaI du
Patrtmotne Artistique in Brussels. A surprising find was
that the pÍep^Í^toÍy ground layer ofthis painting con-
sisted largely of firLeLy ground sand, with a substantial
quantity of clay minerals.12 A ground with such a com-
position had never been encountered beíore' This
sparked-oííextensive research by Krihn in Munich on
ground layers in relation to Rembrandt's work. Up to
K:i.hn's ry77 publicadon, this type ofground, then
named.'qttartzground', was found in 15 paintings by
Rembrandt and his studio.'r Aíter having evaluated and
expanded Ktihn's work f,or many years we have come to
the conclusion thac canvases with quartz grounds are
unique to Rembrandt and his studio. To date the sam-
ples ofr59 paintings on canvas by Rembrandt and his
milieu have been examined and where necessaÍy
analysed. Forty-eight ofthe grounds on these canvases
prove to have a high qtartz conient la To underPin the

hypothesis r.hat qtartz grounds are unique to
Rembrandt and his studio, grounds írom paintings by
other seventeenth-century masters active in Amsterdam
between 164o (the year Rembrandt must have started
work on the Ni6ht Watch)rs t t td t669 (the year o{
Rembrandt's death), were examined. These were painters
who, as far is known, had no workshop connections with
Rembrandt. A total ofsixqt grounds on Amsterdam can-
vases \.veÍe analysed; not one ha.á. a quartz ground. Also,
none of the numeÍol1s Dutch paintings on canvas origi-
nating outside Amsterdam in the relevant period, inves-
tigated by che author at an earlier date, were found to be
prepared with such a ground. Inquiries with colleagues,
nationally and internationally, yielded no knowledge oí
the use o f quar tz gr ornds on Dutch paintings origínat-
ing outside Rembrandt's studio. To date, a comparable
ground (in so far as the high quaÍtz content is con-
cerned) has been discovered in two paintings by Aert de
Gelder j645-r727) maàe afrer t68o, in eighteenth-centu-
ry wall hangings by Pieter Barbiers i749-t842), and rn
paintings by Italian artists and foreign painters when
working ínltaIyJe This underscores the suggestion that
quartz groands must be specific to Rembrandt and his
workshop, and provides a strong supplementary críterí=
on for attributing paintings to the master himself and
to painters working in his studio around or after 164o.

The qtartz ground thanks its name to the high amount
oí quxtz {ctquartz) identified in it; percentages oíup to
8o% or even too% werc recorded. The high figure is in
part due to the analytical technique used, as we shall see
i"t.r. ctqrrrt, is in íact just ordinary sand and it can be
found as a constituent in ali sorts ofpaint and ground
layers and even as a dust contaminant. Therefore not
every ground containing quartz ís a' qaartz gro und'.
Analyses have shown that it consists mainly ofground-
up sand and clay minerals. Sand and clay together make
clay or loam. Therefore, it would be more appropriace to
call the 'quartz ground' a'growd of cLay' or a'nttural
earth ground'. Howevet, although a single quartz
ground can be distinguished both visually and chemi-
cally from the traditional'double ground', - ofwhich
the lower layer is made ofa.naaual eaÍth -, refefiing to
a qu Ítz ground as'a natural earth ground'would cause
confusion. Not only could the quartz grounà be con-
fused with other grounds made of earth, buc even with a
chalk ground, since chalk is also a natural earth. Ior the
sake oíclarity, therefore, throughout this article, we use
the term 'qrartz grortnd' {or the single, greyish ground
ofan earth with high quaÍtz content.
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' Documentary sources orL quartz grounds
The idea that a canvas wirh a particular ground was
used exclusively in Rembrandt's workshop implies with
considerable certainty rhat it was prepared there. This is
supported by the fact thar, in Rembrandr's time, Dutch
written sources do nor contain a single rccípe fot prep^Í-
ing canvases with cLay. Such recipes can, however, be
íound in notes starred ín É79by the Ducch writer
Simon Eikelenberg, and in soríe French and Iralian
written sources.
For insance, the French painrer Pierre Lebrun describes
Áhís Coll"ectíon of essays onrlrc'tÁ)onders ofpaínting, wrít-
ten in Paris ín :,635:'The canvases are covered with
parchment glue or flour paste before rhey are primed
with potter's eeÍth, yellow earrh, oÍ ochre ground with
linseed or nut oil. The priming is laid on rhe canvas
with the knife or a massecte ro render it smoother, and
this is the work ofthe boy.'rz yr6turseems to distirr-
guish between clay {or making potcery and other types
of(coloured] earrh. Richard Symonds, who traveiled
around lraiy between Á49 and Á5r collectingínforma-
tion on paincing technique, wrires: 'The earrh rhar
bricks are made of is ground & used íor imprimatura.' "
As early as 1j5o, the iralian painrer and architect Vasarr
recommended erL eerth as one oírhe ingredienrs in a
mixture {or makíng grounds: 'But first there must be
made a composition oípigments which possess siccarive
quaiities as white leàd; dryers, anó, earth such as is used
íor bells....'. This 'earth such as is used for bells' could be
the material used for the moulds in bell cascing.rs
The Spanish painter Francisco Pacheco j564-1651, ín
1549 mentíoned a ground made wich clay:'The besr and
smoorhest priming is the clay used here in Seviile,
which is ground ro a powder and cempered on che loja
[sconeJ with iinseed oii.'He adds: 'This is the best prim-
ing, and the one I would aiways use wirhout íurther
modifications, because I see my six canvases in the clois-
cer ofthe Mercedarians conserved without having
cracked nor shown any sign offlaking since rhe year
16oo when they were begun, which is enough íor me ro
appÍove the soundness oíthis clay prepaÍatíoÍI.'zo
In Holland, porter's clty íor preparingpainring supports
is first mentioned by Simon Eikelenberg, who ran a
brush ware shop in Alkmaar and who was a pÍospecrive
painter and,later in liíe, became an hisrorian. Berween
679 and ryo4Ëlkelenberg collecred information on the
technique and theory of patntíng.zlHe stares: 'for pim-
ing wooden panels, put on size... then with poffer's
earth, frleIy ground wirh linseed oil, instead of with
other painr [pigment], because ic is cheap. nore rhar i
hold it also more durable since it consisrs oítough and

heavy particles erc. when rhe potrer's earrh has been
applied lhrow some rain water on ir, and rub ic with the
{Lat of the hand back ard, fo*h, so Íhar ir goes in ail rhe
pores ofrhe wood and Íills them and the panel becomes
smooth and closed and so, thar the paint can nor ger
soaked in.'On priming canvas suppoÍrs he srates ,...for
painting one usually chooses sail cloth or linen, rhar rs
closed and ofeven weave and has iitrle knots and this is
rubbed with wheat flower... when one finds thar the size
is dry in and on fthe clothJ, take again poner's earrh as
in priming wooden paneis, and put rhis on as smoorh
and even as possible. But beíore applying another coat of
potter's earÍh, one should first have removed che knots
and other rubbish and gone over. it with the pumice
stone. The porrer's earth should be prepared to more or
less the same rhickness as paint íor painting and when
it is dry one does rhe same as has been said about the
wooden (sapp orts).' z"(fig. 4)
It is interesrin g to r\ote that Eikelenberg recommends
potter's earth nor only for priming canvases but also íor
panels. As {ar as we know, such a ground has - so far,
not been encounrered in the analyses ofgrounds on
panei supports.
Eikelenberg s writing is obviously based on fforeign]
wriccen sources. As an historian he collected books and
therefore had these wridngs close at hand. one mighc
speculate on wheeher Rembrandt or someone from his
workshop was, like Eikelenberg aware oírhese íoreign
uaditions, either from wrirren sources or informed by
traveiling arrists, and developed this kind of gtotnd for
use in the masrer's srudio. It remains curious why orher
painters in the seventeenrh century did not use .potter,s
earth' (qÍertz gÍounds].
In addidon, a relation berween a ground made wirh
clayish marerials and the eafthenware industry is likely
since 'leywerckers'- rhe bakers ofdishes and the potrers
- were united in one guild wirh rhe painters, namely the
St Lucas Guild. The union oíthese and orher professions
had been formalised in Amsterdam ín t57g..t Although
rhe Amsterdam archive ofrhis guild has gone 

^str^y,and with ir the names of its members, we can be certain
that Rembrandt was a member. In the seventeenrh cen-
tury, whoever wished to execure his proíession had to be
enrolled in the appropriate local guild. It would have
been both impossible and disadvantageous for
Rembrandt to noc do so. The guild rules served as a ÍÍo-
tection against compefitive non-locai craírsmen. proof
ofhis membership is Rembrandr's'funereai roken', one
oíthe two medals issued to members upon joining rhe
guild. The funereal token was ro be deposired ar rhe
house ofa bereaved íellow suild member. Rembrandt's
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z8 mm diameter brass medaillon - inscribed
RembrantfHermans/S [S stands for schilder, which means
painterJ and ój4 - is kepc ar the Rembrandthuis in
Amsterdam (figs. 5-6).ro Rembrandt's conract with pot-
ters thus could have resulted in trials with potters'clay
íor preparing canvases.

, Economtcs
The Night Watch is the first canvas prepared with a
quartz ground. The exceptional size o{ the painting may
have stimulated the development of this evidently new
type oíground. It is painted on a canvas that originally
measured c. 4zo x 5oo cm.
Analyses ofpaint samples has shown that, in conrrast to
the 'double ground' of grey over red, a qaartz ground
was usually applied in a single thick layer and rarely in
two or more layers [when this is the case, their composi-
tion is more or less the same). An anonymous eigh-
teenth-century written source describes how some:
'...painters ...pre{er their canvases to have only one iayer
oípaint (groundJ Íather than two layers, because ... the
picture can more easily be rolled up for transpoÍt; how-
evet, since the canvas thread is veryvisible when only
one ground layer is present, it is used only in the case of
large works.'rt It can be presumed that canvases pre-
pared with these grounds were supple. Therefore, the
NígfuWatch. could safely be rolled-up for transport by
boat as was customaÍy for almosi all rÍansporc in seven-
teenth-centuÍy Amsterdam.z6 The transportation of rhe
rolled-up NtghrWatch during and shortly after the
Second World War is a striking demonstration that can-
vases with qaartz gÍorrrTds are still quite flexible even
aíter hundreds of years.zT
The brilliant artist Rembrandc was also technically
inventive. His technical innovation was based not only
on economics but also on sound working practice.
However, no link could be made between the dimen-
sions ofthe canvases and the :use of qaartz grounds by
Rembrandt and his woÍkshop. In addition to the Niáht
\Á)atch,they are íound in portraits, tío-ni-es aÍ7d in history
scenes ofvarying dimensions. It would appear that the
NtghtWatch", painted between Á4o and Á4z,was the
first canvas to be prepared in this manner and that such
qaartz groands then occuÍ until the end ofRembrandt's
career. This implies that cracking or flaking oíthe paint
when the canvas would be rolled-up was not
Rembrandt's main concern since pictures of limited size
do not need this treatment. The fact that common sand
and clay : the materials constituting the ground - were
undoubtedly very inexpensive, could have been the
determining factor ín the choice of these raw materials

íor this ground; costly lead white could thus be
avoided.z8
Rembrandt, by choosing clay for the ground for the
NtghtWatch, did not need a layer rich in lead whire on
top oíthe Íirst ground to tone down its colour. The
ground aheady had the right hue: a greyish brown,
more or less the colour ofthe canvas. IfnecessaÍy, rhe
tone could be adjusted by a.dáinga small amounr oí
coloured earth pigments. When Rembrandr received rhe
commission for painting the Night Wnrch, he wenr to the
trouble of frndíng cLay that had the right hue to paint
on, so that he did not need an additional layer oíexpen-
sive lead white.

Bricks. tiles and earthenware

Finding m ny pÍepaÍatorylayerc made wirh clay on can-
vases deriving fiom Rembrandtls studio, aroused our
curiosity about what sort of clay this was and where ir
might have come fiom. In attempring ro answer rhese
questions, we tried to compare the composition of the
ground layers on the canvases with types ofclay {ound
in Holland, especially those types ofclay suitable íor the
manufacture ofbricks, tiles and pocteÍy. In the r96os,
after the investigation oíthe Stuttgart Self-portratt, it
was suggested that Rembrandt's choice of the qaartz
ground could have been influeàce áby pottery makers,
who, in his days were frantically searching for clay ín
ordeÍ to imitate the much admired Chinese porceLain.zs
These attempts at producing porcelain weÍe not success-
ful in Europe until the eighteenth cenrury, since, in sev-
enteenth- century Ho iland the plateelb akkers [po tters o r
dish makers) did not realise that for making porcelair
kaolin was essential. Kaolin or China clay is prírnary
clay, composed p:jncipally of the hydrated aluminosili-
cate cLay mineral kaolonite. IGolin deposits were discov-
ered in the eighteenth celtaÍy, for instance in Cornwall,
from where it had to be imported in Holland.
Seventeenth-century Delfts porcelain is in fact whire
glazedeanhenware. The glazeon both sides ofthe
earthenware body makes that the ware resembles porce-
lain, as already mentioned by Gerrit ?aape in the eigh-
reenrh cenrury: 'What is called'Delfts'in Holland is
only a sort oíearthenware, b asterà-P orcelain."o
We know which clays were used for making DeIft earth-
enwaÍe from the anonymous writer oíthe chapter'De
Delístoffen' in Natuurl!ke Hisrorie, publish ed ïn ryïr.tt
He mustlave been very well acquainted with the pot-
tery indristry, not only in Holland, but also in ocher
European countries, and with the differenr types ofclays

r.+ )
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that were in use for earthenwaÍe and porcelain' For the
body ofDelftear[henware or faíencetz, three sorts ofclay
were mixed together: clay írom Doornik (TournaiJ, clay
írom along the river Ruhr in Westphalia ar'd a clay iltg
up locally along the river Rhine, lyswTlts cla1, (the town
oíRijswijk is just east ofThe Hague). Paapelaryely
repeats this informadon, adding that the Rhineland clay
is black {swarre aerde, also mentioned in seventeenth-cen-
cury potteries' inventoriesJ and that the local clay is
Defts andthat the three types should be mixed in the
propordons 63:z (fig. 7).tt BLack eaÍth derived from the
river basin oíthe oude Rijn between Woerden and
Alphen, which is north ofDelft and south oí
Amsterdam. The oude Rijn between Utrecht and Leiden,
the Vecht and Hollandse lJssel have been the centre of
the brick industry {or more than 5 or 6 centuries [fig.
8).2+ x,1tr U, ín 1687 therewere Ábickyards in the
vicinity of Woerden, ín ry24 this number had increased
rc z6.The cla;y along the riverbanks has been d.og o{f
some three feet deep since at least the r54os.

If the clay used for primíngin Rembrandt's workshop
could be just ordín+ry clay suiabie fot the manufacture
ofbricks and dles and perhaps - with some sand added -
for making earthenware, where would it have colne
from? Suppose áLy notfar írom Amsterdam where
Rembrandc had his workshop, and'where, aftet ó4o,he
primed many of his canvases withclay. Vecht and oude
Rijn have the same orígín, nameLy the river Rhine,
which branches at Utrecht into oude Rijn and Vecht-
The river Vecht is nearer Ams r.eráamthan the Oude
Rijn. The Oude Rijn discharched at Katwijk, until the
estuary silted up around rhe year rooo. 15 The Vecht dis-
charges just east ofAmsterdam. And aithough the
largest production of Delftware was indeed in the town
ofDelft - at least 3o plateelbakkertlen(porteriesl existed in
De1ft in the seventeenth century36 - Delítware was pro-
duced in oÉher regions of the Netherlands as well. It was
for instance made as aLuxuryby-product in the tile fac-
rcries in Amseerdam, Rotterdam and UËÍecht and ín fac-
tories in Friesiand.:z In Amsterdam the manufacture oí
tiles became the core business in the potteries, and
around 164o seven faccories devoted exclusively to tiles
were established there.

Bricks and dles are composed nearly all together ofclay,
Because oíits rich iron content, Dutch clay is especially
suitable íor the manuíacture ofbricks and tiles, but for

Fig. 7 l l lustration from: Gerrit Paape, De plateelbakker oï Delftsch
aardewerkmaker (Dordrecht,  1794).  Washing and straining c lay

earthenware extra sand needs to be added. Already in
Roman times in The Netherlands roof tiles were made
írom local clay. Roman potteries and ovens íor Íiring
rooídles, the roofdles them seives and pottery were
excavaced during archaeological digs in and around
Tegelen, a town along the river Maas in limburg. The
town ofTegelen in íact thanks its name to the roman
inhabitants who gave the area its name because oíthe
good cLey for tiles íound there. The Latinword'Íegtlí
meaning rooítiie as does the Dutch word tegel. The geo-
Logíca| eraTigLien fpart ofthe ?liocene, early ?leistocene
with many fossil findsl was also named aíter Tegelen,
From archaeology,we know that beíore the seventeenth
century local clay was dug up here and worked in pot-
teries in towns in Holland, íor instance in Amsterdam.r8
How local clay was used in potteries can sdil be seen in
one ofthe ten Frisian earthenware íactories in exi.ítence
in Friesland since ró50, because it is still in use today.
This remaining earthenware {acrory is the Koninkl!'ke
MakkumerAaráewerken"Íegelf abríekÍíchelaar(Royalearrh-
enwere and tile frctoty) in Makkum, in the west oí
Friesland near the IJsselmeer {the {ormer ZlTiderzee).
Tíchelaar,who claims to produce Delft earthenware in

,D
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the tradidonal !vay, was akeady in f:oll operarion in ry72
with brick works and lime kilns. In tToo the {actory was
converced to a gallipoetery fíor notes on the geology of
the area see Appendix).
The diííerent clays that were used for rhe manufacrure
o{ earth.enware in the seventeenth century, and named
byPaape in the eighteenthcentlrry, can be compared
with the types of clay used by Tichelaar now and in the
past. TichelaaÍ uses local, Frisian clay thar, akhough
rich in chalk, is good íor roofriles and bricks only.
Therefore, a.heady írom the r65os onwards, it was cus-
tomaÍy to ad.d extra chalk, írom Tournai, to the local
Frisian clay. Nowadays Mrschelch.alk is added to make
rhe clay suicable for the manuíactarc of pottery.
Muschelchalk is a dolomiric chalk (CaMgiCO,),) írom
the middle Trias period. lc suríaces near Winie rswijk in
the east oíThe Netherlands. Without chalk the clay
bakes red and yellow ifchalk is added. The extra chalk
also enables a higher baking temperature oímaximal
looo - loio "C, whereby CaCO, reverrs to calcium silicate.
For earthenware, extÍe sand is added as well. Sand
increases clay's plastic propeÍties. In Delft, Amsterdam
and other places in the wesr oíthe country, in the seven-
teenth centuÍy chalk-rich Tournai clay was added to the
fluvial Rhineland clay, as mentioned above. River clay
lacks chalk. Ie is possible that che local fluvial clays used
in the seventeenth centuÍy in Deift and Amsterdam
were themselves rich in sand. Aiternatively extra sand
could have been added as was done in Makkurn.

By combining drfferent clays, clay with good physical
propeÍties (leanness, colourJ was obrained. On irs own,
clav is 'fat' . It {eeLs íattv to rhe touch because ic consisrs

Fig. I Map of the
Hoogheemraadschap Ri jn land,
engraved by Cornelis Danckertsz.
in 1647, wi th indicat ions of  stone
ovens along the 0ude Ri jn

ofLayers o{ mins.te flaky parricles rhar can slide along
each ocher. In berween the layers there are meral ions,
for instance potassium or magnesium. These ions artrac!
water, which allow rhe layers ro slide along each orher
just like giass sheets would slide with water in between
them. The warer berween rhe layers in the clay is easily
reieased. The take-up and su-b-sequent release of waterby
clay pardcles makes that clay is prone ro shrinkage and
subsequent cracking. Adding sand inhibirs the sliding oí
r.he clay paÍticles: the cLay is said ro be lean and less
hr^nê rn . r t .V;--r ' " " - ' -
Apart from modiíying rhe colour a{ter ftríng, rhe addr-
cion of chalk co the clay is 'for improving sound and lus-
tre, Iike the work made from English earth, fwhich was
narutally rich in chalk."s

Analyses and its limitations

In the samples removed from the edge of the canvas
paintings by Rembrandr and his workshop we analysed
the sand present in the groundand ifpossible thecLay
minerals. We also searched {orheevy minerals (see
AppendixJ. To decide whether 

^partrcular 
ground is a

quanz groand or not, in general sufficienr ín{ormation
was obrained by udlising lighe microscopy observations
coupled wirh SEM-EDX ro idenriíy chemicai elemenrs in
tíny areas of the painc cross section. Qrartz was easily
identified using XRD as (ctqaartz or ordinary sand.
Qrartz grounds cannot be readily recognised in rhe
cross sections when examining rhem under the oprical
microscope under incident 1ight. Usually one sees only a
semi uansparent, yellowish to dark brown mass in
which particles are barely visible ffigs.9-roJ. This is

- L+)-
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Ffg, 9 Cross section of a páint sample fÍom RembÍandt, peter denying
ChrisÍ, Rijksmuseum, Bredius no. 594, showing a quartz ground with
a dark palnt layer on top. On the left a particularly large quartz sand
particlê is to be seen

Fig. 1O Cross section oÍ a paint sample from RembÍandt, Sealed
woman with a handkerchief, L644, Atl callery of ontario, Toronto,
Bredius no. 369, showing a thick quartz ground with thin dark parnr
on top

because qr;.aÍtz's low refractive index is very close to thar
of the surrounding binding medium (a drying oi!. In
addition, rhe presence of alarge quanriry ofdarkened
binding medium in the composition oírhe ground
impedes yisual evaluadon. For the same reasons, with-
out further analysis, 

^ 
qt:;arttz grovÍLd also oíten cannot

be distinguished írom some rypes of oil ground in
which chalk is the main ingredient."o In order to make
rhe qrartz particles clearly visible under a iighc micro-
scope, an approxímar.eLy 3o pm thin secdon was made of
some oíthe embedded paint samples so that they could
be examined in transmifted iighr. In addition, dispersed
pigment samples were made (fr7.rt.
Qlartz could be seen in abundance in rhe dispersed
samples and under the electron microscope. Electron
microscopic imaging, which shows the disribudon oí

Fig. 11 Cross section (thin-section) Írom a sample Írom Remblandt,5
Night Watch, ColouÍless quartz particles are clearly visible in the thln_
section. The quartz is In a brownish mahix of othef mínerals and bind.
ing medíum

Fig. 12 Mapping oÍ the etementat distribution in a sample Írom
the /V/ght Watch. Electron microscopy: Ineke Joosten, ICN

che chemical elemenrs throughout the ground layer ín
the sample, points to a percenrage of qrnrtz o{ c. 5o to 6o
%by volume(figs. tz-t).The sand parricles in
Rembrandt's qaartz grounds are very Íine, wirh paÍricles
varyíng from approximately 5 to 6o p,m (reduced to silt
{ractíon by grinding before use?] and having sharp edges
(fig. ,+). The presence oíconchoidally fracrured particles,
particles with smoorh, shell-shaped convex or concave
suríaces, suggesrs 'cracking' or breaking ofrhe sand. The
sandy earth used foÍ the quanzgrounds, like other
fmineralJ pigments, was apparenÉiy ground, probabiy
with a mili.o'Chalk could be identified in rhe samples
under the opcical microscope in polarised lighq its pres-
ence was confirmed using XRD and SEM-EDX. parricles
offeldspar and brown and red iron oxides could be dis-
tinguished as well. Somedmes a lirde black was presenr.

nnff innn
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Fig. 13 Electron microphotogíaph of a sample of the ground in an area
in the foreground of the Night Watch, where the ground is not covered
by paint (sample from area in i ig. i). Electron microscoDvr Ineke
Joosten, ICN

Fig.15 Electron
micrograph oÍ a
platy crystaÍ in a
sámple Í rom the
ground in the
Night watch.
Electron micro-
graph: David
Carson, The
Getty
Conservation
Centíe

Fig, 14 Electron mjcrograph of a cross section in a sample írom the
ground in the Night Watch. Large and small fragments of quartz sand
can be seen in a matrix oÍ clay mÍnerals. Electron microscopy: David
Carson, The Getty Conservation Centre

Fig. 17 Elechon micrograph of a sample of the quartz '
ground of  Rabbi  in Beí in,  Bredius no. 236, showing platy
clay minerals. EDX-analysis spots are indicated. Electron
microscopy; David Carson, Ihe Getty Conservation Centre

Fig. 16 EDx-spectrum nr
6 of the platy crystal in
f ig.  15.  Electron
microscopy with EDX:
David Carson, The cetty
Conservation Centre

'a/
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The identification of che clay minerals proved much
more diíficult. The available research methods proved to
have several limitations. The standard techniques for
the analyses ofsoils could hardly be applied to the riny,
inhomogeneous, complex samples from the grounds
from paíntíngs. The complex mixtures oídny sand par-
ticles, ciay and other minerals, bound in binding medi-
um and - in most cases - soaked in organic restoration
materials (dryíngoí1, resin, wax, glueJ stretch theana-
lyticaL techniques to their limit. It proved to be impossi-
ble to physically sepanre the qaartz particles from the
clay minerals in the samples. Such a separation would
hav e feclLitat ed the analys es.

Thin sections or dispersed samples, togethet with X-ray
ài{fracnon analysis {XRD], would seem rhe obvious
methods íor the identiÍi catíor of clay minerals {in theo-
ry, mícro thermal analysis can be used as weilJ. In the
case ofpaint samples thin sectioning is no oprion; there
is no iump of rock that can be cur. The dispersed sam-
ples were of limited use, because most clay minerals do
not allow idendfication under the oprical microscope.
Their small - oftenplaal - particles have sizes from col-
loidal to just above the resoludon oíthe oprical micro-
scope. Illite, íor instance - is extremely Íine-grained, its
particles measure 0.5-1 pm. SEM-EDX analysis {scan-
ning eiecron microscopy wirh energy dispersive X-ray
analysisJ of clay minerals is oílimited use as well: all oí

012
sÉle SS ds cuísor 6.419 &V (29 ds)

Fig. 18 EDx-spectrum area
3 in Í ig.  17.  Spots 2,  4
and 5 gave very similar
snê.tr2 Fla. t r^n

microscopy: David Carson,
The Getty ConseÍvation
Centíe

Fig. 19 EDx-spectrum of
area 1 in Íig. 17: ruti le(?)
plus minerals surrounding
thê particle. Electron
microscopy: David Carson,
The Getty Conservation
Centre
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Fig.  20 Dispersed sample of  Í luvial  c lay in t ransmit ted,  polar ised l ight .
Sampled Írom a br ick works quarry,  Clay part ic les can be seen togetheÍ
with quartz,  held together wi th organic mater ia l .

Fig.  22 Dispersed sample oÍ  c lay f rom the r iver Rhine basin.  Transmit ted,
polar ised l ight .  Fine part ic les of  c lay minerals and di Í Íerent s izes of  sand
part ic les

Fig.  24 l \ lar ine c lay used for earthenware in the Koninkl i ike N4akkumer
Aardewerk en ïegel fabf iek -Tichelaar in N4akkum. Transmit ted polar ised

l ight ,  quartz,  calc i te and clay minerals Fine part ic les oÍ  chalk can be
seen clustered around the larger part ic les of  quartz The t iny needles are
clay minerals

Fig.  21 Dispersed sample oÍ  c lay in t ransmit ted,  polar ised l ight .  The sam
ple is an earth used Íoí  making br icks,  col lected at  a quarry in Brr : iggen,
Germany, Clay part ic les and quartz are held together by organic mater ia l .
The sample is r icher in quartz than the sample in l i1.22.

Fig.  23 Dispersed sample in polar ised l ight  of  the ground of  the Night
Watch. Clay minerals,  quartz and some brown and black organic and
inorganic substances
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the spectra look rather similar. The bulk analyticai spec-
tra always contain Al, Si, K, with varíabLe amounts ofNa,
Mg, Ca, Ti en Fe and sometimes a trace of Pb. Moreover,
non-clay minerals present, for instance oxide-pigments,
may be made up oíthe same chemicál elements. One
reason for the simiiarity of the spectra is the small size
of most oíthe clay minerals (o.5-r pm). The resulting
EDX-specta show the chemicai elements present in an
area ofup to c. 5 pm diameter, pius those elements pres-
ent a few microns below the suríace of the embedded
sample. Thereíore the analytical resul* show not one,
but a collection oíparticles. As an example, apanícalar
spectrum might be interpreted as muscovite mica

[K,Al,[sil{1,o,"]{oH; Fl_J plus iron oxíde, calcíte, or
dolomite andlor plagíoclase íeldspar etc.Image forma-
tion using electron microscopy is useíul for the sand
fraction and for obaining an overall image; as íar as the
clay minerals is concerned only the form o{ thelarger
ones can be made visible. A single,Large,platy,prismatíc
crystal rn the ground of the Night l.Vatch suggested that a
small amount oíkaolinite mineral {A1,Si,Or[OH]uJ was
present. However, the spectrum ofthe particie showed
o, iN"J, Vtg), al, si, (Pb), ( icaJ, {rel, (where bold is a
main constituent and [( ]] means a minor amountJ, a col-
leccion of chemical elements that could indicate that the
particle is ins tead b io tiíe mica (K[Mg,FeJ, (AiSi3O,")(OH],]
(ftgs. ,t 5-Á).+zThese examples show that the interpreca-
don of EDX-spectra from qtatz growrds is hazardous as
far.as the clay minerals are concerned. By estirnating the
relative amounts of chemical elemencs Dresent in the
spectra, we tried to decide on th. nrror. of rhe minerals
presenÍ in a sample. Equal amounts ofAl and Si present
with K would indicate the prêsence of a áegradation
product such as illite (KrAlr(Sir-y,AI )O,"{OH)., where y is
less than z and most commonly around ry) (ftgs. t7-
r8 J.+r
As íar as the overail rype o{ clay is concerned,judging
from the eleccron micrographs (the images obtained
wirh rhe electron microscope) it would appear that di{-
fercnt clays were used {or díffetertpaintings. For
instance, the micrograph of a sample from the ground
in Rabbi in the Staatliche Museen ?reussischer
Kulrurbesitz, Berlin (cat. 828A, Bredius no. 36] shows an
illite-type of ciay while samples from the NíghtWatcl'
showed the presence ofplate-like, lamellar particles
indícatítga swelling cLay (compare{tgs. 4artd ry).

Sometimes the tentative conclusions based on EDX-
results seemed more secure. As an example some indi-
vidual parcicles analysed in the ground oíthe Night
Watch: C, O, Mg, Ca would be an indication of dolomite,

whiie C, O, Mg would suggest magnesite (MgCO,J and C,
o, Ca chalk (CaCO,J. A parricle showing o, Na, A[ and Si
mighc be piagioclase feldspar (albite). Also, apzrtícle
showing C, o,Mg, (All, si, {tK), ca, ((Fe)J, present for
instance in the ground in Supper atímmaus, Stafens
Museum, Copenhagen, might tentatively be identified
as dolomite, lather than vermiculite
íMe,Cal - íMs,rd-,All- líSi,Al-lo lÍOHl nH o)plus/o.È'o-9\  v à '  2e\  2 /  L

calcite, because of the relative small amount ofAl in the
sPectÍum..
In geological studies another technique used is the
determination ofthe relaeive abundance of'srable' znd,
'unstable'heavy minerals in a sample, which is a meas-
ure of mineralogical maturity. Usually, the heavy min-
erals are Íirst separated írom the malorrty of q,aartz
grains (this can be done using heavy liquid separationJ
and are then further separated based on their degree oí
atfiactiorL to a strong magnetic field (magnetic separa-
tionJ. In samples írom paintings such sampie prepara-
tion is not possible. Heavy minerals reside in the fine
sand íraction o{ 5o-zto pm; paint (ground) samples do
noc contain an original fine sand {ractíon, at most a íew
grains oíthis size are present in the sampie. Since the
number o{heavy minerais should be counted reladve to
the number of sand grains present - whereby usually on

^veÍage 
only one in every roo sand grains is a heavy min-

eral - in the ground samples maybe one or two heavy
minerals may be found by a suoke ofluck. As íor grain
size and textuÍe, in geological studies, ifsuíficient sam-
ple material is available, characteristic granular distri-
bution curves can be obtaine à o{ river sand, dune sand
and wind blown sand. In the examination ofpaindngs
obtaining such distribution curves is not possible,
because che small, complex sample does not allow sepa-
ration oíthe constituenr particles into fractions.

We did spot a single particle of rhe heavy mineral rurile
(TiOJ under the poiarising microscope in a dispersed
ground sample from the quarrz ground of theJewísh,
Bride. Rutile could be recognised by its prismatic shape,
high relief sqong red-brown colour and parallel extinc-
rion. The particle oírutiie identified must be a con-
stituent ofthe sand fraction in the ground. Stating the
provenance ofthe sand on the basis ofa single parcicle
of rutLle and, moreover the absence of other heavy min-
erals in the sample, is impossible (see Appendix).
Titanium showedup in most of ehe ËDX-specuao{sam-
ples o{ qrartz grounds, often a small peak in che usual
spectrum oíthese samples, but sometimes as a large
peak. Since other chemical elements are present besides
Ti, it is not always possible to interpret Ti in rhe EDX-
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spectt^as rudie, ilmenite (FeTiO,) or brookite (TiO,J, or

yet arlother titanium compound (see spectrum in fig.

1il,
XRD oíclay minerals in the ground samples is hampered
by rhe presenc e of a Large amount of qtanz, among it

some large particles which give'spotty' diffractionpat-
rerns. There was too high a background noise for easy
identiÍication. Alumino-silicate and ciay minerals
require special XRD systems n íd.entiíy them. The sam-
ples should be measured with a tube other than the cop-
per tube as is in use at ICN and under a lower angie than
possible at ICN.44 The problem, of course, clearly
showed when EDX results were compared with those of
XRD-analyses. Fo r ins tance, P ortr att of an Aàmír al,
Metropolitan Museum, New York, Bredíus zz3, EDX over-
aII: c, o, [NaJ, (tvtg), A1, si, [Pb), (K), ica), [Ti), iFeJ. xRD:
t o% (coarse) qua*z and 9o% (e sdmated] chalk. self-por'
vart,Cambrtdge, Mass. Breàtus 57, EDX overall: Al, Si, K,

{Cal, (ifil), Fe. XRD 8o% alpha qttartz anà zo% K-Al-sih-
cates (estimated).'s

We asked the help oíthe Royal Netherlands Institute.íor
Sea Research (NIOZ), based on the isle oíTexel, where
the XRD instrumentation is optimised íor the idendfi-
catíon o( clay minerals.a6 A sample of the ground in the
Níghtwatchwas analysed under diíferent low angles and
diííerent conditions oítemperacure and humidity.
Results obtained include the'follówing. Certin reÍIec-
tions in the XRD specÉum could be ascribed Ío the crys-
tallisation oía double layer oflinolenic acid. Linolenic
acid must be part ofthe organic binder oíthe ground.
Two other reílections under a low angle seemed to be
smaller, oÍganic molecules that, so far, could not be
idendfied. Clay minerals identified are chlorite, mica
and a little kaolinite. Feldspar, amphibole, carbonates
and oícourse quartz aÍe present as well. This resuit is an
improvement of che resuit obtained at ICN using XRD,
where it had been possible to only idendfy alpha quattz
and calcite in the same sample.47

Discussion

on the basis of malytícal results it can be suggested
that in the period from r64o-t669 quartz grounds are
specific to Rembrandt and his workshop. This provides a
s tron g s upp lem entary criteríon fo r atuib uti tg p aínt-
ings with qrartz growds to the master himsel{ and to
painters working in his srudio, around or afret 164o.
Rembrandt's choice ofthe quartzgrotnd could have
been sparked by his contacts with pottery makers. To
investigate such a connection, we triedto compare clay

used íor the manufacture oíbricks, tiles and pottery
with ciay used íor the grounds.
Identifying the source oíthe clay used in the grounds rn
Rembrandt's studio is a dífírcult task. Diííerent clays are
rarely {ound sepantely and sand, íeldspars, micas, clay
minerals and carbonates are common in ail types oíclay.
Also, it is not possible to state with.absolute certaínty
whether the material used for the qaartz ground is a
natural clay deposit, or ar'^r:.ifr.cíalIy prepared mixture
oísand aná clay. However, several ofthe cross sections
show occasional, excepcionally Larye sand particles in
between the much Íiner material. This means that the
sand in the clay is either badly sorted by nature or the
ciay was made'lean' altíírciaLly by the addition of sand.
Even ifsand was added, the sand aná cby íound in the
samples could derive from more or less the same aÍea

{[tgs. zo-4).
The clay mineral illite that appeareá to be present in
some oíthe samples {not mentioned in the textJ is dom-
inant in marine clay, but is present in íluviai clay as
well. Kaolinite and chlorite arerypícally {l:uviaLcLay
minerals.
Although in some oíthe samples the amount of calcium
encountered suggests marine clay, in the majority oíthe
samples the amount of calcium present seemed too low
to subscantiate this suggestion. The reladvely low per-
ceflt^ge ofcalcium seems to be the original concentÍa-
rion present in the clay, which substantiates the sugges-
tion based on the clay minerals present, tha:t fluviaL cLay
was used for the groand preparations. This is confirmed
by the presence oíiron. Therefore, the ciay would have
been fluvial clay, with perhaps some marine influence.
In spite ofail the restrictions in the ànalyses, several íac-
tors do point to 

^type 
ofclay used for the preparation of

canvases in Rembrandt's studib that was similar ro the
clay used íor the manuíacture oíbrick and dles and to
the raw clay thacwas transported to the potters íor the
manuíacture of earthenware. With enough sand present
in the clay it was also suicable for making potrery.Extra
sand and chalk could easily be added to adjust the clay's

ProPerties.
Along the oude Rjn, from where - íor historical Íeasons
- the clay used for the ground cortldvery well have
derived, veÍy coaÍse sand can be found next.to clay aná
loam. Although the loading ofships and subsequent
transport of cLay tway from the Rhine area was foíficiai-
lyJ prohibited by ordnance aheaàybefore 6fi - rhe dan-
ger ofloss oíarable land was one concern - an excePfion
was made for the transpo rr. o{ clay to Potters. The pot-
ter's guild only had to fill in a íorm with the name oí
rhe town where the potteÍs weÍe in need of earchfor
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their work and the name ofthe skipper ofthe vessel that
would uansport it to that town.a'
Our research does indeed suggest that fluvial clay was
used for the preparation oísome ofthe canvases in
Rembrandt's workshop after Á4o. Extra sand could have
been added to the clay. Thus the answer to the quescion

Appendix

Saná, cLay,loam in The Netherlands'

The Netherlands irc covercd{& 95%by quaternary.sediments. These
sediments consist oísand, silq clal pebbles, shells and organic matter'
Thereíore, in contrast to most ofthe pigments used lor painting, the
clay íor the.preparatíon ofthe canvas could be íound in abundance. For
comparing types oí clay'asedby potters it seems useful to have a closer
look at the composition ofthe sedimentary layers. Seáiments in The
Netherlands have been studied extensively by geologists and geo-physi-
cists. From these srudies we know that the build-up ofthe Dutch soil is
complex, with alternating and iltermingling layers oímarine and flu-
vial (river) éeposits. The sediments were deposited in the delta consti-
ruting most ofnorth west Holland during rhousands ofyearsbylarge
rivers runnilg from diífereat directions, by small sueams and the sea.
The deposits ofclay, iand and loam are the gricy erosion products oí
rocks. In Holland, the transport ofrocks originates in the Eifíel in
Germany, the AIps, in the south oíThe Nethêrlands and, nuch earlier
in che earrh's history, in rhe northeastem regioru.
Clay consists oíclay minerals, [lq.hich give clay its plascic properdesJ and
'non-clay' minerals, such as calcite [CaCOr), dolomite {CaMg{CO.JJ,
limonite or goethite ('bog ore', hydrated iion oxide, the same composi-
tion as rustJ, sand etc. Clay ninerals can be divided into a íew groups, of
which the principal ones are: rJ kaolinite group, which includes the clay
mineral kaolinite; zJ illite group, with among others the clay mineral
illite.and hydrous mica; 3Jsmectite group with montmorillonie, non-
tronite and other clay rninerals;4J vermiculite. Different clay minerals
ari íormed under different conditions. For instance, iilite is formed by
che weathering ofthe potassiup-íeldspar in the parent rock mder alka-
line condidons, while kaoiinite derives írom potassium-feldspar as wel1,
but under acid condirions. Muscovite and biotite mica are íormed írom
íeldspars as well; they can degrade further to cl'ay minerals with sand as
the stable end prodcct ofthe weathering ofall these siliceous minerals,
Some ofthe clay minerals are dominant in marine clay, for instance
illites and smectites, however, minerals ofthese two.groups are present
in fluvial clays as wel1, together with kaolinite and chlorite.
Clay minerals are layered, with cations between sheets ofsilica and alu-
minium. The chemical composition may vary, according to replacement
ofcations. The clay minerals show expandabiiiry by taking up water or
organic orolecules between their structural layers. This is most pro-
nounced in the smectite group. After take-up, clay minerals easily

of the origin oíRembrandt's idea ofusing a'new'mate-
rial íor the preparation oípaintÁg grounds from the
r64os onwards, as weil as the origin of the material
itself, can be íound in metters down to earth and in
Rembrandt's inventiveness.

release the liquid, causing cracks to íorm in the clay mass.
The term chlorite is used to denote any member ofthe chlorite group,
which contains at least seíenteea members. Diíferentiation between rhe
diíferent members is not possible. The general íormula is X".rf"O,"[OU,
Olr, where Í represents either aluminium, iron, lirhium, rnagnesium,
manganese, nickel zinc or rarely chronium and Y represents either alu-
minium, silicoq boron or iron but mostly alurniniurn and silicon. The
chlorite group is not always considered a part oíthe clays and is some-
rimes leít alone es a separatg group within the phyllosilicates. It is a rel-
atively large and common group although its members are nbt well
knowa.4
Smd consists oíqurtz {SiOJ. Tlpes ofsand are distinguished by their
grain size which ranges Íiom 63 - zooo pm. During transport by the
rivers the sand grains are brokên, rounded etc. The smallest grains are
least rounded because theyjust float in the water. Silt has the smallest
grains oíz - g pn (o.ooz - u mm] and pebbles the largest oíz mmand
more. In between there are the nedium, coarse and very coarse sand
fracdons.
Loam consists ofrelatively many particles oísand grain sizez - Q p.m,
while clay consists mainly oflutum rhat is particles smaller thm z pm.
This very fine íractiàn is rich in plary clay minerals.
Heavy minerals are detrital grains oíminerals with high density ('z4J
that occur as accessory minerals in quartz sands. They derive Êom erod-
ing source rocks as well. Examples are màgnetice $-Fe,O,J, iirnenite
[FeTiO.), ruri le (TiO.J, brookite (TiOJ, hoinblendes [Na,K)".
,Ca,{M!,Fe'-,Fei'),sir-,,{1,-".,o,.[OHJ,J, the unscable, vulcanic mineral
augite [Ca,MgFe",Fer',Ti"AlJ,[(Si-{l,Or]) etc. Heavy minerals can be good.
indicators for the provenance (the source regionJ ofsecliments - Rhine,
Maas, Scheldq (íormer] Baltic.rivers - because they nay be distinctive oí
particolar rypes oírock and oíthe distance th€ sediment \ías transport-
ed by rivers. Sediments írom the Tegelen formation (see below] are dom-
inated by minerals ftom theAlpine region; in sediments deriving Íiom
the Eiífel region, unstable volcanic mioerals could be íound,.predomr
nantly augite; the Scheide and other small river systems írom France are
dominated by stable heary mherals, which means that they are rela-
tively resistant to weathering [zircon, rutile etc.]: Because oftheir stabil-
ity, they can be íound in sand. Qrartz is namely a srable mineral as well;
it is the stable end product oíthe weathering oíminerals. Rutile was
traasporred to and through Holland by the southern rivers and later by
Maas md Rhine together.
Ilmenite is an accessory mineral in many igneous and netamorphic
rocKs.
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Dolomire is typicaily a mineral oímarine sedimentary environrnenrs
wherc ir is formed írom limestone, although exceptions ate known.

Gcologially, deposits in the oude Rijn basin are called Duinkerke (so
callcd because the pardmlar deposit was first obseried and described in
Dunkirk in Belgiuml, - more precise Duinkerke-Tiel: The name indi-
cares rhat marine and fluvial (river] clay are mixed here. The town of
Tiel is on a branch ofthe Rhine [now elled !Vaal). Clay was deposited
here by the large rivers that transported debris írom the Alps to the
Dutch coastal estuary. Fluvial clay is naturally less chalky than matrne
clay.
The local clay used íor the Makkum earthenware is Duinkerke as well.
ln Friesland, this local clay derives írom sediments that belong to the
Holocene l7estland íomation oísoít marine clays and peat. The sedi-
ments were formed írom c. 3ooo BC onwards during a series oíflooding
oíthe moors in the Holocene coastal area in the north. For the manufac-
rure oítheir earthenware, Tichelaar digs up slightly younger Duinkerke
scdiments, in Ákkum, ro the east ofMakkunl where they were deposit-
edtToo - 9oo yearB.C and where they suríace as a z m. thick layer. The

deposits are oíten reíerred to as 'Young Sea clay'. These yellowish rnarine
sediments are rather rich in chalk(c.r5-25%) and, sand {zo-3ol").[5o] The
chalk in the marine clay contains shells with sone ofrhe chalk present
in rhe clay adsorbed onto the clay minerals and the quartz sand fsilt
fraction, c. z-63 pm sand particles) naturally present in the clay [íig.z4).
At the factory the clay goes through a strainer and is washed íor the
removal oícoarse organic material, and then kept in a cellar under rhe
work floor.
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Stuttgarter Rembrandt-
Selbstbildnisses', P mtheon, z (t9g),
g + g g. H. Knhr"' Zwischenergebnis
der Rd ntgenfeinsmrkturanalyse
von Grundierungen' Pantheon, z
(1963),99-roo.
r3. H. Krihn, 'Untersuchungen zu
den Pigmenten und Malgrtinden
Rembrandts, durchgefiihrt an den
Gemálden der Staatlichen
Kurutsammlungen Dresden',
MalechnikRstauro ,fi (t9v), zz3-
43. T en years Later theNational

Gallery London examined zo works
by Rembrandt ofwhich 13 on can-
vas. Qurz wx íound in íour cases,
puDrsneq tn D. bomtoÍo, Ln.
Brown, A. Roy, Árt intheMakín4.
Èembrand4 (Loráor , t988) esp. z7-
31.
14- Groen zoo 5, 3r8-y 4, 66o-6V,
15. E. Haverkanp-Begemmn,
KemoÏ4n4t: I ne NUhfwct(hl
(Princeton Uaivers íry Press, t98z),

16. Grounds with high quara con-
tent were found in both Aert de
Geldels Edna blcsíngTobír and
ldad .  1 i^< -  rzrn I l t rerht

Catharijneconvenq md fàrg ocvid,
c. 1683 in the Rijkrnuseum. These
grounds differ Êom.RembrandCs
'quartz gÍounds'in several ways: r.
their high proportion oflead white;
z. their overall colour; 3. rounded
particles oíquaru sand. Moreover,
srylisrically Áert de Gelder cannot
be confused with Rembrandt. in
eighteenth-century painted wall
hangings by tieter Barbiers {1749-
t8 4z) a pr ep aratory layer was found
containing approxi marely 6 o%
quarz, rhe mineral serpentine and
lead white. This sample was
analysedthrough )GD by Peter
Hallebeek at ICN.
17, P íer r e Leb ran., P eint:. e, 63 5,
'Recueuil des essaies des merveilles
de la peinture', in Mrs. M. P.
Merrifi eld, OnginaL tr eatis t on the
ats oJpaíntír'g, vol. z, [New Yor(
19 67), 7 7 z (origlully published in
t84e).
18. M. Beal, Á stud/ otRichard
)/m0ndj, I-l15 ltoLldn N0teb00kJ a[d
their ReLevance to Sev eftteerth-Cefttutl
P aíntirg't ecl:rrtques, ilondon, r984J,
zlE.
19. Explanadon given by the editor
oíthe translation ofVasuis texe G.
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Baldwin Brown. See G. Baldwin
Brourn ed., Vruari on techniquz, [New
York, ry6o), z1o.
)o,Z.Vel;z, Artísts' techníquu ín
Golden Age Spain, (Cambridge, r9861,
6E-69.
zr, Simon Eikelenberg,
?antekeningen over schilderkuns/,
t679 - r75,keg1onaa| Archie{
Alkmaar, Collecdon acquisitions nr.

39o-394, photographs made at the
Cent;al Research Laboratory fnow
lCN]. Several copies ofEikelenberys
nores and photographs oíthe pages
ile kePrar lLN. lruusje Goeomgs,
'De "vrijerijboeker/' en "pare$es"
van Simon Eikelenbery $663-178)',
4 DeBoekenwzrelà, z (t985-86), a6-57.
zz. Eikelenberg MS aquisitions col-
lecdon nos. 4o3 - 405 {modem Page
nosJ: 'plumeren.
om houten pmnelen te Plumerm,
srrykmen dezelve met Lijm .. daar-
na met potaarde twelkmet lfinol!
6.jngewreven is, in plaats van met
andere ved om de goedkoop. Nota
maar ik agt dat het ook bestendiger
is als ult taije en sware deeltjes
besaande eu. als er de pot-aard
over is werpt men er net d€ hand
war regen warer óP, en wrijft het
met het vlak der hant her en der-
waarts, invoegen dar het in aI de
pori oíprjpjes van't hol:.t geetziÍ'
ten, en hen verruIt, en de vlakte van
't parureel glad en digt word, en'
zooáaaig dat er de verízels niet in
komen sclLieten. Dan laat nen het
water en de vlugste olij wegdamp-
en, alijs het droogen, en als 't
droog is schildert men er over zol-
der daar ineer toe gedaan te
hebbn.'
'Plamuren op doek Tot schilderdoek
verkÈst men geneenlijk Zeljlào ek
ofLíjnwaat, áit digc en gellkdradig
is en weijnig Noppen heeÉ, dit
besnijkt men eerst met pap van tar-
wen meel... men strijkter de pap
mer een kwasc op, dogáezebe glad
m eííen met een plumeer-mes van
gesalte als hier is afgebeeld en zoo
veel duijmea lang eu dick alser bij
uytedrukt scaat. Als men er de pap
nu in en op gedroogt vind, neemd
men wederom potaade als cot dé
houte pannelen en srlktet dze
over zoo giad en vlak als 't mogelijk
is. dog eer men er nog de potaard
over oversÍikt inoet men er eerst
de noppen en korlen luilnis
aígedam en hetzelve met een lek-
steen, gelekt hebben, de potaarde
moet omffent zoo dik zijn bereyd
als schilderverízel en als dit'er over
gedroogt is, doet men als van de
L^".-  i . . " . "e '

! larDLr iPuw4 r ! ! \ .

4. G.J. Ho o gew erff , D e g u chiedens
wt àe Sr. Lttcw 6íIden ín Nederland,

@,mxadam, ry47), t4z, r43.
24, Therc arc a few exceprions
regarding membership oíthe guild.
There ii some doubt about the
authenriciry oíthe medaillon. Oral
communication Jaap van der Veen,
historim Foundation Rembrandt
Research Project, who himselfdoes
not doubt its authenticity.
25, Anonymous w7, t67 : 'D*r zYn
Schilders die liever hebben dat den
doek maer eene laege koleur en
heeft, den welken zy preíereren voor
den gomen die'er twee heeft, om
dat hy de koleuren min verdooít, en
om dathy gemakkyket oprolt als
men hem wít transporteren; nog-
tans aengezien den draed van den
do ek alrl d zeer v erschey'nt op dig
de welke maer eenen grond en
hebbe4 men gebruykt dien wynig
dan voor groote werken'.
26, Personal cornmunication S.A.C.
Dudok varr Hee1, Gemeentearchief
Amterdam.
27. A. van Schendel and H.H.
Mertetr, De restaurades van
Rembrandt's Nachtwacht', oud
Hollaná,62(794),
zE, Bru1n et al. vol. z, t986,43,tote
90.
z9..Cmemansry63,97.
3o. G. Paape,'De plateelbakker oí
Delfu ch aardewerkmaker', in
v olleàí1e b u chijv íng ! an qne konsten,
ambachtm,handwerken,f abieketg
rafeken, áezelvu wukhubery geruá-
sclnpper, zv, (Dordrecht, t794), 5-
3r. J. D. vanDam, DzlJts Aardewerlc
Een pr o ev e tot her- íjking, (Amste rdar,
zoo4),21.
32. For nommdarure on Delfts and
other earthenware see Van Dam
zoo4, Lo-79.
33.Paapet794 5.
34- H.J.A. Serendsen, De getuet an
het lands chap ínhet zuíden v an áe
pr ov ínae 1J n ecl't, (U n echt, tgï z), r 67.
Z. v an D o orn, KLaIw.d', kLeítletten en
baléteeniníwtnetoommeltjkinàe
oude-nljrutrak, fwithout mme of
mwn, without publishe4 t96t),4.
35. D. Prlevlieg'De fujnmond ver-
sropr', Hollcn4 33 (zoor), t-r6. P A.
Henderikx,'The lower delta ofthe
Rhine and the Maas: Landscape and
habitation Êom the Roman period

;- .  aana .r
LLt.  eL\vp )v '

(Amersíoort, t986), 447 - 5 9 9 fesp.
4yl.
36.Paapeq94,z.
j7, y. ). IrcneLaar, brLes AaÍíeweÍL
Een saÀíe in àeLen, (Leiden, zood.
3E. R. van Wagerungen,
Cer aníekímp ortat m Amster àam, een
miner alo gts ch herkornstonlerzn ek"

[Amsterdam, r98E],87.
39. Qroted inJ. D. van Dam,'De
majolica- en tegelbakkerlen in de
provincie Holland tussen 1620 en
6 a7', Meàeáeling enblad N ederLands e
wr eniging t cín vienà.en v an àe
cer omiek, r oB {t 982- 4), q :' onwte' t
werck daewan gebacken soo goeden
klanck ende luystre te geven als 't
werc( dat men van Engelse aerde
^1"- t . . -^" . .L.  '

4o. For exarnple, the ground rn a
painting by Caspard Dughet in: K.
Groen,'Scanning electron
microscopy as an aid in the study oí
blanchin{, uamikon Ken Irstrt:ute
aulletin, r [Cambtidge, ry88), q,
plate 38. The ground in the painnng
by.Dughet is rich in calcire and
couid be an earth.
4r. K Groen,'lnvesdgation oíthe
use oíthe binding medium by
Remblatdl,zeíts.tltLítíiil
Kurettechmlo gíe unà Korsew íenng,
n, (r 997), Heft z" zzz- zz3.
4a Samples Éorn the gromds in
the Night watch wight wntch llight
Watch were exmined using SEM-
EDX at The Getry Conseryation
Instirute in Los Angeles. With
thanls to Urs Mueller, specialist-in
clay x a buildingmaterial for his
remarks oa the SEM-images and to
David Carson íor the ue ofthe
Philips-FE7 XL3o ESEM-FEG
(Environmental Scanning Electon
Microscope-Field Ëmission.Gun) Ar
zo.o kV, envirdnmental mode at r.o
torr, uncoared, working disance ro
mm, Oxíord Inca System EDX
Additiona[ elecrron miaoscopy was
done by Ineke Joosten at lCN, using
the variable pressure elecrrol
microscope JEOL 59roLV with.EDS
system Vantagg ThermoNoran.
+1. W.A. Deer, R.A. Howte &].
Zussman, Án in*odu ctíon to rorÍ.

f omíng mírer als, [ll.arlow, t 9 9z), 3 6 9 -

376.
4.4- With many thanls to ?eter
Hallebeeh ICN. Hallebeek analysed
smples usiag X-ray diíÊaction
pRDJ, A minute amount of solid
material size o.5 mm" is put on thè
rip of a glrs fibre, dimeter o.t mm.
The dp oíthe g1*s 6bre is coaed
with a thin layer oícedar oil. The
fibre with sample is attached to a
small piece oíwx on top oía cop-
per rube with a hole. The copper
tube is fixed in the centre ofthe
back oíthe miaodifft actometer.
Debye-Scherrer powder pattems
were obtained using Philips rype
PV'l rozílto camert, X-ray 61m CEA
Ktst!lÀ 25, OoUDLe COateC, Á-ray
generator Philips PW roro. Sample.s
were also analysed using a new

insmrment, the GADDS misoáií-
ft actometer (siemens-Bruker].
GADDS means Areá Detector
Diffraction System, The HI-STAR
detector is a gas-filied multiwire
proportional counteÍ. It is a frue
photon counter, which makes it
*tremely sensidve íor weakly dií-
Êacting materials.
45. Results &D Peter Hallebeek
and SEM-EDX Ineke ioosten, both
at ICI\.
46,Weatevery grtteful to Dr S. van
der Gaast, who, on the last days
before his retirement - and the last
days beíore the submission ofmy
manuscript - enthusiasdcally man-
aged to tackle the diífimlt problem
oíthe idendfication ofclay miner-
als. It is our inrention to presenr the
technical deails oíthe XRD-amly-
ses in ajoint publication.
47. In the ground in the Stuttgart
S elJ-p ortr nt (py o?) phyllite (a smec-
dte), wirh some chlorite and sericite
present in smaller proPortions \Àtere
ïdettífreà. Cor emns ry fi , 97.
48. V art D oort 196L, 6r: Beperking
uiwoèr van potaarde uit Holland-
Archief Floogheemraadschap
Rijnland. Exaact uyt het register
der resolutien van de Heeren
Staaten van Holland in haar Ed.
Groot Màg. Vergaderinge genomen
op Donderdags den zo November
r7o4 [deze beperkingen golden reeds
vóór r6fi entotnáqy),
Formulieren van de voors, act€.
Wij onderges Hoofrman ende
Deekens vm het pottóakkersgilde
binnen de stad................cerdficeeren
t- ,1." . '  á,rJ" '
schipper.................is gedestineert na
den Rijn om vandaar afte haalen
aarde, die gebruijckt sal worden bij
de potebakkers in dese stadt
gedaan etc.
Daar geen gilde is diergehjke aae te
passeeren b! den pottebalker die
aardÉ nodig heeft. onderstont
accordeert met het voors. register
ende was geteekeng Simon rin
Beaumont. Missive van de Staaten
vm Hollandt ende West Vrieslandr
49' htq f I mneral.glleries.com/
minerals/silicacy'clays.htm.
5o. Oral communication

J.Lieverdink, Makkum.
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KARTN GROEN

In the Beginning There Was Red

Red: Symbolic Meaning
Red is one of the oldest colours used by man. Already in prehistoric times, some
35,ooo years ago, red earth was used in European cave paintings. Also, the 7r
pieces of red ochre that were recently discovered in the ca. roo,ooo year old
Qafzeh cave in Israel were, judging by the anatomically modern humans living
there, Homo sopiens sapiens - clearly chosen for their red colour. Researchers say
that the red ochre found in the cave supports the controversial theory that sym-
bolic thinking, a hallmark of modern-day human thought, arose deep in the Stone
Age.l The pieces of red ochre pigment were found together with ochre-stained
tools, near several of Qafzeh's oldest graves. The association with burial was a
strong indication of syrnbolic thought: early modern man had made the mental
leap of associating the red colour with death. Prior to the find of red ochre in
Qafzeh cave, the oldest undisputed indication for symbolic culture was a 72,ooo-
year-old piece of - again - red ochre, with a scratched-in l ine pattern, found in
Blornbos cave in South Africa.l

Red had since early times also been syrnbolic for the divine. Red repre-
sented fire and light, the colour of the sun. The colour red was since ancient
tines the symbcll of might and status of dignitaries. There is a long tradition in
the preference for red in matters of irnportance. John Gage lists many special
occasions where red was used: in ancient Greece to sanctifu weddings and funer-
als; as a military colour in both Greece and Rome to strike awe into the enerny.
Before the fifth century, Greek stelae (:upright funerary stone slabs or columns)
were painted red. So were the interiors of some temples. The list is sheer endless:
walls of shrines in India, the walls of the temple of Isis in Pompeii, statues of
Roman gods, etc.l In the Middle Ages, especially in Northern Europe, red also
became the colour of justice, signified by the red church door.+ In antiquity and
early rnedieval tirnes, red also had a particular affinity with gold. The tradition of
assigning a syrnbolic meaning to red and the affinity of red with gold - an affinity
that affected the working methods in painting - continued for a long tirne, even
in unexpected places, as wil l be shown in this article.
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Canaas Painting
Nowadays, painting is usually done on a white surface, either paper or prepared
canvas. This was different in the seventeenth century. At that time, the surface to
paint on had a colour, often a light flesh colour or grey. These light grey or flesh
colours had a function in the painting process. Such a coloured ground was just
what was needed for determining the division of l ight and dark in the composi-
tion as a whole in an early stage of the painting process. The coloured ground
made it possible to rapidly and efficiently give the light and dark parts their place.
The chiarosculu, so important in baroque painting, was almost instantly achieved.

The fact that grey goes very well with all the other colours is already
noticed in written sources containing advice for painters. Theodore Turquet de
Mayerne, the court physician to Charles I in London, when recommending what
pigments to use for the top layer of the ground, which he calls the 'priming',
explains: 'For priming canvases, take lead white, red ochre, a little umber and very
little charcoal black: In this way, the priming will be bleuisch, and easily takes all
the colours, especially blue and green'.-s In a t777 anonylnous text this advice is
rnore or less repeated: 'The grounds mentioned last are made of lead white mixed
with brown red and a little coal black, in order to render the right hue, a reddish
grey, that in general agrees with all the colours in the art of painting'.r,

Not only in the written sources, but also in the paintings themselves one
can see the grey grourrd. Especially from examining paintings on canvas we know,
that opaque, Iight coloured paint often covers a red layer; the canvas was obvi-
ously first prepared with a red paint (rrcs.r and z). This way of working seems
remarkable: why would one first paint red, if then the red is irnrnediately painted
on with grey? This lnanner of preparing canvases was, however, very common in
Holland in the seventeenth century, and also with sorne Flernish, French and
Italian painters, and they persisted with this r.nethod into the eighteenth cenrury.
To give an exarnple, r.nore than half of the canvases used by Rembrandt and his
studio to paint on were prepared in this way, as research has shown.T In lJtrecht,
Abrahaur Bloemaert and Hendrick ter Brugghen used flesh coloured grounds on
red. Czrnaletto started to paint on such grounds in the r73os.8

Frorn the exaruination of paintings we know that the red coloured ground
was tnore or less covered: the colour did not seeln to play a major role. Then, why
use such an outspoken colour as red in the first place? Why not use a reddish grey
urixture straight away, if rr warln grey surface to paint on is preferred to a red one?
Why bother with applying red when it wil l be hidden by grey? As we shall see,
there were practical and financial reasons for the use of red. There was also the
syrnbolic aspect of red. The use of red becarne a tradition in itself, and it often
continued, even when practical, f inancial and symbolic reasons had lost their
rneaning.

In the fbllowing paragraphs I wil l show that a red ground was used on
other objects besides paintings and that its use started long before the seventeenth
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r j r ( ; .  r  - . \  r louble grount l ,  f i rst  rer l  then gre) ' r  is  v is ib le i r t  the surf i tce of  the urr f i t r -

is l ret l  l r ic ture l ly  r r  f i l l lou 'cr  of  the Letr t in,Tl ; r ' t ' (  , I lut  r t t t r l  t t  Br. t1 ' ,  c i t t tv i ls ,  - t+.  I  x 64.- ;

cnt ,  L<)tr t lon,  - l 'he N' . r t ionl l  Orr l lerr ' ,  cr l t .  no.  +t ' t . ;2.  - fhe f i rst ,  ret l  grotrnt l  is  the

or i lngc-rcr l  l t i t tch l r t  thc lor t 'et '  r ieht

r . r ( ; .  l  -  P. . r int  cross-sect ion of  r l  s l lnrple f i ' r lnr  the et lge of  the c l l l tv i ls  of  Fol lon'er t l f

Renrlrrln tlt, Portruit o_/'tht, C'ltt 'gitttt lut Elct:.rtr Szr:thtrius, r6_37, Atrnverp, I lttsetrtt l

\ 'oor Schone Kunsten, lnr ' .  Nr.  7o_;.  L lnr ler  the c l ' . r rk strr f i tce p ' l int  there is the l l t r i l t l -

up of  gr<lunr l  l lvers:  f i rst  or i lng'c-ret l ,  then ( l ight)  g ' re) '  ( lerr t l  r , r 'h i te + ' . r  f -eu'  l l l r rck pig-

n ' le l t t  p i l r t ic les)
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century. With the exirrnples chosen I wirnt to speculate that the use of a retl
ground stetns fi'om early methods of making polychrome stone sculptures, Inurztls
anc{ various other clecorirt ive col<lurecl and silded ornrrnents.

Stnnr.es nnd Mruuls
Recl grouncls were encoullterecl often in medieval churcl'res in the Netherlancls.
The red colourecl preparatory layers were fbund on different types of objects. A
wpicrrl exirmple is the five polychrome calcareous sandstone sculptures that now
fornr pzrrt of the central collection of the Centraal Museuur in Utrecht. The goth-
ic sculptures, accorcling to old r-rotes deriving from lJtrecht's Dour church, d:tte
from r45ol5r.  The fbur Saints,  Agnes, MaryMagdalene, Pzrul ,  and Pont ian of
Spoleto, are depicted frontally in an upright position. Sirint Martin is on horse-
blck, donrrti l lg pirrt of his mantle to the beggar behind him. It was obvious that
dre sculptures were nle2lnt to be seen only from the front and the sides: the front
ancl sicles are c:rrved, the backs are flat. The archives of the Dolnchapter producetl
nn irrclication that the five sculptures were made for the sacrament house (stcra-
urcnttrTtt) of the Dom: 'beneden an' t sacratrentshuys gfelnact'.e The sculptures
were provided by the Utrecht sculptorJan Nude. Not only the nalne of the sculp-
tor, but also the nall les of the painters were identif ied; they are Ulricus Liebrrert
ancl-Jacobus van Riewelt .  In r45 I  L iebaert  and the heirs of  Van Rietvel twere
piricl 'cle pictura vulgzrriter stoffir inge dourus sacri eucharislis'.10

The sircraurent house - a sort of cupboard for keeping the consecrzrted
waf'ers - was positioned in the choir of the Dom. Furbishing the sircrament house
rrrnst hzrve been quite a large project; itt t44z/43 already thirteen sculptures hacl
been ordered for the purpose of decorating this 'cupbozrrd'.

The sculptures are coloured, but under the colours there is a red eround
(rrc. j). The orange red colour unclerl ies most of the polychroure. For inst:tnce,
l l l  of the flesh colours including that of the horse, the sole of the beggzrr's foot
rrncl his litde finger; dre sreen grass under the feet of the saints, dre horse and the
beggar; p:rrts of the clraperies and all of the gilded parts such as the saints heird-
gear and odrer decorations and Pontiirnus harness and shield. The red is thus
found under all dre colours, including cool ones l ike green. The only exceptiol-I
were blue painted areas, such as the blue l ining of draperies; they were underlain
with blrrck, rls wrls comrnon practice. Black would enhance the tone of the p;reen-
ish blue azurite, sugsesting the expensive pigment obtained from the deep blue
precious stone lapis lazuli.

A red ground is also specific for a surface that is to be gilded. The richly
polychrome and gilded sirndstone retable - also in the Dom - of canon Anthonis
Pott, who died in r 5oo, is on a red ground as well. Comparable to the Centraal
Museum'Dom sculptures', under most of the colours and under the gold, includ-
ine the gilding on imitation texti le relief brocade, red was applied first.
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Fr(; .  -J -- fhe exanr inat ion,  in r  97+, of  the pcl lvchronre surface of  one of  the Dottr

sctr l l r t t r res -  St i t t t , I l t r -1,  I I i ladi l lutc -  ancl  the renrovt t l  of  a t i r - ry paint  sartrple in the
( lentr l l l  r \ ' {usetr t t r  i t r  L l t recht
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r j r ( i .  - l  -  Pi l i r . l t  cross-sect iorr  of  a sanrple f r 'orn i r  rnur l l  in the Buurkerk in Utrecht.
A dark red i rn( l  i ln or i lnge-rer l  preprrratorv l lver unr ler l ie the €t reen surf ice pl int .
(Nr: The light lreas itr the orrtnge srountl are light ref'lections)

Painting on red €pounds c2rn be found in many Inedieval churches in the Nether-
l:rnds and not only on stone sculptures. Red underlies rrany of the mural pirint-
inss irs well. For instance, the rernnants of the tin-relief painted tapestries on the
piers in the Dor.n, dating from the rniddle of the fourteenth century,ll that served
zrs backgrounds for the statlres of Christ, Mary and the twelve apostles, are on zl
red ground. Tin-relief texti les are a forrn of applied application that imitated the
surfzrce structures of metzrllic cloths and embroideries, widely used in fifteenth cen-
tury European polychrolny. During the exan.rination and restoration of tin-relief
texti les we noticed that detachnlent of the fragile relief had nearly ir lways
occurred between the recl ground and the (usually) wax fi l l ing of the tin relief, zr
strong indication that the red was not part of the manufacture of the reliefs struc-
ture but of the preparation of the surface - in Utrecht the piers - to be decorated
with cut pieces of t in-relief.l l

Also on a red ground are the slightly later/e.r:reir Tt'ee rnurals in the St.Jans-
kerk in 's Hertogenbosch and in the Buurkerk in lJtrecht, dating from just before
t4zz and ca.r448 respectively (rIc. 4). Also, the early sixteenth century St. Christ-
opher nurals in the St. Maartenskerk in Zaltbommel and in the St. Jacobskerk in
IJtrecht are on a red ground and so is the Cntcifixion rn:ural dating frorn the sec-
ond part of the sixteenth century in the StJoriskerk in Amersfoort.l l  It was very
interesting to find that the red grounds in the early sixteenth century St Christ-
opher rnurals in Zaltbomrnel and in IJtrecht, and in the Cttrcifxion mural in A'ners-
foort have - at least in places - a dark grey application on top of the red. This dis-
covery indicates that in the sixteenth century, for murals, red was considered too
outspoken a hue to paint on directly, as it was in the seventeenth century, for can-
vas paintings. As far as their colour is concerned, the preparatory layers on stone,
in the fifteenth and sixteenth century, apparently do not differ much from those
of canvases in the seventeenth century.
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First Red: A Rule-of-Tbrmtb Method
Chenrical iderrtif ication of the recl material woulcl provicle insight into the sti ltus
of the'recl nrur'als'. lf The rrnalvses of the nraterirl of the red grouncls usecl f i lr the
murirls and the stone sculptures contained - besicles er recl errdr, ' .ts wirs expected -
sorne recl learT Qtrinitntt, leacl oxicle) and sometinres vennil iotr (tnercury sulphide).
Recl leacl, f irr insternce, was fi lund to be the main constituent of the retl prepxra-
tion laver of the plinted tlpestries on the piers irr the Doru church irncl <ln the
(lerrtrir ' .r l Museum's'Donr sculptures'.15 The fincl of toxic substarnces such as leatl
oxicle lncl i l  nrercurv courp<luncl su€f€fests that the function of the retl is that <lf r
preservartive. However, it is not clear if painters were awrlre of the preselvlt ives
qualit ies of recl at that t ime. Also, since leacl or Inercury were tr()t presetlt i t l  the
grouncls of all the paintings, preservation does not seem to be the only re:rsou for
rpplying red to the stone befbre paintinp;.

A clue as to dre use of recl paint directly on the wirll is already siven irr Rontitrt
t imes by Plinv: 'Amons the renraining kinds of red ochre the tnost useftrl f irr
builders are the Egyptian and the Afric:rn varieties, as they are most thoroug;hlv
nbsorbcd lly plnstcr'(rny italics, K(];.tr '  In the seventeenth century, De Mityerne
contit lues, s:rying drat stone surfirces, l ike sculptures, sculpted ornantents iutd
walls, shoulcl f irst be treated with oil to mzrke them smooth and imperlneirble, so
rhat one cln paint on then'I. Soakine the stone with oil should first close the pores
in the different kinds of stone - *' i th differing porosity. De Mayerne is itnxious
about the dryine of the oil; a l i tde recl le:rcl - a glood dryer - or ochre shoulcl be
rrclcled.lT Then he rernarks thrrt, although the best ground is a grey one, the paint
ntixture neecled fbr it is expensive, as the main ing;redient is the costly lezrd white.
So, in order to selve l 'noney, one should start with the much cheaper (red) ochre:
'This (grey) grouncl would be good as the last layer, because, if one wAnts to save,
then one could rnake the first one with ochre [...] ' .18 The conclusion we can drirw
from these recommendations is that, when painting walls, stone sculptures et
cetera, red lead wrs irdded to the oil to enh:rnce its drying properties and recl earth
wls used fbr economical reirsons. From dre fburteenth century onwards the use of
a red prepirratory layer had become trardition, typically a rule-of-thumb method.

Moreover, in early days painters l ike Ulricus Liebaert rrnd Jacobus van Riewelt,
who painted the 'Dour sculptures', were trlost probably not spainters' in our sense
of the word. At the time, painters earned their l iving by painting and gilding a
variety ofob;'ects, even horse hzrrnesses and saddles, flags and banners, signboards,
doors and objects Inade from leather and wood.le An anonyurous book ofsecrets,
printed in A.ntwerp in r553 (probably copied from an earlier French book), state
drat when'applying gold leaf (or silver) to all sorts of rnetal - for instance iron -,
clocks, stone etc.', one should take'ochre, a third of tniniurn and a fourth of (the
red) Armenian bole'. The book concludes:'brush it onto whatever 1zou liks.' l t)
Applied in this way, the gilding could stand water. Gilding was done on a larp;e
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scale. (Stone) sculptures, painted tzrpestries zrnd other decorative elenrents were
partly gildecl. Makine polychron.re and gilcled stone sculpted and f' lat ornaments
into a unity wirs easiest clone by first giving them zr f lrrt ground colour. Therefore
dre kev to the recl ground, in the Netherlernds, as in other parts of Europe, rnust
Iie in the technique of gilding. The application of gold leaf, and drerefbre the use
of recl, coulcl stem fronr the mzrnufircture of objects seeming;ly relnote fionr elsel
paintines, nanrely objects rnrde frorn metal. The goal was to imitirte, or f irke, solicl
nretal.

(iolcl leaf stuck onto Armeniirn bole coulcl be burnishecl, red bole beinpl an
iron-rich clay that crrn tirke a l i igh polish. It would reselnble a solid block of sold.
The sculpted ornrrrnents would pretend to be hau'ru'rered fron'r pure eolcl, the
sriltre wzry the painted tirpestries pretencled to be expensive gold-threaded texti le
brocades. A connection between paintine ancl n.retal working was first proposed
bvJil leen Nadolny, who argpred that the nredievzrl technique of t in-relief, which
lirter wirs aclaptecl to the production of t in-relief texti les, would stem frorn nretirl
workins.l l She in p2rrticular investigatecl the origins of the use of metrrls - in cirst
fi lrn'r, in sheets, in applied relief ancl in gilding - by plinters. In ir way one coulcl
say that ir lso the sculpting and gilding of stone ornalnents, old rr.rurals and ensel
pzrintings, zrssociatecl with the ornrmentation of nredieval churches, originates in
metal working.

Conchrion
In surnrn:rry one can say th'Jt traditionally ar-rcl according to the written sources
quotecl here, there were econornical reasons for the use of red in prep:rrntory lay-
ers ls well rs reasons related to preservation, dryine and gilding. As ir hrrppy coin-
cidence the n.raterials possessing the right physical and chernical properties fbr
these functions were of the fivourecl colour, red - although this was an orirnple recl
irncl not visible through the paint or golcl coverir"rg; it. Painting red has zr lonpg trl-
dit ion, the affinity with the colour red sternming from symbols fronr ancient
times. AlthouElh it c2rrlrlot be proven that in later t imes red sti l l  had a symbolic
meaning, in the e:rrly Middle Agles and medieval tir.r'res there was the affinity with
eold, the other importrnt 'colour'. In the guild tradition there was a consolidzr-
tion of the symbolic r.neaning of red widr the technique of gilding - although
oran€ie red instead of deep red. The crrrft tradition continued through the irges, in
the use of red in mural painting and stone sculpture, unti l well into the seven-
teenth century, on canvas. The symbolic meaning of red merged with the very
strons guild-craft tradition. The use of red continued, even when symbolic urean-
ing of the colour was lost, through rule-of-thumb r.nethods under the strong rules
of the Guilds.

The tradition even worked in the seventeenth centlrry - in the priming of
canvases. Cirnvases primed in this way were also used in Rer.nbrandt's studio.
Rembrandt broke with this tradition when he received the commission for painting
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the Nrg/:r Watch. He went to the trouble of finding clay that was light in colour,
not red, so that, to obtain the right tone to paint on, he did not have to revert to an
adclit ional grey layer. The basic rnaterials for the new prirning - sand and clay -
were inexpensive. The fact that the Nigbt Wntch can still be adrnired today is due
to Rembrandt's brake with tradition and his discrirnination in rnakinq choices.l l
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Karin Groen

Investigation of the Use of the Binding Medium
by Rembrandt

Chemical Analysis and Rheology

As early as the seventeenth century, people were already fas-
cinated by Rembrandt's painting technique. Marshall Smith,
an English author writing about this question in 1693, says
uRembrandt had a Bold Free way, colours laid with great
Body, and many times in old Men's Heads extraordinary deep
Shaddows, very difficult to Copy, the colours being layd on
Rough and in full touches, though sometimes neatly fin-
ished".r Smith must have had Rembrandt's late work particu-
larly in mind. In his essay in the catalogue of the 7997/2 Rem-
brandt exhibition, Ernst van \fletering explores this manner of
working which was kno.wn in the seventeenth century as 'the
rough manner..2 For anyone alert to it, the technical aspects of
this rough manner are to be found even in Rembrandt's ear-
Iiest work, and according to Van de 'Wetering, the reason for
this was that Rembrandt, from the outset, was concerned with
manipulations of the paint surface for expressive purpose.
Smooth, shining passages alternated with impasto where the
paint can be seen in clots and ridges. The choice depended
both on the material to be represented - stone, leather, skin,
metal - and on the placings of objects in the light.

Throughout the Rembrandt Research Project, one of the
aims has been to gain insight into the materials Rembrandt
used and the working methods he applied.a Although the orig-
inal purpose was to gather data that would help to answer
questions of authenticitn the broader aspect of the Rembrandt
investigation quickly assumed a significance of its own: the
data turned out to provide a useful framework within which
both to understand phenomena observed in Rembrandt's paint-
rngs and to deepen our insight into the technique of painting
and studio practice in the seventeenth century in general.

Following the scientific investigation of Rembrandt's pa-
neis, the grounds and underpainting and the working method
o{ the first part of Rembrandt's career,4 it was decided to turn
our attention to the binding medium that Rembrandt used.
The binding medium is the material in which pigment par-
ttcies are imbedded and which ensures that the painr dries and

attaches to the prepared canvas or panel. It was thought that
the question, mentioned above, of how Rembrandt realized
the variety of his paint effects might perhaps be answered by
this approach.

Previously, such chemical analyticai research as had been
conducted had led to the conclusion that the pigments and
binding medium Rembrandt used to create his illusions did
not significantly differ from what other painters of the time
had at their disposal.s This, however, left open the question of
those aspects in which Rembrandt's paintings were different.
Since it appeared that the problem would need to be tackled
from several different angles, both students of the written
sources and those who reconstruct the paint on the basis of
the results of scientific analyses were brought together in a
single cooperative research project.6

\flith the restoration of the Rembrandts in the Rijksmu-
seum, a unique situation presented itself where a group of the
late paintings could be scientifically investigated by the same
people within a limited period and under identical conditions.T
For the Rembrandt Research Project, there was one aspect of
highest priority - the question as to the nature and working
properties of Rembrandt's paint, and with particular concern
for the binding medium used, the siccatives (driers) and the ap-
plication of glazing and other effects. Paint samples, usually
taken to answer questions raised by the restoration, were
sometimes highiy informative. For the purposes of restora-
tion, an identical chemical analysis of all the paintings was un-
necessary. In relation to the 'binding medium questioq' too,
much greater attention has been paid to particular paintings
than to others, for instance rc the Jeuish Bride and The ,Staal-
meesters< (The Syndics). Further comparative data were also
obained from research on samples from other paintings.s

The question of how easy the paint was to work, or of the
impasto character of the dried paint, also raises the question of
whether and, if so, how that might be quantified. This ques-
tion has to be translated into physical measurements and
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chemical analyses of both dry and wet paint. The investigation
of the nature and working properties of Rembrandt's paints be-
came known as the work progressed as >the binding medium
research.. since consideration of the influence of marerials on
the picrorial style of an artist normally lead us to think of the
binding medium.e

\flhen it comes to the working properties of the paint, how-
ever, the pigments, and in particular the size of the pigment
particles, are just as important as the binding medium in deter-
mining the paint's deformation and flow behaviour. This rheo-
logy of rhe paint is also influenced by the quantity and the dis-
tribution of the pigments and eventual driers and other addi-
tives. Rheologists and geologists were therefore also consulted
and measurements taken of fresh and artificially aged paint
samples prepared according to prescription.

In the investigation of The Nightwatch (1642) it had already
been shown that the highest impasto was obtained with a
white paint that was widely used in the underpainting.to While
taking stock of paint effects in other paintings of Rembrandt,
it seemed sensible to give particular attention to a) white or
light coloured pasteuze(impasto) paint, and b) thickly col-
oured layers of paint used in a glazing manner.

\(rith the analytic techniques available, particular attention
'was therefore given to the following:
1) the binding medium of the paint;
2) particle size of the pigments;
3) additives - minor constiruents of other organic materials

- fillers
- drier
- dispersants;

4) solvents;
5) substances added to purify the oil.lt
This article reports on the analyses that have been carried out

to date in the investigation of a) white or light coloured pas-

teuze paint and b) transparent layers of paint. In addition,
other aspects of the painting technique have been investigated
where possible. A description is given of the analytical tech-
niques used.

White, impasto (pasteuze) paint

That the highest impasto was obtained with a white paint can

be demonstrated in Tbe ,staalrneesters< . The thick red paint
on the corner of the table cloth is clearly outlined on the

X-radiograph, with coarse brush strokes that do not entirely
correspond with the paint of the surface layer. Since both mer-

cury and lead are heavy elements and therefore produce an
image on the X-radiograph, we may be looking here at a mer-
cury containing red paint (vermilion, mercuric sulphide) or a
white underpainting in lead white (basic lead carbonate).

To find out which of these'pigments was in fact used for the
impasto, however, it was unnecessary to take a sample of the
paint from this fantastic passage, since it was clearly visible
under a stereomicroscope that the plasticity of the paint of the
table cloth was due to a white underlayer. The effect of this

white paint and other examples of paint surfaces obtained

using this paint is demonstrated in Van de \fetering's 'Tech-
nique in the Service of Illusion., both in the tablecloth in The
,Staalrneesters. and in the skirt of the Jeutish Bride.In the lat-

ter, clots of white paint can be seen under the thin pink and

red in the skirt and threads of white paint in the transparent

material of the woman's sleeve.12 (Plate 1)'

In the Bulletin of the Riiksmuseum, where our research on
the painting technique in The Nigbtzaatch was reported, there

was speculation over the binding medium used for the white

paint in the under layers that was responsible for the impasto

character of the surface Iayer. According to the restorers of
Tbe Nightraatch, akhough lead white forms a Particularly
tough and flexible film, the white paint in Tbe Nightwatch
was softer than one would expect with paint that contained
lead white as pigment: for example, the underpainting in the
cloak of Van Ruytenburch, which is almost entirely done in
white. A sample of the white plume of Van Ruytenburch's hat
revealed s-loyo chalk mixed with the lead white, which ex-
pressed in terms of volume is 257" of the dry pigment in the
paint. Tests with such a chalk-lead white paint showed that in-
deed such an addition of chalk makes the paint more viscous
(pasteuze) yet without making it difficult to work. In the thick
white underpainting of Kemp's collar and in the helmet of the
ensign bearer on the right, however, only lead white was
found. The particular, viscous character of the paint was at the
time attributed to the addition of chalk and not to the binding
medium.l: Further explanation of Rembrandt's use of pig-
ments and binding media in achieving his spectacular results
would seem to require more research.
Samples were available of:
- the high impasto of the sleeve of the man in the Jeraish

Brideta
- the white paint of the exposed pentiment of a hand in The

,Staalmeestersrl5
- the shroud in Deyman, the right-hand edge of the picture
- the boot of Van Ruytenburch in Tbe Nightzaatcb
- the tablecloth in Claudius Clzilis (National Museum,

Stockholm)
- and for comparison, Ferdinand Bol's Abrabam receiving

the three angels (Njksmuseum), the cloak.te

The pigments of the white, thick paint

The paint cross-sections established that under the yellowish
and brown brush strokes of the man's sleeve in the Jeoish
Bride there was in fact a hidden layer of pure white paint
(Plates 2, 3). This paint is strongly outlined in X-radiographs,
just like the impasto in The 'Staalmeesters,.In The ,staalmees-
rcrs< the paint investigated turned out to consist of two layers,
the uppermost rather more yellowy white, and with a thin,
dark brush stroke between them.17 From the sampling of The
Nigbtzaatch it was found that some coloured pigments had
been added to the underpainting for Van Ruytenburch's boot
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Plate I Detail of the rug on the table in fhe rStoolmeestersr Plate 2 Detail of the sleeve of the man in the lewish Bride.

Plate 3 Paint cross-section of sample 4014b f rom the sleeve of the man in

theJewish Bride. The sample is incomplete. Pure lead white can be seen

underneath a transparent brown paint and varnish. Magnification 200x.

(a little red and yellow ochre and a single particle of smalt).

The paint on the surface of Tbe Nightwatch and in The ,Staal-
rneesters< is coloured yellow by the addition of a limle finely
disributed yellow ochre (Plates 4, 5). Two layers were also
seen in the shroud in Deyman. X-ray diffraction studies
(XRD) and scanning electron microscopy with energy disper-
sive X-ray analysis (SEM-EDX) for the analysis of elements in
samples gave the resuits shown in Table 1, though it will be
found that they are not so clear as the table at first sight sug-
gested.1s

The percentages of chalk by weight of 5 to 15 7o, estimated
by XRD, correspond to about 13 to 45 Yo percent by volume.
The conclusion would seem to be that lead white cut with
chalk was used for the man's sleeve in the Jeutish Bride. Per-
haps the remark of the seventeenth century painter \flilhelm
Beurs has a bearing on this question of tbe pasteuze paint in
such a painting as the Jezaisb Bride where, in ,De Groote \[ae-
reld in't kleen geschilderd", he says that such an adulterated
white pigment is cheap and therefore widely used in less fine
and in larger paintings.rr \(/e should not apply this remark of
Beurs to the works of Rembrandt uncritically, however, nor

Plate 4 Paint sample 924148 from the boot of Van Ruytenburch in The

Nightwotch. The sample is shown with the whitish underlayer facing

upwaros.

Plate 5 Cross-section of part of the paint sample in Plate 5, the boot o{
Van Ruytenburgh infhe Nightwatch. Layer I lead white, a little red and
yellow ochre, very little smalt; layer 2 bone black; layer 3 lead white, a
litde fine yellow ochre. The ground layer is missing. Magnification 200x
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fig I Backscattered electron image of sample 40/4b, lead white from the

man's sleeve in theJewish Bride' Elements with a high atomic number

show up light. The binding medium shows up dark.

fig 3 Backscattered electron image of sample 924148, underlayer in the

lead white of the boot of Van Ruytenburch in The Nightwotch.

fig 5 Backscattered electron image of sample 4il of the lead white in the

exposed pentiment of a hand in The tStoalmeestersr, underlayer.

fig 2 Backscattered electron image of sample 924148, uPPermost layer of

lead white in the boot of Van Ruytenburch on The Nightwotch.

fig 4 Backscattered electron image of sample 4i I of thee Iead white in

the exposed pentiment of a hand in The rStooJmeesters(' upPer layer'

f ig 5 Backscattered electron image of  paina cross-sect ion,  sample 5/  I  of

the shroud in Deymcn. The darker showing l ine in the lead white sample

is a calc ium compound, probably chalk.
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PAINTING XRDX
lead white chalk SEM-EDX

basic lead carbonate neutral lead carbonate calcium carbonate

Rembrandt, The Night Watch (1642) U5 t0
t0
t0
l0

5
0

5
t5

0

Pb, (Ca) in top layer
Pb, (Ca) in underlayer
Pb, (ca)
Pb
Pb, (ca)
Pb, (Ca)

Rembrandt, The Anatomy lesson of Dr. Johan Deyman (1656) 90

Rembrandt, The Syndics (Staalmeesters, 166l) 85

Rembrandt,  Claudius Civ i l is  (1661)

Rembrandt, The jewish Bride (c. 1663)

U5

70 t5

t0Ferdinand Bol, Abraham receiving the three angels 90

* Estimated amounts of lead white, lead carbonate and chalk in weight% relative to the total amount of pigment.

( \  = =l  vol%

TABLE I
Investigation of the binding medium used by Rembrandt

without looking into the matter further. As can be seen from

the table, the result of XRD analysis cannot be confirmed in

any of the Rembrandts investigated or in the Bol with SEM-

EDX. Under the electron microscope, where elements of high

atomic number scatter more electrons and thus show up light

in the electron back-scattered image, one can see light, coarse

clumps and lighq finer granules in the greyish matrix of or-

ganic material (binding medium, figure 1). There is a striking
similarity between the SEM images of the lead white samples
of Tbe Nightzaatch from 7642 ar'd The ,Staalrneesters,of 1662.

Certainly there is no indication of the twenty year interval be-

tween the making of these two paintings (figures 2 - 5). In the

underlayers of both paintings, the lead white appears to be
rather more finely ground than in the topmost layer.

Analysis demonstrates that it is not only the areas which
show up light that contain lead, but also the grey matrix. A
single, darker looking and somewhat coarser Particle consists
o{ a calcium compound. The much greater sensitivity of the
SEM-EDX technique for lead than for calcium and the similar
sensitivity of XRD for lead white and chalk do not seem
enough to explain the discrepancy in the analysis results. If it
were, in fact, a malter of a cheaper mixture of lead white and
chalk, one would expect this to be easily demonstrable with
SEM-EDX. A possible explanation presented itself when it
was then discovered that a darker row o{ granules hilfway
through the white layer in Deyman consisted not of carbona-
ceous pigment but of a calcium compound, possibly chalk
({igure 6). This line, which shows up darker under the scan-
ning electron microscope, is visible with light microscopy as a
semi-transparent, yellowy line. It appears that lead white and
chalk have been set beside each other in a single stroke of the
brush.

The explanation for the higher percentages of chalk shown
by XRD must lie in an uneven mixing, a bit of chalk being in-
cluded by chance in the sample analyzed, whereas the piece se-
lected for SEM-EDX contained only pure lead white. I/here a
mixture of lead white and chalk - what was in fact known as

'lead white. in the seventeenth century - was used, the mixture
of chalk and lead white would be more homogeneous. In the
late Rembrandts, apparently pure lead white - known in the
seventeenth century as ,shell white. - was used in both surface
and underlayers.2o The explanation for the presence of a bit of

chalk in the lead white is quite possibly that Rembrandt added
a little to his pure lead white on the palette in order to get the
consistency he wanted.

X-ray diftraction analysis was also carried out on three
samples of lead white recently made according to the 'Dutch
process<, in which thin, rolled-up strips of lead are placed over
vinegar in earthenware pots. The three sampies were made
under differing conditions of temperature, duration and acetic
acid concentration. It emerged from the analysis that beside
lead white (basic lead carbonate) neutral lead carbonate .was

also formed in the process. Some 3.5 to 1,07:o neutral lead car-
bonate was found, the lowest percentage in the sample consist-
ing of soft lumps and powder, the highest in the sample con-
sisting of hard lumps and crystalline powder, corresponding
with what was found in the samples from Rembrandt's paint-
ings. This lafter correspondence emerged from microscopic
examination of the reference materials: elongated, angular gra-
nules up to 20 pm long and crystals of less than 1 pm

diameter.2l The influence of the particle size on the viscosity
o{ the paint will be discussed later in the section on rheology.

fig 7 Secondary electron image of the lead white sample from the sleeve

of the man in the_/ewish 8ride. This scanning electron micrograph,

showing the surface topography of a fracture plane in the sample, reveals

the thread-like structure of the paint.

2t l
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l igS Se/ndary electron image of the sample from the Deymon shroud.

/foaaz->c- -

The binding medium of the white, posteuze paint - oil

If an electron microscsope is used to study a paint sample, one

can get an impression of the nature of the binding medium by

studying the secondary electron image. In addition, one can

tell whether or not a solvent has been used to thin the paint2z,

for the scanning electron microscope allows one to see the to-

pography of the surface studied. In figure 7 of the sample of

the white viscous paint of the sleeve of the Jezuish Bride an

uneven, yet smooth surface can be seen suggesting that the pig-

ment clumps in the sample are surrounded by a binding me-

dium. Small cavities are visible, sparsely scattered and possibly
left by an evaporating solvent. More sriking are the elongated

structures, as though lumps of pigment of similar size have ad-

hered to each other, giving rise to a thread-like structure be-

tween the lumps. These threads or rodlets seem to be con-

structed from segments. They have the same fatty apPearance

as the pigment lumps embedded in binding medium. Some-

times an entire rodlet is curled up. The white sample from Dey-
man gives an apparently dried out, crumbly image that has
none of the oily, thread-like structure of the Jeaisb Bride
(figure 8). The fact that Deyman has been exposed to high tem-
peratures during the fire of 1723 could vrell account for this.

In order to find out more about the binding medium, an-

other bit of the sample sho'wn on the SE micrograph, taken
from the white impasto of the man's sleeve in the Jerttisb
Bride, was analyzed by laap Boon using Pyrolysis-mass sPec-
trometry (PYMS) and gaschromatography-mass sPectrometry
(GCMS) methods. Investigation using PYMS reveals that the
binding medium is a polymerised pure linseed oil with a pal-
mitic/stearic ratio of 2.3.There is a relatively high proportion
of the di-acid C9 (azelarc) and the ratio C9lC8 is 6.6
(C8/C9IC10 = 5/33/2, GCMS;.za This would indicate an oil
that has not been pre-polymerised by the action of heat. The
PYMS analysis further showed that palmitic and stearic acid
are present as free acids and scarcely or not at all bound to the
polymer oil network. Hydrolysis must have occurred, prob-
ably because of the alkalinity due to the lead white (basic lead

carbonate). Boon found no wax, though there was a trace of a
diterpenoid resin, which could have derived from an old varn-
ish or from the transparent, yellowy-brown resinous paint
that lies above the white impasto paint (Plate 3).

The analysis of the impasto of the Jewish Bride utrned out
to be of special interest. The identification in Boon's analysis
of the original binding medium in paint samples taken from
coloured passages (i.e. other than the white paint of the im-
pasto) was complicated by elements used during later treat-
ment. In particular, the waxlresin re-linings of the canvas have
introduced large quantities of palmitic acid which can create
the impression that walnut oil has been used. To prevent dis-
tortion of the analysis as a result of contamination by re-lining
materials, a comparable sample from a painting on panel must
also be analyzed. So far, only the white paint in the sample
taken from the man's sleeve in the Jeutish Bride has been
found to be uncontaminated. The obvious explanation for this
is the high pigment volume/concentration of the paint layer
containing lead white and its thickness. The reJining mixture
has apparently not permeated through to the top of the im-

Pasto.
Linseed oil was also found in the yellowy-white top layer of

Van Ruytenburch's boot in The Nightruatch (P/S ratio 2.2)
and the white of the tablecloth in Claud'ius Civilis in the Stock-
holm National Museum (P/S = 1.7, PYMS). The ratios of
C9/CB di-acids indicate in all cases an oil that has not been
pre-treated (not subjected to pre-polymerisation, accelerated
oxidation and thickening).

The discovery of linseed oil in Rembrandt's paint layers is
not new. Raymond White, in his lecture at the Rembrandt
Technical Symposium at the National Gallery in London in
1992, mentioned series of Rembrandt samples in which linseed
oil was consistently identified as the binding medium, and oc-
casionally walnut oil. The latter yellows less than linseed oil
with age. It would be logical therefore to expect walnut oil to
be used for light colours, but this turns out not to be the case.
\(hite did find indications that the linseed oil was pre-poly-
merised, especially where white imPasto Passages were con-
cerned, as in the Portrait of Frederih Rihel on Horsebach and
in the Belsbazzar's Feast in the National Gallery in London.
At temperatures of. 270 - 300'C the oil thickens and forms a
stand oil - if oxygen is excluded,za which is more viscous than
the untreated oil. According to \[hite, a non-heated oil was
used for yellow impasto paint. Small additions of diterpenoid
resin .were sometimes found. In their most recent publication,
however, White and Kirby propose that the impasto can be ob-
tained either by the use of thickened "heat-bodied" oil or by
thickening the paint with pigment or both.t: They suggest that
an oil may well have been boiled, in order to allow mixing
with a siccative (a lead compound), at a more moderate tem-
perature of 100 - 150"C.

From the recent test with lead white/linseed oil paint it has
been found that made with un-treated (uncooked), cold
pressed oil, the paint is a rather'short', buttery paste whereas
with a heat treated oil a paint results with stringy threads. The

stringy characterwas not reduced by the addition of more pig-
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TABLE 2
Concentration of the amino acids in mass%. Reference materials gelatin and egg yolk, paint samples l-9.

sampfe I  Deymon 5/ l  whi te paint

sample 2 Stoolmeesters 4ll white paint and little of the black layer

sampfe 3 Stoolmeesters 413, paint containing a high proportion of smalt

sampfe 4 Stoolmeesters 416, paint containing a high proportion of smalt

sampf e 5 The Nightwotch 924148, top layer, yellowish white paint

sampfe 6 The Nightwotch 924148, bottom layer, yellowish white paint

sample 7 Jewish Bride 4014b, white paint of sleeve

samofe I Cloudius 6vilis. white tabelcloth

sample 9 F. 8ol, Abraham receiving three angels, 78/l white paint

ment. So although the oil is thicker as a result of the pre-poly-
merization (oxidation) due to the heat treatment, the paint
made with such an oil is actually found to be less solid. Tests
conducted by Hayo de Boer demonstrate that the higher the
temperature used, and the longer the heat treatment, the more
stringy the paint becomes.

Pre-polymerizing o1l by heat treatment excluding air is a
later invention. In the seventeenth century in The Netherlands
oil was sometimes thickened while having it bleached by plac-
ing it in the sun. Painters saw a disadvantage in the use of. a
sun-bleached oil because such oil suffered from aiso being
thicker. A higher value was attached to a thin, good drying oil
than to a colourless oil, since after painting the oil darkened in
any case, whether it had been sun-bleached or nat.26 Lead oil
would thus have been used for colours other than lead white.
while lead white would have been made with untreated oil and
without siccatives.2T According to written sources, various
dryers were used, some of which were suitable only for cer-
tain colours. Besides, colours were specified which needed no
dryer because they themselves had a siccative action: lead
white, massicot, red lead and verdigris.2s

Not all treatments to which oil might have been subjected
are detectable by chernical analysis. For instance, the effect of
the warming at moderate temperatures (necessary for the lead
dryer to mix properly throughout) is no longer detected in ana-
Iysis of old paints. It is also pointless to look for a lead dryer
in paint containing lead white, since the lead oxide used as a
siccative cannot be distinguished from the lead carbonate used
as pigment. Other elements that act as catalys* in the drying
of the oil, such as manganese, cobalt or copper, were not
found in the lead white-containing paints, excepr for a small
addition of cobalt-conraining smalt found in the underpaint-
ing in Van Ruytenburch.

The binding medium of the white, thick paint: proteins

All white paint samples investigated for the addition of chalk
to the lead white (Rembrandt's The ,Staalrneesters,, Deynzan,
the Jewish Bride, the Nightu.,atch, Clawd.iws Civilis, and Ferdi-
nand Bol's Abraharn receioing tbree angels) were also scru-
tinized for possible addition of proteinaceous materials in the
binding medium which, for the most part, consisted of linseed
oil. Contrary to the results of eadier analyses by Mills &
\(hite and by Boon, which had demonstrated only oil present,
high pressure liquid chromatography (HPLC) revealed that
protein could be identified in the white pasteuze paint of all
these paintings (figures 9a - gk,Table 2).zt

For the interpretation of this finding, reference materiais
such as animal glue, gelatin, egg, purified and non-purified lin-
seed oil, mastic and red dyes of aniriral origin such as cochineal
and kermes were analyzed. In mastic only traces of protein
were found, in quantities which, compared with those found
in the binding medium, were so small as to be negligible. In all
the other reference matarials, not oniy the stable amino acids
but also glutamine (GLU), asparagine (ASP), serine (SER) and
threonine (THR) could be demonstrated. On the basis of the
pattern of amino acids, a clear distinction could be made be-
tween protein of animal and plant origin. Glycine (GLY), for
example, is clearly evident in material of animal origin, es-
pecially in aminal glue, and almost absent in unpurified and
purified linseed oil. In cold-pressed, unpurified linseed oii,
valine (VAL), phenylalanine (PHE), isoleucine (iLE) and leu-
cine (LEU) were clearly demonstrable.

After the oil had been washed with water, HPLC demon-
strated that the amounts of amino acid present in the oil was
reduced.

Apart from GLY, tyrosine (TYR), VAL, PHE, ISO and
LEU were used as indicators. In animal glue, the concentra-
tion of GLY is high and TYR low; whereas in egg the concen-
tration of GLY is found to be lower and TYR higher than in
animal glue. The concentrations of the later eluting, essential
amino acids VAL, PHE, ILE and LEU are also lower in ani-
mal glue than in egg (yolk). In particular, LEU is present to a
greater degree in egg.
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The ratios of the various amino acids found in the lead

white paint samples - low GLI comparatively high TYR, and

the concentration of the other amino acids present indicate

egg as their source and not an animal glue. Although we did

not succeed in making an accurate. measurent of the weight of

the paint samples to determine quantitatively the amount of

amino acids in the samples, it can safely be said that a substan-

tial contribution is involved and that the concentration is

heigher than that found in the unpurified oil. In the painter's

practice, however, this might amount to no more thzn a

minute addidon. Perhaps the thread-like, loose structures in

the scanning electron micrographs are to be explained by the

presence in the oil binding medium o{ a material that dries

rapidly because of water evaporation, for instance egg.30
\fith the help of the sample from the sleeve of the man in

the Jeu.tish Bride and the sample from the shroud in Deyman

the presence of proteins has been confirmed using staining
techniques (the first sample, 40/4b stains strongly positive and
the latter, sample 5/7 weal<ly positive with amidoblack; the
other samples have not been investigated by this technique).at

It was not possible to infer from the HPLC analyses
whether the proteins were in fact derived from egg white, egg
yolk or from the whole egg. Given that egg appears in the
paints under investigation together with oil, it would seem ob-
vious that we are dealing with an emulsion paint whose major
constituent is oil. This would then be an oil emulsion chat
could be thinned with a voladle solvent.

In the sources, both egg yolk and egg white -as well as
whole egg - are mentioned. From the experimental research of
Hayo de Boer it appears that only egg yolk orwhole egg are
capable of being emulsified with oil. This is the natural conclu-
sion, since egg yolk is the essential component in emulsifica-
tion.32

Rheology

Micrographs were made of details in passages in paintings by
Rembrandt, specifically those in which the typical pdstettze
paint was found. The object here was to make available an
atlas of the paint effects to be found in his paintings. A selec-
tron o{ these photographs were submitted to rheologists
together with the question of what properties a paint would
have to have during its application in order to produce the re-
sult shown in the photographs.
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gk 
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Rheologists were approached with this question because rhe-
ology is the science which studies the deformation and flow be-
haviour of materials under mechanical forces. In applying and
working up paint, that marerial is subjected to deformation
caused by the mechanical force applied by the hand holding
the brush. The reaction of the material can be an irreversible
flow, a reversible, elastic deformation, or a combination of the
two. The flow properties of a fluid, for example paint, are
determined by the resistance of that material to flow i.e. the
viscosity, which can be measured, for instance by measuring
the resistance to flow when the paint is held between two sur-
faces. The mechanical properties of an elastic substance can be
studied by exerting a force on the substance and measuring its
deformation or the stress in that substance. The rheological
properties of a material can be graphically represented in a
flow curve.

Of course, we are no ionger able to conduct rheological
measurements on Rembrandt's paints. Flowever, it was thought
that by studying the paint effects on the paintings, more might
be learned about that paint at the time of its application.

The rheologists' response to micrographs of Rembrandt's
paintings was that these clearly showed that very little flow
had occurred in the thick paint, which sometimes remains
pulled out into threads. After application the paint has re-
mained, as it were, standing. It can be said that the paints used
still possessed a considerable yield value. (Materials under ten-
sion immediately start to flow once the tension exerted on
them exceeds their yield value. Flow also occurs when the
yield value is exceeded as a result of the tension due to gravity
i.e. they flow under their own weight). Studying both light
micrographs and the much more highly magnified electron
micrographs lead to the same conclusion. The scanning elec-
tron micrograph discussed above under ,The binding medium,
(figure 7) show that the pigment particles may have the ability
to be wetted-out by the binding medium. If we are dealing
with an oil paint, the paint must have had ample opportunity
to spread, but the electron micrographs show that no such
flow has occurred. Trails of paint remain standing and cavities
have not been closed by flow.

The size of the pigment particles, as remarked earlier, has
enormous influence on the rheological behaviour of a paint.
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Plate 6 Detail ofthe yellow-grey areas in the tablecloth of Ihe

rStoolmeestersr.

iip"*" d.

Plate 8 Micrograph showing the surface of a sample of a white,

deteriorated passage in the tablecloth in The $toalmeesters<. Smalt

particles show up darker between the brown and the white deteriorating

binding medium. Magnif icat ion 200x

Plate 7 Micrograph showing the surface of the deteriorated passage

behind the right shoulder of the kneeling soldier, left, in The Deniol.

Plate 9 Cross-section of paint sample 412, from a grey, degraded area in

the tablecloth of The tStoalmeesters(. On the brown ground there occur in

sequence a red, a black and again a red paint layer. Above this the remains

of a layer which contains mainly smalt. The surface of this paint layer is rui-

ned, smalt particles project from the paint. This is probably the result of
previous treatments to which the painting has been subjected. Magnifica-

tion 500x

Plate | | Cross-section a of paint sample 4 I /6 from the light area with

rough cracking behind the r ight  shoulder of  the kneel ing soldier in The

Deniol. A 70 - 150 pm thick layer of smalt (faded blue and colourless)

can be seen in the brown(ed) binding medium. Beneath is the brown

quartz ground. Magnification 200x

. . . . ,

s

Plate | 0 Paint cross-section of a piece of the greyish, degraded surface
la/er in the tablecloth o{ The $toalmeestersr. The same layer as rne
upPermost layer in Plate l2 from a different place. The uppermost layer,
up to 90 pm, contains smalt  in a degraded binding medium which appears
white because of the scattering of the light. Magnification 200x
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Plate l2 Cross-section of a paint sample from the fringe of the tablecloth

ofThe $toalmeesters(, close to the bottom edge ofthe painting' On the

brown ground containing lead white and umber are seParate brown'

black and red layers. The uppermost, rather transParent layer could have

been mistaken for a coloured varnish. The cross-section shows that it is

in fact an original Paint layer, in which smalt has been used in a glazing

manner. Magnification 200x

Plate l3 Cross-sect ion ofa paint  sample 4l l10 beneath the r ight  hand of

the soldier in fhe Deniol. The sample is taken in a Passage with wrinkled

oaint. The cross-section and its analysis show that above a fast-drying'

lead white-containing underlayer, there is a non-fast drying layer which

contains much ochreous pigment and bone black. A little smalt has been

added to this layer, probably to Promote drying. Magnification 200x

The scanning electron micrographs (figures 1 - 6), however,

show a great variation in particle size; it is thus the variation

which determines the paint's rheological behaviour. If a distinc-

tion is made between the fine Powder that occurs in the lead

white samples (diameter < 0.1 pm) and the coarse Powder
(diameter > 0.1 pm, elongated particles up to 20 pm) then it

turns out that a dispersion of fine Powder in linseed oil gives it

a strong elasticity. The coarse particles have no effect on the
flow behaviour, they merely heighten the viscosity. Small par-
ticles can give to linseed oil a considerable yield value and may
lead to the formation of thread-like structures. On the basis of
the absence of {low and the presence of very small particlbs,
the paint would seem also to have a considerable yield value.
A large variation in particle sizes would favour flow, certainly

fig | | Backscattered electron image of a cross-section of a paint sample

from the fringe of the tablecloth in lhe rStoolmeesters(' Scattered

oarticles of smalt lie in a brown layer which serves as a glaze.

fig l2 Electron micrograph of a detail in the cross-section of Paint samPle

412 lrom the tablecloth in fhe r-Stoolmeesters(' ln the dark binding medium

round the smalt particles lead is demonstrated.

fig | 0 The secondary electron image of the surface of sample 4/2 from

the tablecfoth of The $toalmeesters<, showing degraded paint layer.
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under the high speed (shear rate) with which a painter works

his brush.
Subsequently, paints were made up with a composition that

could be inferred from the analysis and the historical sources.

The tests with HPLC which revealed the presence of the egg

component had at that time not yet been completed, so that

no account could be taken of proteinaceous substances in the

reconstructions and measurements. Measurements of viscosity

were made on the reconstructed paint to see whether these pro-

duced a flow curve comparable with that hypothesized for

Rembrandt's paint.:: The reconstructed paint ought then to

have the same properties as Rembrandt's paint and should not

flow at all when applied to canvas. Apart from the rheological

measurements carried out, paint was also smeared out to see

whether it did indeed remain standing.
Measurements were made on paint prepared with 1) linseed

oil with 0.5%o lead siccative (lead oxide), 2) linseed oil with

lO% by weight lead white, 3) linseed oil with 0.5% lead oxide

and 45"/o by weight finely ground yellow ochre. The linseed

oil was (cold) pressed by Hayo de Boer and washed twice

with distilled water, drained and filtered' Lead oxide was

blended with the oil at 120'C. A concentration of c. 0.5"h lead

was used on the assumption that a higher concentration would

have no further drying e{fect.3a
The lead white, prepared according to the seventeenth cen-

tury Dutch method, was washed with distilled water in order to

remove any soluble lead acetate present and pulverised using a

muller on a glass plate with a little water until the size of the

particles matched those in the paintings. It was then dried at

50"C. For its match with seventeenth century lead white, the

presence of coarse and fine particles of the required size was

checked under a microscope and the composition of the prod-

uct was tested using XRD. The size of particles of the yellow

ochre did match the bright yellow ochre of the paintings.
In the measurements, it was found that the linseed oil, with-

out addition of any pigment, showed a simple rheological be-

haviour, as would be expected of a fluid. (If a fluid shows

Newtonian behaviour, the rate of deformation is directly pro-

portional to the shear rate, in contrast to non-Newtonian
fluids. The higher the shear rate, the higher the force exerted

on the material). The Newtonian viscosity - the viscosity of

water is 1 milliPascalsecond (1 mPas) = 1 centipoise -

amounted to 47 mPas after one day and 50 mPas after a week.
A sample of linseed oil to which a large amount of ochre was
added showed a strictly non-Newtonian behaviour' There was
a high yield value and the material was highly deformable but
reversibly so, with the material later recovering its original
form. Blending ochre with oil produced a thixotroPic paint, a
paint with a structure which tears during application but
which recovers again (either rapidly or slowly) when allowed
to stand. All concentrated dispersions with fine particles show
thixotropic behaviour. The paints measured in this experiment
recovered very rapidly. It is true that they did not run and the
brush stroke remained visible, but it was a very ,short. paint to
work with, quite unlike the long threads that could apparently
be drawn out with Rembrandt's paint.

The measurements subsequently carried out on the lead
white paint gave results indicating paint systems whose rheo-
logical behaviours varied from viscous fluids to rather strong
elastic materials which also showed thixotropic behaviour.
'When these paints were smeared out, after a certain time they
did not spread any more because of drying effects. Vhen extra
pigment was added, the paint became rather crumbly and no
longer properly workable. After thinning, as probably aiso
happened on the palette, it handled better once again.

Transparent pai nt layers

Smalt ond lead compounds

In the late Rembrandts, passages occur which, before restora-
tion, appeared to be deteriorating badly, such as the tablecloth
in Tbe ,Staalrneesters. (Plate 612s, the foliage in the flowerpot
on the right in the Jewish Brid'e and ill-defined passages be-
hind the right shoulder of the soldier on the left in The Denial
(Plate 7). The paint Iayer in these passages turns out to contain
smalt that was almost completely colourless as the main consti-
tuent. Smalt, i.e. finely ground cobalt-coloured glass, has a iow
refractive index and together with the binding medium pro-
duces a Iayer of paint with rather poor covering properties
(Plates 8 - 11, figure 10).36 The disintegration of the paint
layer must be the result of an interaction between the smalt
and the binding medium. The now indeterminate colour of the
paint layer must originally have been transparent and have had
something of a blue tint. In fact, cobalt could still be demon-
strated. The fact that, in Rembrandt's paintings, layers rich in
binding medium often contain large quantities of glass such as
smalt, has been previously shown.37

There are various reasons to assume that, in employing
smalt, Rembrandt's main concern was not primarily the
(pale) blue colour. In the yellow of the leaves in the right-
hand background o{ A young Monh (Titws), the small
amount of smalt added to the strong yellow can still be ex-
plained as a means of getting a green from yellow and blue,
the usual practice of Rembrandt and other painters of the
seventeenth century. In differently coloured passages, on the
other hand, the colour effect of the smalt must have been
minimal, as for example in the brown glazing layer of the
fringe of the tablecloth in The ,Staalmeesters, (Plate 12,
figure 11), in a comparable brown layer that is found on the
deep red of the tablecloth (sample 4/7, above the signature)
and in the transparent brown paint on the thick, impasto
layer beneath the right hand of the soldier in Tbe Deni.al
(Plate 13). The particles also appeared in brown and red
paint layers that seem to be intended as underlayers for fur-
ther layers of paint, as can be ascertained in the bald patch be-
hind the soldier's neck in The Denial (sample 41/7) and in
the tablecloth of The ,Staalnteester5., where the remains
could be found on the smalt layer of an aPParently largely

disappeared, transparent red layer of paint. The smalt-con-
taining paint layer is often thick (up to 150 pm). Such alayer
must have been intended as an underlayer to give volume to
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non-covering glazing layers. Sometimes, it seems, such a
paint was also used as a finally applied glaze.

Indications that smalt was used in underlayers can also be
found in the sources. It turns out that as a result of washing
the smalt, prior to drying and blending with binding medium,
different qualities were obtained, the lesser of which were
found adequate for underpainting in certain passages: 'The
first, second and also the third washings of the Smalt are suit-
able for laying the dead colouring for landscapes..38 Some-
times it was recommended to mix fresh (i.e.finer) ground
smalt into the smalt to get faster drying.3r The cataiytic action
of cobalt that occurs in smalt at the interface between the pig-
ment particles and the oil binding medium is greater the iarger
the surface area, hence with smaller particles. !7ith coarser
smalt particles the interface area is apparently insufficient for
rapid drying.

Apart from their greyish, deteriorating appearance, these
passages also often show a pattern of coarse crackling, which
in principle would suggest a too rapid drying of the smalt
layer. In the tablecloth of The ,Staalmeesters., the red paint of
an underlyinglayer has reached the surface through the cracks
of the already dried smait layer. Cobalt compounds are still
considered the best siccatives. They promote surface drying
and if used as the sole dryer, it can happen that the paintlayer
remains soft beneath a tough skin of hardened paint.

fig l3 Bacl<scattered electron image of a cross-section of paint sample

4017 from the whitish deteriorating passage in the background of the

Jewish Bride.

fig l4 FT-IR spectrum of sample 416 of a smalt-containing , greyish
deteriorating passage in the tablecloth in The sStoolmeestersr. The
spectrum shows inter olio the presence of sugars.

r-

To allow the paint film to dry properly throughout, combi-
nations of lead and cobalt are used nowadays. SEM-EDX ana-
iysis of Rembrandt's paints showed that lead was absent from
the smalt or glass particles, which is of course only to be ex-
pected when one considers that lead glass only came into use
in about 1670. In a paint layer containing no lead pigment,
therefore, one can look for any Iead dryer that might be pres-
ent in the oil binding medium between the particlesao; and in-
deed, using SEM-EDX, Iead was demonstrated in the binding
medium in Tbe ,Staalmeesters. (sample 4/2, figure l2), The De-
nial (sample 41/6) and the Jeroish Bride (sample 4Q/7, figure
13). The use of oil with lead siccative was established using the
same technique in a comparable sample fuom Esther before
Haman from Bucharest. The concentration of lead in the oil
in these samples must be greater than Q.5%".a1 There is also evi-
dence for Rembrandt's use of oil siccativised with lead in other
coloured passages than the smalt layers. Lead was found in the
deepest black layer of paint (bone black) in the cloak of,{
young Monk, (Titus) (sample 2/3 (4)) and in the red glaze of the
woman's cloak in the Jeuish Bride (PIates 14,15).

Lead was also found in the qtartz ground of Tbe Night-
watcb, and in the ground of the Self-portrait as the apostle
Pawl, which for the most part consists of chalk. Since lead
white never seems to be involved, the presence of lead indi-
cates a drying oil prepared with lead oxide.

Provisionally, it looks as though uncooked linseed oil was
used for rapid-drying pigments like lead white, while for non-
drying pigments a lead dryer was cooked with the oil. In this

i:;:r 
*r""0, the cooking temperature was kept moderately

ln Esther before Haman, not only was lead found in the
binding medium bef,ween the particles, but also copper. Cop-
per compounds are sometimes recommended in the sources
for drying. The presence of copper in the binding medium,
however, could also be explained as deriving from the copper
container in which the oil was normally placed in the sun as
part of the preparation procedure.a2

IJnder long-wave UV irradiation, the layers rich in binding
medium, and containing smalt, show a yellow fluorescence
round the smalt particles which is visibie in the paint cross-sec-
tion under the light microscope, while the rest of the binding
medium remains dark. This indicates that the main constituent
of the binding medium is oil (dark under UV). The presence
of fatty acids was established by microscopic Fourier Trans-
form Infrared Spectrometry (FTIR), In addition, the presence
of sugars was demonstrated, probably derived from a gum
(-OH and C-O absorption bands occurring together, sample
4/6, figure 1a). The gum constituent of the binding medium is
probably the fluorescent material round the smalt particles.
Using HPLC, an animal glue was also demonstrated in the
smalt layers o{ The ,Staalmeesters..a:Since tests show that it is
not really possible to make smalt into a workable paint with
oil alone, the gum constituent must have been incorporated
with the oil to ensure that an emulsionlike oaint could be pro-

duced using smalt.aatbgs
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fig l5 Seco,,Jary electrgn image of sample 40/10 from the red cloak of
the bride In theJewish Bride. The paint layers show cavities. The
yndermost layer is the quartz ground.

Red gloze

Before beginning to remove the varnish from the Jewish Brid.e,
the binding medium of the red of the bride's cloak was ana-
lyzed. \flhile studying the brush stroke in the Portrait of Jan
Sir, Max Doerner had noticed that the paint had hardly
flowed at all in application, and drew the conclusion that it
must have congealed immediately after being applied. Accord-
ing to him, this was a strong indication that Rembrandt's me-
dium must have been of a resinous nature.45 He suggested that
Rembrandt had used thick oils blended with Venetian turpen-
tine. This pronouncement, ever since the publication of Doer-
ner's book in 1921 has had huge consequences for the ap-
proach adopted by cleaners of Rembrandt's paintings. Any

fig l6 Electron micrograph of sample 40/8 from the red glaze on the

lewish Bride. The cavities in the paint layer suggest the addition of an
aqueous component to the oi l  b inding medium.

paint layer containing resin would be in danger of being
removed together with the varnish if the painting were cleaned
using an organic solvent. According to Doerner's ideas, the
use of resinous paints would apply particularly to superim-
posed glazing layers such as the bride's red cloak.

In the paint cross-section it can be seen rhat the red passage
was first sketched in a thin red paint (Plates 14, 15), above
which darker undedayers, possibly modelled, were introduced
before the cloak was painted in vermilion (mercuric sulphide).
Above the orange-red vermilion was set a dark red glaze in
which carmine, an extract from the cochineal insect, was used
as the colouring element (identified by thin-layer chromato-

Plate l4 Cross-section of paint sample 40/ l0
from the red cloak of theJewish 8ride.
Layer 8: c. 60 pm. Organic red glaze. SEM-
EDX Al, (Si), (S), Pb, K, Ca layer 7: c.50 pm.
vermilion, minute quantity of lead white.
SEM-EDX (Al), (si), S, Pb, (K), Ca, Hg . layer
6: c. 30 pm. Brown layer in which an organic
pigment has been precipitated on gypsumj a
l i t t le lead white and vermi l ion.  SEM-EDX Al,

S, Pb, Ca. . layer 5: c. 35 pm. Vermilion and a
carbon black in a brown matrix. SEM-EDX
(Al), Si,, S, Pb, (K), Ca, (Fe), Hg. .layer 4: c.
20-60 um. A little vermilion in a brown-black
matrix. SEM-EDX, the same elements as in
layer 5. . layer 3: c. 6 pm. vermilion . layers
I and 2: c. 2 | 0 pm. ground layers: quartz
(c.80%), brown ochre, brown coloured bind-
ing medium. SEM-EDX (Al) ,  Si ,  K,  (Ca),  (Ti) ,
Fe. The ground is darker on the upper s ide
because this is r icher in binding medium.
N.B. The small quantity of titanium is a natu-
ral constituent ofthe ochre used. Magnifica-
tion 200x
Plate l5 on the right; the same sample in
UV-fluorescence.
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f ig l7 Micrograph, using a confocal  laser microscope (DSM-Research),  of

a cross-section of a sample of the red glaze in theJewish Bride.This

photograph demonstrates that the cavities occur deep within the sample,

well below the surface of the paint layer on the painting.

graphy). IJnder the light microscope, and even more clearly
under the electron microscope, unusual and striking cavities
can be seen in the red paint layers and most especially in the
red glaze. Under a confocal laser microscope it was possible to
demonstrate that the cavities are not only to be found in the
surface of the preparation, but throughout the entire transpar-
ent red paint layers.a6 There are round and oval spaces varying
from a few microns to c. 2Q pm, sometimes with encapsulated
substances, in a tight film (figures 15 - 17). It was shown by
EDX-analysis that the inorganic constituents both within and
outside the cavities were the same. The cavities do not seem to
be the result of the rigors of a former treatment but are rather
suggestive of the original consistency of the paint. It seems we
may be dealing with a two-phase syslem, for example water
emulsified in oil. The paint seems to have congealed before en-
closed air bubbles, or water droplets or solvent, could escape.

De la Rie and Boon identified a drying oil, probably linseed
oil, in the red glaze and in its underlying layer of vermilion.aT
The wax and di- and tri-terpenoid resins also present should
probably be attributed to a re-lining and not taken to be an
original constituent of the binding medium of the red glaze.
Using SEM-EDX, lead was demonstrated in the red glaze, un-
doubtedly alead dryer of the type already described. An inter-
esting discovery is that of the presence of sugars. According to
Boon (note 8) the complex polysaccharide, identified as cherry
gum and present in the red glaze, is likely to be an original
Rembrandt contribution to the drying oil of the glaze.

The additon of gum could well be the explanation for the ca-
vities seen in the paint layer. The light microscopic image of
the cavities certainly looks like water droplets emulsified in
oil. A water solution of the polysaccharide obtained as a gum
from cherry trees easily .*rrkifi.r oils and resins, sticks very
well to oii paint layers and dries ro a clear translucent iayer.

Cherry gum is mentioned in written sources in connecdon
with the manufacture of red ink, by Carel Baten, for instance,

f ig l8 Scanning electron micrograph of  a sample of  the ground of  the

Jewish Eride.The ground contains a large quantity of pulverized quartz
particles.

in 1600 and by Simon Eikelenberg in the last quarter of the
seventeenth century.a8 Other gums, such as gum arabic and tra-
gacanth are mentioned in other sources, sometimes for quite
different uses than in painting. Sometimes the addition of
honey instead of gum is mentioned, as in a recipe by Van Veen
for making >'Detten olij,:,take linseed oil and put in a clean, ear-
thenware vessel. Put a some gout schwym (gold scum) together
with some umber and a little honey under the oil, boil
together and allow to stand quiedy, then strain off the oil,
(gowt scbuym is a dryer, probably lead monoxide).ar 11 th.
gums, and possibly also the honey, were dissolved in water,
this would produce together with the oil an emulsion-like
paint which would be highiy suitable for making a glaze. A
glazing layer must be applied thickly in order to give sufficient
force of colour. Through the addition of water (with the dis-
solved gum), the paint would have more volume than just an

Plate | 6 Preparation of a finely rubbed sample of the ground of The
Nightwotch in transmitted, polarized light, in which the bright quartz
particles are visible in transmitted light. Magnification c. I l0x
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organic pigment in oil alone. And indeed, the red glaze on the

Jewish Brid.e is thick.
Although resins were identified in the red glaze, not as orig-

inal constituents but as material subsequently introduced' this

had no significant consequences for the cleaning. The resin

was present in a very low concentration and not as a main ing-

redient as Doerner had suggested. The Presence of gum in the

paint layer alters its solubility properties: the polar nature of

its constituent sugar molecules notably increases the paint's so-

lubility in that most polar solvent, water.

Other aspects of the painting technique

Grounds

The Still life with peacocbs has a coloured double ground with

a red-brown ochre (bound with glue?) and above it a brown-

grey layer of oil paint with lead white, umber, charcoal black

and a little red ochre. This type of double ground was used by

Rembrandt in the thirties, giving an upper ground Iayer that

was somewhat lighter in colour. The Portrait of Jobannes
'V/ttenbogaerf, also painted in the thirties, acquired by the

Rijksmuseum during the restoration of the seven late paint-

ings, also turned out to have been executed upon such

grounds. The ground of The ,Staalmeesters. likewise consists

of two layers, but here the composition and colour are differ-
'ent from the grounds of the early works on canvas. On The
,Staalmeesters. the undermost layer consists of chalk with

umber and the upper layer of lead white, a little chalk, umber

and atrace of red ochre. The greyish ground of A young Monh
(Titws) correspondingly has the same two layers, the under-

most of chalk and umber, the upper of chalk, lead white and

umber. The ground of the Self-portrait as the apostle Pawl was

{ound to have but a single layer, consisting of chalk to which

red and a little yellow ochre has been added.
Grounds of the so-called 'quartz type< occur tn the Jewisb

Brid.e and the Anatorlty lesson of Dr. Deyman. The ground ma-

terial, applied in one layer, consists for the most Part of quartz
(Plates 14, 16).In rhe Deyma.n, parts of the red-brown ground

are now exposed at the surface of the painting as the result of

the fire in 1723 and the treatment it suffered during the conse-

quent restoration. IJnder the stereomicroscoPe, the ground is

seen to contain scattered, relatively coarse sand grains. In the

brown ground of The Denial the qtartz seems to be a natural

constituent of brown and red earth, the pigments which, in

various quantities together with chalk and a carbon black,

Rembrandt used as his ground. From the early forties, Rem-

brandt frequently painted on grounds that consisted for the

main part of qttartz. Tbe Nightutatch, for example, also has

such a ground.5o
The evidence of this research indicates that a paste made of

qtartz and a quantity of brown ochre with sometimes also a

litde lead white, and bound with drying oil, seems so far to

have been used exclusively by Rembrandt and perhaps his stu-

dio. The reason for using quafiz (sand) is probably that it vzas

a cheap and inert filler; large quantities of material were

figs l9 - 2l Quartz particles in the ground of theJewish Bride. The pitting

in the particle surfaces and the sharp, pointed edges cannot be the result

of natural abrasion; they must have been caused by mechanical violence.

needed to make a paint with which the unevenness in the
weave of usually relatively large canvases could be subdued.
The same rationale, Van de Vetering has suggested, underlies
the use of double grounds; this allowed first a cheap red earth
to be used before the relatively more expensive, lead white-
containing second ground was applied to get the right colour
to paint on.st

In order to learn more about these quartz grounds, special-
ists in sedimentary geology were 6onsulted.;2 The quartz par-
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SiKs

FeK,v

fig 22 EDX-spectrum of a quartz particle in a sample from the./ewish
Bride.

ticles in the Rembrandt grounds vary from c. 5 to 60 pm corre-
sponding with silt grade sediment, which contains particles
from 4 - 63 pm diameter. Since only silica occurs in these par-
dcles, we are not dealing with clay. A study of scanning elec-
tron micrographs of a sample of the ground of the Jeaish
Bride (figures 18 - 21) shows thaq at least in the case of the
Larger quartz grains, the surface of the grains is hardly curved.
The material, therefore, before being used in making ground
paint, must originally have consisted of rather larger grains,
possibly up to 2 mm diameter. The surface of the particles
shows V-shaped pitting and grooves, indicating subjection to
mechanical violence. If one looks at the form of the particles
under SEM it can be seen that there are also particles with
very sharp points. The edges of some particles show conchoi-
dal fracture planes that could only have arisen through crack-
ing. On the SE micrographs of these preparations, apart from
the sharp fragments of larger grains, there are also small gra-
nules to be seen of only a few microns diameter which have no
sharp edges, but appear rounded by natural forces. It is im-
plausible to suppose that the mixed grades of the quafiz or
sand particles in the bulk of the ground is the result of deliber-
ate mixing by the grinder or painter of different grades of
sand. Rather, it can be inferred that the starting material for
the grounds was poorly (naturally) sorted sand.

Pits and grooves in the surface of sand grains indicate their
collision with each other as the result of wind or water trans-
port. If this occurs in the 'poorly sorted' sand where particles
also show sharp fractures, apparently the result of mechanical
force, then it must be supposed that we are dealing with gla-

TABLE 3

fig 23 EDX-spectrum of a larger area in a sample from the ground of the

lewish Bride-

cially deposited sand which has undergone the shearing forces
of the ice which transported it from its place of origin, not
wind or water.

The difficulty is that nowadays, and in all probability in the
seventeenth century too, only nattraT material from Antarc-
tica has this appearance. The material transported from Scandi-
navia to the Netherlands at the end of the ice age has over the
course of time been further abraded by wind and water trans-
port with consequent rounding of pardcles.

The sand with its irregular grain size which served as the
starting point for the ground of some of Rembrandt's paintings
must therefore have been cracked in some other way to render
it fine enough to be worked in a ground material. It was appar-
entiy made fine enough by rubbing or grinding on a grindstone
or in a mill, where the force thus exerted on the grains would
compare with that of a thick layer of ice. In fact, by being pul-
verized in this way, the sand that was to be used as filler in the
ground was subjected to the same treatment as the minerals that
were used as colour pigments in the paint layers.

Sand of this quality must have been easily accessible in Am-
sterdam. It was used as the rav/ material in the building and
pottery industries. (In Amsterdam's glass-making industry the
raw material was glass).

Chemical analysis of the quartz particles shovred that rhe
sand was extremely pure. Finely rubbed, it must have had a
white colour. Since quartz has a low refractive index, mixed
with oil it would have formed a colourless and transparent
mass. Probably this was the reason brown ochre was added in
order to get a brown painting ground.

PIGMENT/FILLER BINDING MEDIUM DRYER
main ingredient addition

lead white raw linseed oil etg

smalt l inseed oi l animal glue,
sugars (guml, honeyl)

lead oxyde, finely ground smalt

organic red pigment linseed oil cherry gum lead oxyde

finely ground sand linseed oil I lead oxyde, finely ground smalt
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SEM-EDX also revealed in several, mainly pointed particles
the presence of cobalt as well as silica, indicating a small addi-
tion of smalt to promote the drying of the oil (figures 22,23).

Conclusions

The aim of rhis article was to reflect the state of affairs in
the research on the binding medium of the paint used by Rem-
brandt for the paintings in his late period. The idea was not to
make a definitive pronouncement on the subject; the extent of
the results of analysis obtainable is too limited for that. It is in
fact self-evident that taking samples, as regards both their num-
ber and size, has to be restricted, in spite of the importance of
the analysis, whether for the purpose of this research or for
the restoration of the paintings. In the course of the research,
furthermore, it became evident that reaching conclusions
about Rembrandt's binding medium was complicated by the
paintings themselves from which the samples derived, since
these were paintings on canvas which had a whole history of
restoration behind them. The results of analysis that were ob-
tained related both to (aged) original material and also ma-
terial later forced into the paint layer. This too helps to make
interpretation of the results more difficult.

Despite the limitations, we propose the following, cautious
conclusions. The binding medium used by Rembrandt - as far
as we know in his late period - consists chiefly of a drying oil
with small additions of other organic ingredients. The results
of analysis indicate that the binding medium was modified for
the differently coloured passages and for the different 'tex-
tureS<.

The existence of recipes for the rendering of different pas-
sages in a painting was earlier suggested by Van de 'Wetering,53

on the basis of the palettes depicted in srudio scenes. Van de
'Wetering demonstrated that only those pigments and mixtures
of pigments that were necessary for painting a particular pas-
sage were carried on the palette. The chemical analysis of the
paint layers that has now been carried out allows the conclu-
sion that each passage to be painted was not only prepared sep-
arately as far as the pigments were concerned, but that each
such pigment mixture also had its own binding medium: the
oil binding medium was modified for each pigment. More
samples of the different colours need to be investigated using
the same techniques for pigment, binding medium ( the main
constituent and organic additives) end dryer. The results ob-
tained in this research are set out in TABLE 3.

The reason for the existence of individual recipes for the
mixing of pigments for different colours may have been an
economic one. \7here the binding medium used for a particu-
lar pigment is concerned, there would have been a technical
necessity, since some pigments cannot be worked into a suit-
able paste for the painter to use in oil alone. In such cases a
little gum or honey was added in the mixing the oil binding
medium with the pigment. It is also possible that further ingre-
dients, such as glue or egg, may have been added on the paleme
during the actual painting.

According to Pacheco, dryers were also ranged on the pa-
lette.sa He says that materials which promote drying, for
example lead pigments, glass, smalt or umber, were first
warmed up with linseed or walnut oil, cooled, and then in
small globs placed on the palette. Many colours not only had
their own binding medium but aiso their own dryer.55 Even
during the washing of the pigments, the actual washing agenr
used - pure rain water or acetic acid - would depend on the
particular pigment.

In an investigation of the paint of Van Eyck, Brinkman,
after a rather limited number of analyses, arrived at a similar
working hypothesis of an adaptation of the binding medium.56
According to Brinkman, Van Eyck used a fatty emulsion for
his modelling layers, based on a lead siccativised oil emulsified
with egg. For the more superficial glaze, a )pure< lead oil was
used, except with blue. For blue glazes, the binding medium
'was egg white-tempera. Small details were executed with lean
(egg white) binding medium, and for highlights a gelatinous
binding medium was sometimes used.57

The present research in Rembrandt's paint has revealed the
use of more ingredients than were found with Van Eyck -
cherry gum is an example. One explanation for the discovery of
dif{erent organic constituents in Rembrandt's paint is that more
and more refined analytic techniques have been employed in the
Rembrandt research. Alternatively, more ingredients were ac-
tually added in the seventeenth century; but whether or not this
was actually the case cannot at the moment be said.

Brinkman suggests that the use of paint was simplified after
Van Eyck. In the seventeenth century, for example, egg was no
longer added to lead oil because, as a result of the evolution of
oil painting, from painting in tempera, via tempera/oil in the
time of Van Eyck to pure oil painting in Rembrandt's time,
when the point of adding egg to the oil binding medium was
no ionger understood. One reason, however, must certainly
have been clear: without these additives lead oil quickly
browned and cracked.s8 \Thether the addition of egg - indeed,
we know in Rembrandt's case that this only happened with
lead white paint with untreated oil - changed the coasistency
is a matter that is now being investigated further using rheo-
logical tests. 'We hope, as a result, to strengthen our interpreta-
tion of the results.
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Notes

Marshall Smith, Art of Painting, according to the theory and practice
of tbe best ltalian, French and, German nd,sters, London 7693. Co-
pied from David Bomford, Christopher Brown, Ashok Roy, Rem-
brandt, Art in tbe Mabing, National Gallery London 1988, p 32.
Ernst van de lVetering, ,Rembrandt's Manner: ,Technique in the Ser-
vice of Illusion., in Christopher Brown, Jan Kelch and Pieter van
Thiel, Rembrand.t: the Mastel and, bis Worksbop, Amsterdam 1991,
pp 12-39. E. Van de !fletering, Rernbrand.t. Tbe Painter at Worh, Arn-
stero.zm ltt / .
The Rembrandt Research Project has been cataloguing Rembrandt's

paintings since 1969. Three of the six cataiogues planned have abeady
been published: J.Bruyn, B.Haak, S.H.Levie, PJJ.van Thiel, E.van de
I(etering, A Corpus of Rembrandt Paintings l, 1625-1531, Den Haag
19 82, ldem 11, 1631 -1.63 4, 1 984 en 111, 1 63 5 - 1 642, 79 89.
As recorded in E.van de \Tetering in the Introduction, Chapter 11, in
Volume 11 of J.Bruyn et a1., A Corpus of Rembrandt Paintings, op.cit.,
note 3.

John Mills and Raymond $7hite, ,Paint Media Analyses,, National
Gallery Tecbnical Bulletin 13 (1989), pp 69-71. Raymond White and

Jennifer Pilc, ,Analyses of Paint Media<, National Ga,l.lery Technical
Bulletin 14 (1993) pp 86-94. The production of painter's materials
and their composition are described in Bomford et al., op.cit, note 1.
See also Bomford pp 152,153: Select bibliography o{ scientific and
technical examination of Rembrandt's paintings.
Karin Steenbeck, in a research project under Prof. E. van de l(eter-
ing, has investigated the written sources on the use, purificarion and
drying of oil. In the context of a subsidiary of his subject, chemistry,
G.G.A.Meiers has carried out a preliminary investigarion, under
Prof. E.van de \fletering, that resulted in,Esn 6p2., om de door Rem-
brandt bereide verven te reconsrrueren<, Amsterdam, 1989 (unpub-
lished). Studies of the literature and sources were also conducted by
Hayo Menso de Boer (under intern supervisors Prof. E. van de \(reter-
ing and Dr. EJ. Sluiter), who also began to reconsrruct the paints
used. (Unpublished report, 1989). See also the pioneering work on
drying oils by Renate Keller, "Leinril als Malmittelu, Maltechnik, 2
(re73), pp 74-10s.
The following paintings were resrored: A young Monh (Titas), 1660,
Still Life utith tuo dead. Peacochs and a Girl, c. 1.639, Self-Portrdit as
the apostle Pdul, 1,661., The Syndics (Tbe ,Staabneesterx) 1,662, The
Denial, 1560, The Jezoish Brid.e, c.1665, The anatomy lesson of Dr.

Joban Deyman, 7656, Wttenbogaert, 1.633. Restoraiion reports will
appear in the Restaaratie Jaarboek, voI 1. De Acbt Rembrandts (Am-
sterdam: Rijksmuseum, 1997). The analysis o{ varnish layers and
other surface layers - for the purpose of restoration -.was carried out
by the Central Laboratorv for Research of Obiects of Art and
Science in Amsterdam, since April 1997 the Netheriands Insriture for
Cultural Heritage. Thin-layer chromatography was by \{4Roelofs,
Fourier Transform Infra-red Spectrophotomerry was by R.Karre-
man, microscopy and staining rechniques by M. de Keijzer. The re-
sults of these and other analyses have been assimilated and discussed

in the restoration reporrs in De Acht Rembrandts.
8 The chemical concern DSM in Heerlen, The Netherlands, has given

financial support to scientific research for the Rembrandt Research
Project since September 7990 and has furthermore made the research
facilities of DSM Research in Geleen available. Medium analyses
were done also by Prof.Dr JJ.Boon, FOM Institute for Atomic and
Molecular Physics and Dr R. de la Rie, National Gallery of Art,
\Tashington. The results of analysis will be published in JJ.Boon,
J.B.M.Pureveen and D.Rainford, ,Direct Temperature Resolved Mass
Spectrometry of the Mobile and Chemically bound Organic Consti-
tuenrs in Rembrandt's ,Jewish Bride., and E.Rene de la fue, Karin
Groen, Manja Zeldenrust and Michael Palmer, 'An Investigation o{
some of the Paint Binding Media of Rembrandt's 

'Jewish Bride, Ap-
plications of Pyrolysis-Gas Chromatography and other Micro Analy-
tical Techniques., both in Restauratie Jaarboeb, vol 7, De Acbt Rem-
brand.ts (Amsterdam, Rif ksmus e:u;,ri^, 1.997).

9 Ernst van de Wetering, ,De paletten van Rembrandt en Jozef Israels,
een onderzoek naar de relade russen stijl en schilderrcchniek, Oud
Holknd. 107 (1993) p 139.

10 E. van de \Tetering, C.M. Groen & J. Mosk, "Beknopt verslag van de
resultaten van het technisch onderzoek van Rembrandt's Nach-
rwacht.., Bulletin oan bet Rijksrnusewm, 24, nos. 7 and 2, (1976) pp.
68-98.

11 Raw oil pressed {rom linseed contains, in addition to glycerides and
their hydrolysis products, a number of other consrituenrs that have a
considerable influence on rhe properries of the oil. These include pro-
teins, carbohydrates, phospharides and small amounts of other sub-
stances. To purify the oil it was washed in water. To accelerate the
purification, absorbent materials were added. In written sources, rhe
following are mentioned for this purpose: breadcrumbs, savrdusq
burnt bone, pumice powder, 1ime, salt, sand, alum, urine.

72 Van de rVetering, op.cit. note 2, see illustrarions on pages 74, 75,34
ano JJ.

13 Van de rffetering, op.cir. note 10, pp 83-91.
14 Paint samples, depending on rhe question and rhe relevanr rechnique

of anaiysis, consist of a small scraping of the surface of the paint or of
a section taken through all the layers. The surface of a sample is
about 0.25 mm2. Cross-sections of paint and other samoie material
are being kept in the Central Research Laboratory for Objects of Art
and Science in Amsterdam.

15 Van de l(etering, op.cit. note 2, site of sample on p.35, figs 52 and 53.
76 The sample from The Nightzoatch has been kept in the Central Re-

search Laboratory since the restoration of the painting in 1976. The
sample from Clawd.iws Cfuiilis was senr to us during treatment and in-
vestigation of the painting in Stockholm in 1,993. Ferdinand Bol's Ab-
raham receiving the tbree angels was restored by the Limburg Resto-
ration Studio Foundation in Rolduc.

L7 The build-up of the layers corresponds closely with that in the
sample from the yellowish boots o{ Van Ruyrenburch tn Tbe.Nigbt-
watch. (sample 924/48), from which it may be concluded that the
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25t6

underlying hand in Tbe ,Staalmeesters< was aheady * the stage of

being worked up when Rembrandt decided to paint it out, Ernst van

de !0etering, ,De jonge Rembrandt aan het werk., Oud. Holland,97,

Nr 1/2, 1977, pp 46-60. E.van de \Tetering, ,Painting materials and

working methods< in: J.Bruyn et al note 3, vol l, pp 11-33.

X-ray diffraction was carried out by P Hallebeek, Central Research

Lzboratory for Objects o{ Art and Science. The proportions of com-

ponents present were subsequently estimated and expressed in per-

centageby weight. The apparatus consists of a Philips generator, type

PlJf 1011/oO with a copper anode diffraction tube. The monochro-

matic CuK radiation is the sole wavelength transmitted by a Ni filter.

A small Debeye-Scherrer c^mer^ was used (R= 5.729). SEM-EDX

recordings and analyses were carried out by Mrs A.Bronnenberg,

DSM Research, using a Philips SEM 515, EDAX PV 9800. For the

scanning electron micrographs, samples were coated with Au/Pd for

the secondary elecron image and vrith carbon for the back-scattered

image. The secondary electron image shows the topography of the

surface of the sample, the back-scattered image gives information on

the atomic weights of the elements present.

\fl. Beurs, De Groote.Waereld in 't kleen gescbilderd..., Amsterdam,

7692, p.9: "'T Goede ongemalen Lootwit bereid men op dezelfde

wijze als het Schulpwit, dog 't is gemakkelijker om vrijven, en alzoo

het mede onkostelijker is, daarom is 't meest in gebruik, en wel in

min keurige en in grootere schilderijen, zijnde anders in witheid en

bestendigheid van verwe beneden het schulpwit zekerliik te stellen".

(One prepares well mixed lead white in the same way as shell white;

though it is easier to grind. It is also cheaper, and therefore more

widely used, particularly the less fine or larger paintings, being other-

wise in whiteness and in durability of the paint certainly inferior to

shell white).
Truusje Goedings and Karin Groen, "Dutch pigment terminology I:

A seventeenth-century explanation of the word,schulpvrit.", The Ha-

mibon Kerr Institwte Bulletin Nr 2, pp 85-87.

Hans Laagland, painter, of Zichem, Belgium, was kind enough to pro-

vide us with three sampies of lead white made by him according to

the seventeenth century Dutch recipes. The samples were washed

with distilled water and subsequentiy finely ground with a iittle

water using a muller on a glass plate. H.Kuhn, ,Bleiweiss und seine

Verwendung in der Malerei., Sonderdruck from Farbe und Lack.,73,

1967, pp 99-705, 209-213. R.J.Gettens, H.Kuhn, W.T.Chase, ,Lead

Jffhite,, Stadies in Conseruation, vol 72, nr 4, 1967, pp 125-739. b

J.H.de Vlieger, ,Historische verfschetsen Vll, De Oudhollandse meth-

ode om loodwit te maken., Verfkroniek, 62, nr 1, 1989, pp 21-26.

J.H.de Vlieger en E.Homburg, 'Technische vernieuwing in een oude

trafiek. De Nederlandse loodwitindustrie, 76Q0-1'870., Jaarboe k voor

de geschiedenis van bedrijf en techniek,9, 1992,9'68.

K.Groen, ,Scanning electron microscopy as an aid in the study of

blanching,, The Hamihon Kerr Institwte Bulletin, nr 1, 1988, pp

48-65.
Boon op.cit. note 8: ,Samples are investigated using temPerature re-

solved pyrolysis mass spectrometric (PYMS) analysis, a direct mass

spectrometric technique vrhich elucidates the nature of the chemical

constituents as well as the way in which the compounds are chemi-

vally bound. \flith this technique the weakly bonded molecules ad-

sorbed onto mineral surfaces are released and volatilised at a low tem-

perature, whereas molecules chemically bound in polymers require

bond dissociation at a higher temperature before they are released

from the iample matrix..
,Main peaks in the spectrum of the white in sample 40/3a are mlz 206

and 208 from lead and m/z 44 from CO2 released from carbonates

and carboxylic groups. Other main peaks arc mlz 256 and 284 from

palmitic and stearic acid (ratio 2.3). Palmitic and stearic acid appear

to be entirely free or very weakly bonded because they show up

eariy in the temperature profile. There is a substantial polymeric

phase, however, which is obviously responsible {or the relative

strength of the paint..

For P/S ratio's see: John S. Mills and Raymond rVhite, The Organic

Chemistry of Museurn Objects, London 1987,p 143.

The term ,stand oil. is these days used for oil inspissated (thickened)

by heating without oxygen present. In the seventeenth century how-
ever, the term was used for oil that inspissated through precipitation

and the uptake of oxygen, by allowing it to stand in the sun.

John Mills and Raymond W'hite, 'Paint Media Analyses,, National

Gallery Tecbnical Bulletin 13, 1989, pp 69-71. Raymond $fhite and

Jo Kirby, 'Rembrandt and his Circle: Seventeenth-Century Dutch

Paint Media Re-examined., National Gallery Technical Bulletin 15,
1,994,pp 64-78.
Stand oil has certain advantages compared with raw linseed oil that

has not been pre-polymerized. The presence in it of large molecules

makes for better spreading, which gives rise to a high gloss film.

T. de Mayerne, Pictoria Sculptoria et qua subahernarum artiwnr,

1620, in E. Berger, Quellen fAr Mahechnik, Renaissance und deren

Folgezeit, Miinchen 1901., p 312.,Voyez si le vaisseau estant mis au So-
leil en este l'huyle ne blanchira pas plustost. Toutes{ois elle saispes-

sira par ce moyen et sera bien plus siccatiue, mais moings bonne pour

peindre et appliquer les couleurs..

J.A. van de Grn[, Het De Mayerne manuscript als bron eoor de schil-

derte chnie k tt an de B aro h, Mijdrecht 1958, p 7 1.

De Mayerne, op.cit, note 26, for instance p 255. Francesco Pacheco,

Arte de la Pintura, in Zahira Yeliz, Artist's Tecbniqaes in Golden Age

Spain, Cambridge 1985, p 3.
HPLC was carried out by Bea Munsters, DSM Research. HPLC con-

ditions:
Hydrolysis 24 hours at 1 10" C;
Hewlett-Packard type 1090 liquid delivery system;
Column: Macherey & Nagel, 25" 0.4 cm ID nucleosil 720-5-C78;

flow rate 1 ml per min;
temperature 40o C;
injection volume 20ml;
detection by Hitachi spectro-fluorometer: rype F-1050:

excitation wavelength 335nm, emission wavelength >37Onm;

Gradient elution:
elutent A: 50mM sodium acetate buffer pH 6.0, using acetic acid; elu-
tent B: 66.60/" MeOH, 13.3"/" elutent A; elutent C: 9Qoh MeOH,
1O7o elutent A.
0 min 99%A 1%B 0%C
/  )  mln V-/oA

./ ). I mln U-/o A

100%B 0%c
0%B 100%c

27

28

29

19

20

27

22

LJ

85 min 0%A 0%B 100%c
85.1 min 99%A 1o/"8 0%C

Pre-column deriv *izrrion by o-phthalaldehyde (OPA)/f3-mercapto-

proprionic acrd (MPZ). Manual derivatization is necessary because of
the small amounts of sample available.
8.3 ml of a 0.06 mmol OPA/MPZ in 1 ml MeOH:H,O = 1:1
50 mi of a sample solution (made up in 0.4 M boric acid at pH 9.4, by
titrating NaOH), reaction time 5 minutes.
Before injection, the reaction mixture was neutralized by addition of
33 ml0.25 M phosphoric acid.
Although the important amino acids proline and hydroxyproline,
present in animal glue, cannot be demonstrated with this technique

as used by DSM Research, the method was employed nonetheless. It

was a technique already in operation at DSM Research and required

little modification. Only the manner of hydrolysis needed to be

adapted for the analysis of minute amounts of sample. The modifica-

tion was carried out following S. Halpine (see note 30).

30 'Ve are not aware of any research by others involving the use of

HPLC to identi{y proteins in samples of Rembrandt's paint. The

amounts present are probably too small to be identified in the

GC-MS analysis for oil and with FT-IR, the methods usually em-

ployed for medium analysis.

Boon has evidence for a protein marker with PYMS in sample 40/4a

o[ rhe Jeutisb Bride. Boon op. cit. note 8: ,Mass spectrographic profil-

ing of the data set in search for protein additives, for example m/z
117 indicative of tryptophane, and other protein indicators at m/z 67,
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108, 131 and 186 proved positive and suggest that protein is part of

the polymer network.<
I am most grateful to Susan Halpine for her critical comments on the
results. Halpine recommended also running a reference sample of ca-

seine in connection with high GLU. She also pointed out inconsisten-

cies in the proportions of amino acids which can arise through inter-
ference by pigments in the analysis. Copper pigments, in particuiar,

can strongly influence the amino acid pattern. Copper was noq how-
evet present in the samples analysed.
Amino acid ratio's were compared with those found in: S. Halpine,
,Aminoacid analysis of proteinaceous media from Cosimo Tura's
,The annuciation with Saint Francis and Saint Louis o{ Toulouse.,

Studies in Consentation 37,1993, pp 22-38. R.\frhite, 'The characteri-
sation of proteinaceous binders in art objects., National Gallery Tech-

nicaL Bulletin8, 1,984, pp 5-14. E.Kenndler, K.Schmidt-Beiwl, F.Mair-
inger and M.Pohm, ,Identification of proteinaceous binding media of
easel paintings by gas-chromatography of the amino acid derivatives
afr.er catalytic hydrolysis by a protonated cation exchanger,, Fre-
senius J.Anal.Cbem. 7992, 342: 135-141.
Elizabeth Martin, ,Some improvements in techniques of analysis of
paint media., Stad.ies in Conseroation, 22, 7977, pp 63-67. Amido-

black, in the solution Ms Martin has termed Amidobiack 11, was used
for the two Rembrandt samples.
Egg white is cited in sources concerning materials used in painting,

for example, in Jacoba van Veen's unpublished manuscript (Dienst

Stadsontwikkeling, Maastricht) under the chapter "S7it van een ei
bereiden".
See also P. Brinkman, Het geheirn van Van Eyck, Zwo\\e 1993, p 276.
According to Brinkman, in practice there turns out to be no notice-

able difference between lead oil-whole egg and lead oil-egg yolk
emulsions. Van Eyck would have used egg white for biue, glazing
rayers.
I am grateful rc Dr H.C. Booij, Dr M. van Gurp and J. Palmen, of
DSM-Research {or rheologicai measurements, for advice and interpre-
tation of the results.
Measurements were carried out by J. Palmen with a B6hlin VOR rhe-

ometer and with a RM5 800 mech spectrometer.
A.R.H.Tawn, Hon.Ed., ,Solvents, Oils, Resins 4a! |fisvs,, Paint

Technology Manuals, Oil and Colour Chemist's Association, London
1.969, p.42.

35 Karin Groen, 'Het verdwenen blauw in een schilderii van Rem-
brandt., hM 1, 1992, pp 23-25.
Sometimes only the edges of the particles of the splintered glass were

discoloured and sometimes the entire splinters were discoioured. The
glass contains a high concentration of potassium, higher than due to
the additions of sodium and potassium oxides that were earlier necess-
ary, for technological reasons, to reduce the melting temperature of
sand, the raw material for giass. In Northern Europe, potassium glass

began to replace sodium glass around the year 1000 AD. (Venice

glass is sodium glass.) Too high a concentration of potassium or so-
dium reduces the durability o{ the glass by increasing its solubility in
water. See Roy Newton and Sandra Davison, Consereation of glass,
Cambridge 1989, pp 54-57. The discolouration of the blue particles
in the paint layers began when the potassium was leached out.
SEM-EDX analyses could be carried out on areas with a cross-sec-
tion of c.2 pm, where it was possible to an:'lyze both the middle of
the smalt pardcles and the coloured edge. Just as much cobalt was
demonstrated in the coloured edge as in the middle. See also: R. Gio-
vanoli & B. Miihlethaler, ,Investigations of discoloured smalt.,
Studies in Conserrsation, 15 (1970), pp 37-44, in which the basis o{ the
change in colouring in smalt is identified as the aitered coiirdination
of smalt with regard to its surrounding ligands.
Maryan Vynn Ainsworth, Art and Aatorad.iograph!, Insigbts into
the Genesis of Paintings by Renbrandt, Van Dyck, and, Verrneer,The
Metropolitan Musem of Art, New York 1982.
Van Veen, op. cit. note 32: ,De eerste, tweede en oock de derde wass-
inge van den Smalt is goet om metselarije Landtschappen dootver-

42
43

44

wen mede te leggen.. Smalt, either mixed vzith lead white or not, is
also encountered in paintings as an underlayer in blue passages; for
example, in Van Dyck under ultramarine. Pacheco mentions the use
of smalt for the 'bosquexo. (underpainting).
Veiiz, op.cit. note 28.
P. Brinkman had earlier used the demonstration of lead in oaint
layers that contain no lead pigments in order to demonstrate the use
of a lead dryer. P. Brinkman, op. cit., note 32,p.216.
Anne van Grevenstein, Karin Groen en Ernst van de l7etering, ,Es-

ther voor Haman, toegeschreven aan Rembrandt,, Bulletin oan bet
Rijksrnaseum 39 (1991) 56-83. SEM-EDX analyses of grounds
showed that lead was also used for quartz grounds, for example on
Floraand in the Auctioneer in the Metrooolitan Museum in Nevi
York (sample codes ZL6 and YL5 respecti;ely). Traces of lead rrere
found in the chalk ground in the Self-Portrair in the MET, perhaps
for the same reason (sample YLZ).
Yrn de Graaf , op. cit. note 27, p. 69.
HPLC analysis at DSM-Research showed high concentrations of
GLY, low TYR, later eluting amino acids present in low concentra-
tions.
Tests show that it is not really possible to make a good, workable
paint out of smalt and oi1 alone. The paint does not have the right vis-
cosity, the grains appear to sink. (Oral communication, Margriet van
Eikema Hommes). Although the sources give no indication for the
addition of egg (white) to oil, there was a tradition of preparing blue
pigments with an aqueous binding medium. See, for example, no. 86
of De Mayerne in Van de Graaf, op. cit. note 27.

45 Max Doerner, Malrnaterial und. seine Verzaendung im Bilde,7949.
46 Biorad MRC 600 Confocal iaser microscope with argon ion laser,

light beam 488 nm. The surface and a plane 45 pm below the surface
were studied. \flith thanl<s to J. Koen, DSM-Research.

47 E. Rene de la Rie a.o, op cit. note 8. Py-GCMS was used for the ana-
lysis. No sample preparation was necessary. Pyrolysis was done in
the presence of tetramethylammonium hydroxide (TMAH).

48 Carel Baten, Secreet-Boech, Dordrecht 1550 - 1600. quotation from
1600. Simon Eikelenberg, Aanteheningen ooer schilderhunst, 16T9 -
1704, p.25: To prepare red ink. Take 3 pints of rainwater with a half....
unslaked iime and leave to stand to obtain lye. The next day strain
through a cloth and put in rwo loot oI brazilwood and let it reduce
by half. The braziiwood must be crushed a little when it is hal{ re-
d.uced,. (Crossed out: one loot of the best gum of the resin tree and .t)
a loot oI crushed alum, a loot of gum arabic, 2 loot of the best cherry
gum, put this in and leave to cook together, and then you should
strain off the brazil and it will be good and genuine.

49 Unpublished article by Margriet van Eikema Hommes: An "extra

'fat. oil., is a cooked oil with a siccative. Rembrandt seems to have
used a {at oil for red lake. See for example Le Brun.

50 Dr Hermann Kuhn, ,Zwischenergebnis der R6ntgenfeinstrukturana-
lyse von Grundierungen<, Pantheon Sonderdruck, Der Stuttgarter
Rembrandt, 2,7963, pp. 99, 100. Bomford et al, op. cit note 1, p. 31.
See note 10 for the quartz ground in The Nightuatcb, thottgh it is
not clearly stated.

51 Op.cit. note 3, E. van de rVetering, in A Corpus of Rembrandt Paint-
ings ll, p.43.

52 Dr L. Krook, formerly scientific officer at the Vrije Universiteit, Am-
sterdarn, identified the shapes of the particles. Ms. Saskia Kars put
her time and the electron microscope at our disposal.

53 Van de \fletering, op.cit. nore9,p.745.
54 Veliz, op. cit. note 28, p.157.
55 Van Veen, op. cit., note 32. The ingredients for making the dryer

could be bought in shops where the pigments were also sold.
56 Brinkman, op. cit. note 32.
57 Brinkman, op. cit, note 32.
58 Brinkman, op.cit., note 32, p.218. From tests that Brinkman carried

out, it is evident that an emulsion-binding medium does not have
these negative properties.
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TOWARDS IDENTIFICATION OF BROS'N DISCOLOURATION ON GREEN

PATNT

C.M..  Groen

Central Research Laboratory for Objects of Art and
Science
GabriEl l" letsustraat 16
Amsterdam
The Netherlands

IMIRODUCTION
Green areas in paintings often have a bro'lrn appearance. This ef-
fect varies from what seems a thin brovn veil in vhich no.green
pignent seena to be present (for instance on the edges of folia-
ge), to a thick bro'trn mass covering the green beneath. Exa,nina-
tions done on paint-sa,rnples taken fron such atreas, shor that the
reason for this bnovning is harclly ever ttue to copper resinate
turnetl brovn vith tine. The difference from copper resinate is
also noticecl in the restoration of paintings in as much as the
brown at issue behaves in cleaning rather more like an oilpaint
than a eopper resinate vould.. The le.tter is a resinous conpodncl
a,ncl therefore sbluble like a varnish (1 and 2). Atso' copper re-
sinates founcl in Ftenish paintings are often very well preservecl
as greena (3). tfrus tests perfornect by Dr. H. Kiihn, shov' that
copper resinates discolour less than for instance veri l igr is in oi l
()+). rn the latter darkening may be due to both browning of the
oil ancl of the pigoent which, not covereil by a varnish, could forn
black copperoxiile. Copper resinate cloes not neetl oiJ- as an add.i-
tional binding medir:,n, hence it is stable.
Since a grgen glaze was often absent in the paint-sanples exa.nin-
ed., the question arose vhether originally it bad been present at
all. If it had not, then the brorrn iliscolor:ration shoulcl have had
some other cause. Due to the thinness of the brovn layer and the
irregularity of the opaque paintlayer unclerneath in sa,nples stu-
died by us, an l .R.-spectrum vas sonEtimes dif f icult  to obtain.
Also the analysis of the bincling-nettiua anil a test for copper
would not alvays give enough evitlence. Copper coulcl have pene-
tratecl into the transparent layer fron the copper-containing one
below. In orcler to iletermine the exact location of copper in thin
paintlayers we clitt sone experiments with the Scanning Electron
Microscope vith X-ray Microanalyser Aecessory.
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MI CROSCOPI CAL EXAI\4INATION
l-. Green glaze, brown at

the uppermost Part.

Transparent brown laYer t
no U. V. - f luorescence t
contains probably much
o 1L.

A thin layer wittr a few
green pigment part icles
in brown bind.ing med.ium
on top of an opaque
paint layer.

Coarse pigment part icles
are present in the und.er-
most part of the paint-
1ayer, while the upPer-
most part  consists of  a
transparent brown.

5. a.  Yel lowed varnish,
showing U.V. - f luores-
c enc e.

b.  Yel lowed. varni  sh r  con-
taining much oi l  o
showing no U. V. - f luo-
rescence.

6.  Admixture of  brown oehre.  6.

POSSIBLE INTERPRETATION

&. Copper resinate formed bY d.is-
solut ion of copPeracetate or
other coppersalt in a resin-
ous sol-ut ion.

b. A coppersalt which reaeted in
the course of t ime with the
med.iurn.

d. The salne interPretation as
und.er Jb.

b.  Oi l ,  appl ied bY coPYists,  to
get a better image of the Pie-
ture theY wanted. to coPY-

The transparent laYer contains
much oil and only a l-itt le Pie-
ment, The oil med.ir:n has turned
brown.

fn referenee to smalt i t  has been
observed' that the piguent partic-
Ies must be employed in coarse
grains in order to preserve the
colour. A sid.e-effeet is hovever o
that such part ieles have a ten-
d.eney to sink d.own in their bind--
d.ing med ium ( o il ) and that the oil
remaining on top will hence d.ar-
ken more vis ib ly (5).

Local  varnish,  e i ther used as a
protection r or for revivifYing
the colours.  Appl icat ion of  a
proteet ive varnish over verdigr is
is ment ioned by T.  d.e MaYerne (  5)-

As H, Ruhemann (7 ) says in ttThe

cleaning of  paint ingst t :  to Paint
tautunnf, This has been confirmed
in our laboratory (u.g. Jan van
Scorel ,  Hendr ick ter  Brugghen)-
Hovever, the brornish green turn-
ed out to be a mixture of azr'rrite
and. oehre in yellowed oil-

1.

2. 2.

3. 3.

l+. l+.

5.
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In this list the occurrence of a clark varnish, purposely applied
by the artist, has been onitted because the subject has been ful1y
clealt  vi th by Miss Joyee Plesters antl  others (B)'
In the cross-sections the numbers 3 and 5 can be clearly dist in-
guJ.shed anal they offer no problem' A11 the others shov either a
brovnish upperpart of the paintlayerr or a separate transparent
brovn layer. Distinction can be macle by ttetermining vhether this
layer contains oil or resin and by the presence of copper. Except
for copper resinate, oil or resin vill give some difficultv. be-
cause ai oil-nettium can contain resin rrhereas varnish can contain
oi}.  Hovever, nictoscopical ly nost varnishes clearly shov U'V.-
fluorescence.

.An aspect not mentionect is the possibility that a brovn layer may
be a later aal.atition. In our laboratory a transparent bronn layer
which did not shov U.V'-fluoreacence ves founil on top of an 18th-
century overpainting on vercligris (Pacher-Altar, Skt. Wolfgangt
Austr ia) .

MEf,HODS USED

If the transparent brovn is thiek enough to separate it fron the
paintlayer beneath, I. R. -spectronetry' thin-layer chromatography
or gas-chronatography may be applied.
A test for copper is perforned by a<lding a 5I solution of potas-
siunferrocyanide to a fraction of the sa.nple. Next to this ttrop
a tlrop of 3l[ HC1 is placetl. As eoon as the HCI cones into contact
vith the sa,mp1e, a gelatinous envelope of copperferroeyanide is
foraecl if copper is present (9).
Sa,nples usecl for stuctying the layer-structure are enbeilclecl in po-
lyester resin (to), vhich harclens into cubes. These are cut and
gtrounct on a Knuth Rotor using silicon carbicle paper and vater as
a lubricant. Finally they are polishetl, using alumina paste. Be-
cause of the clarkbrorn appearance of the particular sa.rnples clis-
cusseal here the paintlayers coul(l harctly be tlistinguishecl anil
therefore thin-sections had to be macle. The cubes rere glued onto
a piece of perspex anil grouncl antl polished as before. The sa.ne
thin-sections vere used to cletect the exact location of copper by
means of SEM vith X-ray Microanalyser Accessory.
The apparatus usecl vas a Ca&britlge Stereoscan MK2A, vith vave-
length ilispersive system. A nethod vhich woulcl obtain sinilar re-
sults is the Electron Microprobe, clescribed by l4rs. G. Elzinga-
ter Haar (1I) .
The sa.rnples vere coateil vith a layer of approx. 300 I carbon. Aal-
ctiiional 200 X of golcl vas provided as a concluctive 1ayer. The ac-
celeration voltage of the electron bea.m nas 20 kv. The carbon and
gold.filn could aftervarcls be removed' by slight polishing'
ihe take-off a,ngle of the X-ray bea.m vas \5o, this being a fixecl
setting i.n this particular instrument, The die.nreter of the bea.m
being 0,5 pr the sa'mple vas alnays placect in the long:'tuctinal axis
tovards th'e X-ray bea,n in order to obtain greater accurecy in the
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study of very thin layers. Hovever, d.ue to the fact that the P€-
netrat ion depth is ca 2 p the information obtained" from the edge
of a paint layer is inevitably inaeeurate.
Because many factors were involved (background, irregplar surface,
lack of homogeneity of the paintlayers ) no quantitative analysis
was mad.e. Resul-ts obtained. from one sa.mple can thus not be eompar-
ed. with the others. Magnif icat ions used, depending'on the sample
and on the thicknesses of  i ts  layers,  ranged from 550 to L7 50 x.
Polaroid-photographs vere mad.e, showing the backscattered. electron
picture, the X-ray emission pieture for copper and a l ine scan for
eopper. The X-ray emission picture shows the distr ibution of eop-
per vit tr  bright d.ots. The exact Joeation of the l ine seanr &s ob-
served. on the photographs, i t  at the straight l ine'

RESULTS

Three selected cross-sections vilL be given as an exa,r;lle of the
applicability of the above-clescribed technique. A11 three vere
preparecl fron paint sa,nples taken fron Lucas van Leyclenrs ttlast

Jud.p.entil dated 1526, (Lakenhal , Leiden). Figs. 1 and 2, preparecl
fYom sanple 672/l-l-9 taken from a green clress, shor relatively much
copper in the brovn layer vhich is about 5 P thick. (See layer
number 2 in both Figs. 1 and. 2. )
Layer nr:nber 3 is a green glaze; no pigment particles vere seen
nicroscopically. Another sarnple 672/29) taken from the sa,ne green
dress with an iclentical layer-structure vas analysed by X-ray dif-
fract ion. A nixture of basic coppersulfate (Cu4S04(Of)5.tt2O), lead-
tin ye11ow, leadrhite and azurite rras foundl. Microseopically the
green glaze reacteal as a copper resinate, being partly solubJ-e and
turning yelIov vith 3N HC1, turning brovn vith 10/ NaOH and slow-
ly turning brown vith concentrated HNOj. The presence of copper
resinate ( in this case not clerived from copperacetate or Vertligris
but fron basic coppersulfate) may be confirmecl by the electron pic-
ture vhich shovs a large a.mount of copper in the bronn upperpart of
the glaze.
In sanple 6lz/l-tl taken from a tree, itirectly under the transparent
brovn, a.tl opague paintlayer vas founcl (fig. S, layer nur'ber 3).
Microscopically it shovs a mixture of a green copper pignent, leacl-
tin yellov and leaclvhite. Tn comparison with the opaque paintlayer
anal with the background., the brom layers (nr. 1, thickness ca I p
ancl 2, thickness ea 6 p) shorr relat ively l i t t le copper. Micros-
copical observation suggests the presence of ruch oi l '
irr6 opaque paintlayers-of sanple number 672/Ll+, preparecl fron a
sanptl taken frorn a tree (Fig: l+, layer nr:mbers l+ anil 5), contain
a mixbure of basic coppersulfate, azurite, lead-tin yellorr and .
leadvhite (x-ray diffraction). rne brovn layer on top (layer nuu-
ber 3, thickness ea 7 p) shovs no U.V.-f luorescence nicroscopical-
1y antt is probably a mixture of oi.1 and resin. The X-ray enission
picture shovs a rllatively large a,nount df 

"oppe" 
in contrast to

the uppermost brown layer and. the varnish (Layer number 2 ancl I)t
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Layer
number

1
2

3

4

Fig. 1: sample 6lz/ttg taken from a green d.ress. The uppermost
part of ttre green glaze ie brorrn. Backscattered eleetron
picture with line sean for eopper. Magnification 55A x.
1. Overpaint ing ; 2. transparent clarkbroltn; 3. green
glaze ; l+ ' lead'whit e t some blaek '

-*+

---

FiS . 2: the sample as shovn
The d.istr iUution of
Magnif icat ion LT60

X-ray emission picture.
shown by the bright dots.

in Fig.  1 .
copper is

X.
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Fig. 3: sa^mple 5TZ/t lT ,  green from a tree. Backscattered. electron
pictr-rre with line scan and. X-ray emission picture for
eopper . Magnif ication IT 60 X. 1. d,arkbrown layer , eontains
ro"l probably oil ; 2. brownish oil-layer i 3. mixtr:re of
green copper piguent, lead.-tin ye1low ?nd leadwhite
(* icr .  ) ; - l * .  b lue-green copper pigment (nicr .  ) .

sanrple 5tZ/tt+ t gTeen from a tree. Backscattered. electron
pieir:re with line scan and. X-ray emission picture for
copper. Magnif icat ion l760 x. 1. varnish; 2. d-arkbrolrn
layer cont"irrirtg probably oil and .resin; 3. brownish lay-
€f  r  probably oi1 and resin; \ .  basic coppersulfate r &21)-
rit e , lead-t in ye}low, leadwhit e ; 5 , the sane mixture as
in h: , wittr the exeeption that it contains more azvrite
( analysed. with X-ray d.iffract ion ) .

Layer
number

Fig.  l+ :
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DISCUSSION

The eviclence gathered so far is insufficient ancl the eause of the
brovn discolouration couldl not yet be cletermined. An attempt has
been nacle to get an intlication of the applicability of X-ray
oicroanalysis in solving the problen.
Since the clia,neter of the electron bea,n is only OrJ p ancl the
thicknesses of the layers to be measurect are nostly '5 to 15 P' i t
is possible to detect coppef in these J-ayers, But the mere cletec-
tion of copper is not sufficient. The question is vhether the con-
centration throughout the layers is the ss&er or only the resul-t
of absorption from the one belov. Tt should. also be consialerecl
possible that due to polishing of the sauples ccpper-containing
particles have become dislotlgett fron their original locations'
ihe infornation gatbereil from the edlge of the paintlayers'is in-
evitably inaccurate because the electron bean penetrates-into the
paintl-eyers approximately 2 )r. Thus also a paintlayer adjoining
ihe luy." vrrictr is actuatl"y ituaied ma.y^be analysed vhieh then
leads to mixecl results. A setting of \5" was fixed in this appa-
ratusrvhereas a larger take-off angle of the electron be8,m rtoulil
give a more accurate resuft. The line scan gives information about

" 
rr"ry naf,tov line aeross the sample. The X-ray emission picture

rrhich shovs the exact location of eopper in bright dots antl gives
an overall-viev, is more re1iable"
0n1y a fev analysils coultl be carried. out clue to the faet that the
equJ.pment neeclecl, a Ca,nbrictge Stereoscan MK2A with vave-length
dispersive systemr is not part of our laboratory set-up and the
expensive atork has hacl to be put out to contract. It renains to
be ctete::ninetl yet vhether the methocl ctescribecl above is sufficient-
1y usefgl for lhe iclentification of various kintts of brovn clis-
cllouration in paintings. The intention of this interim-report is
to provoke coment from those engaged in finding a solution to the
sane problen.
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ABSTRACT

In stud.ying cross-sect ions of  green paint layers we sometimes ob-
serve that the green is either eovered with or embed.d.ed in a brown
coloured. substanee. In an at tempt to d.etermine whether th is is to
be at t r ibuted, to d i  scol-ourat ion of  the green paint  we have tr ied.
to d.etect  the eventual  presence and the exact locat ion in th is
brown subst anc e of  copper .  l le us ed. the Scanning Electron Mi cro-
seope with X-ray Microanalyser Accessory.  Some resul ts of  prel i -
minary tests are given in order to ind. ieate the possibi l i t ies and'
the l imi tat ions of  th is method for th is purpose.

ttHet d,e Mayerne Manuseript a1s bron voor
d.e sehild.erteehniek van d.e Barokrr , Verwey-
Mi jd.recht ,  J958, p.  I+2.
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‘Towards Identification of Brown Discolouration on Green Paint’ revisited.

More than thirty five years have passed since the preliminary paper, on the use of the 

electron microscope on samples from problematic brown discoloured green areas in 

paintings, was presented at the ICOM Conference in Venice in 1975.1 In the 

‘Discussion’ at the end of this paper a firm statement as to the authenticity of the 

brown surface layer(s) was not presented. Since then, similar investigations have been 

made by L. Kockaert at IRPA in Brussels and Joyce Plesters at the National Gallery in 

London.2  Summarising this particular conservation problem: green areas in paintings 

often appear brown. The question then posed by the restorer treating the picture is: is 

this an original copper resinate (or oleate) type glaze turned brown? or is it a darkened 

oil varnish or a darkened, varnish applied at a later date? Solving these types of 

1

1C.M. Groen, ‘Towards identification of brown discolouration on green paint’, Preprints 
ICOM Committee for Conservation, 4th Triennial Meeting, Venetië (1975), 75/21/3, p.p. 1-8.

2 L. Kockaert, ‘Note on the green and brown glazes of old paintings’, Studies in 
Conservation, 24 (1979), 69-74. Joyce Plesters, Ashok Roy, David Bomford, ‘Interpretation 
of the magnified image of paint surfaces and samples in terms of condition and appearance of 
the picture’, Science and technology in the service of conservation, Preprints IIC, Washington 
Congress 1982, pp. 169-70.

Fig. 1 Lucas van Leyden, The Last Judgement, Museum De Lakenhal, Leiden.
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problems is only possible by interpretation of  the magnified image of the paint 

surface together with the observation and analysis of a paint cross-section of the same 

area. Even in the paint cross-section, when translucent brown layers, including 

darkened varnishes, are present it is sometimes 

difficult to judge how far the layers are indeed 

originally applied green (or yellow?) glazes 

turned brown, or original oil varnishes or later 

additions. It is clear that there are several 

reasons for the brown appearance of green 

areas, as stated in the 1975 ICOM paper. 

Copper glazes partially turned brown pose less 

of a problem as far as originality is concerned, 

as will be shown below. For this revision of the 

early paper some of the same cross-sections, 

described in the paper, were examined and 

analysed again. For clarity, there are colour 

illustrations, - colour photography was not 

allowed for the ICOM paper at the time. Some additional  samples from similar 

problematic areas will be referred to. 

The 1975 ICOM paper treats the analyses of three samples from green areas 

appearing brown in Lucas van Leyden’s The Last Judgement, 1526/7, Museum De 

Lakenhal in Leiden (figs. 1 and 2). 

Samples were removed during the 

restoration (restoration by P.F.J.M. 

Hermesdorf)3. The Last Judgement was 

2

3 P.F.J.M. Hermesdorf, M.L. Wurfbain, K. Groen, J.R.J. van Asperen de Boer, J.P. Filedt Kok, 
‘The examination and restoration of The Last Judgement by Lucas van Leyden’, Nederlands 
Kunsthistorisch Jaarboek 29, 1978, pp. 311-424. 

Fig. 2 Lucas van Leyden, The Last 
Judgement, Museum De Lakenhal, 
Leiden. Outside of the wings.

Fig. 3 A thin section made from sample 
85, showing at least four varnish layers 
on top of the red paint. There are two 
red paint layers, the top one, a glaze, 
has partially discoloured. 
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covered, at the time, by several thick layers of easily soluble varnishes (fig. 3), whose 

solubility was quite distinct from other deep brown layers, present in green areas 

below the obviously later applied layers of varnish. 

3

4a            4b

4c        4d

4a and 4b micro photograph of a brown area in the trees, top right, outer right hand side panel of St. Paul, after taking sample 14.
4c thin section of the cross-section of sample 14. 4d cross-section 14 after the micro-destructive scan in 1975, idem 4e, and 4f in 
blue-uv. Bottom layer: chalk ground; then azurite with a lighter layer of azurite, basic copper sulphate, lead-tin yellow and lead white 
on top; then a slightly fluorescing dark brown layer and several dark brown varnish layers. showing litle fluorescence (oil varnish?).  
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On the painting surface, in the green areas, the visual effects vary from a slight 

browning - in drapery -, to a thin layer - at the edge of trees -, to a thick brown crust. 

4

blue Cu 
moss green S
bright green Fe

Fig. 5 
- Above: electron microprobe analyse sample 14 
from 1975 publication;
- middle: SEM-EDX line scan for Cu, S and Fe, 
ICN 2010;
- below: electron micrograph of sample 14, ICN 
2010.
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Sample 14 is from the dark green centre of the trees of the outer right hand side panel 

of St. Paul, where the brown is like a thick brown crust, as shown in figs. 4a and 4b.4 

The sample was analysed again now, using scanning electron microscopy with energy 

dispersive x-ray analysis (SEM-EDX) (fig. 5, middle and bottom). The instrument 

was a Jeol 5910, used at low vacuum of 32 Pa and 20kV.5 The 1975 XRD 

identification of azurite, basic coper sulphate, lead-tin yellow and lead white in the 

green layers was confirmed as far as the chemical elements present is concerned: 

SEM-EDX scan confirmed the XRD result of there being comparatively more basic 

copper sulphate mixed with the azurite in the top layer than in the bottom layer of the 

two opaque green payers: the ratio Cu/S is clearly lower in the top one (c.1:1) than in 

the bottom one (c. 4:1). The line scan in fig. 5-middle also shows that the brown top 

of the leaves is not due to a brown ochre pigment: iron is absent. The browning does 

not seem to be a case of painting autumn. Instead, there is Cu, and S, distributed 

though the brown glaze. The varnish layers contain no copper. This means that there 

is a green glaze turned brown between the opaque bluish green paint layers and the 

dark varnishes. Sample 117, also from the green of a tree of the outer left-hand panel 

of St. Peter, was not analysed again using SEM-EDX (fig. 6). However, renewed 

microscopic examination of the fluorescence of the top layers helped to re-interpret 

the result described in the 1975 paper: the orange-brown translucent layer, showing a 

whitish fluorescence and therefore not a copper resinate, is a later addition (copper 

resinates and oleates do now fluoresce). 

With the, compared to 1975, much improved illumination in the research microscope, 

both in normal light and in blue/ultraviolet, examination of the paint cross-sections 

and their interpretation has become easier and more secure. It is at least possible to 

distinguish between glazes and later applied varnishes. In some cases, detecting 

copper in the thin dark top layers is a problem; the observation under the optical 

microscope, together with the experienced eye of the restorer, has to suffice. Figs. 7 - 

9 illustrate this point. 

5

4 Object nr 672. Paint cross-sections and micro photographs are being kept at ICN. 

5 With thanks to Dr. Ineke Joosten at the ICN in Amsterdam.
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Fig. 6 sample 117, brown-green from a tree on 
the outer panel on the left, depicting St. Peter. 
The whitish fluorescence at the top at the right 
hand side of the cross-section in 6b, oranje-
brown in normal light in 6a, indicates non-
original material. 6c see fig. 3, p. 124.

6a                         

                                6b

6c

Fig. 7a Cross-section from sample 122, from the top 
of the tree on the right-hand side of the right outer 
panel of St. Paul (the same tree as in detail in fig. 8). 
The brown layer overlaps the blue paint of the water 
(lead white, finely ground azurite).   On the right 
cross-section from sample 123, both from the tree on 
the outer panel right hand side, St Paul. 
The thin section in 7b and the blue-uv photograph 7c 
show that the green pigment particles are embedded 
in  a non-fluorescing, oil medium. Varnish is absent 
here,  but there is a thin superficial dark brown layer 
over the original darkened oil medium containing 
particles of a green copper pigment.

7a

7b

7c
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Brown passages in landscapes are not exclusive to Northern painting. As an example 

the small panel, circle of Giovanni Bellini. In areas, where no green or blue pigment 

could be detected with the naked eye or the stereomicroscope, the cross-section 

showed that the brown paint was original, containing azurite in a dark(ened) medium 

(figs. 9a and b).

7

Fig. 8 Micro photograph of a detail of the tree at the top of the right hand outer panel of St. Paul. The brown of the trees overlap the 
water. After removal of sample 15. Right sample 15 in norrmal light (top) and blue-uv (bottom). At the top of the sample the 
fluorescing varnish is visible. The - in normal light - translucent orange layer shows only slight fluorescence and is original.

9a Circle of Giovanni Bellin (c.1431/6-1516), St 
Jerome reading in a landscape, panel, 26.6 x 21.7 
cm, Ashmolean Museum, Oxford, A302.

9b Paint cross-section from a sample from the brown-green 
landscape in 5a. Particles of azurite in a brown oil medium on 
top of opaque paint containing lead white and azurite.
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Fig. 10 sample 119 Green 
drapery St. Peter, left outer 
wing. Above and left the 1975 
micro-destructive scan. 

The top most layer, whitish 
fluorescence, contains chalk. 
The darkened copper resinate 
has an orange colour in 
normal light and shows no or 
hardly any fluorescence. 
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The discolouration of parts of St Peter’s green drapery - on the left outer wing in 

Lucas van Leyden’s triptych - is due to the darkening of copper resinate (or oleate) in 

the top of the translucent green paint. The thin sections made from the cross-section 

of sample 119 (figs. 10 and 11) show the there is a translucent green layer that has 

darkened to an orange colour at the top. Already the 1975 scan showed there to be 

copper in the orange brown. This find was confirmed by the SEM-EDX analyses, 

done at ICN 2010 (figs 12a and b). Iron was absent. Additional finds were that the 

lead white under the green glaze contains copper as well and therefore its purpose 

must have been to serve as an underpaint for the green glaze. Also, the top layer, now 

dark, was shown to contain mostly chalk: perhaps another, originally yellow? glaze. 

Organic yellows, for instance aloe, were mentioned in early written sources in 

connection with green glazes.6

9

6 Margriet van Eikema Hommes, Changing pictures, London 2004, pp. 70-71.

Figs. 12a and b electron micrographs of sample 119, with a line scan for Cu in 12a on the left. 

Fig. 11 thin section of sample 119.
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The green drapery of the angel on the left-hand inner panel showed a slight browning, 

which is copper resinate/oleate turned brown (figs. 13a-13d). At the time of sampling, 

there were also thick varnish layers, that, in the cross-section, can be clearly 

distinguished from the green-brown glaze. This type of discolouration from green to  

brown is due to the influence of light. Proof of the pudding is the observation that 

when, on canvas paintings the green is covered by the frame, or by another paint 

layer, there is no discolouration. 

10

Fig. 13c and 13d, cross-section and thin section from sample 53, from a shadow in the green drapery of the angelin the left-hand 
inner panel of Lucas van Leyden’s Last Judgement. 

Fig. 13, sample 52 from a light area in the drapery of the angel in the left-hand inner panel of Lucas van Leyden’s Last Judgement. 
Fig. 13b, on the right, is a thin section made from the same cross-section.
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Conclusion

At the time of writing the ICOM paper, in 1975, on the brown appearance of green 

areas in paintings, a firm statement was not made. Now, 35 years later, it is easier to 

draw conclusions from the magnified image on the paintings and from samples from 

the particular areas in the paintings. Besides experience, improvements of visual 

means, especially the illumination of the optical microscope in both normal and long 

wavelength uv, make interpretation of the paint samples easier. The results obtained 

by the use of the electron microscope now did not improve the results it selves 

obtained with the electron microscope in 1975; however, the instrumentation is now,  

much more user friendly, due to the existence of computers and the results can be 

more easily and clearly visually presented.   

Original green copper containing glazes, wholly or partially turned brown, are indeed 

present in the trees and draperies in Lucas van Leyden’s Last Judgement in the 

Lakenhal in Leiden and in many other paintings, Northern and Southern and from 

different periods. 

 

11
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‘the foliage tends almost to blue’1

As early as 1734 the art collector Valerius Röver2 got  rid of a painting by  Jan Davidsz de Heem 

because ‘the colour had gone from some of the flowers’. Discolouration in paintings is thus not 

just a recent problem. Looking into the reasons for this phenomenon it appears that, lacking 

better materials, painters often worked with colorants that were not colourfast, such as smalt, 

Spanish green or verdigris and schietgeel.3 In addition to which, ‘restorers’ have often in the past 

caused irreparable damage, as a result of which the paintings can never again be seen in their 

original state.  

          

In his Groot Schilderboek [Great Book of Painting] 4 (c. 1690) Gerard de Lairesse says that to be 

a good  flower painter one must be able to make an accurate drawing and have a thorough 

knowledge of perspective.  He went on to observe that: ‘Further, one should have a good 

knowledge of the colorants, to know which are stable and permanent...’ from which it is evident 

that, at the end of the seventeenth century, the durability of the different pigments was known. 

Crispijn van de Passe describes in fine detail in his Den Blom-Hof of 1614 ‘how one can paint 

[flowers] in their own colours.’5  The Hortus floridus is really  a florilegium, a lavishly illustrated 

book on flowers, meant  for garden lovers. Van de Passe was a copper-plate engraver. The 

illustrations in his book were not coloured in, although he mentions all the different colorants 

necessary  for painting the flowers, stems, leaves etc. In contrast to De Lairesse, Van de Passe 

does not refer to the fact that several of the colorants mentioned by him were not light-fast. His 

1

1  This article is a revised and up-dated version of: Karin Groen, ‘het loof is wat na den blauwen treckende’, 
Kunstschrift, Openbaar Kunstbezit 3 (1987), pp. 106-111,  that also appeared in: Ontrouw aan Rembrandt en andere 
verhalen, Amsterdam 1991, pp. 115-123. 

2 Valerius Röver described his art collection in manuscript catalogues that are currently housed in the Amsterdam 
Universiteitsbibliotheek. The description of the paintings has been published. See: E. W. Moes, ‘Het Kunstkabinet 
van Valerius Röver te Delft’, Oud Holland 31(1913), pp. 4-24. See there on p. 20:, an entry in Röver’s register dd. 
1719 listed number 64: ‘een bloemstuk van Jan Davids de Heem, extra uitvoerig f 164.- gekogt op het boelhuijs van 
de  kunstkoper Van Biesum te Rotterdam. Verkocht 1734 voor f 130.-,  omdat de verf uit zommige bloemen was 
uitgetrocken.’

3   See: Truusje Goedings and Karin Groen, ‘Dutch pigment terminology II, ‘Schiet’ yellow or ‘schijt’ yellow?’, 
Hamilton Kerr Institute Bulletin Number 2 (1994), pp. 88-89, where it is shown that the name refers to the faecal 
hue of the pigment, although it is also prone to fading (verschieten – disappearing – yellow).

4 Gerard de Lairesse, Groot Schilderboek,Haarlem 1740, p. 357: ‘Nu zullen wy tot de zaak treden en aanmerken wat 
middelen ‘er zyn om een regten Bloemschilder te worden; niet gelyk ze ons gemeenlyk voorkomen, maar gelyk ze 
behooren te weezen om den naam van Meester te verdienen. Doch voor af onderstellen wy,  dat men daar onmogelyk 
toe kan geraaken zonder een vaste en naauwkeurige tekening,  en een grondige kennis van de Perspectief.  Verders 
dient ‘er een goede weetenschap van de verwen by te weezen, te weeten die vast en bestendig zyn...’

5   Crispijn van de Passe, Den Blom-Hof,  Utrecht 1614. Crispijn van de Passe, [Hortus floridus...] A garden of 
flowers, Utrecht 1615. 
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engravings of flowers, if coloured in by hand later by the flower-lovers, either in water colour or 

gouache, would be protected against the light. The instructions in the book would surely also 

have been used by the flower painters - the artists who painted in oil.6 

  Apart from the use, either adjacent to or over each other, of materials  that do not 

tolerate each other, and apart from the natural ageing process, colours can also be affected over 

the course of time by incompetent restorations. 

Many paintings were subjected to such ‘restoration’ quite soon after their origin and in 

some cases this is documented. In old manuals on painting techniques one often encounters 

passages that deal with the cleaning and repair of paintings. Up to the eighteenth century, it was 

the painters and owners of paintings who undertook such reparations. All too often they were not 

sufficiently aware of the materials that had originally  been used or of the effect that their 

cleaning agents could have on these materials.   

A few examples of these cleaning agents may be cited here. In a chapter of his book  

Graphice  (1658) titled ‘How to clean a grimy, or old oil painting’  William Sanderson 

recommends that one use a sponge soaked in warm beer;7 while John Smith8 in 1676, advises 

scouring the surface with water and smalt. Since smalt consists of finely ground particles of 

glass, this must have had much the same effect  as using present-day kitchen scouring agents. 

Smith did add that this process should not be repeated too often because it would necessarily 

remove some of the paint.9 His concern is evident from the fact that in the second edition of his 

book, published in 1687 and re-titled The art of painting in oyl, and in subsequent editions, he 

omits the use of smalt for cleaning pictures. Smith had probably copied the recommendation 

from the much earlier The Excellency of the Pen and Pencil, by Albrecht  Dürer (1471-1528). 

Dürer’s manuscript text was printed in London in 1668. A recommendation for cleaning 

2

6 Sarah Murray and Karin Groen, ‘Four early Dutch flower paintings examined’, Hamilton Kerr Institute Bulletin 
Number 2 (1994), pp. 6-20.  

7 William Sanderson, Graphice: The use of the pen and pensil,  or, the most excellent art of painting, in two parts, 
London 1658, p. 86: ‘To make clean a foul, or old Picture in Oyle. Make clean the Picture with a spunge, dipt in 
warm beer, and then let it dry; and afterwards wash it over with the liquor of the whitist Gum-dragon, steeped or 
dissolved in water, which will set a glare or freshnesse upon the Picture. If you use blew starch,  or glare of eggs, or 
other such trash, as is very common, it will take off the heightning, and spoil the grace of the work.’

8 John Smith, The art of painting,  London 1676, p. 74. ‘But if your Painting be more Curious, whether Figures of 
Men, Beasts, Landskip, Frutage,  Florage, or the like, then take Smalt, (a sandy Colour,  to be bought at the Colour 
Shops) with which and a spunge wet in water, let your Picture be gently scowred, and then cleanly washed off with 
fair water: after it is well dry, let it be run over with Varnish, and you will find the beauty and lustre of your Picture 
much recovered.’

9 Op. cit., note 8, p. 75. ‘too frequent operations in this kind must needs wear off a little of the Colours.’
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paintings which regularly recurs is that of wood-ash in water; Dürer10  mentions it and Smith 

repeats it, with warnings.  Smith was aware of the fact that this mixture - potash or potassium 

carbonate - corresponds to a strongly alkaline solution; not only are some colorants bleached but 

there is also the danger that the entire paint layer may be dissolved.

It is therefore hardly surprising that those who cleaned paintings came to realise, through 

bitter experience, that a less haphazard approach was necessary.  Nevertheless, it was not until 

the end of the eighteenth century that the work of restoration was officially recognised as a trade 

in its own right. 

The absence of a ‘good knowledge 

of pigments’ and the lack of stable 

paints have resulted in a great many 

changes in paintings. During 

investigation of Willem van Aelst’s 

Flower still-life with watch in the 

Mauritshuis [1] it  appeared that it 

must have been the painter’s 

intention from the outset to render 

the leaves with at least a bluish 

green. This is inferred from the 

composition of the paint layers and 

the way they are built up  in those 

parts of the leaves that are green, 

where a transparent green layer with 

verdigris was found above an 

opaque - natural ultramarine - 

blue.11 The transparent layer works 

as a glaze, which means that the 

underlying blue layer plays a role in 

the eventual colour effect.  A 

century earlier a green glaze was 

mostly  applied on a yellow green 

underlayer, consisting of a mixture 

3

10 Albrecht Dürer, The Excellency of the Pen and Pencil, London 1668, pp. 106-107. ‘Take your purest 
white Wood-ashes you can get, and sift them very well in a fine lawn sieve; or else some Smalt, which is 
as some call it Powder-blew, and with a fine Spunge and fair water wash the Picture you intend gently 
over, but be sure you have a great care of the Shadows, for by the ignorance of many persons many good 
Picture hath been abused...’

11 Luuk Struyck van der Loeff, ‘op zoek naar de originele kleuren van van Aelst’, Kunstschrift 3, (1987), 
pp. 112-114.

1. Willem van Aelst, Flower still-life with watch, (oil on canvas), 1663, 
Mauritshuis, The Hague.
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of a yellow and a green pigment. 

Wi th Van Aels t , the b lue 

underlayer was quite clearly  not 

originally  green; neither yellow 

pigments nor the discoloured 

remains of such could be found. 

 Two similar flower still lifes 

by Van Aels t (Ashmolean 

Museum, Oxford) [2] were also 

investigated.  Parts of the foliage 

in the Oxford paintings are just as 

blue as the gentians, but with the 

microscope the remnants of 

green, brown-green and yellowish 

glazes are found everywhere. In 

some places, moreover, the paint 

layers are so thin and abraded that 

leaves can be seen through the 

overlapping flowers [3]. Although 

some paint layers become more 

transparent with time as a result 

of ageing, the current appearance 

of the leaves is more probably 

due to earlier cleanings. 

In the seventeenth century painters had difficulty obtaining a grass-green colour. Samuel van 

Hoogstraten complained: ‘But I wished that we could also have green, like red or yellow, as we 

wanted it. Green earth (Terra verde) is too weak, and Spanish green is too harsh’. 12  Indeed, in 

1692 W. Beurs remarked in his De Groote Waereld in ’t klein geschildert that  he would pass over 

green, since one could make it from blue and yellow.13 Similar pronouncements had already been 

4

12  Samuel van Hoogstraeten, Inleyding tot de hooge schoole der Schilderkonst: Anders de zichtbare Werelt. 
Rotterdam 1678. Derde Hooftdeel.  Van de Verwen, p. 221: ‘De groene verwe verquikt de quaede oogen, zegt 
Seneka; maer ik wenschte wel,  dat wy zoo wel het groen, als het Rood of Geel, tot onzen wil hadden.  Terra verde is 
te zwak, en spaens groen te wreed, en d’assen t’onbestandig. Het berggroen is by ouden tijden tot het aensmeeren 
van kladderyen gebruikt geweest. ‘tGroen beteykent jeugd, schoonheit, vreugd en onverdorvenheit, en past Venus.’

13 Wilhelm J.S. Beurs, Schilder, De Groote Waereld in ‘t kleen geschildert, of schilderagtig tafereel van ‘s Weerelds 
Schilderyen kostelijk vervat in Ses Boeken. Verklarende Hooftverwen, haare verscheide mengelinge in Oly, en der 
zelver gebruik.  Amsterdam 1692, pp. 4-5: ‘T Groen slaanwe daar om over; om dat men ‘t uit geel en Blaauw 
temperen kan.’ 

2. Willem van Aelst, A vase of flowers, (oil on canvas),1663, 
Ashmolean Museum, Oxford.
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made by  Karel van Mander in his Den grondt 

der edel vrij schilder-const published in 

160414, and Theodore de Mayerne in 1620.15  

As physician to King James I in London, De 

Mayerne  had come into contact with the 

court painters.  

 Van de Passe repeatedly refers to a 

green that does seem suitable for painting the 

leaves and stems of plants: Mountain green 

(berggroen). This was the name given to a 

pigment made from the mineral malachite, a 

basic copper carbonate, which was however 

scarcely ever used in oil painting in the 

seventeenth century. With Rembrandt, Jacob 

van Ruysdael, Frans Hals, Pieter de Hoogh, 

Albert Cuyp and many others – including 

some of the flower painters – one still finds a 

mixture of blue and yellow.

 There were various possibilities for 

making green from blue and yellow. For the 

green leaves in a flower still-life Jan 

Brueghel chose a mixture of stable pigments: 

the blue azurite, a basic copper carbonate, (crystallographically slightly different from malachite 

and therefore differing in hue) and lead-tin yellow, a synthetic pigment produced from lead and 

tin oxides. Balthasar van der Ast, on the other hand, in a flower still-life with shells mixed azurite 

with an organic yellow dyestuff which, in order to render it  suitable as a pigment, was 

precipitated on  alum. Cornelis de Heem used azurite and yellow ochre.

 In the painting by Van der Ast the leaves are now bluish, but for a rather different reason 

than in the case of Van Aelst. Identification of an organic yellow colorant in a painting is difficult 

and often even impossible.  Only the aluminium or alum basis can be demonstrated. The kind of 

discolouration evident in the Van der Ast  painting is comparable to that seen in carpets where the 

yellow component disappears from the green. 

Not only Cripijn van de Passe but also other seventeenth century writers mention the 

obscure schietgeel or schjtgeel, a dyestuff assumed to derive from an extract of the unripe berries 

of Buckthorn. De Mayerne writes of it: ‘This colour ... does not tolerate either light or rain; it is 

5

14 R. Hoecker, Das Lehrgedicht des Karel van Mander, The Hague 1916, p. 282, Ch. XII, 42, ‘Meny en Spaens groen 
wilt oock vry versaken.’ 

15 Théodore Turquet de Mayerne, ‘Pictoria, Sculptoria & qua subalternarum artium, 1620. Presented by M. Faidutti 
and C. Versini, Lyon. Fol. 9, p.  22. ‘Beau Vert. Aschen et Masticot, fort clear. Aschen et Pinke,   ombrage le susdict 
vert.’ 

3. detail of 2. Willem van Aelst, A vase of flowers.
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fugitive, it becomes white, it  disappears.’ It is made durable by applying a layer of varnish over 

it. 16

The yellow colorants used in the seventeenth century were indeed highly  sensitive not 

only to light, but also to lye (alkaline solvents).  Chemically these are flavonoids, in which the 

chromophore – i.e. the part of the molecule responsible for its colour – is easily  destroyed by 

light. Recently conducted tests have shown that they  have beautifully transparent, bright colours 

shortly after their synthesis, but bleach with alarming rapidity and finally disappear. This process 

is not reversible. The bleaching is strongest in transparent layers, especially where these are 

applied to a light-coloured underpainting. In such cases, because the light is reflected back by the 

light underlayer, the destructive effect is double.

For the colour of the leaves in the paintings in the Ashmolean Museum and the Mauritshuis, Van 

Aelst used the ‘harsh’ Spanish green on ultramarine blue. Van de Passe seems not to avoid the 

use of Spanish green and advises using it for instance for the asphodel, where ‘the foliage tends 

almost to blue’17. Spanish green is copper acetate, made by bringing copper plates into contact 

with vinegar. The raw pigment created by this reaction was then re-crystalised, to be mixed with 

oil. The chemical product of this process is a copper oleate. Theodore de Mayerne advises using 

the deep green colour obtained only for the final glazes, for instance of the trees, as some 

painters do, ‘since it is the enemy of other colours, it kills them all’.18  

 Leonardo da Vinci also warns against the use of this green in mixtures, suspecting that 

the paint would quickly  turn black.19  As a lake it must be immediately protected by applying a 

varnish over it or by mixing it with varnish. Varnish or resins are dissolved in organic solvents 

such as alcohol. Earlier attempts at  cleaning could thus very well have caused the partial 

disappearance of the glaze. 

 If the glaze consists of Spanish green mixed with oil, under the microscope the pigment 

can often be found unchanged, usually  with a somewhat browned binding medium. During the 

drying process, the binding medium (oil) is oxidised and partially  degraded, among the products 

of which are the chromophores that give the oil its brown colour. One sometimes finds it 

recommended in manuscripts to put the painting in the sun, because this will reduce the 

6

16 De Mayerne, op. cit., note 15. Fol. 11, p. 26. ‘Ceste couleur, non plus que la Lacque n’endure ny l’air ny la pluye, 
se passe, se blanchit, s’en va.’

17 Van de Passe, Den Blom-Hof, op. cit., note 5, no 36.

18 De Mayerne, op. cit., note 15. Fol. 4, p. 14. ‘Le verd de gris (dont on se sert seulement pour glacer) est tellement 
ennemy des aultres couleurs qu’il les tue toutes’, fol. 9, p. 22 ‘Quelques-uns glacent leur beaux arbres avec le verd 
de gris, mais n’oubliés pas d’y mettre le vernis.’

19 Leonardo da Vinci, The literary works of Leonardo da Vinci compiled and edited from the original manuscript by 
Jean Paul Richter, in two volumes, London 1970, part I, p. 361.  ‘Verdigris with aloes, or gall or turmeric, makes a 
fine green,  and so it does with saffron or burnt orpiment; but I doubt whether in a short time they will not turn 
black.’
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darkening.  Ostensibly this would seem a good solution, but  this is actually not such good advice, 

for what happens here is that the chromophores are further degraded by the sun. 

 If the oil has darkened, this has usually happened throughout the entire paint layer. With 

copper resinate, because it  is often only the upper side of the paintlayer - which is most exposed 

to light - that has become brown, sunlight is the most obvious suspected cause. The theoretical 

explanation (in the field of conservation) for the darkening of copper resinate used to be that the 

disruptive action of sunlight on the bonding between the copper and the resin caused the copper 

oxide to be formed. This process would begin on the upper surface of the painting, Given that 

copper oxide is not transparent, it then acts as a protective layer, resisting the further destructive 

effects of light. Of course, when looking at a painting it is this surface that one sees, but  even if 

one considers removing the darkened surface layer – against all the rules of the restorer’s 

profession, in any case – this would be pointless, since the newly exposed surface would once 

again become brown. However, not  only is the process more complicated than this, the darkening 

may also have a different origins (see the article on the discolouration of green paint in this 

thesis).   

 The small painting A dead hare by  Peeter Snyers also displays the partial abrasion of a 

copper glaze [4, 5]. Because Snyers had mixed orpiment (arsenic sulphide) with the ultramarine 

in the underlayer, the discolouration of green to blue is less marked here than with Van Aelst. 

Although passages painted in ultramarine sometimes look rather grey as a result of 

discolouration – specifically known as the ‘ultramarine disease’ – this is not the case with Van 

Aelst’s underpainting for the leaves. The pigment was normally  used only  for the glazes, the 

reason being that it  was too expensive to apply it in the whole paint layer,  and because of its low 

refractive  index (n = 1.50) it was particularly  suitable for  use in glazes which were executed in 

either oil or water binding media on an underpainting  of smalt and indigo. The disadvantage of 

this procedure was that  after some time the glaze took on a green appearance as a result of the 

yellowing of the oil used as binding medium. The blue then discolours to green rather than green 

to blue as in the painting by Van Aelst. The painters were familiar with this phenomenon and De 

Mayerne actually recommended using egg white or fish glue, strewn on the dry pigment, instead 

of mixing it with oil. 20

 Smalt is another pigment that played a significant role in the discolouration of blue 

passages. Smalt was made by crushing blue-coloured glass. The blue in the glass is due to cobalt 

oxide, which was added to molten glass. Very little cobalt is needed to give the glass a deep blue 

colour, which has to do with cobalt’s position in the periodic table of the elements.

7

20  De Mayerne, op. cit. note 15. Fol. 150, p. 146 ‘....poudrés d’Azur ou de gros Esmail, mais principalement belle 
Cendre d’Azur. Laissés seicher,  et en soufflant ou avec le pied de lièvre, abbattés tout ce qui n’ets pas adhérent. 
Passés par dessus du blanc d’oeuf, ou de l’Icthyocolle ou quelquune de nos colles susdites avec le pinceau. Laissés 
seicher, et puis couvrés d’un vernix fort siccatif.’ 
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 If the pigment is ground very 

fine it  is often difficult to discern 

whether one i s looking a t 

discoloured smalt or glass that was 

colourless in the first place. Finely 

ground smalt has little colour to 

begin with and because, like 

ultramarine, it has a low refractive 

index, in oil the colour disappears 

entirely. As with ultramarine, after 

some time the paint layer becomes 

greenish or brown as a result of 

the discolouring of the oil. In 

addition, with coarser ground 

smalt, the larger pigment particles 

can sink into the oil. 

 Despite the fact that painters 

in the seventeenth century were 

aware of these disadvantages, and 

were specifically warned against 

them (do not pulverise the 

pigment too finely, do not use too 

much binding medium etc.) smalt 

was very  widely  used. It was a 

fairly  cheap colouring agent, 

produced in the Netherlands in 

the seventeenth century on a large 

scale for sale both at home and 

abroad. 

 Indigo, extracted from plants of the genus Indigofera, is another blue colorant that is not 

entirely  colourfast. Although it is a vegetative dyestuff, it is also a pigment – in the sense of the 

word as used in the art of painting, i.e. it is insoluble in water and does not need first to be 

precipitated on an insoluble base, as is the case with most other dyestuffs. It can be mixed 

directly  with oil. For its use in the textile dyeing industry  it  must first be rendered soluble by 

converting it to the yellowish leuco-indigo, and then oxidizing this to the blue indigo once it has 

bonded with the fibre. Indigo can bleach if it is exposed to the light, but the ‘discolouration’ of 

textiles dyed with indigo is for the most part due to the wearing away  of the thin layers on the 

fibres. In paintings one would not expect that  kind of wear; when passages where indigo has 

been used have bleached this must  therefore be the result of exposure to light. This 

discolouration occurs less rapidly  than with most other organic colouring agents; the yellow 

component disappears from the green, but the blue remains – partially at least. 

8

4. Peeter Snyers, A dead hare, (oil on copper), c. 1650, Fitzwilliam 
Museum, Cambridge. 
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 On the other hand we know that this sort  of discolouration has to do with the light and 

with the ambient circumstances of the colouring agent. This means not only the atmospheric 

conditions but also its more immediate relation to the fibres in textiles or, in the case of 

paintings, the binding medium and other pigments.  Bleaching is a photochemical process, a 

change in the structure of the molecules caused by the energy of light.  

At the beginning of the eighteenth century  a 

new blue pigment was discovered in Berlin. In 

1710 this was recommended as an absolutely 

durable pigment in both oil- and water-based 

paints, together with an account of the 

shortcomings of all the hitherto available 

blues. The process of its manufacture was kept 

secret until 1724, when permission was finally 

given for the recipe to be published in the 

‘Philosophical Transactions’ of the Royal 

Society.21 It was not long before several firms 

were producing this ‘Prussian blue’ or 

‘German blue’ as it was known, in different 

countries. It has such an intense colour it was 

said that if a bag of Prussian blue split open a 

person’s fingers and clothes would also be 

painted blue. The blue is in fact ferric 

ferrocyanide, originally  produced by chance 

during an attempt to make a completely 

different product. It is the first of a long series 

of modern synthetic pigments. Jacob van 

Huysum made grateful use of the newly 

discovered blue, but mixed it  with a yellow 

that has since lost  its colour. The result can be 

seen in a flower still-life in the Fitzwilliam 

Museum, Cambridge [6]. The discovery of 

stable green pigments toward the end of the 

eighteenth century  also arrived too late for 

him.  The flower painter Jan van Os mixed 

Prussian blue with the more stable orpiment, 

the result  of which is that his leaves have 

remained green to this day. 

9

21  J. Woodward: Praeparatio coerulei Prussiaci es Germanica missa in: Philosophical Transactions, London, 33, 

1726. 

5. detail of 4. Peeter Snyers, A dead hare.
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 In all those cases of discolouration and earlier scourings that cannot be undone, the 

question arises as to whether a painting has to be exhibited in this state. When a minor 

retouching of the image gives it a greater unity, this may occasionally be the preferred option. 

But this kind of overpainting is carried out in such a way that it is reversible, i.e. the intervention 

can subsequently  be undone. More usually, however, where the discolouration affects large parts 

of the painting, the decision is to leave it. Even if we knew exactly what  the painter’s original 

intention was, those who nowadays restore the paintings in public collections would still not try 

to retrieve the original colour, for the result of that would be a modern painting.   

10
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6. Jacob van Huysum, A vase of flowers with fruit, (oil on canvas), c. 1720, Fitzwilliam Museum, Cambridge.
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studyScannitg
blanching

electron-microscopy as an aid in the of

Karin Groen

Some paintingt by Claudc Lorraine (16oo-1682)
and Gaspard Dughet ( t6r j -r  6Z S) have been
examined, payittg special attention to blanching
which so often occurs in works by these artists.'
The term blanching,literally, 'to make white by
withdrawing colour', is used to describe the
whitish appearance in a painting due to a defect in
the paint film. The followitg entries in Hess's
Paint Film Defects' seem worth consideration:
cissing, pinholing, cratering, ha zrng, bloomitg,
whitening by immersion in water, blushing and
milkiness. Most of these terms, or the definitions
given for them, indicate that microvoids and
moisture play a part.

'Sfhen restorers in England were asked about
their experience with blanchi.g, it seemed clear
that water is the main contributor to the problem,
whether used in cleaning, blister laying or relinittg.
Ammonia and heat were occasionally mentioned.
Frequently the paintings alre ady showed
blanchittg when they were received for restoration.
\When painters were named, those from the
seventeenth century workitg in Italy and
especially Rome were often cited as examples.

It seemed worthwhile, therefore, to look for
holes or pits in the paint layers and to examine the
technique and materials used by painters working
in Rome in the seventeenth century. It seemed
likely that they would have materials and
techniques in common, maybe alegacy from such
sixteenth century sources as Caravaggio and the
Caravaggesque.

Paintings by Claude and Dughet were chosen
with this purpose in mind; however when other
paint ings, by Salvator Rosa (r 615-16Zl),  Gerard
Honthorst (t S go-r 6 S 6) and others, were
restored, particular attention was paid to any
areas of blanching.

It was hoped that examination of the painting
technique would also shed some light on problems
that seemed to be associated with individual
artists, for example poor adhesion between
undermodelling and main body paint layers in
Claude, and perished greens in Claude and
Dughet.

Methods used
The investigation involved examination of the
paintings using a stereo-microscope, the study of
paint cross-sections, pola rrzed light microscoPl,
micro-chemical and electron microprobe analysis

with X-ray diffraction in a few instances, micro-
chemical and staining tests and gas-liquid
chrom atography for analysis of the medium, and a
scanning electron microscope for study of the
surface.3

In the paintings by Claude and Dughet the
blanchitrg seemed more or less restricted to dark
areas, especially greens and browns (plates 3 6 and
37rp. 43). In the paint ings by Salvator Rosa
and Honthorst the blues were affected as well.
Early in the investigation there was evidence to
assume that the blanchitg was not solely due to a
peculiarity of the paint used for these areas, but
that the composition of the ground layers had to
be taken into account. Observations that led to
this conclusion were:
r. In some of the Claude paintings the edge of a

blanched tree did not show blanchittg. From
studying Claude's working method it is clear
that the edges of trees overlap the tky, which
consists mainly of dense lead white. The edges
seemed to be protected from somethittg trying
to penetrate from underneath.

z. Blanchirg was more pronounced in thin paint
layers than in the thick impasto of the same
brushstroke.

j. A characteristic of blanched paintings seemed
to be that the embedded samples from them
were not easily made into useful cross-sections.
It seemed as if the cross-sections themselves
were obscured by blanchitg. Obtainittg a clear
image depended on the liquid used for grinding
the sample, whether it was viewed dty or wet
and even on the length of time between
grinding and examination under the
microscope. This annoyittg problem arose
especially when ground and/or paint layers
contained a high proportion of medium. Apart
from an overall dull image, material which was
whitish because of the scatterittg of light could
be seen around larger particles and holes in
the paint layers and in the ground. This
phenomenon was most pronounced in Dugheta
(plate 38, p.  $) .

Although the study of the build-up and
composition of the layers provided useful
information, evidence such as voids was hard to
come by in this way. The embedded samples even
seemed to obscure any evidence that might
possibly be present. Also, the process of grinding
the samples could alter the texture, when moisture
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Scanning electron-microscopy as an aid in the study of blanching

was used on samples from paintings susceptible to
moisture. Besides the difficulty in interpreting the
cross-sections, there existed the possibility that
there were holes too small to be visible with the
light microscope, i.e. smaller than o.3 prm. Use /
was then made of a scanning electron microscope.
Hardly any material is available on the
interpretation of electron micrographs from paint
surfaces for comparison.5 Therefore, non-
blanched areas in the same paintings were studied
with the same methods, as well as a few samples
from a painting that had proved not to be prone to
blanching. Further comparative material was
provided by prepared teststrips, for which green
earth was chosen. Green earth was used in all the
greens in the paintings by Claude and Dughet. A
wide range of media was chosen for the
preparation of the test strips, because the medium
could very well be responsible for the
phenomenon.5 The test strips were exposed
outdoors for two years before examination under
the electron microscope (SEM).

Results of microscopic examination and analyses
The results obtained from fifteen paintings are
listed in the table on pp. 5 o- 5 3 . The table shows
rather a simplification of the actual build-up of the
paint layers, which, especially in Claude, is more
complex. Some of the boxes in the table are blank.
The reason for this is that access to the paintings
rivas spread over a period of ten years and those
features that now are seen as relevant were not
perceived to be so at the time. Also, it was not
always possible to carry out an extensive
examination, and analytical methods such as gas
chromatography were not available at the
beginning of the project. The amount of sample
material needed for gas chromatography (GLC)
was another restricting factor.

Results show that the same range of pigments
was found in the greens of the landscapes and in
the blue skies in Dughet and that similarities exist
among the paintings by Claude. A surprising find
was the large quantity of chalk in the grounds of
the Dughet and in some of the Claude paintings.
Grounds which at first sight appeared ochreous,
judged from the colour, on thin-sectioning and
analysis turned out to be composed mainly of
calcium carbonate, with a little ochre added for
colour (plate 39,p. $). Hess holds the presence
of chalk in oil paint responsible for the formation
of blisters.T Silicious material was found in many
of these grounds. The main constituent of the
greens in all the Dughets is green earth.
Admixtures of other pigments, such as lead white,
ochre, bone black, lead-tin yellow, charcoal black,
umber and smalt, were found and in the most
perished greens there was usually a large
proportion of chalk. The presence of green earth
(glauconite or celadonite) and quartz was
confirmed by X-ray diffraction.8

The layer structure in the Dughet paintings is in

general quite simple: often there is only one paint
layer sometimes there are two. In the latter case
dark underpaint was used, often medium-rich and
translucent, containing bone black, ochres and
umber besides chalk and green earth. Highlights
were often set directly on this medium-rich
underpaint. The second ground layer of the
usually double ground was found to be applied
very unevenly and as a result missing in places.
The blanching seemed most pronounced where the
paint layer was rich in medium, chalk and quartz,
and where it was sitting directly on the ground;
alternatively where the paint layer was very thin
and overlaying a translucent underpaint. Even
when there was an addition of lead white, paint
layers often appeared greyish, as if a medium other
than oil had been used. Staining and heating tests
seemed to confirm the presence of proteins. The
sequence of painting could be demonstrated in
many of the paintings by Dughet, as well as in
Claude: first came a grey underlayer for the sky,
then the dark underlayer for the trees, then the
blue sky and finally the finishing layer for the trees
(plates 4o and, 4r, p. 4j).

The grounds in Claude's paintings are more
opaque, due to the presence of lead white, except
in paintings examined dating from before c. 166o.
The way in which the materials were used in
Claude's early pictures resembles Dughet's
painting technique much more than the method
Claude used later. A striking thing in many of
Claude's paintings is his use of intermediate layers
of medium (varnish or glue?) and the large number
of superimposed paint layers. The lack of adhesion
befween paint layers is clearly due to these
intermediate layers. The reason for them could be
excessive 'oiling-out'; for example in Crossing tbe
Ford andTbe Rape of Europa areas already
painted were covered up and repainted. Painting
each painting twice seems to be inherent in
Claude's working method: underlying trees can
often be seen shimmering through the final sky
and in Ascanius Shooting the Stag of Syluia, one of
his late pictures, one unexpectedly finds thirteen
thin superimposed paint layers in the seemingly
freely painted bushes (plate 42,p. $). Dark areas
often consist of piled-up medium-rich paint, the
total thickness exceeding a quarter of a millimetre
(lupiter and Europa). For painting the highlights,
thin opaque paint was applied on top of the thick
translucent paint.

A similar dark translucent underpaint was used
for the trees and the water in some of the
paintings, the paint layers on top showing a
variety in thicknesses and opacity in both the light
and dark areas. In dark areas one can find the
translucent brown-greens covered up by thick,
dense layers of ochreous paint. Claude used his
pigments very finely ground, mixing green earth,
ultramarine, smalt, ochres, blacks and whites into
what could almost be called the'typical Claude
mixture' (plates 43 and 44,p. 44.In Dughet as
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Pl i r tes:  The study of  b l r rnching

Plate 1,5 Claude Lorraine Crossing the Ford
(Nat ional  Trust ,  Anglesey Abbey).  The paint
layer in th is par int ing does not show blanching

Plate j6 Gaspard Dughet, View of Tiuoli
(Ashmolean Museunr) ,  detai l ,  b lanching in the
foreground

Plate j7 Girspard Dughet, Classical Landscape
(National Trust, Stourhead), the sr.rrface of a
sample f rom a badly blanched tree, x zoo

Plate 18 The sl tme pairr t ing: . rs in plrr te j7,
cross-section of ir pir int sample frorn badly
blanched green bushes, x zoo

Plate jg The same paint ing as in plate j7,
th in-sect ion of  i r  sample in a blanched area in
l ight  green le: lves,  polar ized l ight ,  showing
rnainly chalk and quartz in the ground, x 4oo

Plate qo Claude Lorraine, Father of Psyche
sacrif icing to Altol lo, (National Trust, Anglesey
Abbey), cross-section through tree and tky,,
x zoo

Plate qr Claude Lorraine, Crossing the Ford
(Nat ionir l  Trust ,  Anglesey Abbey),  dark paint
of an underlying f irst tree can be seen where the
blue sky is worn,  c.  X z

Plate qz Claude Lorraine, Ascanius i l toot ing
the stag of Syluia (Ashrnolean Museunr),
numerous super imposed, th in paint  layers were
sometirnes found in the trees, x 2oo

It
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Plrrtes: The study of blanching; Portrait of Rembrandt in a FIat Cap

Plate q1 Claude Lorraine, Laban and his
Daughters (National Trust, Petworth), green
earth was found mixed with ul t ramarine'
snraf t,  ochre, chalk arnd qua rtz, al l  very f inely
ground, magn. X 4oo

Platc qq As plate 4 j ,  polar ized l ight

Plate qi  Chalk wi th a l i t t le ochre and black in
an egg/oi l  ernuls ion,  painted out on glass.  The
escaping solvent lef t  holes arnd a th in skin of
paint  where i t  got  t rapped under the surfarce,
X r  ro

Pl t t te q6 The sante as in plate 45, but wi th the
' typical  Claude mixture'

Plate g Gaspard Dughet, Landscape near
Ronte (Fi tzwi l l iam Museum), the top hal f
before. the bottorn half after treatment with
dimethyl formamide vapour,  c.  X r  o

Plate $ The sarne painting as in plate 47,
surface of  r r  p: . r int  sanrple,  x I  ro

Plct tc q9 Paint  cross-sect ion f rotn black c loak,
nei l r  the bottorn edge. The chalk-glue ground is
covered by a l ight brown irnprimatura and
snrooth brown-black overp:.r int.

Plate s z Cross-section from the background
on the r ight  hand side, showing an abraded
l ight-coloured under layer,  covered by a th in
layer of  varnish and brown paint

44

13

15

Plate 5o Cross-section from a sample sl ightly
higher up in the c loak, showing a mixture of
chalk,  lead white and a l i t t le ochre underneath
the dark paint

Plate 5 j Cross-section of f lesh pzrint from the
r ight  cheek, showing thin whi te and pink paint ,
wet-in-wet, on top of thin ground layers

Plate 5 r  The same sample as in plate 5o,
viewed in ul t raviolet  l ight .  The dark paint  layer
consists of two layers, the top one very smooth.

Plate 54 Cross-section from the ear-ring,
which is painted in th ick lead-t in yel low. The
sample shows the red paint  of  the shadow in his
ear underneath.  The shadow contains lead
white, red ochre and :r l i t t le red lake.
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Comparative analysis of fifteen paintings by Dughet and Claude

First ground layer

Painting colour Auerage thickness
Electron microprobe
analvsis' Composition'

r Gaspard Dughet
Classical Landscape
National Trust, Stourhead, canvas,
r57xzz6.6 cm

brown c. zotSoo pm (Mg), Al, Si, (Pb), K, Ca, Fe chalk, quartz, a little brown
ochre

z Gaspard Dughet
Landscape neAr Rome
Fitzwil l iam Museum, no. M7J,
canvas, 73.7x r  ro.5 cm

reddish-brown minimal c. 8o pcm (Mg), Al, Si, (Pb), K, Ca, Fe chalk, red and brown ochre,
a little black

3 Gaspard Dughet
Classical Landscape
Birmingham City Museum and Art
Gal lery,  canvas, r24.9 X r4rcm

reddish (Mg), Al, Si, (Pb), K, Q, chalk, large particles of
(Ti), Fe quartz, a little red and

brown ochre

4 Gaspard Dughet and Jan Miel yellowish-brown
Landscape with Riuer
Fitzwilliam Museum, canvas,
126.4x174.6 cm

Mg, Al, Si, (Pb), K, Ca, Fe chalk, quartz, a little lead
white, very little red, brown
and yellow ochre

5 Gaspard Dughet
Hilly Landscape with Classical
Figures
Museum of 'S7ales, canvas,
36.8x48 cm

6 Gaspard Dughet
View of Tiuoli with Rome in the
Distance
Ashmolean Museum, canvas,
z6xtz6 cm

reddish-brown up to c.  r ro pm (Mg), Al, Si, (Pb), K, Ca, Fe chalk, a l itt le red ochre,
quartz

7 Claude Lorraine
Tiuoli with trees at Sunset
fi 37 I S,private collection, canvas,
96xr3 r  cm

reddish-ochre up to c. r ro lrm Al, Si, Pb, K, Q, F. chalk, quartz and/or glass, a
little red ochre, very little
black

8 Claude Lorraine
Coast View with the Rape of
Europa
r 6 47, Ri1 ksdienst Beeldende Kunst,
The Hague, canvas, gjX r  r8 cm

brown c. r50 pm Al, Si, (P), Pb, K, Ca, Fe lead white, chalk, a l itt le
ochre, silicates, a little black

9 Claude Lorraine
Laban and bis Daughters
r6 5 4,National Trust, Petworth,
canvas, r4j .5xz5r.5 cm

reddish-brown (Mg), (Al), Si, Pb, K, Ca, Fe qlrartz,lead white, chalk,
ochre

ro Claude Lorraine
Italian Landscape
r 6 6o, \ilfallace Collection, canvas'
74Xro9 cm

orange-red minimal 8o pm (Al), (Si), Pb, (Ca), (Fe) lead white, a l itt le red
ochre, red lead (?)

rr Claude Lorraine
Father of Psyche Sacrificing to
Apollo
r66z$), National Trust, Anglesey
Abbey, canvas, rT4xzzo cm

orange-red red ochre, silicates, lead
white, chalk

rz Claude Lorraine
The Rape of Europa
t667,Her Majesty the Queen,
canvas, rozxr34.7 cm

Al, !, S, K, Ca, Fe red ochre, lead white

13 Claude Lorraine
Crossing the Ford
r67os, National Trust, Anglesey
Abbey, canvas, 67.8x95.5 cm

orange-red ) 4o ptm Al, Si, !b, (K), (Ca), Fe lead white, f ine red ochre,
charcoal black

14 Claude Lorraine
The Discouery of Coral
1674, Holkham Hall, canvas,
rooX rz7 cm

r5 Claude Lorratne
Ascanius sbooting the Stag of Syluia
r682, Ashmolean Museum, no.
4j76, canvas, rzox r50 cm

orange-red lead white, red ochre,
charcoal black

> 55 pm Pb, (Ca),  (Fe)

r .  (  )  :  t race; -) : ) :  large amountpresent
z. Identifications are through microscopical and analytical techniques
j. Analysis done by Raymond White, National Gallery
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I

Second ground layer

Auerage thickness
Electron microprobe
analysis Composition GLC ground layers

reddish-brown c. rJo pm (Al), Si, (K), C", (F.) chalk, quartz, a little red
ochre

linseed oil

warm grey c. 3vr ro pcm (Al), Si, Pb, K, Ca, (Fe), chalk, lead white, a little red
and brown ochre, charcoal
black, a little silicious
material

uneven thickness, absent in
the green sample

lead white, charcoal black

reddish-brown lumps of lead white, very
little red ochre, a little black

c. ro-8o pm (Al), (si), (P), Bb, c" lead white, bone black, very
little brown and red ochre

light brown c. roo pm (Al), st, Pb, (K), ca, Fe lead white, a little chalk, a
little ochre and black,
silicates

dark brown c. 5-50 rrm black pigment in matrix of
fine brown ochre

dark brown c.30 pm charcoal black in brown
matrix

o-c.  roopm (Al), Si, Pb, (K), Ca, Ti, Fe charcoal black, red ochre,
lead white

egg and oil lipids (maroon
layer)3

dark grey,towards maroon
colour

c. i4 pm Al, Si, Pb, (Ca), (Fe) bone(?) black, lumps of lead
white, red ochre, a little
quartz

bright red ochre, charcoal
black, chalk, lead white

Si, Pb, (K), Ca, (Fe) lead white, charcoal black
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Comparative analysis of fifteen paintings by Dughet and Claud e (continued)

skv (Blanched) green in trees

First paint layer Second paint layer
Electron microprobe
analysis' CompositionGLC sky

lead white, smalt,
ultramarine

lead white, ultramarlne green earth (glauconite or
celadonite), quartz, calcite'

lead white, chalk, fine pale
smalt

lead white. ultramarine Mg, I, K, ca, Fe
Mg, (Al), Si, P, Pb, K, Ca,
Ti, Fe

green earth, chalk

green earth, ochre, bone
black, a little lead white
(dark area)

lead white, ultramanne egg, a little oil Al, si, (Pb), K, ca, Fe green earth, ochre, carbon
black, chalk, qtrartz

Mg, Al, Si, P, Pb, K, Ca, Ti,
Fe

green earth, ochre, bone
black. chalk

green earth, ochre, a little
lead white and chalk

lead white, fine pale smalt lead white. ultramarine Al, Si, Pb, K, Sn, Ca, Fe green earth, lead-tin yellow,
chalk, (lead white in places)

lead white, smalt, a little
charcoal black and ochre

lead white, ultramarine, a
little brown and yellow
ochre, very little black

green earth( ?), ochres,
charcoal black, chalk

lead white. fine smalt lead white, fine ultramarine walnut oil (Mg),  (Al) ,  Si ,  (P),  Pb, (K),
Ca, Fe, Cu

green earth, a green copPer
pigment (malachite?),
ultramarine, yellow and
brown ochre, bone black

ultramarine, pale green
earth, isotropic green, blue
and colourless material
(g lass?)

Mg, Al, Si, Pb, K, Ca, (Ti),
Fe

green earth, ultramarine,
ochre, quartz, a little lead
white and chalk, a little
smalt

lead white, smalt lead white, fine smalt and
ultramarine

Mg, Al, Si, S/Pb, K, Sb, Ca,
Fe

dark green: green earth,
gypsum(?), a l itt le yellow
and red ochre and a black
pigment, Naples yellow.

Grass: ultramarine added

lead white, chalk, fine smalt lead white, ultramarine Mg, Al, Si, Pb, K, Ca, Fe green earth, lead white,
chalk, quartz

lead white, smalt (plus fine
ultramarine in places)

lead white, ultramarlne
(plus fine smalt in places)

Mg, Al, Si, P, Pb, K, Ca,
(Mn), Fe, Co

green earth, bone black,
umber, chalk, a little lead
white, smalt

walnut oil

lead white, coarse and fine
smalt, a little fine red added
in places

lead white, fine ultramarine
and smalt

Mg, Al, Si, Pb, K, Ca, Fe,
Co

green earth, lead white,
chalk, ochre, a little carbon
black. Green was found
mixed with ultramarine,
smalt, and yellow and red
ochre as well. All pigments
very finely ground

lead white. smalt green earth, chalk, a little
smalt, red ochre and black

lead white, fine ultramarine
and smalt

lead white, fine ultramarine,
a little fine smalt

(Mg), Al, Si, Pb, K, Ca, Fe,
(cu)

green earth, ultramarine,
yellow ochre, chalk,
(massicot?), a l i tt le of a
green copper pigment

r. ( ) : trace; -,):,) - large amount present
z. Identification bv X-rav diffraction
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GLC
(blanched) trees

Otber pigments
present in the landscape

Auerage thickness of
the paint layers Remarks

rst sample: egg
znd sample: hydrocarbons
(no oil or egg)

bone black, lead-tin yellow c. zo pm Starch was identified in the relining paste and in the ground layer.
The starch must have penetrated the ground. The second sample for
GLC analysis of the blanched green trees had been treated with
water and a few drops of ammonia in order to remove a
discolouring, later applied, surface layer. Staining tests for proteins
in the green were positive. Before restoration, the craquelure was
raised and there was incipient f laking in many areas.

bone black, yellow ochre c.  Jo pm There are dark underlayers, with bone black and ochres mixed
through green earth in the dark areas of the trees and the landscape.
Highlights in the trees are set on top of medium-rich, translucent
paint layers. The blanching is most pronounced where there is a
large amount of calcium carbonate in the more translucent greens.
The pigments seem dispersed in a greyish medium. On treatment
with 4N NaOH only part of the medium is drawn out.

Only three paint samples were available. The second ground layer is
not present in the sample of perished green. Perhaps the grey is not
an overall ground layer but a local underpaint for the sky. On
treatment with 4N NaOH, a flaky, brown organic material
appeared.

egg? umber Only one sample, purposely taken from a blanched green, was
available. Therefore it is not possible to decide whether there is a
double ground.

blanched top layer: egg
dark underlayer: egg, a little
of a conifer resin

ultramarine, smalt (both
ground finely), charcoal
black, a light yellow
pigment (massicot? Sn
absent)

Starch was identif ied in the relining paste. A resin seemed to be
present as well. The paint samples were very small, therefore the
ground layers were incomplete (not measured). There is a greater
variety of pigment mixtures in the greens of this painting than in the
other Dughets. The blanching was not very pronounced. Test for
proteins was positive.

Badly blanched greens. Too few paint samples to decide whether
there is a double ground, although a grey layer was found under the
paint layers of the sky. The trees and bushes were first sketched in
using a translucent brown-green, thicknesses r 5-8 5 pm. Highlights
and middle tones were set on top. In the most obvious perished
greens this top layer is very thin, ro g,m on average, which does not
seem to have been caused by abrasion.

c.  18 g,m No obvious blanching. There are thin layers of medium in between
paint layers. Parts of the sky have an additional, dark underlayer.

walnut oil umber ranges from c. 5 to
c. 85 pr,m. Paint layers wet-
in-wet with a total thickness
of c. z4o p.m

No blanching, only a few turbid patches in dark areas.'VTrinkled
paint in dark areas. Bad cupping of the paint and flaking. Sfide
craquelures in places.

Blanched greens. tWide drying cracks. The pigments can hardly be
distinguished in the cross-sections because of the darkened medium
and the low refractive index of the pigments. Separate layers are also
not clearly visible.

Znis present together with
Cu. Green crystals are
similar to those in Claude's
Father of Psyche

c. z7 pm There are thin layers of medium in between paint layers in the sky.
No blanching.

egg plus oil Naples yellow. Zn is
present rogether with cu.
The green crystals are
similar to those in Claude's
Italian Landscape

variations in thickness from
r 5-c. r ro g,m

The final paint layer in the leaves is a c. r ro pm thick ochreous
mixture. There arelayers of medium in between paint layers. No
obvious blanching.

red, yellow and brown
ochre

c. 5-8o prm Thick intermediate layers of glue(?), up to c. 40 pm, are present
between the paint layers and the ground, resulting in flaking paint.
Bad blanching in restricted areas.

Naples yellow? c. zo g,m, the underlayer in
the sky is up to c. r zo pm
thick

There is an additional dark underlayer under part of the sky and the
water, very similar in composition to the second ground. The sky is
further locally underpainted in a greyish-blue, locally in a pink hue.
In some of the perished greens no green pigment could be found in
the thin top layer. Although the top layers contain lead white they
look greyish, as if too much medium or a medium other than oil was
used. There are thin layers of medium (varnish?) in between the
paint layers.

r3

c. zo g,m. The underlayer in
the sky up to c. rzo pm
thick

Only three paint samples were available. Either a first ground is
missing in the samples, or there is only one ground layer.

a light yellow pigment
(massicot? Sn and Sb
absent)

c. 17 p,m. Sometimes many
overlying much thinner
paint layers

Numerous superimposed, thin, green and bluish-green paint layers
in the landscape. Some of the thin top layers contain only a white
and a blue pigment.
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Scanning electron-microscopy as an aid in the study of blanching

Fig. r Test strip, green earth/drying oil,
thinned with turpentine

Fig. + Test strip, green earth/whole egg (whole
egglwater, r: r by volume)

Fig. z Test str ip, green earthlrabbit skin glue
0 gr.  g lue in roo ml water)

Fig. S Same test strip as in fig. +

Fig. S Same test str ip as in frg. t Fig. 6 Test strip, green earth/whole eggllinseed
oil (whole egg/l inseed oil ,  r:  r by weight)
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Scanning electron-microscopy as an aid in the study of blanching

Fig.Z Test strip, green earthlmastic/linseed oil
(mastic/ l inseed oil ,  r:  r by weight at r iooC,
thinned with a little turpentine)

Fig. 8 Test strip, green earthldammar/linseed
oil/glue (dammar/linseed oil/glue r: r: r by
weight)

well as in Claude, holes can be seen in the cross-
sections, with a whitish material gathered around
the holes and around the larger pigment particles.

Electron micrographs of test strips
The electron micrograph in fig. r shows green
earth in a drying oil, thinned down with
turpentine oil. Although the pigment volume
concentration was such that the paint had the
right consistency, there is a nearly continuous film
and dispersed pigment particles can hardly be
distinguished. Ripples, their'wavelength' in the
order of the diameter of the average pigment
particl e) afe especially pronounced in the left-hand
side of the photog raph.e The surface of the film
has cracked, both parallel and perpendicular to
the ripples, illustrating that oxidation of the
surface took place too rapidly, causing an increase
in surf ace area.

Fig. z shows the same pigment painted out in
rabbit skin glue. Individual and clusters of
pigment particles are coated with glue. Fine drying
cracks run through the sample. Occasionally there
are fine fibrous structures, which, when magnified
and measured, suggest the remains of collagen
fibres (aggregates of collagen fibrils, see fig. 3).

A green earthiwhole egg mixture (fig. 4) shows
agarn an irregular surface texture and fine drying
cracks. Higher magnification exposes aggregates
of platelets, green earth being a mrca' coated by
the medium (fig. 5). In an emulsion of whole egg
and oil (fig. 6) individual pigment particles are not
easily distinguished; the pigment particles seem to
have clustered together leaving gaps from which
solvent (or water) might have escaped during
drying. In fig. 7, mastic/linseed oil r : r, thinned
with turpentine oil, shows a rather smooth surf ace
with some dark spots which appear to be craters
rather than deposition of carbon caused by the
instrument, and some particles on top of the
surface. (The dark horizontal line running through
the middle of the photograph indicates that the

beam has had some impact on the paint film). The
addition of glue to this oil/resin mixture (fig. S)
makes the paint set before the solvent has time to
escape. The paint was too viscous for its 'second
flow' and a homogeneous film surface could not be
produced. 'Premature cracks' and holes formed
instead.'o

Electron micrographs of samples from paintings

Moving from the especially prepared test strips to
actual paintings, figs . 9 and r o show the
topography of a painting by Lambert Sustris,
Diana and Acteon, (Christ Church Picture
Gallery, Oxford) where the medium is linseed oil
and the paint layers are not susceptible to
blanchitrg. The surface is quite smooth with pits
which are nearly all associated with tiny cracks,
obviously dryittg cracks. The sample was taken
from the trees in this landscape painting, since
many of the samples examined in the blanched
paintings derived from such areas.

'When the first samples of blanch ed areas in
Dughet's Classical Landscape (Stourhead) were
examined by SEM one feature was immediately
apparent; part of the surface was covered by tiny
holes, c. o.5 Um in diameter, many smaller (f ig.
r r ). The presence of these pits was not restricted
to the surface layer; in the micrograph (fig. r z)
they are also sitting underneath. Some seem to be
peeping out from under the top layer which itself
consists of thin, overlapping sheets of paint,
although the cross- section suggested only one
homogeneous layer. The hills in the sheets could
be clusters of pigment, unless they have to be
explained as caused by the vacuum to which the
samples are being exposed. There are also lumps
of avery fine material which can be seen spread
out in places (fig. rz). Fig. r3 shows quite clearly
the consistency of the paint. Fig. 14, a different
sample from the same area) shows minuscule pits
below the surface in addition to the more obvious
ones. From the latter tiny cracks radiate out.
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Scanning electron-microscopy as an aid in the study of blanching

Fig. g Sample from a painting not prone to
blanching (Lambert Sustrts, Diana and Acteon,
Christ Church Picture Gallery, Oxford)

Clusters of globular shapes can be seen especially
in the top part of the photograph.

The sky in this painting did not show obvious
blanching. The micrograph in fig. r 5, taken from
the rky, shows a topography not entirely
consistent with a drying oil, confirmirg the GLC
analysis (egg). Of course the pigment volume
concentration in the dense paint from the sky is
higher than in the green earth test strips, and the
Claude samples are older, but even so, by now
familiar aspects of a quick-setting paint can be
distinguished. These are: overlapping sheets of
paint, a porous film, cracks and an irregular
surface with particles that seem only loosely
bound. Under higher magnification the globular
texture of the paint and the hexagonal shape of
some of the holes can be seen (fig. 16).

Two samples were examined from Dughet's
Landscape near Rome. Fig. 17 rs from a blanched
area in the trees where the paint has been used in a
glazrngway; fig. t 8 from a (blanched) more
opaque light green which is sitting on top of a dark
grey underpaint. Fig. r 7 shows areas which are
quite smooth and others where there are sheets of
paint and holes in and below the surface: an
indication of the setting of the paint before the
solvent was completely evaporated. In the centre
top two round shapes resemble lids on hing€s,
suggesting a cavrty underneath from which solvent
escaped without producing a pit; the paint must
still have had enough elasticity to hold the 'lid' in
place. Fig. r 8 shows a nearly side view, exposing
the porous dark grey underl ayer.

Fig. r9 shows a blanched area of blue-green
paint in Claude's Laban and his Dawghters.
Unfortunately no results of medium analyses are
available. Under the optical microscope a lot of
glass-like material could be observed. Fig. zo
shows one of the craters magnified. Fig. zr ) a
sample of badly blanched green in the same
paintin g, agarn seems to show a quick-setting
paint, although effects of former restorations can

Fig. r o Same sample as in frg. g

not be excluded. Former restoration seems to be
the only explanation when examining fig. zz,
which was made from the same sample; a ring of
preciprtate left after evaporation of a drop. A few
electron micrographs of Salvator Ros a's Mr
Altham as a Hermir (National Trust) are included
here, since the picture showed the same type of
blanching. Fig. ;-3, made in a greyrsh highlight in
the drapery and in which the optical microscope
revealed pale blue smalt and colourless glassy
material, shows a porous underlayer for the
discoloured smalt. Figs. z4 and z5,from a greyish-
appearirg green leaf, show all the aspects of a
quick-setting paint.

In Claude's The Rape of Ewropa a green areawas
recently recovered from under an old putty. The
non-blanched recovered surface is shown rnfrgs. z6
and z7.The surface is quite smooth, though
covered by remnants of the putty. This suggests
that the cleaning of paintings could be responsible
for their blanching. A blanched green in the same
painting, fig. 28, shows again a porous paint,
resulting in overlapping sheets of paint. A cross-
section through the fractured (not embedded and
polished) sample can be seen in fig. zg,wrth its
back-scattered image in fig. lo. The back-scattered
image shows that most of the material in both the
paint layers and the ground consists of compounds
with atoms of low atomic number. The scattered
white dots (high atomic number) are probably lead
white. The fine material in the left hand bottom
corner is the silverd ag coating, which is visible in
both the lower corners in the back-scaffered image.
From the middle of the micrograph towards the top
right the sample is under a slight slope, so the rather
smooth appearing top layer is the top surface. The
cross-section shows the porous paint layer and a
coarser textured ground.

Discussion
Most of the pigments used by the painters under
investigation are hygroscopic, namely chalk, green
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Scanning electron-microscopy as an aid in the study of blanching

Fig. r r Paint sample, Dughet, Classical
Landscape (National Trust, Stourhead),
blanched area in the green bushes

Fig. 14 Same painting as in f ig. t r, different
sample. An area in the green in the landscape
showing bad blanching

Fig. r z Same sample as in f ig. . r, sl ightly
different area

Fig. r 5 Same painting as in f ig. t r. Blue tky,
where there was no obvious blanching in the
painting

Fig. r j  Same sample as in f ig. t r, sl ightly
different area

Fig. r 5 Same sample as in f ig. t S
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Scanning electron-microscopy as an aid in the study of blanching

Fig. 17 Dughet, Landscape near Rome,
Fitzwilliam Museum, blanched green in the
trees

Fig.  zo Same sample as in f ig. tg

Fig. r 8 Same painting as in fig. t 7, different
sample. Blanched light green in the trees)
overlying a dark green

Fig. zr Same painting, different sample.
Blanched area in bushes

Fig. r9 Claude Lorraine, Laban and his
D aughters (National Trust, Petworth),
blanched blue-green in distant trees

58

Fig. zz Same sample as in f ig. zr
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Scanning electron-microscopy as an aid in the study of blanching

Fig. z j  Salvator Rosa, Mr Altham as a Hermit
(National Trust, Kingston Lacy), blanched area
in greyish clothing

Wei*
' ' .# ' ; ; ,

F ig.  z4 Same paint ing as in f ig.  t3,  b lanching
in a greyish-green leaf

earth, natural ochres, ultramarine and smalt. As a
consequence these pigments are not easily wetted
by organic media (wetting meaning the
replacement of air on the particle surface by oil).
Nowadays, in the industrial manufacture of
paints, this problem is overcome by adding surface
active agents, which, by adsorption onto the
surface of the particles, give them hydrophobic
properties. An example of this is the deposition of
stearic acid on whiting or on precipitated calcium
carbonate. Free fatty acids, present in oil media,
would have the same effect.

It was surprising to find that in some of the
paintings, especially in Dughet, the bulk of the
pigment in the ground was not lead white with
ochre, but chalk, although we initially seemed to
be dealing with oil-grounds. Richard Symonds, in
his Italian Notebooks, says that'To make
imprimatura wch shall stand abroad in ye ayre, tis
best to use olio Cotto. Also tis good dare una
mano di gesso prima & poi oglio suopra'." In
another recipe, which also describes ground layers
applied to canvas by the painter Canini, the latter
complains that primers sometimes left out the lead
white from the ingredients red ochre, lead white,
chalk (or a white clay) and charcoal black."
Although insufficient results of GLC analyses of
the media used for the grounds have yet been
gathered, other evidence, such as the electron
micrographs, seem to indicate that the medium is
often not oil alone. On the basis of the evidence.
and the fact that hygroscopic pigments work
better when a hydrophilic phase is added, the
conclusion seems obvious; these painters used a
mixed medium. This medium could be a purposely
made emulsion or an oil medium in which
hydrophilic substances, used for grinding the
pigments, got trapped.

The same applies for the paint layers, where a
few more GLC results are available. Noteworthy
here are the large proportions of chalk found
together with the green earth. The identification of
egg in the GLC analyses is based on the low and
sometimes absent azelatepeak.'r \[ith the limited
number of GLC results gathered so far, it is
difficult to say whether this medium was used only
in restricted areas. By trying out different
formulations of eggloil emulsions, mixed with
chalk, green earth and the 'typical Claude
mixture', a paint, which was very easy to handle
and which showed a similar porosity, was
obtained. This emulsion was made with ro ml egg
yolk, ro ml drying oil and zo ml of distilled water.
It could easily be diluted with turpentine,
suggesting a iatty or water-in-oil emulsion.'a
However, when using it with chalk, diluting with
water was possible as well; this was not so when
using other pigments. Green earth for instance
became crumbly and it was not possible to make it
into a paste. The handling of the paint and the
smell were like good oil paints, but it had more
impasto quality.'5 Besides the working qualities,

Fig.  z5 Same paint ing as in f ig.  t l ,  b lanching
in a greyish-green leaf (same sample as in
frg.t+)
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Scanning elcctron-micrr)scopy as an aid in thc study of  b lanchirrg

Fig.  z6 Claude Lorrainc ,  The Rape of  Europa
(Her Majesty the Quecn). ,  green in the
foreground that was rccently rccovered from
under a putty

6;
,;::

Fig.  z9 Same sample as in f ig. t8,  now seen in
cross-section

Fig.  jo Back-scattered

,,'#'
. jti, r,

F ig.  z8 Same paint ing as in hg. 26, vcry dry,
blanched paint  in thc t ree in the rniddlc
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Scanning electron-microscopy as an aid in the study of blanching

Fig. j  r Test str ip, chalk in an emulsion of egg
and oil, diluted with turpentine

Fig. jz The same test str ip as in frg. lr,  after
three rolls with a cleaning swab with white
spirit, then three rolls with zVz"/" ammonia'
then three rolls with ethanol (industrial
methylated spirit)/white spirit, r : 5

the emulsion thinned with turpentine had
characteristics simil ar to those in Claude and
Dughet when samples were examined under the
microscope. One could observe the formation of
the porous structure by the bubbles of turpentine
escaping or trying to escaPe, 2 phenomenon absent
when the tests were done with oil as the medium
or water as the diluent. These observations
combined with the results of analyses, seem to
justify the conclusion that these painters used a
water-in-oil type emulsion, or, in painters' terms'
oil-tem pera, thinned with an organic solvent such
as turpentine or lavender oil.

Egg yolk is itsel f an emulsion of finely divided
oil globules in water. This oil-in-water type
emulsion is stabili zed by lecithin, which is present
in the yolk, lecithin acting as an emulsifier or
surface active agent. It is a phospholipid and its
action, like that of all surfactants, stems from the
f actthat it has both polar ends and long non-polar
chains. However, cholesterol, present also,
favours the water-in-oil type of emulsion, which
may be thinned with turpentine. 

.When oil is
added ,varyrng proportions of egg and oil give
either the oil-in-water or the water-in-oil type of
emulsion. Accordittg to Ralph MaYet, over one-
third of egg or egg-solution gives the oil-in-water
type. 'u

The electron micrograph in fig. 3 r shows the
topography of chalk painted out in the prepared
emulsion (see also plates 45 and 46,p. 44)-'$fhat seems to be the case is that an apparently
water-in-oil type of emulsion (since it can be
diluted with turpentine) separates out on
application, leaving a porous film. On the use of
egg/oil emulsions not much is to be found in early
manuscripts, and where an obscure term is
interpreted as possibly such an emulsion, this
interpretation is dismissed by later writers.'7
However, Vasari mentions mixtures of egg and oil
on at least two occasions and in rece nt years such

mixtures have been identified by other
investigators.'8 The passage in the Marci ana
Manuscript is of interest because green earth is
mentioned as one of the pigments 'which have no
body', continuing: 'The tempera of these colours,
prepared "a putrido", is water and the yolk of an
egg . . . ' . 'e The Dutch painter and writer Samuel
van Hoogstraeten recommends glue and egg
paints for paintings that are to be hung opposite
the light or a window, avoiding the gloss of oil
paint.'o Assuming that the paintings did not look
blanched when they were first made, although the
paint film was porous from the beginning, then
porosity alone is not enough to explain blanching.
So-called Ben ard cells in the paint film have been
reported, photographed using X-ray micrography,
on which occasion blanching was not mentioned."
Although pits do make the paint film look more
opaque or whitish, due to the increased scatterittg
of light, there must be an additio nal factor. Pits or
microvoids are) for reasons of econoffiy,
introduced on purpose in the paint industry for
making white paint without the use of a white
pigment. The conclusion of researches in these
areas is that when both voids and a pigment of
high refractive index are present, the scattering is
optimal." The reason for this is that the difference
in refractive indices is optimal: the high refractive
index of the pigment, often titanium white, against
that of the air-f i l led voids with r.i. t, or r33 when
they are filled with water.

In the paintings under discussion both voids and
pigment particles are present. However' the r-i. of
most of the pigments used is relatively low and the
voids are probably filled with moisture for
periods, bearittg in mind the hygroscopic nature of
the pigments and of the intermediate glue layers,
resulting in a small difference in r.i. between
particles and voids. When the chalk and green
earth (and other) emulsions were painted out, the
formation of holes and bubbles of solvent trapped
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Scanning electron-microscopy as an aid in the study of blanching

Figs. 33-8 Dughet, Landscape near Rome
(Fitzwilliam Museum), paint surface after
reforming treatment with dimethylformamide
vapour.

6z
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Scanning electron-microscopy as an aid in the study of blanching

underneath an often very thin skin of paint were
observed, and it could be seen that the pigments
(and possibly the emulsion) was separating out;
the solvent drew compatible particles along with
it. These particles included chalk and the fine
silicious material present in green earth. The
coarser particles of glauconite were left behind.
The compatible materials were concentrated
together and deposited around the holes or
underneath the thin skin of paint where the lid had
iust been closed above the bubble. It is not difficult
to imagine that the surface is easily broken,
releasing the solvent and precipitating the material
it carries with it. An increase in humidity, whether
caused by the environment or due to restoration,
will result in moisture being drawn up in the
capillaries and the moisture subsequently being
released on a decrease in humidity. Attracted,
loosely bound, fine material will be deposited
again. During cleaning part of this material is
probably being leached out as well, with
subsequent deposition of a new supply around the
holes. (It is not surprising that'cleaning-swabs' do
not show that any paint has been removed: the
fine silicates and chalk, and the aqueous medium,
are colourless when the swab is wet and even
when dry one could not distinguish them with the
naked eye.)

From this study on blanching it appears that in
these particular paintings there was a paint film
defect {rom the start and that the process
responsible for the defect is continuously being
repeated whenever there is a change in moisture.
Cleaning makes the situation worse, and the
blanching goes on until no more material can be
removed from the paint layer, leaving behind a
completely porous film. Since'like dissolves like'
the effect is made more pronounced by the use of a
more polar solvent. Cleaning tests done on the test
strips showed that micro-fissures and additional
micro-voids appeared after only three rolls with a
swab with z1/2"/o of ammonia in water and on
treatment with methylated spirit/white spirit, r:3

Notes
r. M. Wyld, J. Mills and J. Plesters, 'Some

Observations on Blanching (with Special Reference
to the Paintings of Claude)' , National Gallery
Technical Bulletin,Yoltme 4, t98o,pp. 49-6J.

z. M. Hess, Paint Film Defects, second and revised
ed., 1965.

3. A short description of methods used recently
appeared in: M. Jaff6 and K. Groen, 'Titian's
'Tarquin and Lucretia' in the Fitzwilliam', The
Burlington Magazine, vol. CXXIX, 1987,note
p.165.

Debye-Scherrer X-ray powder diifraction
patterns were made, using a Philips diffractometer
at the Department of Earth Sciences. Electron
microscopy was done at the Department of
Material Science and Metallurgy, using a Camscan
s4. The samples were glued onto aluminium stubs

(fig. 1'z). In at least some of the cases, the
blanchittg must be due to a relining treatment,
done in the past. Nearly all of the paintings had
been relined with a water-based starch paste. The
formulations for these pastes differed widely and
one can expect to find all sorts of additives on
analysis, which could either prevent or promote
blanching. Unfortunately, not many relining
mixtures have as yet been analysed, although
starch has been identified in several of the relined
paintings in this project, indicating that the
mixture was water-based. In the one case where
the paste has been more fully investigated, a
mixture of oil, wax, resin, animal glue and dextrin
was found.'3 One wonders what solvent was used
here. However, the picture relined with this
mixture does not show blanchittg.

Some of the observations mentioned in the
beginning also apply to relinitg being involved.

The peculia rrty of blanching is that it is not
dispelled by varnishing. The varnish seems to be
too viscous to fill the pores and of course it does
not remove the loosely bound materi al; at most it
redistributes it. Reports of treatment of blanched
paintings include impregnation of the paint layers
with a meth acrylate-pine oil mixture'4 and
reforming the medium using dimethylformamide
vapour.'s Ten years and more after both
treatments, blanchirg had not re-occurred. The
second method seems preferable, since no
substances that are completely foreign to the
painting are introduced into it. For the improved
appearance of the surface of Dughet's Landscape
near Rome see plates 4 7 and 48, p. 44. The
electron micrographs of a sample of the same
paintin g are difficult to interpret with regard to the
improved surface of the painting (figs. 33-38).
\fhat they do clearly illustrate, however, is that
the medium was liquefied durirg the treatment
with dimethylformamide and that two different
substances in the medium have separated out: an
emulsion sep aratrng out.

with silverdag and coated with gold. The sample
was positioned at 45". Using a voltage of zo kV the
secondary electron image was produced. The image
was photographed on Kodak rn4 film. In a few
instances the backscattered electron image was
produced as well.

Gas chromatography was done using a Perkin
Elmer pE 8 8 r with packed column after
saponifation and methylation of the sample. Some
of the GLC analyses were done in the Scientific
Department of the National Gallery on the Perkin-
Elmer PE F7o with capillaries.

4. S. Bergeon, G. Mondorf, S. Delbourgo and J-P.
Rioux, 'Le Blanchiment, Un Cas Precis d'etude'
ICO M Committee for Conseruation ) 6thTri.nrli"l
Meeting, Ottawx, r98r, 8 tlzol3. The same
phenomenon was observed on brown paint in a
painting by Romanelli.
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5. Examples of more or less applicable articles are the
following: R. L. Eissler and F. L. Baker, 'Critical
Pigment Volume Concentration in Linseed Oil
Films', Applied Polymer Symposium, no. 16,
pp. r 7r-r8z;L. C. Princen, 'Vehicle Compatibility in.
Emulsion Coatings', Applied P olymer Symposium,
no. r 6, pp. zo9-zzo; M. Dauchot-Dehon, 'Les
Effects des Solvants sur les Couches Picturales',
Bulletin Institut Royal de Patrimoine Artistique,
XIV, rg7314,pp. 89-ro4; H. G. Birket t  and
J. Rooney, 'Study of paint films by electron
microscopy', Pigment 6 Resin Technology, 6,
no. 8 ,  1977,pp. r4-r8; G. Kampf, 'Sf. Papenroth,
H. G. Yolz and G. \feber, 'Time-lapse observation of
chalking under the electron microscope', r6th
FATIPEC Congress, Liege, Proceedings, Vol. 3,
r98z,pp. r67-174;L.  E.  Plahter and U. S. Plahter,
'The Young Christ among the Doctors by Theodoer
van Baburen' ACTA (Institutum Romanum
Norwegiae), Series altera in 8o, 3, 1983,
pp. r 83-229.

6. J. Mills, 'Blanching of the paint fi lm involving
possible changes in the medium', National Gallery
Technical Bul let in,vol.  4, r98o, p. 6o.

7.  Hess, op. c i t .  f l .  L,83, t4a'On account of  the
hygroscopic properties of chalk, oil paint
containing it must not come in contact with
moisture, in order to prevent the formation of
blisters'.

8. X-rav diffraction data found:

glauconite or celadonite

d(A) r
ro.z r oo
4.52 8o
3.6 s 40
3.33 6o
3.o5 40
2.57 r  oo
2.39 6o
r.7r ro
r.5o 6o

4.25 3 5
3.34 roo
r.8z 17

quartz

From the X-r ay diffraction data it is difficult to say
whether the d-value of J.o5 can be assigned to
calcite as well. The presence of chalk was confirmed
in sever al of the samples by micro-chemical tests.

Glauconite occurs almost exclusively in marine
sediments, but has been reported to occur in
alluvial deposits (transported by 

^ 
river) and the

nearly identical mineral celadonite seems to occur
usually in vesicular cavities in vulcanic rocks (\7. A.
Deer, R. A. Howie and J. Zussman, Rock forming
minerals, London, 1982, p.3 5; R. L. Fel ler ed.,
Artist's Pigmenfs, Cambridge, 1986, pp. r48-r 5o).

Calcite and quartz,present in the Dughet samples
of green earth, could be either accessory minerals or
purposely added fil lers. Since in the most perished
greens the proportion of calcite was often found to
be extremely high, one has to assume either that
batches of pigment of different purity were used or
that chalk was added. The reason for the latter
could be that it would give the pigment 'more
body'; de Mayerne has remarked: 'Pour vert un bol
vert venant d'Italie qui a fort peu de corps et sert a

glacer' (Th. T. de Mayerne,Pictoria, Sculptoria,
Tinctoria, r6zo, Edition Audin Imprimeurs Lyon,
p.r3r) .
Princen, op. cit. n. 5. Examples are given of micro
ripples, superimposed on buckles (ripples on macro
scale). Experiments carried out by Princen showed
that buckling is caused by metal driers and that
without these, rippling remains but buckling is
eliminated.
Pinholing as a result of Vortex-ring action is
described very realistically by M. Hess in 'Pinholing
and Cissing of Coatings', (The Oil and Colour
Trades Journal, t943,pp. 66a-668), where he
refers to F. E. Bartell and M. van Loo and their
theory of the phenomenon, published tn ry25 Qnd.
and Eng. Cbemistry, r9z 5, p. 925 and p. ro5 r).
See also S. Keck, 'Mechanical Alteration of the
Paint Film', Studies in Conseruation t4, 1969,
pp.9-30.
M. Beal, A Study of Richard Symonds, London,
x984,p. zr8. Beal transcribes olio Cotto as linseed
oil boiled with litharge to make a quick-drying
medium.
Beal,op cit.n. tr. 'Terra Rossa, biacca da Corpo a
little & Creta un tantino negre Carbone. He
complyned the ordinary imprimers putt in no
biacca. Creta is usually sifted & grind in oyle.'

In fz8 (Beal p. zz8) he gives a recipe for a white
made of egg shells, which, when powdered, may be
mixed with oil.
J. Mills and R. White,'The Gas Chromatographic
Examination of Paint Media', Part I. Fatty Acid
Composition and Identification of Dried Oil Films',
Studies in Conseruation,Yol. r r, no. z, 1966,
pp.9z-ro7.J. Mills and R. White,The Organic
Chemistry of Museum Objects, London, r987,
p.r4z.

No sample material was left over to look for the
presence of cholesterol by means of mass
spectrometry. Traces of phosphorus detected by
electron microprobe analysis could not with
certainty be assigned to phospholipids and
phosphoproteins present in egg and casein.
L. Masschelein-Kleiner, Ancient Binding Media,
Varnisbes and Adhesiues, Rome, r985,p. z.
I appreciate the efforts of Renate Woudhuysen and
Ann Massing in preparing and trying out many
different paint formulations. In their opinion green
earth did have more body when used in egg than in
oil, although the pigment volume concentration
was found to be much higher in oil. This they found
not only in egg (whole egg and yolk) but also in
glue, whole eggllinseed oil, egg yolk/drying oil,
mastic/linseed oil and mastic/linseed oil with the
addition of glue.'When resin was present the
mixture had to be diluted with turpentine, or the
paint would not come off the brush. Although with
the oil/resin mixtures the impasto stayed, the paint
was much easier to handle after the aqueous
medium was added. With oil alone, the paint just
flattened out, even when as much pigment as
possible was added.
R. Mayer, The Artist's Handbook,London, r971,
p.z4z.
H. Kiihn, H. Roosen-Runge, R. E. Straub and M.
Koller, Reclams Handbucb der kilnstlerischen
Techniken, Band I, Stuttgart, t984,p. zo3.

9.

ro.

II .

tz .

13.

r4.

r5.

16.
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I
r8. Kiihn, op. cit. n. 17. An egg-walnut oil emulsion has generally been used for more than two hundred

was found in the green in a painting by Carlo Crivelli, years; because one can fold and crease them
c. r49o, and a similar emulsion in the blue drapery without harm as was done with the konterfeitsel
by Lorenzo Costa, c. r 5o5. (both analysed in the that Diirer sent to Raphael and like Mabuse's
National Gallery). Other examples include: beheading of SaintJacob. Beccafumi, a painter from
paintings by Bernt Notke, 1482183, and a triptique Sienna, was of the opinion that egg paint was more
in Turnhout, painted between r 5 3 5 and r 54o durable than oil paint since, he said, the works of
(C. u(aregne-Reyes, H. Coenen, L. Kockaert and BrotherJoan, Brother Philips Benozzo, made with
J. Vynckier, 'Le triptyque des Saintes Agethe et egg paint and very old, were less perished than the
Apolline de Turnhout', Bulletin lnstitut Royal de works of Lukas van Kortona or Pollaiuolo, done
Patritnoine Artistique, zo, 1984185,pp. $-69. more recently. But our Netherlandish air would

19. M. P. Merrifield, Original treatises in the Arts of perhaps make the reverse come true.'
Painting, Vol. II, no.3o9,p. 6ro. zr. 'W.'W. Percival Prescott, The Examination of

zo. S. van Hoogstraeten,lnleyding tot de Hooge School Paintings using High Resolution Contact Micro
der Scbilderkozsf, Rotterdam, 1678,Iacs. 1969, Radiography, ICOM Committee for Conseruation,
p. j37.'The due- and egg-paints are surely not to be 5th Triennial Meeting, Zagreb, x978.
relegated altogether, firstly, because of their spry zz. l. A. Seiner, 'Microvoid Coatings; material and
brightness, and then, because of their handling energy savers?', J. Oil Col. Cbem. Assoc.,6o, t977,
ability in skillful painting; and especially because pp. Jz5-J46
they are capable of many uses where oil paint fails. z3. Analytical results from the Central Laboratory for
The clarity of the size and egg paint is very efficient Research of Art Obiects in Amsterdam.
for showing something in candlelight or from a 24. P. B. Boissonnas, 'A treatment for blanching in
distance, as in prospects (vistas) or in intimate paintings', Studies in Conseruation,vol. zz,no. r)
theatre stages. Also, when a piece is to hang right 1977 p. 43.
opposite the light or a window, glue or egg paint is 25. H. Lank and V. Pemberton Pigott, 'The use of
better than oil paint, since it does not glitter. And dimethylformamide vapor in reforming blanched
since it flows easily from the brush it is more oil paintings', Conseru. Restor. Pict. Art, t976,
suitable for extensive works such as screens, wall pp. ro3-r09.
hangings or painted tapestries, for which purpose it
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Ka.nrN GnonN e. Ene FIENonrcs

Frans Flals :
a Technical Examination

Over the period 1984 to 1988, ten paint ings by Frans
Hals in the coliection of the Frans Halsmuseum in
F{aarlem, including the five militia pieces, have been
restored.l This has provided important information
about FIals's working methods and materiais, and laid
the foundations for a broader investigation into the
artist's painting technique revealed in the works in this
exhibidon. Untii embarking upon this most recen! re-
search programme, reports on comprehensive technical
examinations of Hals paintings have been rare; in recent
decades, only three have been published'2 Taking ad-
vantageof an exhibitioninrg3T which brought together
a number of works by Hals, the art critic M.M' van
Dantzig attempted their visual analysis.3 In the present
research programme, additional analyticai and photo-
graphic techniques have been used to substantiate our
observations.a

Our technical examination involved forty of the rwo
hundred and twenty-two paintings attributed to Hals
by Seymour Slive. During the course of it, we came to
recognise a number of common characteristics' lffhile

some of these are in iine with the known Practice in
other seventeenth-century Nerherlandish workshops,
others 'would appear to be hallmarks of Hals's own
personal sryle. Mbst distinctive of these is the apparent
virtoosity iisplayed in his handling of paint.s O,tt t.-
search not only confirmed this characteristic, but also
indicated that he applied such a technique to earlier
stages in the painting process, which are Iargeiy hidden
from view. Bringing together these painrings on exhi-
bition provides a rare opportunity to revise and buiid
upon the knowledge gained from this initiai iook at
Hals's painting technique.6

PAINTING SUPPORTS

Apart from three works on copper panel which survive
from the first three decades of Hals's known career,
including Theodoras S'chrerLelius (cat. 5) and Sa'muel
Arnpzing (cat.4o), roughly three quarters of his surviv-
ine attributed works are on canvas and the rest on'wood
pa"nel.z This preference for canvas as a painting support

conforms to the general tendency for canvas to super-
sede wood as the dominant support in this period.s Like
Rembrandt, llals consistently used wood panel for
small portraits throughout his career, though the pro-
portion of his works on wood panel to those on canvas
declines progressively.e

A progression in picture size, associated with the
material of the support, conforms to Netherlandish
paintings of the period. Hals's three smallest works are
on copper panel, whilst at the size of the largest of
these,lo r9.9 x t4.r cm, wood panel takes over as the
most common support. The dimensions of most wood
panels l ie between this size and around 4i x 3i cm, and
ih. ,rr. of canvas predominates once the format of a
picture moves above c.5o x 5o cm.ll

PANE L

Seventeenth-century sources suggest that Hals would
have bought his panels ready-made from specialist
craftsmen, members of the guilds of cabinet-makers and
joiners. It would appear that he could have been limited
to what might have been standard size frames.12 To
ascertain whether Hals's panel paintings conform to
possible standard-size panels, height to width ratios of
forty upright rectangular panels were plotted on a
graph.13 Although no grouping of standard-size paneis
emerged, a general proportional relatio5rship of r.zy : r
was {ound. This agrees with the value found for other
Netherlandish vertical format panel paintings of the
period.la It is not remarkable that this standard pro-
portion is found to be used for the uniform subject-mat-
ter of half or three-quarter-length portraits which Hals
painted on panel.

Nearly ail of the wood panels examined, including the
larger pendanrs af. a Man holding a Skull and Portrait
of a Woman (cat.z, 3) are made from a single plank.
Flowever, one reiatively small panel, the half-iength
portrait of Zffius (cat. r), shows the more complex
construction of two verticai planks butt-joined (the
edges fastened end to end without any overlap) and
elued. New technical information has revealed that the
ianel was not cut down at a later date, as has been
previously suggested (see cat. r). Microscopic exami-
nation and paint samples show that the ground and paint
Iayers continue around the topr left and bottom edges
of the panel and have been lightly smoothed away along
the right edge (pl.vura).i5 This suggests that the panel
was primed and painted in its current size. Furthermore,
the reverse of thl panel r-erains its original bevelling on
all four sides, which appears to have been standard
practice at ihe dme in order to facilitate framing (vIrIb).
Thus a different explanation has to be found for the

r09
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!igs._r, z Radiographs of -Man holding a Skull (car.z) and. Portrait of a V/oman (car.3)
The lead,whire content-of the grouad.layers clearly.reveals_the opposing curye of rhi wood grain of the two panels. They were cut from a
back-to-back position from the same bent tree-trunk, which supporus tfieir atrribution as pendants.

three*quarter-length depicrion of Zaffius in a reversed
engraving of t63o by Jan van de Velde II, traditionaliy
thought to be a copy afrer this painting before it was
cropped (see cat. r).

Those wood panels examined which rerain their original
state show a thickness of around r cm, usually bevelled
at the reverse along ail four edges to a fevr mm rhickness.
F{owever, the radially cut panel o{ Portrait of a'Woman
(cat.7fi shows beveiling on three sides only, to a thick-
ness of 8 mm. The bevels along the rop and botrom
edges taper out towards the righr edge which is 6-8 rnm
thick without bevelling. This is the thin side of a wedge-

shaped board which is produced by the radial manner
of sawing a pla-nk frornrhe tree (ai right angles to the
annual rings).16

Another distinct variation from the norm is in rhe
p.endant portraits o{ Cornelia Vooght and Nicolaes van
der Meer (cat.4z,4r). These are e;ceprionaily large for
works on wood p"tr.i by H"ls. unifor'm b;;hi" ;#;
composition, they are made up of three-vertical planks
of an.average width of 3 3 cm, which are bur-joined and
glued.17 Flowever, rhe construction of the rwo Danels
differs in rhe cut of the planks. Mosr of the ilanksexamined 'were sawn radially from the tree, as was the
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usual practice in order to minimise the tendency to
warp. This applies to the three planks which make up
the panel o{ Cornelia Vooght. Flowever, whereas the
outer two planks o{ Nicolaes r:an der Meer are also
radially cut, the middle planh was cut strictly tangential-
ly (parallel to the annual rings) from the trunk. This
unstable construction, made worse by later thinning of
the panel and the addition of a heavy cradle on the back,
accounts for the fact that old splits in the wood and
flaking losses of the ground 

"nd 
paint layers occur

chiefly in the weaker middle plank. Similariy, whiist
Anna van der Aar (cat. zo) is painted on a 'qiood panel
of radial cut, its pendant Petrus Scrhteriws (s36, see
cat.zo) is painted on a more unstabie panel cut tangen-
tially close to the bark, so that it has suffered more and
shows a number of splits. The small panel of Jean d'e la
Cbanbre (cat.5o) is similarly of tangential cut.

In Hals's portraits of rectangular {ormat, the wood grain
usually runs vertically. However, rwo portraits on
panel, Man holding a Skwll and Portrait of a Woman
(cat. z, 3) show opposed diagonal slants of their charac-
teristic curving wood grain, It wouid appear that the
two panels w'ere cut radially from a back-to-back po-
sition in the same bent tree trunk. This is visible in
raking iight, and very clear from the X-ray due to the
lead white conten! of the ground layer (figs. r, z). This
suggests that the panels were supplied together, thus
supporting their attritrution as pendants.

In his genre pieces, which are occasionally on differently
shaped panels, the grain sometimes runs diagonally.
Furthermore, in the pendant tondos Drinking Boy and
Boy holding a Flute (cat.z7, z8) or in the lozenge-shaped
pendants of the Singing Girl aod Boy playing a Violin
(cat.2j, z6), it is noticeabie that the grain slants in the
opposite direction in each panel. Given these obser-
vations, one wonders whether Hals was aware a{ the
potential visibiiity of the grain of these panels.

In keeping with most Netherlandish panel paintings of
the period, the species of wood used for the majority of
Hals's panels is oak shipped from the Baitic region.18
Dendrochronology of the near-radially cut oak planks
of Zffias (cat. i) suggests that they originated from a
tree fel led between c.t6az and c.r5o8 in that region.le
This information provides added support for accepting
the date for this work to be 16r r, the date found in the
inscription on the painting itself, which has been con-
firmed to be original. The pianks used for the panel of
Cornelia Vooght were examined by dendrochronology
as well. They originated from one or more trees felled
between t6zr and t6z7 itt the Baltic. Some of the small
portraits which we examined did show that Hais used

FRANS HALS: A TECHNICAL EXAMINATION

other types of wood. The small panel of Petrws Scrizte-
riws (s16, see cat. zo) for exampie, is of a dense tropical
wood, while its pendant Anna ttan d,er Aar (cat.zo) is
of a wood from a fruit tree (pear or apple).2o Here again,
Hals's small panels appear to conform to early sev-
enteenth-century Netherlandish patterns.2l

CANVAS

In the Netherlands in the seventeenth century, canvas
was not yet specificaliy woven for artists. They were
thus obiiged to use fabric made for otler purposes,
notably for sails and for bed linen. Painters would
normaliy use canvas strips whose width was reiated to
the Flemish 'ell', approximately 69 cm.zz In the late
Portrait of a Man at the Fitzwiliiam Museum (fig. 85b ;
szrS), the width of the canvas measures 59.5-7o.5 cm,
which corresponds to this basic unit of r eli.23 rVe know
that the entir'e width of the strip is present since, unusu-
ally, there are.remains of the original selvedges which
run parallel to the warp along the right and left sides.

Canvasses of considerable dimension were used for
Flals's commissioned group portraits, for example
207.1 x 427.5 cm in the case of. the Meagre Company
(cat.4). The possibiliry of roiling up these large
paintings in order to transport them must have been an
important consideration in the choice of canvas as a
suppoff.24 X-rays show that the canvas of this painting,
as vrell as the Regents, Regentesses, Regents of the St.
Elizabeth HospitaL (cat.85, 86, jd and all five militia
pieces commissioned in Haarlem berween t6t6 and
1639 $7, s4t, s45,s79, stz4) were woven in a single strip,
its width corresponding to the verticai dimension of the
paintings (fig. l). Vhere the original top and bottom
edges of the canvas remain, we know that the entire strip
width is present. In the -Reg ents zftd Regen tesses the strip
width measures c.t7z.j cm, or z'/. ells. The iast o{ the
miiitia pieces (s r z4) measur es 2o7 . j cm in height, which
corresponds to a strip width of 3 ells. This compares
with dre'widest single-strip canvasses observed in sev-
enteenth-century Netherlandish paintings.25

The use of such wide canvasses woven in a single strip
was probabiy more expensive than the alternative of
seaming together more than one strip, where the visibili-
ty of the seams could become disrurbing.z6 This study
found that two canvasses made up of more than one
piece resulted from alterations made at a later date.
Despite differences in provenance and size, the Portrait
of a'Woman $owell ,  f ig. z; sr85) has been considered
a pendant to the Portrait of a Man at Vienna (sr84).
Examination of the original canvas reveaied that a strip
3.t cm qride had been cut from the bottom of the
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Fig.3 Radiograph of the Regerrs (cat.85)
I he support consists of a siagle strip of
canvas, z% ells w.ide.

painting and placed on the rop left side.27 A lengrh of
coarser canvas had then been added beiow to fill out the
picture's vertical dimension on the lefthand side and the
whole overpainted.2s The edges of the original canvas
had also been trimmed. Once its original dimensions are
reconstructed, they can be proved to more or less match
those of the Portrait of a Man, and thus support the
supposition that the two portraits are pendants. Such
mutilations may have been made in order to fit the
painting into an existing frame or ro match another
POrtrart.

In another male portrait (cat.7a), examination shows
that a c.3.5 cm wide strip of unprimed canvas had been
sewn onto the original canvab edge on the left side.29
Presumably someone subsequently considered the com-
posirion more complere if rhe eibow were nor cur ar the
left edge (fig.+).

Examination suggests that all the canvasses were of a
simple-weave linen fabric. Investigation of the weave
density of rhe canvasses, thar is the number of warp and
weft threads per square centimerre, was possible for 19
works. Since the original canvas is usually obscured by
paint iayers on the front side and a lining canvas on the
reverse, a thread count can mostly only be taken from
an X-ray of the painrings. In some cases it is nor possible
co distinguish warp from weft.

The weave densities measured ranqed from a rather

coarse rr threads per cm along tle warp (vertical) and
weft directions in Lucas de Clercq (cat.46), and ro ro rz
threads per cm along the warp and wefr (no distinction
made) in Man in a Slowch Hat (cat.83),30 to one almost
double in fineness of r8-zr threads per cm along the
warp and weft (no disrinction made) in Tieliman
Roosterrnan (Biesboer, fig. ro; s91).

There appears to be no correiation between the weave
density of the canvas and its size. For example, whereas
the canvasses of the Regents and Regentessei (cat. 8 5, 8d)
show a relatively fine weave of 14 threads per cm along
the warp and weft directions, a coarser canvas with i
thread count of rz threads per cm along the warp and
14 threads per cm along the wefr was used for the r
el i-wide canvas of the Fitzwil i iam Man (f ig.85b; szr8)
fr-om the same period. In these group por;aiis the use
of such alarge piece of fine and hencJ probably more
costly canvas could be explained by thjimportance of
the commission.

The identical thread counts of the canvasses of the
Regents and Regentesses (cat.85, 8d) suggests that they
were acquired at the same rime. One might expecr ro
find this with other attributed companioripiecei, espe-
cially where these have been found ro posi"ss identical
primings (see below). F{owever, it .was found that
fyt"tj, van Stee,nkiste (cat.4fl had been painted on a
finer canvas, r6 threads per cm 

"long the wirp and weft,
than that of her attributed pendan"t, Lrroi d, Clrrrq
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(cat.46) which contains tr threads Per cm along-the
warp and weft. Furthermore, these rwo canvasses had
different primings (see below). However, a more com-
prehensive survey is needed. to clarify this point'
- This initial suruey also reveaied that Hals aPPears to
have used a range of canvasses of different coarsenesses'
even for paintings close in date, implying that he stocked
or acquiied diffirent grades of canva-s at any one time.31
Flowiver, the different properties of the canvas used do
not seem to have been exploited in the texture o{ the
final paint layers. In paintings which are well preserved
it can be seen that the smooth application of the priming
layer conceals the canvas weave' The smooth PrePar-
ation of the painting support was emphasised as of great
importance-in contemporary notes on paint ing tech-
niaue.32

For appiication of size and ground layers, the canvas
would be stretched by a system of lacing into an oversize
wooden frame or t t .* in.t .  An X-ray ditai l  of the origi-
nai canvas edges of the militia piece of ct639 $tz4),
which are nto"lly intact, shows this procedure (fig. 5)t
The edees of the canvas are rolled round a cord and
hemmed with oblique stirches. This is to Prevent the
stretching cord, laced through the canvas at intervals,
from pulling through. Remains of this stretching cord
are viiibie. At the points of stretching, the canvas is
drawn into a peak and the resulting scalloped defor-
mation is terrned 'primary' cusping' The ground layer
is applied, forming-a ridge along the seam, and this {ixes
th e'cusping d eforrirati onl Usu afy th ese ori gi n al stretch-
ing edgls of the canvas were cut off during later lining
treatment, or are concealed by wax lining material'
F{owever, we were able to find remains of original
stretching edges in a number of paintings :Jacab Olycan
(cat. r8), Aletta Hanernans (cat'ry), Feyntje oan Steen'
h.iste (cat.4), Lwcas de Clercq (cat-46), the Regents
andRegentesses (cat,8y, 86), and Po'rtrait of a Man
(cat.7oll In most cases the edges have been unrolled
to form a margin of canvas without priming. The fact
that the right edge of the canvas in Feyntje aan
Steenkiste (cat.4fi is a selvedge must account for the fact
that it was considered sufficient to reinforce this with
simple running stitches within the edge, rather than the
usual stretching cord sewn into a hem'

It has been suggested that, as one moves through the
seventeenth century, there is a general tendency for
Netherlandish painters to use increasingiy coarse can-
vasses.34 This cannot be confirmed in the case of Hals,
due to the smail sample of canvas weaves available for
measuremeni. More thread counts are needed to estab-
lish whether there is any chronologicai pattern in Hals's
oreference for canvasses of coarser or finer weave over
a given period.

However, it has been noted that several canvasses
could be cut from a single piece of primed canvas.35
Examination of the canvasses of the proposed pendants,
Lucas de Clercq and Feyntje van Steenkiste (cat.46, 47),
suggests that they v/ere cut from the ieft and right sides
respectively of a wider strip of primed canvas' The
canvas of Lucas de Clercq shows a selvedge on the le{t
side. Only the top, Ieft and bottom edges show remains
of the original stretching edges and primary cusping
deformations from stretching. This suggests that it was
cut from the left side of a wider strip of primed canvas.
The structure of the canvas o{ Feyntje oan Steenkiste is
exactly reversed, suggesting that it has been cut from the
opposite side of a wider strip of prlmed canvas. F{ow-
evir, they were not cut from the same strip, since
examination has proved that they have different weave
densities. Given that they aiso have different primings
(see below), their supports cannot be used as evidence
that they q/ere necessarily designed as pendants'

Fig.4 Radiograph of the Portrait of a Man (cat.7o)
A ridge of giound layer defines the original edge of the cuvas on the
left. The other three edges have been cut off. An unprimed strip of
canvas was later added on the left,

t t l
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It appears that a canvas was sometimes restretched,
porriLly several times, after application of the first
gro.,t i l"y.r. \When this ground I"y.t *"s not yet-dry'
ie-stretching would produce a less marked 'secondary'
cusping deformation.36 The Fitzwllbam Man (fig.85b ;

Fig.y X-ray of the original stretching edge of the Officers and Ser-
peants of the St. George Ciz'ic Guard of r.I639 (sIz4).
it poinis e, a cord smn in along the canvas edge to reinforte it is
clearly vjsib.le. Also apparenr is the accumuluraion of ground layer,
which shows white on-the X-ray, along this cord. The ground layer
has been applied after srretching the canvas and fixes the'primary'
cusping deformation caused by its srretching
At r 

"Tt"gment 
of rhe original stretching cord remaias. The tacks

which now attach the canyas to the stretcher also show white in the
X-ray.

s2r8) permits a reconstruction of the proc-edure of pre-
paring a painting support from a piece of canvas. The
support seems to have been cut from a longer iength of
canvas, primed with an initial layer of ground (see
beiow). This is suggested by the presence of primary
cusping only along the right and left selvedges, and the
continuation of the red priming right up to the edges.
This piece of red primed canvas was then restretched by
lacing it onto a shorter strainer for application of the
second, coarse grey priming. Three observations suggest
this: secondary cusping is present around all the sides,
the second grey ground covers the edges of the canvas
more looseiy and, being messily applied, splashes
around the reverse (vtIrc), and finally, tsro sets ofiacing
holes correspond to the peaks ofprimary and secondary
cusping resulting from Ewo subsequent stretchings.

The orimed canvas then seems to have been re-
stretch# again before painttng, by folding the edges
around a correctly sized stretcher and securing them
with pegs, or tacks as is still common practice. This is
suggested both by c.r cm wide unPainted tacking mar-
gins, and by pa.int strokes which stop short of or skirt
the edges of the stretcher (vrIrd). Alternariveiy, the
primed canvas could remain laced onto an oversize
itretcher, in which case paint layers would extend up to
the laced edges. Thir was the meihod used in painting
rhe f i39 mil i t ia piece (srz4; see f ig.5).

GROUND LAYERS OR PRIMING

Seventeenth-century sources suggest that the beauty
and vivacity of a painting's colour depended upon good
priming.3T In this srudy, the ground layers of thirty-five
paintings by Hals were analysed, and a general survey
was then made to derermine whether they possess the
qualities of good priming and play a significant roie in
the appearance of the paint ings,

The ground colour is usually concealed by overiying
paint layers, exc€pt where these do not quite meet or
cover the edges of the support. However, in the Yowng
Man u.,ith a Skwll (cat.z9) and the Fitzwllliam Man
(f ig.85b; szrS) sizeable areas of ground hive been left
visible through openings in the upper paint layers. In
these paintings, the ground colour serves as the mid-
tones of the background, draperies and even flesh. In
other picrures, the ground shows through thin or trans-
iucent paint, as in the areas which depict white collars
and cuffs. For example, the light brown ground shows
through the ruff of the Chatsworth Man painted on
canvas (cat. i3). In Nicolaes aan der Meer (cat.4t),
painted on panel, a brown imprimatura (a thin layer of
oil paint applied to seal the absorbent ground) over the
white ground shows through the coliar co provide a
similar effect (vnre).

I I4
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Examination of paint samples shows that the ground is
usually off-white, varying from light pinkish to
ochreous. This can reach a darker cool grey or brown-
ish tone. These slightly differing ground colours are
achieved using a small number of pigments. In most
cases they comprise lead white mixed with umber,
sometimes with a small addition of red ochre, bone
black, charcoai, fine lamp black or chalk.38 Occasionally
chalk bound in animal glue is used in the ground and
a toned imprimatura laid on top. This was rhe traditional
priming for panels favoured in the Netherlands in the
fifteenth and sixteenth centuries, but can be found on
some of Flals's canvasses as well as his panels. On the
other hand, oil-bound grounds, x'hich rapidly super-
seded chalk grounds on canvas, appear on some of
Flals's panels as well as on canvasses, and in no apparent
chronological sequence.39

Oil-bound grounds are found on F{als's earliest
known panels. For Zffius (cat. i) lead white, a little red
ocfrre and fine black were u sed. Portrait of a Man (cat. z)
and Portrait of a 

.Woman 
(cat.3) were both prepared

with a lead white paint, mixed with a iittle red ochre,
umber and coarsely ground charcoal black. On the small
panel of the.Laughing Boy (cat.16) the.ground.consists
of iead white with a little umber and very licle fine
black, again apparendy bound in oil. The pair of small
portraits of Petrus Scriaeriws (s36; see cat.zo) andAnna
aan der Aar (cat.zo) are painted on similsr ground
layers, containing lead white, a little red ochre and very
little umber.

By contrast, in the panels by Hals of the r53os which
were examined, the rraditional chaik ground was found.
Small paint samples from three paintings on panel in this
period were avaiiable for analysis (Nicokes aan der
Meer, CorneliaVooght andJean d'e la Chambrelear.4r,
42, 5of). All three have a priming of chalk bound by giue
with an imprimatura laid on top. The imprimatura
contains lead white, a littie umber and yellow ochre, and
very little fine black, which gives the ground a slightly
yellowish appearance. Hais's chaik primings seem un-
usually thickwhen compared to those on other contem-
?or^ry Netherlandish panel paintings, thus resembling
the earlier manner of priming.ao

Perhaps more surprising than the use of oii-bound
grounds on some of Hals's panels is the use of chalk
grounds on some o{ his canvasses. This is all the more
peculiar, since, again, the chalk priming is thickly
applied, while painters knew at the dme that such
grounds, when used on canvas, were prone to crackilg
and flaking. Van Mander, for instance, recounts how a
painter who had primed a large canvas painting in this
way, found the paint on his picture flaking off, since the
painting had to be roiled up severai times.al Hals applied

FRANS HALS; A TECHNiCAL EXAMINATION

a chalk ground to the reiatively large canvas o{ Pa.nlas
Verschuwr (cat.55), painted in t64 (vIIrf). Another
example of chalk ground on canvas is the Portrait of a
'Woman (sr3r) from the late r63os, where the chalk is
mixed with a little leadwhite, umber, red ochre and fine
charcoal black, and has a greyish-brown imprimatura
(lead white, chalk, umber, very little fine charcoal
black). The Portrait of a Waman holding a Fan (cat.51)
also has a thick layer of chaik on the canvas, with the
addition of very iittle red and black. Naturally the
possibility exists that the pictures were lransferred from
panel to canvasr bur neither the paintings themselves nor
the paint sampies suggest that this was done. Maria Larp
(sr r z), which has an oi} ground, does show traces of this
treatment.

The main component in twenty-seven of the thirty-five
paint samples of grounds which could be analysed is
lead white, presumably oii-bound. Seven of these oil
grounds are on panel. Umber is also nearly always
present. This brown earth colour, an iron oxide which
contains manganese dioxide, dries quickly due to its
ability to act as a catalyst in the drying of oil.

Over a third of these grounds were 'double' grounds,
that is to say, there are two paint layers covering the
canvas (the oil ground on the paneis consists of only one
layer). Very often the di{ference between these two
layers is not very striking. Lead white and umber are
present in both layers, which o{ten show no ciear divi-
sion, since one layer is appiied over the other whiist it
is still wet. The second layer is sometimes deeper in tone
because of a greater quantity of umber pres ew (afficers
and Sergeants of the St. Hadrian Civic Guard ls79],
c.fi33), and sometimes lighter, as in the Man (cat.7o).
Also, the {irst layer can be made to iook more greyish
by the addition of a lide lamp black (Banquet of the
Officers of the St. Had,rian Cioic Gward ls45f, c.t6z7).
For the first layer in Claes Duyst oan Voorbout (cat. 5z),
the cheap aiternative for lead white was used, namely
lead white diiuted with chalk (vurg). In the miiitia piece
of ct639 (srz4), the proportion of chaik in the first
ground is very high.a2 Only in two instances did the two
layers of ground have distinctly different hues, in the
Fitzwilliam Man (szr9) and in the Man in a Slouch Hat
(cat.83), both from the r66os. On top of the first layer,
which consists of a cheap, bright red earth,43 there is a
cool grey, made with lead white, charcoal black and
umber (vnth, vuri). In the Fitzwilliarn Man (fig.85b;
sziS) it .was apparent, after the removal of the old
relining canvas, that the red ground had served the
purpose of filling the interstices of the canvas .weave.
The reverse of the original canvas vzas found to be
virtually untouched by later hands, and one could see

II '
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that the first ground had been pushed through the
interstices, preiumably with a priming knife. From
some other samples of ground it is clear that to this end
the canvas was first treated with glue, either as a coat
or by dipping the entire canvas in a liquid glue as de
M"yerne iuggests, before the oil ground was applied'aa

Although in manyof the grounds lead white and umber
are the main constituents, comParlson of admlxtures rn
different pictures, supposediy executed- in the same
period, reveal differenibs. For instance, the grounds of
ih. c*o group portraits of militiamen Painted it c'r627
(s+s, s+5J and th,e Yowng Man witb a Skwll (cat. z9) from
tdz6-8 all have different compositions. These often re-
sult from either simply varying the amount of coloured
pigment added, or by choosing a different.pigment, or
by adding biack.

In some of the companion, or pendant, pieces, the
grounds are identical, in so far as they possess pigments
i'irh.h" same chemical composition, colour and particie
size mixed in the same relative amounts- This is the case
in the Chatsworth Woman and the Birmtngham Man
(cat. r. z). where the tvpiial pariicles of coarse charcoal
f i" .( '" / .  found in toth pi. t"t"s. I* Nicolaes 'uan
der Meer and Cornel ia Vooght (cat.4t,  az).th.9 pigment
compositions of the imprimatura over a chalk ground
are identical. In the Vienna Man (sr84) and Wornan
(lowell, fig. z ; s i 8 5 ), one layer of primin-g was applied
Jver .notlier which was still wet, vith chaik added to
the first layer and a iitde finely gro.und red ochre to the
second. TLe concetttration of umber, Present in both
layers, is the same in both pictures. Given the limited
nrl*b"t of pigments p..t..riitt Hais's paintings' it is all
too easy to ionclude that his grounds, even-when exam-
in.d under a microscope, aPPear to be similar. It is.only
when viewed under a very powerful microscope that it
is possible to assert an absolute affinity between any two
gr-oonds.

It has been shown above that some pendant portraits
painted both on canvas and panel can Possess identical
grorrnds, indicating that they have been primed togeth-
Jr. Additionally, the panei supports themselves can be
made from planks .ot from the same tree. One, might
also expect pendants painted on canvas to show identical
pt"p"r"d tnppottr. However, we cannot know until a
tto"d.r .rr*Jy of thread counts has been made. In the
case of the twt supposed companions, Lucas de CLercg
and Feyntje qtan Stienhiste (cat.46, 47), not only is the
canvas-support different, but their primings.are also at
odds. Lucas de Clercq's consists of two layers and
contains more umber rhan Feyntje aan Steerckiste'
Feyntje's has three ground layers with red ochre added

in the rop layer, which makes the painting ground
slightiy more pinkish. It has been suggested earlier that
supports could be cut from a single strip of canvas,
which was pre-stretched and primed. If these canvasses
aiso have identical grounds, the supposition is. rein-
forced. Apart from pendants, nearly all the grounds
examined differ slightiy in composition, even when the
pictures are close in date. This, together with the fact
that many different grades of canyas were used, would
suggest that Hals did not keep a large roll of canvas in
his studio, but rather that he acquired his canvasses and
panels with the ground applied from a supplier in small
batches. It is even possible that the patron supplied his
own primed suppor! {or his portrait. It has been pointed
out earlier that preparing canvasses and panels was a
separate profession. In rf i r ,  the St. Luke Guild in
Haarlem, which Hais joined in r5ro (Hais doc.9), clari-
fied the profession al rhe primwwrd.er as an identifiable
craft wichin che guiid.as

So can any significance be attached to the type of ground
used ? The effects of the two types of ground, chalk with
a tinted imprimatura and the oi1 ground made chiefly
with lead white and umber, are only slightly different.
The first one appears slighdy more yellowish with a
granular texture, while the second seems in general very
light and smooth. There is no consistent correlation
between ground and support. One is lead to conclude
that Hals views his ground primarily as a smooth Paint-
ing surface. Flowever, he do€s appear to have exploited
slight variation in the colour of the grounds, usually
light pink to ochre, to provide warm mid-tones showtng
rhrough white coilars and cuffs in portraits on both
panel and canvas. Vith the exception of the Fitzwilliam
Man (f ig.85b; sziS) and the Man in a Slouch Hat
(cat.83), this use of a flesh-coloured ground can be
associated with the traditional use of a flesh-coloured
imprimatura found in Netherlandish paintings on pa-
ne1.a6 The Haarlemprimawrd'ers seem to have continued
this application of a flesh-coloured priming when canvas
supports became the vogue. The introduction of paint-
ing on canvas does noc seem to have coincided with the
import from Italy of recipes for priming them, at ieast
not in Haarlem.az A possible explanation for the two
notably different grounds of the Fitrwrlliam Man
(f ig. S5b szrS) and the Man in a Slowcb Hat (cat.83) is

*:.:nirt":t*ed 
supports were acquired from some-

PAINT LAYERS

Hals seems to have first sketched his {orms using black-
ish or brownish lines applied thinly with a brush, direct-
Iy onto the primed painting support. -Where areas of
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light paint have become more translucent, these un-
derpainted lines are sometimes left visible where they
draw the folds of ruffs or indicate the end of a sieeve
or cuff. In the lower left corner of the Married Cowple
in a Garden (cat- n) for example, where an early stage
in the painting process seems to be revealed,as these lines
can be cleariy seen just beyond the left side of the man.
Lines of drawing are also visible around the right side
of the head of the Oxford 'Woman (cat.7fi where the
placement of her whole figure has been changed, and
they seem to reiate to the fixing of an earlier position
for the head (vruj). The fiuent appe rance of these
underdrawing iines suggests a swift sketch of the com-
position, which was often modified in the finished
painting. Recent examination of Hals's large group
portraits in Haarlem and Amsterdam has. revealed fre-
quent revrslon occurnng at varlous stages ln tne process
of their painting (Levy-van Halm & Abraham,
p.g7l\.+e These observations suggest a flexible working
pto.ess, and may explain the apparent absence of any
preparatory srudies for Hals's group portraits. FIow-
ever> we cannot discount his possible use of even a most
rudimentary cornpositional sketch which was subse-
quently discarded.

Following the stage in vzhich forms are set down using
painted lines, the next stage appears to involve the laying
in of the main areas of colour. Examination of the
paintings suggests the use ol a variety of coloured un-
derpaints. Biack clothing often appears to have been
underpainted in thin washes of brownish to greyish
paint. Like the underdrawing, this paint is visible in only
a few places through upper paint layers, for example,
'where the whire layers of the left glove and cuff against
the black drapery do not quite meet in *re Edinburgh
Woman (vItIk, from cat.58). Thin bro.wnish paint, for
example, shows through the thinly painted black cos-
tumes of all five guard pieces (s7, s45, s46, s79, stz4),
and locally through the black cap of Zaffius (cat. r).
lJnusually, in the dresses of the Regentesses (cat.86)
large areas have been left open in upper painr layers to
provide warm mid-tones. The dark underpaint can be
recognised in paint cross-sections as a thin (c.5-ro pm)
layer with a mixture of pigments differing slightiy from
those used in overlying paint. In the Portrait of a Man
(cat.7o) at the Metropolitan Museum of Art, lead white,
a carbon black and a little yellow ochre and umber were
used. In the Regents (cat. 8 5), where the layer is thicker
(c.zz 'pm) bone black was used in addition to the pig-
ments used for the top layers,5o which include smalt (a
glass coloured blue by cobalt oxide) and green verditer
(an artificial copper pigment manufactured in the sev-
enteenth century). Due to the catalytic action of the
umber, smait or green verditer pigments added, these
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thin paint layers would dry quickly, allowing the fol-
lowing stage in the painting process to be resumed
qulcKiy.

Sometimes strokes of light paint also underlie black
clothing. For example, ir, Feyntje oan Steenkiste (cat.
47), evidence of whitish strokes sketching the axis and
form of her left sleeve is revealed by abrasion of the
overlying black paint iayer. In the black costumes of the
Portrait of a Man and of the Regents and the Regentesses
{cat.7o,85, 86), thick underlying impasto strokes, which
only sometimes reiate to the highlights and forms finally
painted, are visible as ridges in raking light.

Paint samples show that these are grey in colour,
containing lamp black mixed with lead white. Due to
their thickness and lead white content, they provide a
clear, positive image in the X-ray. Perhaps it was neces-
sary to apply these light strokes to regain clarity where
the dark underpainting had covered too much of the
light priming. Light collars and cuffs are often first
sketched using strokes o{ whitish paint which suggest
the limits and main forms of the folds. This lead white
containing underpaint can be clearly seen on the X-ray
when the final collar or cuff departs in size or shape, as
tn the Regenls (see f ig.3).

Flesh paint is underpainted using colours which vary
from white ro pinkish to reddish. Paint samples show
that whilst the hand ol the Bearded Man with a Rwff
(s3a) is underpainted uling a light red (containing vei
milion mixed with lead white and a little umber), the
right hand oI Pawlus Verschuur (cat.56) is underpainted
with white (lead white mixed with chalk). A pinkish
underpainting appears to be most common) as locally
visible around the edges of the hands of*te Regentesses
(cat.85).

A number of oaint samoles taken from the sashes of the
five militia pieces in the Frans Flalsmuseum, Haarlem
(sZ, s4t, s46, s79, srz4) show their variously coloured
underpaints, which are more subdued than the {inal
colour. Grey paint (white mixed with fine lamp black)
underlies the biue and sometimes the red sashes. Red
and yeliow sashes are underpainted with yellow mix-
tures (containing yeliow ochr"e or an organic yellow).
Blue sashes are also underpainted using paie blue mix-
tures. containing indigo (also used for the final paint
tayer ).

This prelimin ary layiag in of areas using various colours
could be associated with the stage of painting termed
'dead colouring' in sixteenth and seventeenth-century
documents and treatises. An article in the 's-Hertoeen-
bosch charter of t546, issued by the Guild of St. Luke
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in F{aariem, stipulates that on panei each colour must
first be 'dead coloured' and in this way come to lay on
a double ground.5l According to Miedema, this pre-
scription was made as a method of achieving quality
control, and, though differing in concept, F{als's prac-
tice of dead colouring stems from this requirement.
\friters have de{ined dead colouring in different ways,
so the term remains rather elusive.sz However, van
Mander must have had a oainter such as Hals in mind
when he wrote:

These fellow-artists go to it, without taking great pains,
working direct with brush and paint with a free
approach and thus set down their paintings deftly in the
dead colour; they 're-dead colour' too sometimes, soon
after, so as to achieve a better composition. Thus those
who are abundantly inventive go audaciously to work,
thereafter making an improvement here and there.s3

This statement suggests that a dead colour stage could
be used as a way of producing a more or less final design,
Paint samples did sometimes show several thin superim-
posed layers of underpaint which indicate rhat, in their
dead-coloured state, the paintings did not just consist of
flat patches of colour. Often it is hard to distinguish
where these dead colour layers end and the following
stage of paint application begins, especiaily when the
composition of paint layers applied in both stages is
similar. A break in the work process is sometimes
suggested by the presence of a thin layer of medium in
between paint layers. This medium seems ro have been
used for oiling out, i.e, wetdng the surface in order to
saturate the colours for better visibility when painting
was resumed. The documents reiating to the Meagre
CompanT @al43; Flals docs. 73-t,78) also suggest rhat
rhe partially dead-coloured state in which Hals ieft it
was considered as a provisionally completed stage of the
painting, which could be taken further by another
painter. A revision in the head of the regentess seated
to the ieft behind the rable in the Regenresses (cat.85),
provides.another piece of evidence that dead colouring
could possess rather refined modelling (fig. A). Micro-
scopic examination of the earlier undedying head (to the
right of that now visible) which seems to have been left
in its dead-coloured state,54 through the craquelure of
the overiying background paint, suggests that it has
been modelled, varying in local colour from whire to
light pink and grey.

From these observations we can gain an idea of the
general appearance and use of the dead colour srage in
paintings by Hais. The dead-coloured stage of painting
seems to have been used for the first lay-in of coloured
areas. This differs from the monochrome dead coiouring
found in early works by Rembrandt, which establishes

Fig-5 Radiograph detail of the Regentesses (eat.86)
Hals repositioned the head in the finished painting.

the basic tones of the composition on the iight prim-
ing.ss 11"tt" dead colours are usually more subdued
than the colour of final paint iayers, and often show a
different combination of'the same pigments, The paint-
ing can be taken far in a dead-coloured srage. Dead
colouring is sometimes absent from areas or even whole
paintings which are painted using a direct and open
manner (Yoang Man with a Skull fcat.zgf and Man
ryig. e;b; szrS]), provii:g that it was not a rigid proce-
dure,

The opnzaecken or working-up of the painting would
follow. In Hals's portraits this seems to invoive achiev-
ing nuances of colour, detailing the elements and fixing
the finai contours. Sometimes the period between dead
colouring and working-up must have been shon, since
paint samples show that the dead colour v/as stiii vrer
when painting continued, causing the underlying paint
layer to be pulled up and mixed.

For the execution of his portraits, Hals's procedure
must have depended on his sitter's time and commit'
ment as illustrated in the documenrs.on The Meagre
Company (cat.43). Here Hals first suggests working up
the clothing and then execuring the heads of the incom-
piete figures (Hals doc.78). Constantijn Huygens
recounts how the painter Jan Lievens first painted
Huygens's clothing and bare hands and postponed rhe

rr8
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painting of his face until spring,. since the days were
ihott.5dln early pzinr.ings by Rembrandt, figures lP.Pear
to have been painted in a{ter the background had been
laid down.sz On the other hand, an unfinished picture
by Van Dyck shows that some painters vrould start with
the head.58

A srudy of the areas of overlapping paint, on the surface
of the picture itself and in sample cross-s€ctions, make
;t possible to reconstruct Hals's normal sequence of
working up the various parts. The figures appear to have
been *otked up against the painted- background,
though overlap of thi fig"t" on the background is by
rio mians as grlat as in the early paintings of Rembrandt.
The close junction at the Point of contact between the
paint areas of the background and of the figirre is often
obscured by final contours and touches added ro draw
them together. In rapidly executed portraits, such
as Tieleian Roosterrnan (Biesboer, f ig. ro; s93), the
background and figure have been worked uP more or
less simultaneously. A paint sample taken near the edge
of the black drapery shows thar the latter overlaps the
thinly painted gleenish-grey background, whereas the
backgrbund paLt is clearly swept over the top of the
hair (vrrrl).

Draperies are usually painted first, the hands being left
in reserve to be filled in later. Sometimes the hands are
painted entirely over the f inished drapery (vtt tm, from
lav4z). Most-likely rhe hands were usually painted
together with the face. In painting the face, the lips are
added last, either into an are blocked out ;n the ground
layer or over the flesh or moustache. The hair is detaiied,
often bringing strands of hair or flesh-coloured strokes
across tht sudden transition where hair meets flesh
(vrun). The hair is also q/orked into background-paint

-ilhich 
is still wet (vrrro, from cat.z4)' Collars and cuffs

are completed, ovedapping the paint of flesh and dra-
peries around their edges (f ig.3, from cat. 85)..Cuffs are
sometimes painted entirely over a finished sleeve (see
cat.4z) or biocked out (r'iirp). Ends of hair locks, which
can appear dissociated from the rest of the hair (vrrrl,
vrrrn), are sometimes added over the collar to integrate
it  (vrrrq, from cat.58). Jeweliery is added over the f lesh.
Final contours and rouches are then applied, sometimes
into wet paint.

These observations accord with van Dantzig's con-
clusion that the sequence of the build-uP progresses
from the-background to {oreground features.se FIow-
ever, as with other aipects of Hals's technical proce-
dures, exceptions to this generai observation should be
noted. The peripheral hand of the Fitzwilliam Man
(szr8), for exampl", overlap.ping the cudf, was the last
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element to be added, as if almost forgotten. Such idio-
syncrasies occur most frequently in Hals's group
portraits, where his procedure must have depended
especially on the availability of his sitters.

From the r53os onwards, Hais was iargeiy confined to
painting the sombre regent fashion of black garments'
Examin-ation in raking l*ight 

"f 
these black driperies in

a number of paintings reveals relieved brushstrokes
which enliven tlre surface. -ffhere they underly the black
paint layer, they often bear no connection with the
lorms and modelling of the garments at the surface, and
have to do with an earlier painting stage. In other cases,
distinct relieved strokes lie at the paint surface (fean de
la Chambre, Feyntje aan Steenkiste,lcat. 5a, +zl).Typi-
cally they appear fluid with rounded edges which have
been pushed up. This property has to do with the
.or,risi"n.y of tie paint ,ppii.d, and can also be found
in white and coloured strokes. Such a white stroke, on
the left cuff of Lucas de Clercq (cat.45) has been used
as one of the few accents which enliven his sombre
costume.

Paint sampies shos' that the typical build-up of the
black draperies is first a layer containing lamp black,
either puie or mixed with lead white or bone black'
Bone black, sometimes with umber added, was then
used for the deepest tones, and iamp black mixed with
lead white for the cool greyish highiights. Sometimes
small quantities of ochres and umber were used. Copper
was found in many of these biacks, although only in a
few cases could green pigment particles be distinguished
under the microscope, indicating that a soluble copper
compound had been added to speed up the drying
process. This corresponds closely to de Mayerne's de-
scribed method for painting black draperies, that is first
to use lamp black mixed with lead white and umber, and
then to deepen the colour using ivory black mixed with
verdigris.6o

Green verditer was identified in a few piaces in draperies
vrhich did not appear green {Lawghing Boy, Regents,
Regentesses, cat.t6,85, 86). In the front panel of the
dress of rhe 'Woman $owell, fig. z ; s r 8 5 ), the green was
not used as a drier, but was combined with red glazes
for its colour to suggest the shot-silk material (vrrrr).
The grey, watered satin costume of Claes Dwyst oan
Voorhoztt (cat.5z) was rendered by adding a.zurite, an
organic red pigment, and black to the lead white in the
top layer, which overlies the lead white/lamp black
mixture. Highiighm were blended in with different pro-
portions of these mixtures, for instance in the arched
stroke circumscribing his left elbow, or thinly scumbled
over the grey.

T TO
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In some of Hais's most direcc paintings the draperies
seem to have been chiefly laid down in one layer.,
.r ." i*ht onto the ground-(Yowng Man with a Skul l ,
lcar."zqf, Fitzwil l iai  Man Uig.85b; szr8], Man in his
ilt;rt;ii.f sstD. In the Young Man with a SkuLl (car-29),
Irre. , i .r .  oi i ight reddish ftouttd have been left  visib]e
through openings in the paint layer to provtde warm
*ia-t6""t. Adja"cent 

"."ri 
h"u" been swept into each

other whiist . t i l l  *"t ,  using hatched strokes (viI :s) '  A
swift technique is also apparent in the painting of the red
sash, from *hi"h 

" 
tr*pl. shows application,.of the red

o-r"i bro-n whilst stif wet. In the Fitzwilliam Man
(f ig. S5b; szrS), the-swiftness-of paint ing the draperies
ir 

"'l-t.t 
sloppy. Arbitrary splashes of verm.ilion aPPea-{

scattered ,to"na the yel low impasto on his r ight cuff
and on the grey drapery below. About a century a,go'
observationlfs"ch iispla.ed drops o{pain1 on another
late portrait w.r" ,tt.ib.tted by Bode and Moes to a
,r.rnt l ine hand and short-sightedness, which SIive
."ti.a 

""L"t 
nonsense.6l In thele draperies, splashes o{

,olu.rri have even been allowed to run down the paint-
ing and dissolve paint layers (vnit). This can also be seen
in"the draperies of the Merry Drinber (cat' 3o) and (less
obviousiy) in the Edinburgh Man (cat '57),In the Fit-
zwll l iam'Man (szr8) and the Merry Drinker (cat '3o),
Hals's rapid technique is also evident from the way he
dr"-. 

" 
iew hairs by scratchirig through the wet paint'

Similariv the contour of the nose of Young Man with
a Skwll (c^t. z9) is scratched in- This short-cut device can
i. 

"ttJ";*.i' 
with Flals's more swiftiy executed

paintings, though he never uses it to the same extent as
Rembrandt.62

In F{als's rendering of cuffs, as'with collars, we can trace
a development in*his technique which. corresponds to
their chjnsed material and structure in keeping wich
i;rh";. Iri the Man holding a Skull (cat' z) the stiff
r,rffles t.e scuipted by pushing through turning strokes
oi*hitt;*pr.io, *hi"h *oreLt lest reveal the underly-
ing black sleeve (vIuu). The different densities of vrhite
in?he ,trokes suggest various transparencies of the linen,
*U1.. th. r.lieie"d edges to strokes draw the edges cf
the roffles. The pattet"tt of the open, lace- edging to the

"offs 
of Cornelia Vooght (cat.lz) has been rendered

usine thinly appl ied white l ines over the black sleeve

lvrui;. o"iy 
" 

iew black accenls have been added on
ioo. 

-h.r. 
th"v 

^t" 
too small to leave in reserve in the

,rriierlvirrs blr"k. fhe lace edging to the cuffs o{ Maria
Larp (sri)  shows a dif ferent approach' The reserves in
the'lacework have taken on an independent identity,
being painted with separate black touches, either under
o. or7"i the white (vuiw)' In the iace edging of the cuffs
of Tieleman Roasterman (Biesboer'  f ig '  ro; s93) this
change in technique goes a step further' The more closed

structure of the white lace has been painted as a homo-
geneous layer- The openings in the iace-wh-ich reveal the
inderlyin[ black sleive have become the figurative ele-
rnent, and are suggested by touches of black and gtey
on top. Comparison with Cornelia Vooght (ca.t.4z).te-
ve"ls 

^how 
the procedure of rendering patterned lace has

been reversed, rellecting its changed structure.63

FIals's portraits are consistently lit- from.the left,.causin g
a shadow to be cast on the right.6a At its simpiest, the
background was painted using a single, thin pa.int layer'
as in-Tielernan Roosterman (s93 ; vinx). In piaces' the
greenish grey paint has been brushed on very thinly
ising boll zigi"g strokes, which reveal the underlying
pinkish sro'. ,nd. Paint samples show that this paint
Lont"ins"le"d white, lamp black and ochres' Different
coloured ochres and the .ddition of bone black model
the background layer. Painted two decades later, the
greenish grey background of the Vienna Man (st84) ts
also a single paint layer containing these same pigments,
modelled-and appiied in the same streaky way. The olive
qreen backgro iid of Lrcas de Clercq (cat' 46) is also one
iaint layer, simplified even further by the use of only
o"e bi"ik pigmint for modelling, possibly bone black'
Oniy in the-greyish green backgrounds of two small
paint i . tgs on panel, Petrws Scriaerius (s36; see cat 'zo)
ir.d Ai"o oon d", Aar (cat.zo), was a finely-ground
charcoal black pigment found. In addition to the pig-
ments mentiottid t" far, umber is often encountered in
background paint mixtures. Despite the simple charac-
,., 

"id 
buili-up of the backgrounds in Hals's.single

portraits, at d the limited range of pigments used, they
io sho* a wide variety of colouring' An exceptionally
elaborate modeiling is apparent in the olive green
background of Feyntje ian Steenkiste (car.47).The
colorir has been adjusted toward a lighter colour in a
build-up of three paint layers,- perlaps. to coordinate
with the li.ghter baikground of her husband's portrait
(cat.46). The first paint layer 1as dry before it was

"di"rt .d 
by subsequent layers, which overlap the black

dr"pery in'places and have been appiied as touches over
the lefi side of her cap, suggesting that the adiustments
were made at aTate stage of painting' The thicker build-
up of the background-paini layer compared to that o{
her hlrsband, *h;ch i t  abraded, can be seen clearly on
the Parnlrng.

From the examination, it is clear that the landscape
backgrounds of the r639 and especially the r633 militia
piecei, as vrell as the backgrounds in.the R.egents a*d
krgrrtrttrt (cat.85, 85) have changed -considerably 

in
the course of time, due to the effects o{ natural ageing.
The curtains, nblecloths and cushions in rhe Regents
and Regentesses would have been a crimson colour,
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more vivid than they are now, and with more model-
1ing.65 The paint mixtures used in these areas are respon-
sibie for the broad drying cracks. Darkening of tbe paint
medium in the landscapes in the two guard pieces has
changed the balance of light and dark in these paintings.
\(/e can only recover some idea of the depth and detail
x'hich the background in the Regentr s/ould originally
have possessed from a watercolour copy executed by
\Tybrand Hendricks, probably in the nineteenth centu-
ry (fig.85a). There is also a lfybrand Hendricks water-
colour copy of the 1533 militia piece which possibly
indicates the earlier eppearance of the background land-
scaDe.""

U"ny ol ,t . portraits display a coat of arms. k has been
suggested that those on Nicolaes aan der Meer and its
pendant Cornelia Vooght (cat.4t, 4z) are both inaccu-
rately rendered.6T Paint samples have shown that tlrey
are later additions over the varnished background paint.
Analysis idendfied the blue pigment in the emblems as
Prussian blue, which only became available to artisrs
around t7zo. The coat of arms must have been added
after this date, most likely in the nineteenth century,
when attempts were first made to identify and reunite
companion portraits. Prussian blue was also found in
lhe coats of arms in Tielema-n Roosterman (s93 ; vruy),
Jacob Olycan (cat. r8) and Aletta Hanerflans (cat.r9),
confirming that these too must be later additions,

Though there can be no talk of discovering any standard
procedure in the crearion of Hals's portraits, this essay
attempts to describe characteristics which recur in the
rendering of their various elements. \/hen drawing con-
clusions from the results obtained in this investigation,
one has to bear in mind that the forty paintings ex-
amined represent a smali proporcion of the two hundred
and.twenty-two attr;buted to Hals. AIso, it was possible
to investigate some pictures more thoroughly than

others, largeiy because they were undergoing resto-
ration and hence available for examination over a much
longer period. Despite these reseryations, certain con-
ciusions can be drawn from this first attempt to analyse
the marerials and techniques used bv Hali.
- First, although his handling of piint sets him aparr
from his contemporaries, rhe supports for his painrings
are in keeping with seventeenth-cenrury practice in the
Netherlands. There is some chronologiial pattern rn
Hals's increased use of canvas in place of panel, which
agrees with sevenr€enth-cenrury practice. Second, a
specific chronological partern is nearly absent in his
primings, the later ones being only slightly darker.
Hals's pictures are inconsisrenr in the materials used for
their primings. In this respecr, his procedures differ
from Rembrandt's. For Hals, the main objective of his
primings seems to have been to obtain a flesh-coloured
painting ground through whatever materials seemed
appropriate. This flesh-coloured priming in both his
canvas and panel paintings srems from a tradirion in
Netherlandish painting on panel. Third, where he used
rich glazes in the early Chatsworrh Woman (cat.3), he
was still employing this technique in rhe late Regents
and Regentesses (cat.85, 86), although this is not so
obvious now to the naked eye due to ageing of the paint
film. Hals's use of particular pigments for rendering
draperies, and his use of siccatives for rhe slow-drying
blacks, agrees fully with recipes of the period. Lascly,
one can say that as one moves through Hals's career
there is an increase in the looseness of painr application
in his portraits, which already appears in his genre
paintings, of which the t6z6-8 Young Man utith a Skull
(cat,z) is an example. Hals works sponraneously with
the brush, from the first sketching-in of the composition
up to the final touches, hereby contradicdng what,
according to Floubraken, he himself said about only the
finishing touches being the hallmark of the master.68

Notes

r. For an accounr of their restoration see Mid-
delkoop & van Grevenstein 1988.
z.  BuLler t972, But ler  t97o, Grimm t974,
Kippler 1985.
l Yan Dantzig t937.
4. Most of the paintings were examined and
photographed in situ. The paint surface was
examined wirh an operar ion microscope, usjng
magnifications up ro r4o, and selected areas
photographed. A{rer obraining permission
from the owners of the paintings, paint samples
(generally o.z5 mm" in area) could sometimes
t,e removed for cross-sectioning and micro-
che.mical tests. The cross-secrions were made by
embedding each sample in a biock of polyester

resin. The block was ground down and polished
until the side of the sample was exposed to the
surface of  rhe block.  The cross-sict ions were
rhen examined under a Leitz Onholux micro-
scope in normai and long wavelengrh ov inci-
denr i ighr.  Remains of  rhe sample marer ia l  were
used for microscopic examinarion in po.larised
light, and for micro-chemical tests. Further
identif ication of t l ie elements presenr was done
with the electron microprobi in rhe Depart-
ment of Earth Sciences, University of e.m-
bridge. This rechnique enables chemical analy-
sis on very small selecred areas, and there{ore cn
individual paint layers in the cross-section. The
presence of umber, for insrance, was confirmed

by the occurrence of peaks for bo:h manganese
and iron in the X-ray spectrum collected by this
technique.

The samples were too small for analysis of the
paint medium by gas chromatography. From
observarion during micro-chemical testing, the
medium seemed to be most iy a d:y ing oj l .

Radiographs of the Chatsvrorth and Bir-
mingham pictures were made in situ by Chris
Hurst, using a Gilardoni portable X-ray ma-
chine. Radiographs of the five milit ia pieces and
three regent group portraits in rhe Frans Hals-
museum were made by G. Van de Voorde, of
the Koninkli jk Instituut yoor het Kunstpatri-
monium in Brusseis, using special large format
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qonaf)ex fi im. Radiographs were also kindly
provided for examinatLn by rhe Rijksmuseum
in Amsrerdam, the Nationai Gallery, London,
the Iveagh Bequest in Kenwood House, the
Metropolitan Museum in New York, and the
Nuional Gallery of Art in Nfashington.
t. JovetL r974.
6. V/e are very grateful to the following insti-
rurions whicb have kind.ly allowed us ro exam-
ine their paintings by Hals : Amsterdam, Rijks-
museum and Jan Six Collection; Birmingham,
Barber Institute of Fine Arts ; Cambridge, F.itz-
wil l. iam Museum; Charsworth, Duke of De-
vonshire's Settlement; Edinburgh, Nationa.l
Gallery of Scotland ; Tle Hague, Mauritshuis ;
London,.National Gallery, Iveagh Bequest in
Kenwood House and the Royal Collection in
the Queen's Gal lery,  Buckingham Palace; New
York, Merropoliran Museum of Arr; Oxford
University, Christ Church College; Vienna,
Kunsthistorisches Museum. For prov.iding
pho:ographs and other rechnical informatioi
we are grateful to: Kassel, Staatliche Kunst-
sammlungen ; Ciacinnati, Taft Museum ; riTash-
ington, Narional Gallery; Serlin, Gemilde-
gaierie. Lastly, we should like to rhank
Chrisrie's of London.for sponsoring a conrin-
uatlon of thts research.
7. Proportion based on zzz paintings attributed
as autograph in Slive r97o-4, vol,3. t
8, Bruyn et al- 1985, p. rt; van de Graaf r9yg,
P.t3,
9.  Hals 's product ion ofpaint ings on wood pan-
el, folloving the chronology given by Slive
r97o-4, expressed as a percentage of his total
known producrton. r6tr-9,  5o7o; t6zo-9,
367";  163o-9,27," /o;  t64o-9,  r4o/o;  t65o-9,
t47",  t56o-4,  z7to.
to. Portra;t of a Man (s48), Berlin-Dahlem,
Staarliche Museen.
i r .  Miedema 198r.
rz, Bruyn et al- ry82-6, vol. t, p. r7
r3.-Ihe sizes of panels atribured as autograph
in Slive ry7o-4, vol.3, were plotted.
r4. No general agreement has yer been reached
as to the srandard sizes of panel available, aside
from, this general proporrion; see Bruyn 1979.
Miedema r98r,  Bruyn et  a l .  tg lz- ,  vol .  r ,  pp.
r4,15.

Hals occoionally used circular, ocrogonal
and oval  formats for  porrrai ts:  s5o, s5r;  s98,
s99 ; sr r 5, s r r 5. Sometimes, roo, he used similu
formats for_his genre pictures on wood panel-
r5. Unpublished report by Michaela Burek,
1986, Frans l lalsmuseum.
r5, Bruyn et al. ry82-, vol. r, pp. r3.-4.
r7. Van Dantzig r937 incorrectly stares rhat the
pane,l of Cornelia Vooght comprises five vertical
PranKs.
r8. Klein et al. 1987.
r9,  Dendrochronology of  panel  painr ings by
Hals in the Frans Halsmuseum was carried out
by Dr. P.Klein, University of Hamburg, De-
partment.of Vood Biology,. Microscopic exam-
)natron ot rhe parnung and painr sampies have
confirmed thaithe coit of ar-ms and inscriotion
are original and were not added lat€r, a; pre-
viously suggesred.

ran Museum cf Arl
2r, Bauch Ec Ekstein r98r, van de Graaf r95g,
P.12.
22. Brv-yn et- a!.- tg9z-, vol. 2, pp. r g_9.
zj, Technical informarion on thiipaintins came
to.l ight durirg its resrorarion by irn M.-Clure,
Direcror of the Hamilton Kerr Institure. Unij
versity of Cambrid.ge, who is prepr.lng , iepar-
are report !or publlcatton,
24, Hoogstraten t678, p.339, porn$ out an
advanrage of canvas, that it is ,mosr suited for
Iarge paintings and, when well primed, easiest
lo rransport' ( 'bequaemst voor groote stukken,
en wel geprimuult zijnde Jichrst om re vervoe_
ren'). Vasari, in Brown ry6o, p.46, mentions
that cenvas ls of l irt le weighr and is easiiy trans_
ported when rol led uo.
25, Two other paintings in the Frans Halsmu,
szum, Pieter de Grebber,s milir ia piece of r619
(slighdy reduced in size) and pierer Sourmanis
mrlrua p,ece ol  t642, are borh painted on a
canvas 3 ells wide.
25. For discussjon of this point see B ruyn et al.
r9u2-,  vot .2,  pp.4r-2.
27. Paint samples confirm that the build-up and
composition of painr layers on the transflrred
str.ip matched rhat of rhe original painr. Before
interuenrion, rhe size of the Janvai, which now
measures c,roo.2 x 8o,8 cm, can be recon_
structed to have been c.r03.7 x /Zl  cm.
28. Due to inconsistent te"uis oi ih"e painting,s
earlier size, it is nor possible ro s"y when ti is
mutllatton took Dlace-
29. A,ridge of priming along the original rolled
stretchtng edge, whlch has been opened out, is
visible in the X-ray.
3o. 'ffe are grateful to Mr. H. Brammer and his
colleagues of the Staadichd Kunstsammlunsen
Kassel, for prcviding informarion about rdeir
palntrng.
3r.  Houbraken t7t | -zt ,  pp.9o-2,  re lates how
when Van Dyck visired Hals's srudio unrecos-
nised, Hals'took up rhe first canvas rhar canie
to hand' ro paint his portrait (.zoo goeo en zoo
kwaad, als hy toen maar aan de hand had,) .
Altho 'gh rhe visit vas most probably apo-
cryphal, it is worth noting. Sei Houbiaken,s
Life of Hals in this catalofue, pp,r7-g.
32. Van de Graaf r  958,pp. lB-42, nos. 6-zo. De
Mayeme gives several recipes which suggest
smoothlng _the prrmtng layer using a curved
pnmrng knrte or pumice stone. Exceptionally,
the texture of the Regentesses canv", Jo"" ,""t
to have been exploited. In places of rhinner
paint application some strokes catch on rhe hish
points of canyas weave, reflecting irs charalc-
teristic srrucrure. Though exaggemred by past
l lnlng treatment thrs effect does seen rnten-
uonal,
33. In thelast-nam"d paint ing the evidence was
oDtarned trom the X-rav.
34, Bruyn et al. rgBz-1, vol. z, pp. r9-zo.
3t .  Ib id. ,  pp.3r-7.
j6.  Ib id. ,  pp.3z-3.
37. Van de Graaf 1958, p.14r,  no.  rg:  . . . .  de
l'Imprimerye de laquelle selon comme elie esr
bonne ou mauuaise depend la beaut6 et Viuacit€
des Couleurs-'

exceprion of lead-tin yellow, which occurs for
instance r'n the jewellery of the Charsworth
\X/oman (car.1), and red lead, which could be
presenr in lwo of the grounds. Results o{ anal-
yses and technical information on the individual
paintings is at the Hamilton Kerr Iasritute in
Cambridge and the Frms Halsmuseum in
Haarlem- For informatior on pigments see Roy
r988-9-
j9.  Van de Graaf,  r958, .p.  r38,  no.4.  De
Mayerne menttons the use ol an oil qround on
panel. Such a priming would fi l l  the p-ores in the
wood.
4o, Miedema t973, ch,tz, r6; 'Ons moderne
Voorders voor henen plochten llun penneelen
dicker als wv te witten.'
4r. Speaking'of Pieter Pourbus I (c.ry34-98), in
van de Graaf 1958, p.21 r 'en maecki. ... ejnen
gro-oten Oly-verwe doeck ... doch also hy hem
te dick ghewit hadde met lifm-verwe/ en dick-
wij ls op en afgrrolt wierr/sprongh ofr schil-
terde lry re veel Dlaersen a1.'
42. Ftoy ryS8-g,'pp.zt -2.
4,j. BrEy n e t d l. r 982-, vol. 2, pp. 42- 3, n ote 9 o,
Iist inventory valuations whiclishow ih"t o.[..
pigments were much cheaper than lead wbire.
44. Van de Gnat ry18,-  p.r4r,  no.r8.  De
Mayerne suggests rhar the purpose of dipping
rhe cenvas rn glue was'pour boucher les per i tz
trous de la toil le seche que l,Imprimeuie ne
passe a $auers'.
4y. Miedema ryia, p.94.
45. Van Mander ry36,p.  r6o, stares that i t  was
the practice of Hieronymus Bosch, as of other
old masrers, to lay a rranslucent, f lesh_toned
primuersel over the white ground of panels.
4.7.Bruyn et al. t98z-,vo1.-2, p.42, srggest th"t
l lmst€rdam lmported new recipes for priming,
developed chiefly in ftaly, along wirh th. 

"r. 
Ji

canvas-as a parnrrng support. Most (if not all)
grounds on canvas, analysed from rhe first ten
years of Rembrandt's activity in Amsterdam,
show. a do_ubie ground wh;;h resembles thai
Jound on rhese rwo paintings by Hals, namely
a grey over a red ochre oil ground.
48. PJJ. van Thiel kindly inf=ormed !s rhar rhis
was. discovered by the removal of overpaint
during the picrure's last conservaaron treatment.
49. In addition, A. vm Dorssen, unpublished
s.,t3df-The separarion of hands in thi painting
"Th^e Corporalship of Captain Reael,,, i Augusi
r988, l ists some changes made in the painJne.
yo. rWe are grateful ro Dr.J, Kelch of thi GemaI_
degalerie, Berlin, for providing us wirh the as
yer unpu blished autoridiogr"pf,s of the portraiL
of 1 Woy1" (s89).of c.r63o'-3 (for an expla-
nauon ot the technrque of autoradiography, or
neutron acdvation analysis, see for instance
Sayre & Lechtman 1958, and Ainsworth et al.
r98z), Dr. Kelch writes: .... especially rhe f. ifth
autoradiograph provides sple;did ;nsighi into
Hals's working method and personal hindwrit-
ing. The blackening of rhis i i lm, exposed {rom
the roth 1o.th5 :1nd day after aclivation, is
caused marnly by phosphorus, an ingredienr of
bone black.'The utoridiograph sho'ws broad,
discontinuous l inet uornd the rop and botrom
of the collar and below rhe cuffi and hands-
These lines do nor correspond to shadows on
the black drapery and there{ore seem to belong

20. wood species identif ied by Toa vjlmerinh 18, All the pigments idenrif. ied in the paintings
Furniture consenaror, New York, Metropoli- 6y Hals a.'. -menrione d in the rexi, '*;rr. ',rr"
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ro an earlier stage in the painting process and
were appl.ied in order to indicate the position of
coJ.lar, cuffs and hands. A similar procedure was
obsened on examiningthe Portrait of aWoman
(sr3r) under the operation microscope.
5r. Miedema rg87, p,t4t: ' .., op goed droege
eyckenboert ofr wageschot, zijnde elcke veme
ierst gedootverwet ende alsoe op eenen dobbe-
len grondt.'
52. The 's-Hertogenbosch charter of r 545 refers
to the dead-colouring technique of the early
Flemish masters, whereby thin ud transparent
glazes are built up over the pure dead colour.
An alternadve description of dead colour is
givea in a Dutch text cited in the English manu-
script of Thomas Marshall's 'Commonplace-
book' of c,t54o-1o, which describes areas of
even colour which approximate the final
colours in rheir f lat t ints. See Vey 196o. Neither
of these conceptions of dead colour colform to
what we have observed in paintings by Hals.
53. Miedema ry73, ch.tz, y: 'En vallender aen
strucx, sonder veel quellen/ Met pinceel en
veru', in sinnen vrymoedich/ En dus schilde-
rende dees werck-ghesellen/ Hun dinghen
veerdigh in doot-verwen stel.lenl Herdootver-
wen oock te somtiiden spoedich/ Om stellen

beterr dus die ovenloedich/ In 't inventeren
zijn, doen als de stoure/ En verbeteren hier en
daer een foute,'
54. This is suggested by the thinness of the paint
layer (apparent in raking light) md its low-den-
sity image on the X-ray, vhich indicates little
modelling using lead white pigment: unpub-
iished report by Michaela Burek, 1985, Frans
Halsmuseum.
yy. Bruyn et al. tg9z-, vo.l.r, pp.zo-4. In
paint ings by Hals,  van Dantzig tgt7,  p.24,
identif iesa stage of setting down anonochrome
sketch using a dark golden ochre over the light-
er, golden ochre imprimarura.
56. Huygens ry87, p.88. Constanti jn Huygens
(t596-r587) vrote about his meeting with
Lievens in an autobiographical sketch of his
youth around 15u9. The lull, original Latin text
is in Vorp 1897.
57. Brryn et al. ry82*, vol. l, pp.zJ-3o.
58. Talley 198r, pls.z9, 3o.
t9. Van Dantzig 1937, p, y, no.4.
6o, Van de Graa{ r9y8, p.  ry3,  no.34b: 'Drap-
perie noire. Noir de Lampe, peu d'Vmbre, vn
peu de blanc. Enfonc6s auec Noir d'yuoire,
nesle auec Verdet. Rehaussds auec noir de
Lamoe all ie de blanc & d'vn oeu d'ombre.'

FRANS HALS: A TECHNICAL EXAMINATION

6r. Slive r97o-4, vol. r, pp. r98-9.
52. Bruyn et aI. ry82-, vol-r, p-3r.
63. This corresponds to a change obsened in
Rembrandr's renderine of lace on collars and
cuffs. See Bruyn et oll ry82-, vol.z, p.53.
54. During microscopic examination of the
paint surface ve sometimes observed a blue
pigment (probably azurire) used to colour the
white or iris of the eye on the lit side of the face.
The similar blue appearance of the eye on the
unlir side of rhe face is achieved by the optical
effect of a fine black mixed with white (Claes
Deyst van Voorhout, Seated Woman fcat.5z,
7el.
51. The Regents was last cleaned in r9ro, by
C.F. de \f i ld. Since then, the heightened con-
trast between the laree areas of darkened
background and clothirig, and light areas, has
been rhe main reason lor delaying anothei
cleaning of the paintings. The yellowed varoish
layers nov present, mellow this unintended
eltect to some extent,
66. Sl ive tgTo-4,  vol .  r ,  p.  r35,  f ig.  r37.
67.D6LLemzn ry7 y, p. 57 ; deJongh ry86, p. 46.
68. See Houbraken's Life of Hals in this cata-
logue, pp. r7-8.

(
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TABLE I : GROUNDS

S picture date p(anel) colour
c(anvas) (t)

composition (3)
(')

I ZAFFIUS

2 Ml.N VITI{ SKULL

3 voMAN

7 MILITIAMEN

I8 MAN

2g LAUGHING BOY

lz J. OLYCAN

33 A. ITANEMANS

J4 BEARDED MAN VITH Rl"lF

35 scRrvERIUs

JZ ANNA VAN DER AAR

4' MILITIAMEN

46 urrtrravex

r6r r

c. t6to

c,  r5ro

r6t6

\6zz

r6z5

t6z5

t6z5

r6z6

t6z6

c. t6z5-8

t53t

t63r.

c. 1533

!633

c. t633

t634

c. t635

\4t

vhire

whitish

whitish

flesh

light brown

Iight
yellowish
grey

light
yellowish
light greyish-
ochreous
yellowish

light pinkish

flesh

ochre
cold pink

white

white

light flesh
colour
light
yellowish
light
ochreous
light pinkish
pink-ochre

light pinkish

Efey

whitish

pinkish

light brown

yellowish

dark
Iight bluish
lighr pinkish
ochreous
Iight brownish

translucent
whirish
whitish

light ochre/i:ink

whitish
light colour

white

white

light brown

whitish

no smples

light pinkish
grey-brcwn

light brown

c

c

c

lead white, a little red ochre and
fine black, yellowish medium

lead white, a little red ochre, umber
and coarse charcoal black

lead white, a litde red ochre, umber
and coarse charcoal black

lead white, umber, a Iirtle bright red
ochre and black (z layers, maybe a
little chalk in the top one)

lead white, a l itde chalk, umber,
finely ground bone black

lead white, a little umber, very little
{inelackpicture

sample incomplete

lead white, chalk, a lirtle red lead ?

lead white, very little red ochre and
fine black (a litde red lead ?)

lead white, a little red ochre

lead white, a little red ochre, very
litde umber and black

lead white, very litde red ochre,
very little fine blach (z layers, the
bottom one more greyish)

lead white, a little chalk, a little
umber, a drk red pigment, very
little black (z layers ?)

lead white, a little umber (?)
two layers wet-in-wet :
lst lead white, umber, a l irt le f ine
black;
znd lead white, umber, a little red
ochre and very little organic red
and black

chalk/glue wirh imprimatura: lead
white, chalk, ochre, umber, very
little fine black

chalk/glue with imprimatura: lead
white, chalk, ochre, umber, fine
black

lead white, umber (u layers, znd
ground darker)

lead white, a lirtle umber

lead vhite, umber

lead white, umber, very little red
ochre, very little fine charcoal black
(two layers)

three layers wet-in-wet: Iead white,
umber, very little red ochre added
in 3rd ground
Only little mber in the 3rd
ground. znd ground darkest
(umber)

6r
VERDONCK
YOTTNG MAN \rITiI SNULL

77 N. VAN DER MEER

Z8 c. voocHT

Z9 M]LITIAMEN

8r ueN 1N Hls 3o's

84 r, .  vaN DEN BRoEc(E

g3 T, ROOS:TERMAN

IO4 L. DE CLERCQ

rot !. vAN STEENKISTE

r24
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no.
date p(anel) colour

c(anvas) (r)
composition (3)

( ')
II? M. LARP

rr9 c,  DUYST VAN VOORr{OUT

122 J. DE LA CHAMBRE

I24 MILITIAMEN

rlrvoMAN

r4r voMAN \flffi FAN

I44 PAULUS VERSCHUUR

rt6 MAN

rt7 voMAN

r84 uew

r8i  
,  

voMAN

r9o MAN

2II SEA?ED VOMAN

2IZ MAN

218 MAN

22i REGENTS

222 REGENTESSES

c, t535-8

c.  1538

t638

c. 1639

c. 1538-4o

c. t64o

r643

c. 1643-5

c. t64-45

c. 165o-z

t 6 5o-z

c. 1660

t65o-5

t55o-6

c. 1664

c. t664

)
brownish

light

light brown

brovnish ?

ochreous

yellow

light ochre

light ochre

yellowish

light
yellowish

greyish-
brown

yellowish

ccol grey

cool grey-

greyish
brown

greyish
brown

light
pink

whitish

light brown

brown

ochreous

Iight colour

ligh. ,"ddirh

light yellow

light ochreous

whitish

whitish

c

c

c

P
c

Iead whire, little umber

rst lead whire, chalk, umber a l itt le
bone black ;
znd lead whire, very little umber,
red and brown ochre (whole layer
stained pinkish, no fine pigment
visible)

chalk/glu with imprimarura: lead
white, very little brown ochre and
lery, very little fine black

rst chalk, a little lead whire (lumps),
umber,a little yellow ochre ;
znd lead white, a little chalk,
umber, very little red ochre

chalk, a little lead white, umber, a
litile fine charcoal black and red
ochre. Medium-rich at the top.
lmprimatura: lead whire, chalk,
umber, very little fine charcoal
b.lack

chalk, very little red and black,
yellowish-brown medium

chalk (prob. bound in glue), a layer
of yellowish medium on top;
Imprimatura: lead whire, a little
umber or ochre, very l itde fine
black

no samples

no samples

lead white, chalk, umber, very litde
red ochre

lead white, chalk, umber, very little
red ochre

lead white, umber, ochre (lighter
towards the top, z layers
wet-in-wet ?)

no samples

double ground: rst bright red
ochre; znd coarse lumps of lead
white, charcoal clack and umber

double ground: rst bright red
ochre; znd coarse lumps of lead
whire, charcoal black and umber

lead white, chalk, umber

lead white, chalk?, umber

(r) Colour as obserued wirh the naked eye.
(z) Colour as obswed through the stereo-microscope.
(3) Pigments idendfied using microscopy, micro-chemica) tests and electron microprobe analysis

r25
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a) Paint cross-section of a
sample taken along the edge
of the Zaffius panel (cat. r),
showing ground and paint
layers extending over the
edge o{ the panel (magn.
x2ooJ,

f) Paint cross-section o{ a
grey highlight in rhe black
drapery of Paulus Verscbuur
(cat.56). This painting on
canvas has a chalk ground
with a yellowish imprimatu-
ra on top (the even grey
oval right of centre is an air
bubbie caught in the embed'
d.ing material) (magn. xzoo).

b) The reverse o{ rhe Zcf-
fias parel (cat. r), which
retains its original beveil ing
on ail four sides.

g) Cross-section through
the scumbled white painr in
the drapery in Claes Duyst
van Voorhout (cat. yz). The
cheap alternative for lead
white, namely lead whi:e
diluted with chalk, was used
for the botrom ground iayer
(nagn. xzoo).

c) Detail along a reverse
edge of the Fttzwilliam Man
(szr8). The messily applied,
second, grey ground, has
splashed around onlo the
back of the painting. The
first, red ground is seen to
have been pushed through
the interstices in the canvas,

h) Cross-sectionthrough
the deepest black in the dra-
pery of the Frtzwilliam Mdn
(szr8), showing the double
ground, On top of a bright
red earth there is a cool grey
composed of lead white,
charcoal black and umber
(magn. xzoo)-

d) Detail along the botrom
edge of the Fizwllliam Man
(szr8). The light-coloured,
impasto paint stops shon of
the edge, which, after prim-
ing, was folded around a
stretcher.

e) Detail of rhe collar of
Nicoldes oan der Meer
(cat.4t). The brown impri-
matura over the white
ground shovs through the
thin, ranslucent paint of the
collar.

i) Cross-section of the Marc
in a Slouch Hat {cat.83),
showing a double ground
similar in colour and com-
position to the Fitzwil l iam
Man (szt8) (magn. xzoo).

j) Macro-photograph of the
Portrait of a Seated Woman
(cat.79), to the right of her
head, wirh a black l ine of
underdrawing showing
through the thin background
Parnr,

k) Macro-photograph of
the Porttait of e Standing
'Woman (car.58), botton of

grey-brown underlayer and
fine b.lack .line along the
edge of rhe sleeve directly
on the ground. It can be
seen that they disappear un-
der rhe white paint layer-

p) Portrait of a Mdn
(sr84), macro-photograph of
his collar, which is blocked
our in the painting of the
drapery. A final white
contour of the collar over-
laps the black drapery. This
procedure contrasts with
that in a painting iike Cor-
nelia Vooght (cat.4z), where
the cuf{ is not blocked out,
but painted entirely over the
finished sleeve.

u) Macro-photograph of
rhe Man bolding a Skull
(ear t r r \e.r i { {  ' ' , f f lFc ^f
the cuff are sculpted by
pushing through turning
strokes of white impasto, lo-
caily revealing the underiy-
ing black sleeve.

1) Tieleman Roosterman
(sg3), macro-photograph
showing the greenish-grey
background paint swept over
the hair.

m) Detail of Cornelie
Vooght {cat.4z). The hand is
painted enrirely over the fin-
ished drapery.

n) Portait of a Man in hi
Thirt ies (s8 t), _macro-photo-
graph of the junction of
forehead and hair, showing
the abrupt transition with
strands of hair brought
across-

s) Macro-photograph of
the drapery of the Yo*ng
Man sith a Shull {car.z9).
Rough, wet-in-wet sweeten-
ing or hatching of dark into
lighr areas of the drapery.
The light, pink-ochre grouod
is still visible through the
hatching.

o) . Macro-photograph of
rhe hair of Verd,onck
{cat.z4). The curls are swept
into the wet paint of rhe
background.

t) Macro-photograph of the
drapery of rhe Firzwiliiam
Man (szr9), showing Hals's
sloppiness in some of his
paintings. Splashes of solvent
have been allowed to run
down the painting, dissolv-
ing paint layers.

q) Detail o{ the Portrai oJ
a Standing Woman (cat.58),
Iocks of hair added over the
cnl l , .  tn i " r"o ' , tp i t

vl Macro-photograph of
Corn e lia Vo ogh t (cat. 4z),
showing rhat the cuff is
rendered with thinly applied
whire i ines over the black
sleeve.

r) }v{acro-photographof
the Vienna Portr*it of a Wo^
man (st9y), front panel of
her dress. Green verditer
was identified in rhe dark
areas of the shot-silk materi-
al (the same green pigment
vas idenrif ied in the strip
added along rhe lefrhand
side; see the sect ion on
'Canvas').

w) For Maria Larp {sttz,
macro-photograph), the re-
seses in the lacework take
on an independent identity,
being painted with separate
black touches either under
or over the white.

x) Macro-photograph of
the background in Tieleman
Raosternan (s93), painted on
thinly with zigzag strokes
vrhich reveal the underlfng
^i-Li .L --^, , - ,J

y) Cross-section of the
blue in the coar of arms of
Tieleman Roosterman (s93),
where Prussian blue was
again identif ied (magn-
xzoo).

r27
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ELLA HENDRIKS AND KARIN GROEN

Iudith Leyster:

A Technical Examination

of HerWork

Very little technical information concerning
paintings attributed to Judith Leyster has been

published prior to this catalogue, which has involved

systematic technical examination of 16 oil paintings,

somd of which are no longer accepted as by Leyster.r

Among these are six signed works (four of them

dated) which serve as key points of reference in

comparing examination resuits.2 Although surviving

documents offer little definite ir,formation

concerning Leyster's training and the practices of

her studio, we hope that this first technical

examination of some of her paintings may provide

fresh insight into these issues.

The first of our goals is to determine whether

among the heterogeneous styles of the paintings

examined - which has been explained as eclectic -

any common characteristics may be considered

hallmarks of Leyster's painting technique. Second,

we hope to discover whether any similarities in her

painting technique would support the proposition

that she apprenticed to Frans Hals around 1629.

Up until now, the close affinity in style and subject

matter of some of her paintings has supported this

suggestion. Results ofan earlier technical study of

paintings attributed to Frans Hals provide important

comparative material.3 Technical studies of other

painters thought to have taught or influenced

Leyster have not taken place on this scale and are

beyond the scope of this project, although some

information is available.a Finally, we hope to

augment current knowledge concerning the studio

practices of painters in Haarlem in general and to

provide a foundation for continued research.

The Painting Support
Leyster's accepted oeuvre consists ofabout

twenty oil paintings, all of which appear to date

between :629 and about 1636, when she was still

single. This catalogue includes fifteen of those

paintings, seven ofwhich are on wood panel and

eight on canvas. This is roughly double the

proportion of paintings on wood panel found in
the known production of Frans Hals from the same
period (r3 out of47 paintings).s Leyster's frequent
choice ofwood panel as a painting support, as
indicated by her known paintings, counters a
general tendency for canyas to supersede wood as
the dominant support in seventeenth-century
Netherlandish painting.6 The largest of Leyster's
panels, Carousing Couple (caI.4) measures 68 x 55 cm.

For works larger than this, Leyster turned to canvas
as a support.T The moderate size of her largest knovm
canvas, lolly Toper (cat.z), which has been trimmed
around the edges and now measures 88.o x 83.7 cm,

confirms Leyster's predilection for painting on a
modest scale.

There are several likely reasons for Leyster's

frequent choice of wood panei for her painting
supports. First, canvas gained popularity only
gradually throughout the seventeenth century, and

as the traditional painting support, wood panel
would have been readily available. The small panels
used by Leyster could be simply made, mostly from
a single plank (see below). Second, the potential

advantage of canvas as a lightweight material that
could be easily rolled up for transport would not

have been important for the small-scale paintings,

mainly genre pieces, in which Leyster specialized.
It appears that she never executed commissions for

large-scale portraits or group portraits on canvas to
compare with those of other Haarlem artists, such

as her purported teachers, Frans Hals or the De

Grebbers. The production ofher husband, Jan
Miense Molenaer, provides a closer comparison

with Leyster's specialization in small-scale works.

In general the 1668 postmortem inventory of
Molenaer's effects specifies far more panels than

canvases used as painting supports, although two

entries do record 'large' and 'extraordinarily large'

canvases.8

93
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Wood Panel width in the panels, ftomtzz:rto 1.39:r.rr Possibiy

This study involves technical examination of six manufacture of the smallest panels, which comprise

rectangular paintings on wood panel, whose present a single plank, was dictated by the size of the planks

dimensions are listed below.e delivered by the sawmill rather than by

predetermined sizes. The width of a plank was

[1:"' H;" il:'.T[:'Jl",*Til*:,"1'letreetrunk'which
Seventeenth-century traders' inventories

r Serenade
8 ManOfferingMoneyto

aYoungWoman

9 A Game of Tric-Trac 40.6 3r.o equivalent to two and a half stuivers), or subject

4 ChildrenwithaCatandanEel 58.5-59.5 48.0-48.7 matterthathadapart icularformat (e.g.,salvators).
4 Portrait ofa Woman 5J.2 4L.t 

^ 
++^**r. L.--,.

4o The Rommel-pot player 39.o 3o.8 
Attempts have been made to rediscover the

approximate formats intended by this seventeenth-

century nomenclature.rs All the rectangular

Five of the panels examined each comprise a single paintings on wood panel attributed to Leyster

plank. The smallest plank width occurs in the can presumably be associated with the smallest

virtually inta ct Man Offering Money to a Young categories of paintings named in seventeenth-

Woman(cat.8) and measures z4.r cm. The widest century inventories, from the salvator down to the

plankusedoccurs inPortraitof aWoman(cat.r+), stooter. Ithasbeensuggested thatChildrenwitha

which could originally have measured as much as Cat and an Eel (catq) could be associated with a

49 cm, unusually wide. Leyster's larger painting on salvator format measuring about 6z x 49 cm, though

panel, Children with a Cat and an Eel (cat.r3,fig.4z, a possible reduction in size of the panel should be

44) , now measures up to 48.7 cm wide and shows a taken into account.16 On the other hand, the smaller

more complex construction. In this case, two Rommel-Pot Player (cat.4o), which is now no longer

vertical planks have been butt-joined (straight edge thought to be by Leyster, can presumablybe

against straight edge) and glued. As was usual compared to two other small Rommel-Pot Players

practice, weaker sapwood portions ofthe planks recorded in seventeenth-century inventories, one

(which have been prone to woodworm attack) have

been joined along the inside.ro

^< a ?, < grouped paintings under categories of size, named

according to Dutch coins (e.8. guldensor stuyvers)'

3o.7 )4.r monetary vaiues (e.g., stooters, one stooter being

Seventeenth-century sources suggest that

painters could obtain wood panels made by

specialist cabinet makers and joiners, probably

with standard height and width dimensions that

corresponded to standard-size frames.l I An entry

in the postmortem inventory of Molenaer's effects

records twenty-six single piece panels, all of the same r'4

size.12 Although the concept of uniformity in the

seventeenth century was less exact than it is today, 1.1q
taken literally this would suggest a reserve of

standard format panels. Since existing paintings

on wood panel by some other seventeenth-century 1'3

painters can be characterized by a system ofstandard

sizes, we wondered whether this would apply to

Leyster's production. The present dimensions of six t'25

vertical rectangular panel paintings attributed to E
Leyster are given in fig.39. The small sample of 

E r.2
paintings considered, as well as the fact that E
examinations show that some have undergone S
slight later changes in format (see note ro), limit the i 1'r5

conclusions that can be made. However, one can

observe a range in the proportion of height to

Frc.39 Wood panels

[ ]rrrishr rectansular format

3
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40
X-ruy of Portrait of a Woman
(cat.r4). The painting support
is a tangentially sawn plank.
An undulating pattern ofthe
wood grain is made visible by
the x-ray absorbent properties
ofthe lead-white based ground

as a stooter and the other under the heading of small
stooters (see the essay by Lely-van Halm in the
present catalogue).r7

As with most Netherlandish paintings of the
period, oak appears to have been used for the wood
supports of the paintings examined. Althoueh
indigenous to Holland, oak was imported f-- th"
Hansa towns on the Baltic.rs A robust woocl, oak of
about one centimeter thick provided sufficient
strength. Only three of the six panels examined
(A Garne o.f Tric-Trac, portrait of a Woman, The
Rommel-Pot Player; cats.g,14, 40) retain thei,:
original thickness. In raking light (light from the
side which skims the surface), marks from the tools
used to work the timber can be observed on the
reverse ofthe planks. The other three panel supports
examined, Serenade, Man Offering Money to a young

Woman and Children with a Cat ancl anEel (cats.r,
8, r3) have been shaved down to a few millimeters
thickness, as part of later restoration treatments
intended to reduce warping.

Usually planks were cut radially from the tree,
perpendicular to the annual growth rings, in order
to reduce the tendency to warp with changes in
humidity. This is the case for A Game oyiic_Troc
and The Romtnel-pot player (cats.g, 4o); in the latter
it resuits in a natural i,vedge shape tapering slightly
toward the left side (corresponding to thelnsie of
the tree) where less beveling is required. The plank
used in Portrait of aWoman(cat.r4), in contrast, has
been cut tangentially, parallel to the annual srowth
rings, close to the heart of the tree. A charact-eristic
undulating pattern of the wood grain results, ciearly
visible in an x-ray (fig.+o).

Canvas
This study involves technical examination of

eight paintings on canvas, which have all been lined
(adhered to a backing canvas) at a iater date. The
present maximum edge-to-edge dimensions of the
original canvases are listed below.re

CAT.NO.

HEIGHT WTDTH

(cv) (crur)

z Jolly Toper

5 Merry Company
6 The Last Drop

7 Self-Portait

38 LaughingYouth with a Wine Glass
39 The Jester

4t StandingCavalier

+z Violinist

88

74.4
88.2

74.1

78.8
67.9

61.2

76.2

V,I
62.9

73.2
65.3

69.o

)0 1

49.o
66.4

For their painting supports, seventeenth-century
Netherlandish painters made use of fabrics woven
for other purposes, especially linen, which was
commonly used for clothing and sails. Haarlem
was an important center for specialized processing
of linen, such as bleaching threads and damask
weaving. Coarser types of linen were probably
imported. Ghent was an important export center
for coarse linen in the early seventeenth century and
Spain supplied a certain coarse q?e oflinen used for
sails. Linen canvas was available in standard widths,
associated with particular grades, which were sold
in the appropriate category of market. The standard
widths of canvas strips available were related to
standard units of measurement, like the Brabant el,
which measured about 69.5 cm. Standard widths
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could be based on a fourth, an eighth, or even a

sixteenth of an el.2o
With the exception of The Last Drop (cat.6),

the works examined are painted on a single strip
of canvas. One can generally assume that in order
to avoid wastage, the smallest dimension of the
painting supports (here the width) corresponds to

the entire width of the canvas strip used. In this case,

this could not be confirmed since the complete
absence ofselvages suggests that none ofthe
canvases examined are completely intact.
Nonetheless, allowing for slight changes in format,

one might therefore suggest that three paintings
(Merry Company, Self-Portrait, and Violinist, cats.5,

7, 4z) have been painted on strips of canvas which
are one Brabant el (about 69.5 cm) wide. Only lolly
Toper (cat.z) shows a strip width greater than one el:

it measures almost 85 cm, or one and one quarter el.
This is the equivalent of a standard width of canvas
called a zeildoek (sailcloth), used in the measurement
of sails.2r

An exception is the canvas support of The Last
Drop (cat.6), which is made up of several pieces. The

X-ray shows that the main canvas, which measures

up to 8r.4 cm high and 67.9 cm wide, has been
enlarged by three small strips of a different grade
(thread density) ofcanvas attached along the top,
left, and bottom sides. The main canvas appears
virtually intact, showing pronounced cusping on
all four sides and evidence ofthe original rolled
stretching edges along the three sides with additions,
suggesting that a one el wide strip was used. (See

below concerning stretching canvas). Examination
of paint layers suggests that the strips added to
enlarge the composition were attached after the
main painting had been executed and that they are
very early, ifnot original additions by Leyster. In its
original format, the design would have appeareo
incomplete, with part of the head and back of the left
figure cut offat the edge and the toe anC pipe ofthe
standing figure so close to the edge that they would
probably have been hidden by the inner edge ofthe
frame. An early copy of the painting shows the
composition in its extended form.22

Althor"rgh sources suggest a relation between
the rvidth and the grade ofcanvas strips sold on the
market, the present examination did not reveal a
consistent relationship in the painting supports
examined. Listed below are average thread densities
of the canvas supports measured from available x-
rays or directly on the paintings (cats.38, 39, 42).23

aWineGlass

39 The Jester

4z Violinist

The diversity of linen tlpes available to artists

at the time is reflected even in this select group of

works. For example, three canvases, which were all
presumably one Brabant el wide, all show different

thread densities (the main canvas of The Last Drop,

S elf-P or trait, and Violinist ; cats.6, 7, 4z).2a The rather

fine thread density measured in Laughing Youth with

a Wine Glass (cat.38) cannot be used as a criterion to

link this painting with the Utrecht School, as similar
grades ofcanvas have been encountered in paintings
made in both Utrecht and Haarlem durine this
period.2s

Only three of the canvases examined are securely

attributed to Leyster in this volume; the mono-
grammed canvases of Jolly Toper and The Last Drop
and her Self-Portrait (cats.z, 6, and 7) . The thread

densities measured in these paintings all fall within

the middle range, but a wider survey is required to

draw valid conclusions. One need not expect to find
that the painter preferred to use a particular tlpe of

canvas. Studies ofcanvas supports used by the work-

shops of Frans Hals and Rembrandt have shown a

broad range ofthread densities, even in closely dated
paintings. These cases suggest that it was studio
practice to draw on the wide choice of available
canvas grades, rather than to stock only a few bolts.
Contemporary recipes for priming suggest that its
function was to provide a smooth surface on which

to paint, regardless ofthe grade ofcanvas used.26
Presumably, Leyster's canvases were laced onto

a wooden frame or strainer for preparation as a
painting support, as was usual practice (see fig.z7
and cat.33). The canvas edge would have been'
reinforced by sen'ing it around a cord, in order to
prevent a stretching cord laced through at intervals .
from pulling through. Only the main canvas of The
Last Drop (cat.6) shows evidence of the original
stretching edges, which in other paintings examined
were cut off during later lining treatment. The
canvas was drawn into peaks at the points of

stretching and the resulting scalloped deformation,

CAT.NO

VERTICAL

THREADS

PER CM

HORIZONTAL

TH REA DS

PER CM

2

6

7

38

lolly Toper
The Last Drop
Self-Portrait
LaughingYouth with

r3
t4
r4

16

11.5

1Z

1l

12

10

l5

13

12.5
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known as cusping, was fixed by the application of of priming a panel that one would expect in the

size (animal glue) and ground layers. Measurements seventeenth century, A Game of Tric-Trac (cat.9

of the cusping span (the distance between scallop andfig.+zr) and the signed Children with a Cat and

peaks) in the paintings examined suggest that the an Eel (cat.g and fig.4ze). In his notes on painting

stretching cord was iaced through the canvas edge technique compiied from 16zo onward, T. T. de

at regular intervals ranging from 7 to 8 cm.27 Mayerne describes this traditional method of
priming panel using chalk bound in glue with an

The Ground Layer(s) imprimatura (a thin and slightly colored oii paint

Panel layer) applied on top to seal the absorbent chalk

This study of ground layers applied to wood ground.28 The chalk ground visible in the paint

panel involves six paintings, of which three are samples from these two paintings is very thin, bareiy

monogrammed and dated (Serenade, Man Offering covering the grain of the wood.

Money to a Young Woman, and Portrait of a Woman; On the other hand, the three monogrammed and

cats.l, 8, 14) and one signed (Children with a Cat and datedworks have been prepared with a lead-white

an EeI; cat.r3). Tiny paint samples could be removed based paint, tinted by the addition of a little ocher or

from the paintings for analysis (see fig.4r). umber and also some black pigment in Serenade and

Only two works show the traditional method Man Offering Money to a Young Woman (cats.r, B

F rG.41

Ground Layers

CAT. TITLE

NO.

DATE CANVAS COMPOSITION

PANEL

r Serenade 1629 p lead white, umber, very little fine black

z Jolly Toper 1629 c 1oo pm thick; lead white, very little fine brown ocher or umber

6 The Last Drop c >6o pm thick; lead white, brown ocher or umber, fine black

8 Man Ot'fering Money 1631 p Two layers, >4o pm thick;

to a Young Woman lead white, ocher and carbon black.

Bottom layer whitish, top one grayish

9 AGame of Tric-Trac P two layers

i) chalk

ii) pinkish imprimatura; lead white, umber, a 1itt1e red ocher

13 Children with a P two layers

CatandanEel i )chalk
i i )  n inkish imorimatura;  lead white,  chalk,  red ocher

14 Portrait of a Woman :635 p lead white, a little ocher or umber

37 LaughingYouth c double ground

with a Wine Glass i) r3o-z4o pm thick; fine red ocher

ii) o-45 pm thick; lead white, fine (probably charcoal) black

3g The lester c 8o pm thick; lead white, a iittie ocher or umber

39 The Rommel-Pot Player p lead white, fine brown ocher or umber

40 Standing Cawlier c two layers

i) chalk, a little lead white, umber

ii) lead white, a little umber, very little black

47 violinist c >4o pm thick; lead white, very little umber
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and fig.42c). The Rommel-Pot Player (cat.4o and

fig.+zo) shows a similar ground. These presumably

oil-based grounds are more than twice the thicl<ness

of the oii imprimaturas applied over the chalk

grounds in A Game of Tric-Trac and Children with

a Cat and an EeI (cats.9, r3). This makes it unlikely

that chalk grounds are present in these four

paintings but they are simply too thin to be detected
in the paint cross sections. Presumably the panels

have been sized with giue, without the addition of

chaik, in order to ensure good adhesion of the

ground and paint layers to the panel. De Mayerne

provides a recipe for the direct application ofan oil
ground to fill the pores of a panel sized with glue

only, a procedure that he personaliy preferred to the

traditional rnethod of priming.2e

Our previous study suggests that Frans Hals,

iike Leyster, seems to have foilowed the advice of De

Mayerne in applying an oii priming to wood panel.3o

Hals's and Leyster's practice differs from that of

Rembrandt's workshop, where a thin light ocherous
imprimatura applied over a chalk ground appears

to have been the rule.rt Recent examination of
Molenaer's series of The Five Senses (cat36) has also
revealed that the panels are primed using a thin

ocherous imprimatura on a chalk ground.32 One
might wonder whether the introduction of oil
ground applied to panel in paintings both by Leyster

and by Hals was inspired by the increasing popularity

of canvas prepared with an oil ground among Dutch

artists throughout the seventeenth century. This is
not supported by a chronological relation, however,

and, indeed, the opposite seems true. Whereas the

early paneis have oil grounds, chalk grounds with an
imprimatura occur from about 163o onward. The
appearance of both tlpes of priming as a painting

surface must have been similar so that this would

not have been a consideration in choosing one

over the other. Possibly the size of the panel was a

deciding factor, as the largest paintings on wood

panel possess a chalk ground.33

Canvas
This study ofground layers applied to canvas

painting supports involves seven paintings, of which

one, The Last Drop (cat.6), is monogrammed, and
another, Jolly Toper (cat.z), is monogrammed and

dated. Tiny paint samples were removed from these
paintin gs for analysis.

In nearly all the paintirlgs on canvas examined,
the ground appears l ight, white to l ight ocher or
pink in color. The main constituent is lead white
mixed with umber or ocher and sometimes very

Iittle bright red ocher or black pigment. The very

early, if not original, additions in The Last Drop
(cat.6) have been primed separately from the main

canvas. The ground on the additions is a darker

mixture of the same typical pigments (lead white,

red and brown ocher or umber) in use in the

seventeenth century (see fig.4ze, r). Although the

color of the oil primings on canvas resembles that of

the oil primings on wood panel, those on canvas are

more thickly appiied. The ground measures up to

8o ;.rm in The ]ester (cat.39 and fig.4zc), ioo pm in

Jolly Toper (cat.z and fig.4zn), and 6o ytmin The Last

Drop (cat.6 and fig.4zn). In virtually every case and

not only on the canvases that date from around t6z9
- when it is commonly suggested that Leyster could

have apprenticed or assisted in the studio ofFrans

Hals - the color and composition of the grounds

analyzed agrees with that found in paintings on

canvas attributed to Hals. Thus the ground layer

cannot be used as a criterion for attributing a

painting to one artist or the other (see, for example,

Standing Cavalier, cat.4t). Given that sources suggest

that seventeenth-century painters did not necessariiy

prepare their own painting supports but could

readily obtain them from a professional primer,

one cannot rule out the possibility that Leyster and

Hals obtained their primed supports from the same

source in Haarlem. A document of t676, preserved

in the Leiden town clerk's office archives, implies

that there was only one authorized supplier of
primed canvases and panels for the city of Leiden
(see n.37). In any event, the present survey supports

the conclusion made earlier, that Haarlem painters

seem to have continued the early Netherlandish

tradition of the use of a flesh-colored priming on
panel even when canvas supports came into vogue.3a

This differs from the color and composition of the

grounds found in other circles, Rembrandt's, for

exampie.35
One painting on canvas examined, Laughing

Youth with a Wine Glass (cat.38), shows a very

different ground (see fig.4zr). A graylayer (up to

approximately +r p* thick) which contains lead

white and finely ground, possibly charcoal, black
overlies a thicker layer (approximately r3o-z4o ptm)

of fine, bright red ocher which seems bound in an

aqueous medium. This observation could support

the attribution of this painting to the Utrecht

Caravaggistti (see the essaybyBiesboer in the

present catalogue and cat.38), whose paintings on

canvas often show this tlpe ofdouble ground, gray

over red.36 Yet the attribution of this painting cannot

be shifted away from Leyster solely on the evidence
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Painr cross rcion ofthe yellowish
green chair back a)ong the left edge in
A Gane ofTric-Trat (cat.g).

ir'lagnification 5oox. Layers: r) chalk
gromd; z) imprimatura of lead white,
umber, dda l is le r€docher; :)  thin
layer ofumber, lead white, and chalk;

4) grayish layerofleadwhite, fine black
pigment,  and yel lowocher;5) bone (?)

black;6) fine black,,velJow, and a IittJe
brown ocher;7) modern slmthet ic
varnish-

F
Paint cross section from the addition
on the lefi side of IAelNt Drop (.car.6)

sampled above the drinker's head along
the Ieft edg€ before the painting was
cleaned. Magnifi cation 2oox. Layers:
1) ground containing lead white wirh
orange broM ocherous Pigments;
2) brown ocher,  bone black, and a l i t t le
lead white;  l )  varnish;4) overpaint
with red and black pigment;5) two
layers ofvarnish. Although the ground
layercontains a mifrure that could
have been used in the seventeenth
censry, it is cleariy much darker than
the ground in the main picture.

K
Paint cross sect ion from the greenish-
graybackground, along the lef t  edge
in A Game ofTric Ttur (c r.gJ.
MaSnif icaI ion 2oox. Layers: r)  ground
containing lead white, a little umber,
and very Iirle red ocher; z) finely
ground bone black, lead white,  and
ocher;3) f inelyground bone black, a
l i t t le lead whiteand ocher.

Detail ofmonogrant and date in /oll.i,
Toper (cat.2) .

U
Defail ofthe hand in /o lly Toper lcar])
an even layer of l ight orange under-
Parnt tor the ruddy f lesh runs under
lhe I id ofrhe tankard where i r  shows
through thin gray pr lnt  to providc
a ref lect ion on the melal .  This is
emPhasized by orange accents added

I 'he ma8nif i  cat ion of the painr cross
s€cl lons mentioned are those used in
tne microscope. The paint layers are
numbered Frof i  th€ borrom upwards.

B
Painr cross sect ion ofthe [ ight greenish
gray background along the top edge in
Children nth a Cat ana an Eel(cat.\3).
Magnification ioox. Layers: r) chalk
ground; 2) imprimatura of lead white,
chalk, and a little red ocher;3) lead
whjt€, umber;4) lead white, fine black
pignrent,  ocher;5) varnish t inted with
black pigmenl thin,  modern varnish.

G
Paini cross section from a shadowarea
in the red striped costume along the
bottom edge in T[e/esfer (cat.j9).
Magnifi cation 2oox. l.ayers: 1) ground
containing lead white and a little ocher
or umberi 2) bone black and a little red;
3) vermil i ion anda l i t t leorganic red
pigment;  4) varnishi  5) thin layer of
black overpaint l  6) varnish.

L
Paint cross section from the shadow in
the right background, along the righr
edgein Man Ofeing Maney to a Youhg
Wona, (cat.8). Magnificaiion 20ox.
Layers:1 & 2) ground layers containing
iead whire, a little ocher and black;
3) *en layer ofboneblack;4) f inely
ground yellow ocher, a little lead whire
and black; j )  varnish.

a
Detai l  ofmonogram and dare in

Portrait ofa \|oman lcatt4\.

Detai l  of the blue costume ofrhe lef t
plaver in A Gane ofTric-Trcc (cat.g).
l  he costume is modeled using ul tra-
m:r ine glazes appl ied over brown
underpaint in the shadows and white
underpaint in the highl ights.  The
scratch across the player 's shoulder is
an or iginal  damage in the grcund made
before execurion ofthe paint ing.

C

Paint  cross sect ion f rom the man's

shadow, along the Ieft ed.ge,in Man

Offeinglr4onel to a YoungWoman

(cat.8). I,lagnification 2oox. Layers: 1)

ground containing lead white, finely

ground brown ocher, and a little black;

z&3) lead white,  f i  ne black pigment,

andvery l i t t le ocher;4) yel lowish

brown containing brown, yeLlow, and

a Iicle red ocher, Jead white, biack;

5) dark brown containingbrown ocher

and blackr 6) varnish.

H
Paint cross section from the gray sleeve
by the right elbow of,lolly Toper (cat.z).
Magnification 2oox- Layers: t) ground
containing lead white and f ine brown
ocher. Brou'n discolored glue under-
neath;2) lead white, umber, fine black;
j )  thin layer ofvarnish;4) remnant of
thingray overpaint?

M
Paint cross section from the gray
backgrovnd, i.n lolly Toper (car.2).
Magnificarion ioox. The lead-white
based ground is visible in rhe botto6
right corner, broken away from the
main paint layer ofthe background
during preparat ion ofthe sample. The
background contains lead white, fine
(possib)y lamp) black, and a little red
and yel low ocher.

R
Detai l  ofwoman's face l i t  by lampl ighr
in lvlan OlfeingMoney to a Young
Wonnr (cat.8 1 reveal i  ng gi impses of
cool gray underpainr.

Paint  cross secl ion of the gir l 's  b lue

ski(  a long the bottom edge i r  Chi ldrc i l

||ith a Cat a'd dt Eel kat.\)

Magnif icat ion zoox. Layers;  r )  chalk

ground; 2) impr imatura of  lead white,

chalkand a l i t t le red ocher; : )  dark

brown mixture ofocher or umber,  a

l i t t le lead white and black;4) indigo

and lead white;  t )  modern, pigmented

varnish.

D
Paint cross section ofthe middle
tone in the girl's green skirt along the
bosom edge in fie Rommel-Pot Player
(ca!.40). Magnifi cation 5oox. Layers:
r) ground conlaining lead white, fine
brown ocher orumber;2) carbon
black, unrber, Iead white; j) greenish
bluecopper pigment with rounded
crystals,  lead white,  al i t t lebrown and
red ocherand carbon black;4) modern

I
Paint (ross sect ion from theedge of
Laughin|Youth with a Wine Glass
(cat.38).  Magnif i  cat ion zoox. Double
ground grayover red- The first layer
contains finely groundbrighr red
ocher; the second contains lead white,
fi nely ground carbon (possibly
charcoai)  black;:)  brown painr lay€r
containing a mixture of brown, black,
and a l i t t lered pigment.

N
Deta\l of Serenatle (catt ). Th e rop pain I
layer of the background does not quite
extend to theplumed hat, leaving a
margin oflight urderpaint visible
around the sharply lit contour. This
provides a theatricai lighting effed.

s
Detail oftheleft reveler in Marry
Company (cat.5). Curls drawn by
scratching into wet paint reveal cool
gray underpaint in his forehead and
the l jght och€rous ground eisewhere.
The sratched lines left the underlayers
intact indicat ing that they werealready
dry.

X
Detai l  of the blue costume of the
liolinjil in N4 erry Cailrpony l.at.t).
Blue (apparent ly indigo) glazes are
appl ied direct ly on the I ight ground
in the shadows (contrast f ig.4zv).  The
transparent appearance ofthe blue
sleeve is part ly due to fading ofthe
indigo glazes under the inf luence of
I ight.  The thin glazes are also abraded.

E
Prin! cross sect ion from the red sleeve
ofthe r ight-hand 6gure just above his
lef t  hand in TlelasrDrop (cat.6).  The
painting was sarnpled before cleaning.
Magnification zoox. Layers: t ground
containinB lead whire, fi neiy ground
brown ocher or umber; z) vermiliion
and a little organic red pigment in a
lot ofmedium; j )  vermil l ion and lead
white in a lot  ofmedium ( layers: & 3
are wet- in-wet);  4) varnish.

J
Detai l  ofwoman's face in AGane o[
Tr;c-'l'rac (car.g). Datk lines ofunder
drawing, painted ivjth organic red
pigment,  are vis ible through trans-
lucent f lesh paint aroundherchin,
forehead, and eyes.

o
Paint crosssection from the iight
contour around the left side ofthe
black beret in Serenade (cat.r).
Magnification zoox. Layers: r) trace
oIan underlayer containing lead whitc
with f inelyground ocheror umber;
z) brown background containing lead
whi!e, possiblya lifile ]ead tin yellow,

Termillion, bone black, brown ocher,
and very linle blue (copper?) pigmenr;

3) lead white and umber;4) varnish.

T
Detail ofthe face of Violinist \cat.42).
Blue (azuri te) pigmenr has been mixed
into the top layer off lesh paint in ord€r
to provide the cool middle tones visible
down the side ofthe nose.

Y
Paint cross sect ion ofthe boy's blue hat
along the ieft edge in The Ronntel Por
Pldr?r (cat.40).  Magnif i  cat ion joor.
Layers: 1) ground containing lead whire
and al i t t le f ine brown ocher or umber;
2) gr; iy-brown with a l i t t le lead white
and very l i t t le blue (copper?) pigmenr;

3) brown and r€d ocher with a l i t l le
black;4) indigo and lead white;  51
nodern varnish.
N.B. During the renoval ofpaint
samples i t  was apparenl tha! dre paint
tends to st ick to this type ofmodern,
synthet ic varnish.
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of this unusr-ral ground structure. One cannot rule

out the possibil i ty that painters occasionally

acquired canvases primed in other cit ies. A case

in point  is  the large group portrai t  on canvas,

Meagre Company, documented as a commission

in Amsterdam that was begun by Frans Hals and

completed by Pieter Codde. This painting also shows

a double, gray-over-reddish layer structure which is

unlike Hals's t lpical f lesh-colored primings. Hals

may have obtained his primed canvas in Amsterdam,

rather than Haariem, for the sake of convenience;

Rembrandt is known to have used this tlpe of

primed canvas for his early works in Ainsterdam.3T

Underdrawing
Most of the paintings by Leyster that were

examined reveai giimpses of an underlying initial

sketch of the composition on the primed painting

support. Forms are schematically indicated with

painted lines, such as the ellipses of the woman's

face and her glass in A Game of Tric-Trac (cat.9 and

fig.+zl), or those of the tankardrn Jolly Toper (cat'z).

Both dark and light painted lines of underdrawing

occur. Dark iines are often colored gray to brown,

but microscopic examination of A Game of Tric-Trac

suggests that the dark lines apparent under trans-

lucent areas oflight flesh contain red lake (a natural

organic dye stuff). On the other hand, abrasion of

colored garments often reveals relieved whitish

strokes of underdrawing, which sketch the foids.

This occurs in the grayish-green breeches ofthe

player at left in A Game of Tric-Tracand in the black

dress in Portrait of aWoman (cat.i4). The initial

contours and folds of the white parts of the costumes

are similarly indicated using raised strokes of whitish

paint, which may be so extensive as to constitute a

layer of underpaint. These underlying paint strokes

are revealed where they cut across final layers of

paint, such as in the collars and cuffs in Serenade
(see fig.+:r), A Game of Tric-Trac, and Portrait of a

Woman (cats.r, 9,t4) or in the seamstress's cape in

Man Offering Money to a YoungWoman (cat.8).

The character ofthe painted sketch in the

examined paintings by Leyster agrees with that

observed in paintings attributed to Frans HaIs. The

Ronunel-Pot Player (cat.4o), now attributed to the

studio of Frans Hals, shows a similar underlying

sketch made using dark and Iight painted lines. For

exampie, gray lines sketch the zig-zagoutline of the

triangular lace lobes around the girl's cap, whereas

relieved white strokes sketch the folds of the boy's

jacket at lower left. Further technical research is

required to confirm lvhether this procedure is

typicat only of Frans Hals, who ntay have influenced

Leyster, or whether it is common to other Haarlem

arl ists i t r  a per iod when pai l ) ters a!)Pear to have

dispensed with a detailed stage of underdrawing.

Two of Leyster's genre paintings on wood panel

show a particularly extensive painted sketch: A

Game of Tric-Trac and Children with a Cat and an

Eel (cat.9, r:). The bo1dly painted l ines of under'

drawing are revealed where they do not coincide

with the overlying design in the finished painting
(see Revisions and Pentimenti, below). This suggests

a spontaneous procedure, whereby the composition

is sketched with paint directly on the primed

support and revised throughout subsequent stages.

Again, this agrees with the characteristic practice

of Frans Hals.sB Examination of Cardplayers by

Lamplight (cat.z8), which has only recently been

attributed to Molenaer and is closely related in

composition to Leyster's Game of Tric-Trac (car.g),

did not reveal this same bold stage of painted

underdrawing.3e
Man Offering Money to a Young Woman (cat.B)

shows another technique of underdrawing. Lines

were scratched into the ground layer while it was still

wet. Converging lines in the background radiate

from the right side to the top of the woman's head

and parallel to her left thigh, and a shorter line

marks the far edge of the floor. Though subsequently

painted over by Leyster, the lines are stili apparent in

raking light and in the x-ray. These lines of under-

drawing were used in constructing the perspective of

the asymmetrical composition, which focuses on the

figures in the left foreground. This dramatic effect

heightens the psychological tension of the scene.a(l

Build-up of Paint Layers

The r668 postmortem inventory of Jan Miense

Molenaer's effects lists a number of paintings

according to stage ofcompletion: begonnen (begun),

aen gelij dt ( laid in), gedo otv erffd ( dead- colored)'

and opgemaecki (worked up).'a' Although the exact

meanings of these terms now elude us, it is further

evidence ofthe separate stages in the buildup ofthe

paintings examined. Surface examination even

suggests distinct stages in execution ofthe alleged

swift portrait sketch Standing Cavalier (cat.4r)' \{ie

shall describe the various stages in an attempt to

reconstruct the painting procedure, although this

cannot be rigidly defined.a2

Backgrounds
Examinations suggest that Leyster's

compositions were laid in using areas of underpaint,
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thinly applied on the light ground. Light and dark

areas ofthe backgrounds were first estabiished in

underpaint, working around the areas reserved for

the figures. Evidence ofthis procedure appears in

Merry Company (cat.) where patches of underpaint,

visible through the background, outline the main

figures. As in this painting, sometimes the initial

reserves for the figures in other works were not

strictly adhered to in the finished painting.a3

Underpaint ofthe backgrounds is often apparent

in paint samples as the bottom layer of two thin

paint layers. For example, greenish graybackground

paint in A Game of Tric-Trac (cat.g and fig.4zx)

has been appiied in two thin (approximately rz pm)

layers which contain fine bone black, lead white,

and ocher. The underpaint layer is slightly lighter in

color. Similarly, the Iight greenish-gray background

in Children with a Cat and an Eel (cat.r3 and fig.4ze)

is applied in two thin layers: a 10 pm thick layer of

underpaint containing lead white and umber with

a 7 lLm thick layer containing fine black and yellow

ocher on top. Background paint sampled on an

added strip in The Last Drop (cat.6) contains
pigments similar to those in the main background,

though in a darker grayish green mixture, and

applied as a single layer. The main background

shows a characteristic buildup of two paint layers,
here appiied wet-in-r,r'et.aa The two-layer buildup of

the backgrounds, generally observed in the Leyster
paintings that were examined, differs from the
simpler buildup of backgrounds found in paintings

by Frans Hals. Examinations have shown that in

almost every case, Hals applied his commonly

greenish gray backgrounds to his portraits in one
layer, directly on the ground. Their hue was adjusted
by varying the mixtures of lead white, black, anc-

ocher pigments.a5 Leyster seems to have used a

slightly more elaborate buildup in order to achieve

a greater variety ofbackground effects, which
inf luence the moods of  her paint ings.

Sometimes underpaint is exploited to provide
atmospheric modeling of the backgrounds, as in
Merry Company (cat.) . Pale yellow underpaint of
light areas and dark gray underpaint of shadow areas
in the background has been left visible through the
light gray paint which has been brushed streakily on
top. This provides the jovial, daytime scene with an
airy setting. Leyster favors dramatic, artificial
lighting effects in many of her backgrounds. In the
scene of Man Offering Money to a YoungWoman
(cat.B and fig.4zr),l i t by an oil iamp, a large area of
black underpaint shows through the greenish back-
ground on the right side to provide a faint shadow

cast on the wall. Paint samples show this
(approximately +o p-) thick layer of underpaint

to contain very finely ground bone black. Finely

ground yellow ocher has been applied over the black

underpaint in order to achieve the final green effect

ofthe background.a6 In contrast, the background of

lolly Toper (cat.z and fig.4zv) appears as a rather flat

and opaque backdrop behind the figure. In this case,

a thin layer (approximately Z p-) of dark gray

underpaint present in the right background is not

visible at the paint surface. It is covered by a lighter

layer of gray paint of about the same thickness and

containing the same lead white, fine black, and a

little red and yellow ocher pigments. The background

is slightly modeled by varying the proportions of

these mixed pigments rather than exploiting the

visibility of underpaint. The slight contrast between

the gray colors ofthe background and the toper's

costume (see fig.4zH), together with his flat pose,

accentuate the shallower relief of this painting.aT

Sometimes a small margin of light underpaint

for the background is revealed around figures, where

the top paint layer ofthe background does not quite

extend to the figure. This technical device is used to

highlight the figure contours. Examples include the

Iight contours of the figures lit by an oil iamp in

Man OfferingMoney to aYoungWoman (cat.8), the

woman's left sleeve in Portrait of a Woman (cat.r4),

and the strongly lit black feathered beret in Serenade
(cat.r and fig.4zw, o). In the last example, a paint

sample confirms that the light contour is clarified by

a local touch of paint, in the same whitish color as

the exposed underpaint ofthe background but

applied on top. Such painterly tricks are frequently

observed in the contours of Frans Hals's figures.
Exceptionally wide margins are left uncovered by

background paint around the left- and right-hand

figures in Merry Company (cat.5), so that they

appear peculiarly detached from the background.
One of the final elements added to the back-

ground is the signature and date (see fig.4zr, q). The

monogram and date in lolly Toper (cat.z) is painted

using gray paint on the lighter gray background. The

other monograms and dates, as well as the signature
(' iudith*') in Children with a Cat and an Eel (cat.t3),

are thinly painted using brown or black paint. These

are heightened with fine white lines to provide

trompe i 'oeil modelingin Serenade (cat.t).

Flesh
In Leyster's paintings, flesh areas are usually

appiied as an opaque layer, although sometimes it is

possible to catch a glimpse of underpaint in diverse
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colors. Thick, l ight gray underpaint often appears in

'cool'areas offlesh, such as in the faces l it by an oil

lamp in Man Offering Money to a Young Woman
(cat.8 and fig.+zn) and A Game of Tric-Trac (cat.q).

Curls drawn by scratching through wet paint in the

forehead of the reveler on the left in Merry Company
(cat.5 and fig.4zs), similarly reveal cool gray under-

paint. Sometimes small patches of this underpaint,

or alternatively the gray ground, are le{1 deliberately

exposed to create halftones in the flesh (see the

woman's face in Man Offering Money to a Young

Woman and Portrait of aWoman (cats.8, 14).

Microscopic examination suggests that a different

procedure has been used to achieve the cool gray flesh

tones in two paintings of problematic attribution.

Unusually, in The Jester (cat.:g) and even more

extensively in Violinist (cat.4z and ftg.4zr,43w), blue

pigment has been mlxed (sometimes with black)

into the top layer of f lesh paint.

In contrast, the ruddy flesh of lolly Toper (cat.z)

has been laid in using a rather thin and even layer of

light orange underpaint. The orange underpaint of

the man's left hand is allowed to run under the lid of

the tankard where it shows through thin gray paint to

provide a warm reflection on the metal, heightened

by touches oforange paint applied on top (see

fig.4zu). Color nuances in the flesh were detailed at

a late stage. Abrasion reveals that the red accents of

the drinker's nose, flushed cheeks, and lips are thinly

painted on top of the main layer of light flesh paint
(see fig.43r). This differs from Leyster's slightly later

Self-Portrait (cat.Z), where quite detailed modeling

of the face seems to have already been established in

the underpaint stage. ln Self-Portralf numerous tiny

paint iosses reveal underpaint in a wide variety of

colors, ranging from whitish gray to dark yellow and

pink.as

Costumes
Leyster's genre subject matter allows for more

brightly colored costumes than appear in the

commissioned portraits of Frans Hals, who was

largely confined to painting somber black Regent

garments from the r63os onward. In her costumes

Leyster repeats certain colors, achieved by using a

tlpical range of pigments and underlayers of a

particular hue.
Blue costumes are most often painted using dark

blue indigo, mixed with various proportions of lead

white in order to model folds.ae Rather than using

pure indigo in the shadows as one might expect,

Leyster often mixed it with lead white and appiied

it over brown underpaint in order to obtain a very

dark blue (see, for example, A Ghme of "l-ric-Trac

(cat.9 and lrg.4zv) and Children with a Cat and an
Eel(cat.4 and fig.4zw). This procedure was
preferable, as pure indigo is a strong color and
would have looked black instead of blue. in places
where indigo (a vegetable coloring matter) was
thinly appiied and not mixed with lead white, it has
tended to fade from exposure to light. This partly
accounts for the transparent appearance ofthe
violinist's blue costume in Merry Company (cat.5 and
figs.4zx, 43n), reveaiing the light ground beneath. In
this case, there is no underpaint and the reflectance
ofthe ground (the property ofthe pale ground to
reflect light) is exploited to intensift the color of
indigo glazes applied directly on top. Indigo also
appears in the blue costumes in The Rommel-Pot
Player (cat.4o and fig.4zv) and Violinist (cat.4z).

The use of indigo was not recommended in the

seventeenth century; nonetheless, Leyster and her

contemporaries in Haarlem, including Frans Hals
and Molenaer, appear to have used it despite its

tendency to fade.so
Azurite, a more greenish-blue pigment than

indigo, has been used in the green costumes in

The Rommel-Pot Player (cat.4o and figs.4zo, 43n).
This copper pigment was mixed with lead tin yellow

and lead white to obtain green - usual practice in

the seventeenth century as no ideai green pigment

existed. In the girl's skirt, the green paint mixture

has been applied on top oflight gray underpaint in

the light folds and thin brown underpaint in the

shadows. The adjacent greenish-gray jacket of the

boy shows a similar buildup. Unlike the natural

form of azurite identified in the mixed greens of

the tablecloth in lolly Toper,the chair in Portrait of

a Woman, and the landscape in Standing Cavalier
(cats.z, t4,4t andfig.+le), an artificial form of

azurite with small and regularly rounded crystals can

be observed in The Rommel-Pot Player (see fig.43n).

Use ofartificial copper green has been noted in

paintings by Frans Hais, but artificial copper blue

and green pigments are known to have been in use

even before the seventeenth century.5r

In the paintings examined, blue is often set off

against bright red costurnes or details. Different

shades of red have been obtained using various

combinations of opaque vermilion and transparent

red lake pigments, sometimes mixed with black- For

example, the red feather in the cap of Jolly Toper

(cat.z and figs.43c, o) was laid in using a dark

mixture of red lake and black and then detailed

using strokes of vermilion and thick touches

(approximately 6o trrm) of red lake paint applied

'UDITH 
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on top. Similarly, the red costume tn The Last Drop

(cat.6 and fig.+ze) shows a dark led underpaint

containing vermilion and organic red, with light

folds painted on top using vern-rilion mixed with

lead white. The dark purplish shadow area of the

costume of The Jester (cat.39 and fig.+:E) shows a

brownish-black underlayer containing bone black

and a little vermilion, with bright strokes of

vermilion painted on top.52

As mentioned above, collars and cuffs usually

show white underpaint. A calculated procedure was

followed in painting the ruff in Portrait of a Woman

(cat.r4 and fig.+fr). Whereas the light part shows the

usual undersketch in white paint applied directly on

the ground, the dark part has been thinly painted

over the finished background in order to provide

shadow. Unusuaily, light pink underpaint (micro-

scopic examination suggests a mixture of lead white

and red lake) appears under the whitish cap and

fashionable flat collar in Leyster's Self-Portrait(cat.7

and fig.+:c). Although increased transparency ofthe

lead-white paint has caused the pink underpaint to

become more apparent, presumably it was always

visible through the thiniy painted cap and collar.

Possibly this was intended to imitate the effect of the

pinkish ground or imprimatura showing through

translucent white paint, which can often be observed

in the collars and cuffs of portraits by Frans Hals. In

this painting, the ground layer appears whitish. The

pink underpaint provides a warm tint in the collar,

contrasted by cool gray shadows which contain a

fine blue pigment.

Sequence of Painting Parts

As one might expect, areas of the composition

that invoived a different palette were not necessarily

rvorked up together. Study ofthe overlap ofpaint

layers reveals the sequence in which different areas of

the paintings were completed. A general procedure

appears to be a progression from background to

foreground features. Thus figures were usually

completed after the background, which they overlap

around the edges. This is sometimes difficuit to

establish, since the figure contours have been

reworked with local touches of paint. However,

the two principai figures in Merry Company (cat.5

and fig.43u) show a straightforward procedure; the

figures have been fiiled into an excessive reserve in

the finished background, which they overlap in

places. On the other hand, the figure in lolly Toper
(cat.z and fig.+Zt) was largely finished when the top

paint layer of the background was applied around it,

generally overlapping the figure and cutting abruptly

across his right ear. The tankard, his fingers holding

it, and the finai details of the costume were the

remaining features to be con.rpleted over the back-

ground. The precise physiognomy of the character

portrayed has led to the suggestion that it represents

an actual portrait (see cat.z). In this case, one might

suggest that dependence upon the presence of the

sitter may have determined the unorthodox

procedure followed. Where the background overlaps

the figures, rather than the vice versa, this may also

indicate that the background has been reworked in

order to disguise a pentimento, or change in the

original design, as in The Last Drop (cat.6).53

Conforming to a general sequence of completing

background elements before foreground elements,

Leyster usually finished undergarments before those

on top. Thus collars and cuffs and other costume

embellishments are usually detailed last, although

exceptions occur. In the case oftwo figures in

The Last Drop and Concert (.cats.6, ro), where it is

suggested their costumes are worn over normal

clothing, the undergarments were completed last,

overlapping the collars.sa Sometimes a pentimento

can explain a reversed procedure as in A Game of

Tric-Trac (cat.9 and fig.+:l). Two red ribbons on the

seamstress's cape have been largely obliterated by

white paint applied during the modification of her

right sleeve.
Slight adjustments were sometimes necessary

to draw together adjacent areas which had been

painted successively. For example, the lute player's

right cuffin Serenade (cat.r and fi9.+:x) has been

extended to meet his hand. Such observations

provide evidence that, especially when Leyster was

dependent upon the presence of a portrait model,

the face may have been painted separately from the

rest of the figure. This practice is not surprising.

Constantijn Huygens recounts how the painter Jan
Lievens first painted Huygens's clothing and bare

hands and postponed the painting of his face until

spring, since the days were so short.55 In Leyster's

Portrait of aWoman (cat.r4 and fig.$r), strokes of

paint added across the neck draw together the

separately executed head and body, and the collar

has been slightly extended where the two meet.

Siight adjustments to the width of the collar anc

shoulders were made at a late stage, presumably in

relation to the head. Even more clearly tn Concert,
(cat.ro), the heads and necks have been added later,

overlapping the finished collars and background.

The impasto of the white collars appear to have been

dry when the faces were added on top, suggesting a

significant time interval between the painting of the

ro4
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two components. Once again, the right f igure shows
minor pentimenti, which suggest that it was
necessary to realign the collar and shoulders with
respect to the added head. These observations lend
support to the suggestion that the faces portrayed
in Concert are actual portraits rather than ideaiized
characters (see cat.ro).

Revisions and Pentimenti
Examination often reveals that the initial painted

sketch has been revised during subsequent stages in
the painting procedure. Such adjustments are often
made to costume details, such as the size or form of
collars and cuffs (cats.3, 9, lo, 13, r4), substitution of
the girl's kerchief for a ruff in Children with a Cat
and an Eel (cat.g), or shortening of the blue jacket
in A Game of Tric-Trac (cat.g). Another detail
frequently modified is the placement of hands or
fingers (cats.z, g,:r3,Ld where the gesture ofplaying
a musical instrument may be refined (cats.3, 5, ro
and fig.43u, N).

Examinations also reveal changes made to the
placement or pose of figures, notably in Merry
Company andtn Children with a Cat and an Eel
(cats.5, 13;fr9.44. These two paintings show a
spontaneous procedure whereby the composition
was worked out during the act of painting rather
than through a preliminary study. Two alternative
indications for a higher position for the cat in
Children with a Cat and an Eel suggest that Leyster
changed her mind more than once; the right
shoulder and eye ofthe boy holding the cat have
also been lowered. The legs and feet ofthe revelers
in Merry Companyhave been slightly repositioned
and the pose of the central figure seems to have been
resolved at a late stage with parts added over the
background.s6

Microscopic examination of Leyster's Sef
Portrait (cat.7 and fig.+:o) confirms the presence of
a face underlying the present painting of a fiddler
to the right of the main figure and provides further
evidence for the sequence ofunderlying paint
layers.57

Finaliy, this examination uncovered two
unsuspected pentimenti in The Rommel-Pot Player
(see the essay by Levy-van Halm in the present
catalogue and cat.4o). First, microscopic
examination suggests that the laughing boy in a fur
hat initially wore a floppy red hat, modeled with
brownish shadows. A paint sample confirmed that
this first hat was painted using vermilion mixed with
a little black and was still wet when the fur hat was
painted on top(see fig.+ln, q). Second, infrared

reflectography (figs.+; and 43n) reveals that two
faces in the right doorway originally turned in the
opposite direction, to their left around the doorpost.
Before these two changes were made, the
composition would have been closer to that found in
contemporary and later versions of this theme, one
of which has been attributed as a protot).ire version
by Frans Hals (see fig.4oa). The boy in a ftir hat
recalls other figures painted by Frans Hals between
c.r6z5-3o.s8

Paint Application
One remarkable feature of the paintings

examined is the diversity of their paint application
(regardless of the materiai of the painting support),
which does not permit a single encompassing
description of Leyster's characteristic method.
Leyster's Self-Portrait (cat.7) displays an arrayof
rounded, tapering, and splayed brushes suitable for
manipulating paint in various ways. In the back-
ground and costume of lolly Toper (canvas, cat.z),
stiff and opaque paint mixtures have been spread
using bold zig-zagand straight strokes, applied wet-
in-wet (see fig.43s). Also dated t629, Serenade (panel,
cat.r) similarly shorvs opaque and viscous paint
applied to the flesh areas using succinct touches
(see fig.43u). These two paintings contrast with the
generaliy thinner application of paint in Merry
Company (canvas, cat.5), and the signed Children
with a Cat and an EeI (panel, cat.r3). In this last case,
the thin application of paint over a sketchily brushed
brown underlayer is exploited to provide the so-
called turbid medium effect, whereby a light color
Iaid over a dark one appears cooler because ofthe
scattering ofthe blue light and the absorption ofred
and yellow light. Increased transparency ofthiniy
applied light paint areas has caused the brown
underlayer to become more apparent in the animals
and costumes.

LaughingYouthwith aWine Glass (cat.38) shows
an exceptional paint application in the exaggerated
reliefofstiffbrushstrokes applied in light paint areas
(see fig.43v). Microscopic examination reveals a
pitted structure of the paint, which might suggest
use of an emulsion paint mixture to achieve this
effect.se Paint has also been thickly applied in the
gray and yellow costume of Standing Cavalier (cat.

4r), in contrast to the thinly brushed background.
The different gray shades of the costume have been
achieved using various opaque mixtures of gray
paint. This technique differs from the juxtapositron

of alternating translucent and opaque touches of
paint, exploiting the turbid medium effect to
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provide a rich variety of cool to warm grays, which

one usually observes in the costurnes of Frans Hals.60
In the paintings examined, Leyster shows a rather

refined treatment of contours. Contours are formed
where adjacent paint areas either just meet or do not
quite meet, with a subtle accent occasionally added

along the boundary (see fig.43x). She appears not to
have been influenced by the bold and jagged contour
lines that already appear in Hals's genre portraits of
the late r6zos, which would become especially typical
ofhis iater portraits. Infrared reflectography and
other methods of examination reveal that these
contours were built up using a series of touches
applied in successive paint layers.6r This difference
in technique need not refute the suggestion that
Leyster trained in the studio of Hals around 1629.
Surviving pupils' contracts specif, only the most
generai obligations regarding what the master would
be expected to teach the pupil of his method. How
closely the pupil assimilated the master's technique
must have varied in each case according to the
status, inclination, and ability of the pupil (see the
essay by Lely-van Halm in the present catalogue).62

Examination of Violinist (cat.4z), attributed to
the circle of Frans Hais, reveals a detailed treatment
ofthe contours. The bold blackish contour around
the underside of the violinist's left hand, as well as
the finer contours between the fingers, show a
delicate hatched structure (see fig.43v). Some of the
contour lines appear to have been swept across with
a brush while they were still wet, in order to achieve
this effect. More obvious hatched brushwork can
be found in paintings by Hals dating from the late
r6zos.63 Other features of paint application recall the
technique of Frans Hals, such as the juxtaposition of
red lake accents, sometimes over dark contours, and
the highlights in the flesh which are drawn by the
impasto edges of fluid brush strokes.

Summary
In this first attempt to describe the painting

technique of Judith Leyster based on detailed
technical analysis, six signed works provide
important points of reference, and several paintings
of more problematic attribution were also examined,
Despite the varied styles of the paintings examined,
it was possible to observe common technical
features, some associated with general seventeenth-
century Dutch painting practice, others with a
specific Haarlem traditiot.r, and others particular to
Leyster.

First, Leyster shows a frequent use of wood
panel, the traditional naterial, for her smallest

painting supports. Presumably the wood panels
relate to the smallest qpes listed in seventeenth-
century inventories, but a select survey suggested
that they could not be characterizedby a system of
standard proportions, as one might expect. Possibly
the sizes of the smallest panels, each of which is
made from a single plank, were governed by the size
of planks supplied by the saw mill rather than by the
standard of a predetermined size. Leyster followed
common practice in using lightweight canvas for her
larger paintings, although these, too, were modest in
scale.

With one exception (LaughingYouth with a
Wine Glass, cat.38), the color and composition of
the priming layers examined match those generally
found in paintings attributed to Frans Hals. Use of
flesh colored grounds appiied to canvas and the
introduction of oil grounds on wood panel differ
from the methods of priming encountered in
Amsterdam during this period and appear to be a
specifically Haarlem practice. Possibiy Leyster and
Hals obtained their primed painting supports from
the same source in Haarlem. Yet several larger
paintings on panel by both artists show the
traditional method of priming, with an oil
imprimatura over a chalk ground. Together with
other differences, such as the texture ofpaint
application, the unusual ground structure observed
in Laughing Youth with a Wine Glass could provide
evidence to associate this painting with the Utrecht
School.

Like Frans Hals, Leyster seems to have set to
work without detailed preliminary studies, sketching
the composition directly on the primed support with
the brush and revising it throughout subsequent
stages of painting. Two paintings in particular shorv
this spontaneous approach; A Game of Tric-Trac
(cat.9) and Children with a Cat and an Eel (cat.r3).
More major pentimenti were confirm ed in Self-
Portrait (cat.7), and discovere d in The Rommel-Pot
Player (cat.4o), no longer thought to be by Leyster
but by another artist working in the circle of Frans
Hals. Pentimenti sometimes explain a deviation
fron-r what appears to have been Leyster's typical
practice of finishing background elements before
foreground elements. The separate execution of
heads and bodies observed in a number of alleged
portraits may indicate a painting procedure
dependent upon the availability ofa portrait sitter.

The moods of Leyster's genre scenes and
portraits are partly set by varied character ofthe
backgrounds, tlpically applied in two paint layers.
Ur.rderpaint plays a particularly important role in

14
X rav of Clti ldreu with a Cnt

and an Eel (cat.g). The rvood

support comprises two vertical
planks. Sapwood portions of

the planks are ioined aiong the
inside. shorving past wood-

worm altack. A cradle, applied

to the reverse at a later date,

appears as a grid. fhe x-rav

also shows a nunber of
pentimenti occuring in areas

with lead white paint.

roB
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Paintcrosssection from thc grftn
I a ndscape in Srondirg Ca valier Lc^r.4\)
Magnification 5oox. La,vers: l) ground
containing lead white and brorvn
ocher; z) fineiyground azuriie mixed
with lead whire,brown, a litil€ red
ocher, and verl, little black.
(A varnish layeron rop can hardly
be disting!ished in the photog.aph.)

F
Detatl of the rttf in Pofrait of a
Wo#an (cat.r4) showing a calculated
procedure of execu! jon. The l ight part
was laid inatan earl,v stage using rvhite
underpaintapplied directly on the lighl
ground. The shadow part wasadd€d
later, painted thinlyover the dark
background.

DetaiJ ofa cuffin Sereaade (cat.r).
Thecuffhas been extended to meet the
seParatelyexecuted hand. A shorter
cuffwas 6rst indicated using thick
strokes of light underpaint.

P
Derai l  ofa pent imento in rhe furhat in
The Ronxnel-Pat Playet (cat.4o). The
bright red contourofao underly ing
floppy hat jsvisible around the lower
leftside ofthe present fur ha( (conrpare
fi g.4or and see also fig.+3o).

U
Microphotograph ol the mouth in
Sercrdde(cat.r) .  Sr i f l  Faint is rhickly
trpplied using succinct touches.

Paintcrosssect ion ofa dark gray
shadow in the boy's jacket along the
bottom edge in TlsRonmel-Pot Player
(cat.40), Magnification Joox. Lay€rs: r)
ground containing lead white, carbon
black, and a littlebrown and red ocher;
2) thin transluc€ntbrown layer:3)
anifi cial greenish-blue copper pigment

{rounded crystals) mixed with lead
white, lead tin (?) yellow, and a little
red ocher;4) thin layer ofoverpaint
with fine blackpigmenti 5) modern
varnlsh.

G
Detail ofthe collarand cap in Sef-
Porfrdir (cat.7). Pink underpaint covers
the whirish ground and shows through
the translucenl paint of the col lar and
cap to provide a waam middle tone, in
contrast to thecool highlights and
shadorvs (mixed with bluepigment)
detailed on top.

L
Detai\ of Portroit of a Woman (cat-t4).
Strokes of paint added across the neck
seile to draw togerherthe separately
executed head and body, and thecollar
has been slightlyext€nded where the

a
Paint cross section ofthe fur hat,
revealing a bright red paint layer of
an underlying hat, in Tre Rommel-Pot
Player (cat.4o). Magnification 5oox.
[.ayers: r) ground containing lead whire
and a lirtle finebrown ocher or umber;
2) possiblyvermillion mixed wirh a
little black; 3) brown mixture of bone
(?) black and a l i t tJevermil l ion and Iead
whte.

Detai l  of the mouth in LaughingYouth
with aWine Glass(cat.)7). Light areas
of fl esh paint shorv scratchy brushwork.
The l ips are thinly painted on top.

C.
Detail ofthe red feather in the cap
of lolly Toper (cat.z). Strands of the
feather are drawn using alternative
s!rokes of opaque vermillion 6nd
transparent organic red lake paiot.
See fig.+3o.

H
Detail oftheviolinisas legin Merry
Company (cat.5J. The leg was fi Iled into
an area resewed in thelight gray back-
ground, which it overlaps around the
ou$loe-

M
Detail ofSerenade (cat.3) showing a
pentimento ofrhe lure player's little
finger, which has been shifted to the
right.

R
Detail ofa pentimento in the faces in
the doorway jn Ti?e Ro mmel-Pot Player
(cat.4o). The two faces in the right
dooruay originallyrurned to their left
(conrpare figs.45 and 4oa)-

w
Detail of mouth in Violirir (cat.4l)
showing a more fluid and rhinner
appl icat ion of pai i t .  Blue (azuri te)
pjgment is mix€d into the cool accents
around the mouth (see also fig-+er).

D
Paint crosssection ofa darkred strand
of the feather in,loil.l, Ioper (cat.:).
Magnification zoox. Layers: r) ground
containing lead whjte and veay lirtle
ocher;2) organic red pigment miled
with black;3) organic red pigment and
vermillion (less vermillion toward th€
toP)'

I
Detail of the ear of.folly Toper (cat.2J
overlapped by the top paint layer of the
background. The figure was largely
finished before thebackground in this
painting (contrast fi 9.43H).

N
Detail ofa pentimento in Merl
Comp any (cat.5); the vjolinist's liltle
fingerwas initially extended and the
bowheld higher.

S
Detail ofzig-zag strokes used to spread
stiffpain( in the costume of loUToper
{cat.2j .

x
Detailof IollyToper(cat z). A fine, lighr
contour is formed where the gray painl
ofthe background does not quite
extend to the figure.

E
Paint cross section ofa red stripe in ihc
shadow area ofthecostume along rhe
bottom edge in Tre /ester (car.39).

Magnification 2oox. Layers: r) ground
containinglead white and verylitde
ocher or umber;2) boneblack, a l i t t le
vermillion and brown ocher;

3) vermillion.

t
Detai i  of the woman'scapein AGafre
of Tric-Trac (cat.9). Two red ribbons
were largelycovered bywhite paint
when Leyster revised the position of
her right sleeve.

o
Detail ofa pentimento in Self-Portroit
(cat.z). Tle lips.of an underlying face,
exmuted usingred lake glazes applied
over light underpaint, are cleariyvisibie
in the paintingofa fiddler.

T
Detail ofthe nouth in,lolt, Toper
(cat.2). Abrasion reveals that ihe lips
are thinlypainted on top ofthe flesh.
FIesh paint is appl ied as an opaqu€
Iayer.

Y
Microphoto ofa hatched contour
between the fingers of YiofiniJl
(cat.42).  Wet painl  hasbeen swept
across with thebrush to achieve this
efect.

106 F tG.43
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achieving the dramatic lighting effects of her

nocturnal scenes. In Man Offering Money to a

YoungWoman (cat.8), drama is also provided by

the strongly asymmetrical composition, which our

examination suggests was constructed with the aid

ofperspective lines scratched into the ground layer.

Leyster's paintings show a more consistent stage of
underpainting than do those of Frans Hals, not only
in the backgrounds, but also in the costumes and
flesh areas. The degree of modeling in the appearance
offlesh suggested in the underpaint stage appears to
vary in different paintings.

'Leyster's 
choice of pigments is in keeping with

those usually found in seventeenth-century Dutch
paintings. Some brightly colored costumes are
repeated, with certain pigments always being used
for the same color. Typicaily, indigo appears in the
blue costumes, in spite of the fact that its use was
not recommended due to its tendency to fade. Two
paintings of problematic attribution show unusual
mkture of blue pigment to provide'cool'flesh tones,
rather than by the exploitation ofa gray underlayer
observed in paintings by Leyster.

On the basis of our current study, it is not
possibie to draw any firm conclusions as to whether
or not Leyster apprenticed with Frans Hals. Our
research, which has revealed both similarities and
differences between their painting technique, is an
important step in understanding the influence of
Hals on his contemporaries. This first technical
examination of Leyster's paintings does not give
all the answers to the many questions regarding
Leyster's studio practices; yet it does bring us one
step further in our appreciation of not only her work
but Haarlem genre painting in general.

Notes

A few technical photos ofindividual works have been published.

Hofrichter r989, plates 54-58, and Maclaren and Brown r99r,

plate 48.
We are grateful to the following institutions and collectors who

have kindly allowed us to examine their paintings and who have

assisted us in our research: Rijksmuseum, Amsterdami Art

Institute ofChicago; Mauritshuis, The Hague; Staatl iche Kunst-

halle, Karlsruhe; The National Gallery, London; and Collection

ofHer Majesty Queen Elizabeth rr, Buckingham Palace, London;

Noortman Bv, Maastricht; Metropolitan Museum of Art, New

York; Philadelphia Museum of An; Virginia Museum of Fine An.

Richmond: National Gallerv of Art and the Wallace and

Wilhelmina Holladay Collection; and the Worcester Art Museur

Most of the paintings were examined in situ. These circumstancer

limited examinatron of Concert (cat.ro) to scrutiny with the nake<

eye. Other paintings were also examined with a stereomicroscope

using magnifications up to 4ox. Select photographs were made

to record obseruations. Eisting x-rays and infrared and other

technical photos and information were kindly made available to

w.X-rays of Jolly Toper (cat.z) and Portrait of a Woman (cat:4)

were made by the R6ntgen Technische Dienst, Rotterdam. We

were able to scan three paintings (The Rommel-Pot Player, cat.4o;

Violinist, cat-42; A Game ofTric-Trac, cat.9) using an infrared

vidicon camera. In almost every case the owners ofthe paintings

granted permission to remove one or more tiny paint samples
(about o.u5 pm'?) from the edges ofthe painting or existing

damages, so that we might gain further insight into the

composition and buildup ofpaint layers. Cross sections were

made by embedding each paint sample in a block ofpolyester

resin. The block was ground down and polished to expose the

sample at one surface. The cross sections were then examined

under a Leitz microscope in normal and long wavelength ultra-

violet incident light. Remains of the sample material were used fo:

microscopic examination in polarized light and for microchemica

tests. Elements pres€nt in very small selected areas ofthe samples

were further identified using the scanning electron microscope

with energy dispersive x-ray analysis (sau-Enx), carried out by

nsv Research.

A false Frans Hals monogram, executed with a warm brown giaze,

is visible both with the naked eye and with the microscope in

Violinist (cat.4z). It is located in the background, directly below th

scroll ofthe violin and above the figure's sleeve. We are grateful to

Carol Sawyer, conseruator ofpaintings at the Virginia Museum of

Fine Arts, for carrying out technical examinations ofthe monograr

and confirming that it has clearly been added later, over abraided

paint layers. The presence ofage cracks suggests that the monograr

is definitely oid.

Groen and Hendriks r989; Hendriks and Lery-van Halm r99r.

Christie and Wadum 1992; Houtzager et al. ry67.
Statistical surey ofpainting supports used by Frans Hals based or

oeuvre attributed in Slive r97o-74 cat.nos.6z-1o8, dated c.r6z8-3o

and c.r635-38. Thirty-three ofthe paintings are on canvas and one

on copper.

The suruiving works ofcontemporary painters active over a longer

period, including Frans Hals and Rembrandt, show an increasing

use ofcanvas in place ofwood panel. See Groen and Hendriks

i989-9o, p.122, n.9, and Van de Wetering 1986, p.15, n.r. In the

Netherlands, the use ofcanvas did not supersede that ofwood

panel to the same extent as in Itaiy. See Miedema and Meijer r979,

p.82.

The dimensions of Carousing Couple are those listed in Hofrichter

r989, p.46. Miedema r981, p.33, notes an approximate transitional

format ofTo x 55 cm in the substitution ofcanvas for panel for

paintings attributed to Rembrandt. Groen and Hendriks r989,

p.1o9, note an approximate transitional format of 60 x 5o cm for

paintings attributed to Frans Hals.

Vasari mentions that an advantage ofcanvas is that it is'ofl i tt le

weight and, when rolled up, easy to transpofi '  (see Vasari on

Technique, ed. G. B. Brown r9o7, Dover Publications, New York

1960, p.236). Mention ofLeyster in the context ofthe De Grebbers

3
4
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Infrared detail of Pentimento
in The Rommel-Pot PlaYer
(cat.4o). Dark painted lines of

underdrawing reveal that two

faces in the right doorwaY
originally turned in the
opposite direction around the

doorpost.
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(see the essays by Broersen and Biesboer in the present catalogue)

has led to the suggestion that Leyster apprenticed with them until

about 1628, although she never adopted their practice of painting

on a large scale. For large canvas supports l isted in Jan Miense

Molenaer's eifects, see Hofrichter r989, p.98, entries 253 and 256.

9 Hofrichter 1989, p.5o incorrectly l ists the dimensions of A Game of

Tric-Trac (cat.g) as 62.2 x 40.6 cm. Hofrichter 1989, p.64 appears to

have misinterpreted the overpainted later additions in Children
with a Cat and an Eel (cat.g) as a painted trompe I'oeil effect of a
window or door frame behind the two children. The later additions

around this painting and around Serenade (cats) are excluded
from the l isted measuremenu.

ro The wooden support of Man Offering Money to aYotLngWotnan
(cat.8) has been thinned for application ofa cradle, applied in

r9r5 and since rernoved. This treatment removed all traces ofthe
original beveled edges (to facil i tate framing), on the reverse.

Microscopic examination suggests, howeyer, that the top and

bottom edges ofthe panel are intact. Paint and ground layers
rvhich ran over the edges ofthe panel during execution ofthe
painting are sti l l  preserued along the bottom edge and in one place

along the top edge. On the other hand, paint and ground layers are
chipped offalong the right and left edges ofthe painting. tudging
from the completeness ofthe compositiot1 however, these are only
slightly reduced.

Examination of Portrait of a Woman (catt4), suggests that the
bottom edge ofthe panel is intact. A margin oforiginal beveling,
rqhich measures r.5-4.o cm and tapers towards the left side, is
preserued along the bottom. In addition, microscopic examination
suggests that paint and ground layers run over the right side ofthe
bottom edge. On the other hand, paint and ground layers are
chipped offalong the other three sides, which have been reduced.
Remains oforiginal beveling, up to o.5 cnl in width, are present

along the top stde, suggesting that up to J.5 cm could have been
removed. Beveling is absent along the right and Ieft sides,
suggesting that these are each reduced as much as 4 cm.
Examination ofthe panel support of Children with a Cat and an
Eel (cat.q) was hindered by a cradle applied to the reverse side
and later additions around the edges. Nonetheless, it appears that
original beveling has been removed along the top and bottom sides
ofthe panel, suggesting that these are reduced. As all four sides of
the painting are slightly extended by later additions, it seems likely
that the right and left sides have also been cropped. The present

rvidth ofthe two vertical planks joined together is 23.5 cm and
2.1.8 cm, from left to right.

Bruyn r979; Miedema r98r.

Flofrichter r989, p.97, entry 222.

The dinrensions of Carousing Couple (cat.4) plotted are those
Iisted in Hofrichter r989, since we did not examine this painting.

Miedema, r981, notes a general height to width proportional

relationship ofr.z5:r in north Netherlandish upright rectangular
paintings ofthe sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. In a broad
statistical suruey ofpaintings on wood panel attributed to
Rembrandt, four groupings ofstandard panel sizes emerged.
In Groen and Hendriks 1989, p.1o9, a survey offorty upright
rectangular paintings on wood panel attributed to Frans Hals did
not reveal any groupings ofstandard sizes, but did agree with a
general height-width proportional relationship of r.z5:t observed
by Miedema.

Bauch and Fcki te in lg8r,  especial ly pp.:53 arrd zs5. A dendro-
chronological suruey ofpaintings on wood panel by Rembrandt
shows that the smallest planks were cut from inner heartwood,
in orc'ler to use valuable tinrber efficiently.

the right and bottom sides. There are margins ofdamage along
the sides ofthe reduced painting. A close copy ofthe painting

shows the uncropped composition; cat.9A in Hofrichter r989,
The National'I rust, Goodwood House, Chichester.

zo Van de Wetering 1986, pp.18-19. Hendriks and Lery-van Halm r99r,
pp.5-6. For sources concerning the l inen industry, see: l. Bastin,
De Gentse lijnwaadmarkt en linnenhandel in de zeventiende eeuw
(rq68); l. A. Boot'Het l innenbedrijf in Twente omstreeks r7oo,'
Textielhistorische Bijdragen 7 fi966), pp.zr-64; G.A.H. (Municipal

Archive, Haarlem), Keuren en Ordonnantidn d.er Stad Haarlem rcr
t775, vol. z, pp.zot-75; and S.A.G. (Municipal Archive, Ghent),
Ordonnance et reglement concernent le Marchd aux toiles de Ia ville
de Ganele (fio6).

zr Van de Wetering 1986, p.19.

22 We are graleful to Mark Tucker, who carried out recent restoration
of The Last Drop (cat.6), for confirming and supplementing

observations made during our technical examination ofthe
painting before the cleaning. The treatment was at an early stage
at the time ofwrit ing this article, when no clear evidence had yet

come to light to refute the possibility that the very early additions
could be by Leyster despite the fact that no other examples of
original format alterations in her work are known.

One curious feature ofthe added strips ofcanvas is their manner
ofattachment. Contfary to what one might expect, the x-ray does
not show that they have not been sewn on, but their frayed edges
simply abut the edges of the main canvas.

The copy ofthe composition in its extended form mentioned is
cat.no.roa in Hofrichter r989, canvas 93 x 69 cm, Kunsthandel
P. de Boer, Amsterdam.

z3 Most ofthe thread densities were measured from available x,rays,
in which the canvas weave is made visible by the x-ray absorbing
properties ofthe lead white based ground layers. The results l isted
here are the average ofseveral measurements made in both
directions. Where no x-rays were available, measuiements were
made directly on three paintings; LaughingYouth with a Wine
Glass, The Jester, and Violinist (cats39,39, 42). In these cases the
measurements are less reliable, due to the fact that they were
limited to small areas of damage where the canvas was exposed.
This enabled fewer measurements, over shorter distances, to be
made in each painting. The thread density listed for The Last Drop
(cat.6) is that ofthe main canvas.

z4 Other surveys have been unable to conclude a consistent relation-
ship between the width and thread densities ofcanvas supports
exanrined. See Houtzager et al. ry67, p.62. For paintings on canvas
attributed to Frans Hals, see Groen and Hendriks 1989, p.112 and
Hendriks and Lery-van Halm r99r, p.8. Hendriks and Lery-van
Halm nade the general obseruation that the widest canvases used
by Frans Hals show a relatively fine, though not necessarily regular
weave. Six small canvases, which measure one Brabant el lvide or
less are most coarseiy woven, with twelve threads or feurer per cm.

2j Houtzager et al. ry67, pp.zz6, zz8, z4z, and z44lists thread densities
ofcanvases used by the Utrecht painters Hendrick ter Brugghen
and Gerard van Honthorst.

26 For studies of canvas thread densities used by the workshops of
Rembrandt and Frans Hals, see respectively Van de Wetering r986,
pp.3r-37 and a smaller suruey in Groen and Hendriks 1989, p.rt3.
De Mayerne gives several recipes which suggest smoothing the
priming layer using a curved priming knife or pumice stone; see
Van de Graaft958, pp.138-42, nos.6-20.

z7 An x-ray of The Last Drop (cat.6) shows thickenings of the ground

layer along the top, left and bottom sides ofthe main canvas, which
would have accumulated along the rolled stretching edges when
the ground layer was applied. The original stretching edges have
been unrolled and trimmed offclose to the painted area, slightly
further in along the right side where no ridge ofground is
apparent. Concerning preparation ofcanvas support see Van de
Wetering 1986, pp.3r-37; Groen and Hendriks r989-9o, p.rr3.

z8 Van de Graafr958, p.r35, nos.r and z.
:9 Van de Craaf r958, p. tJ8,  no.a.

Jo Groen and Hendriks 1989, p.u5.

3r Groen ry77.Yan de Wetering r986r pp.17-20.
jz Christie and Wadum 1992.

33 Frans Hals's large pendant portraits Cornelia Claesdr Vooght

11

I2

13

4

l5 Bruyn r979.

r6 Bruyn ry/-9, pp.io6-o7- See n.ro above, regarding a possibie
reduction in size of Children with a Cat and an Eel (cat.r:).

17 Brtyn ry79,p.r.
r8 Klein et  a l .  r987.

r9 Hofrichter r989, p.4r, l ists larger dimensions for Merry Compuny
(cat.5) of 88 x73.j cm. This was the size of the painting with later
additions, which were removed during its restoration in r987.
Before restoration the painting natched the present format of 7he
Last Drop (cat.6). The original canvas support of Merry Company
(cat.5) has been cut on all sides, removing cusping, especialiy along
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(cat.zz) and Nico laes van der Meer (see fig.zza), painted on wood
panels which measure r26.5 x ror.o cm and 128.0 x roo.5 cm

respectively, have the traditionai priming of an oil imprimatura

on a chalk ground. See Groen and Hendriks 1989, pp.u5 and rz4.
Leyster's Children with a Cat and an Eel (cat.r3 ), painted on a wood
panel which now measures up to 59.5 cm x 48.7 cm, sirnilarly shows

the traditional priming.

J4 For Leiden document, see Van de Wetering 1986, pp.19-2o.

Concerning Haarlem practice, see Groen and Hendriks 1989, p.u6.

J5 Most (ifnot all) grounds on canvas analyzed from the first ten
years oIRembrandt's activity in Amsterdam, show two layers; a

gray over a red ocher ground. See Van de Wetering 1986, p.42.

Ground layers containing a l itt le ocher and up to 8o percent quartz

have been found in some canvases from the 164os onwards. See
Kiihn r96z and Bomford et al. 1988, pp.27-3r.

i6 Use of an aqueous binding medium for the first red ocher ground

in LaughingYouth with aWine Glass is suggested by its porous

structure apparent in the paint sample cross section. K. Groen
has examined paint sample cross sections from paintings by the

Utrecht painters Adriaen Bloemaert, Gerard van Honthorst, and

Hendrick ter Brugghen all ofwhich showed double, gray-over-red

grounds.

j7 Meagre Compafll (Rijksmuseum, Amsterdam) was commissioned
from Hals in 1633, but in 1636 when he had not yet finished it, it was

given to Pieter Codde for completion. The large canvas support is

prepared with a grayon top ofa reddish brown ocher ground; see

Bijl r989, p.to4. See n.35 above, concerning use ofsimilar double
grounds by Rembrandt. Two late genre portraits by Frans Hals also

have a cool gray over a red ocher double ground, Man in a SIotLch
Hat (Staatl iche Kunstsammlungen, Kassel) and Porrrait of a Mqn
(Fitzwil l iam Museum, Cambridge); see Groen and Hendriks, t989,
pp.115-116. One might suggest that these primed canvases were

similarly obtained in Amsterdam. A document of 1676 records that

following the death ofone authorized supplier, painters in Leiden

were obliged, at great trouble and expense, to go and buy their
primed canvases and panels in another city. See Van de Wetering

1986, p.20.

J8 Groen and Hendriks r989, pp.u6-u7.

39 Valentiner and Von Moltke 1939, p.182, private collection, London,
wood panel, 44.2 x 5r.8 cm- For past attributions ofthe painting to

lan Miense Molenaer and to Leyster, see cat.28. Examination with

a stereomicroscope and with an infrared vidicon suggests that the

composition has been thinly laid in using areas of monochrome

underpaint rather than boldly sketched using painted lines.

Notably, pentimenti reveal that the vessel held by the woman and

an adjacent chair back were init ially laid in using dark gray paint.

4o Arbitrary scratches and indentations made in the primed supports

of The Rommel-Pot Player (cat.4o),Leyster's Game ofTric-Trac
(cat.9), and Molenaer's Touch (cat.36) appear to be accidental

damages which occurred before the main paint layers were applied.

4r Hofrichter 1989, pp.8Z-1o3. For a definit ion of terms, see De Pauw-

de Y een 969, pp.z5t- 254.

42 Surface examination occasionally reveals that one layer ofpaint
was allowed to dry before another was applied on top, indicating

a break in the painting procedure. For example, hairs drawn by

scratching into wet paint reveal an intact and therefore presumably

dry layer of underpaint (Merry Company, cat.5), or haks scratched

into a layer ofunderpaint which was allowed to dry were left

undisturbed when details were painted on top (The Rommel-Pot

Player, cat.4o, and Standing Cavalier, cat.4t). Separate stages of
paint application can also be distinguished in paint sample cross

sections. A clear separation oflayers is usually apparent when one
layer was allowed to dry before another was applied on top. This is

not the case when one paint layer was applied over another that
was still wet.

4j ln Merry Companl black underpaint for a shadow ofthe table out-

l ined a reserue for the calfofthe adjacent f igure in an alternatrve

position. The shadow was subsequently painted out by the yellow

floor.

44 The pigments identified in the background are yellow and brour

ocher, bone black, and lead white.

45 Groen and Hendriks 1989, p.rzo.

46 A paint sample shows that a thin layer ofgray underpaint,

containing lead white and fine black, also underlies the shadow of
the man on the Ieft side.

4Z Paint samples show that the gray paint mixtures ofthe background
and clothing both chiefly contain lead white and black (lanp

black?), mixed with umber in the costume and very l itt le f ine red
pigment in the background.

48 Pitted paint losses are most extensive in the upper background,
excluding two margins along the top ofthe right and left sides.
The fact that paint areas containing lead white are most damaged
suggests the action of an acid substance perhaps applied during
earlier restoration treatment. Ifexcessive heat was the cause, one
would expect dark paint areas to show most damage. In any event,
the numerous tiny paint losses allow an unusually complete
picture ofthe stage ofunderpainting in flesh areas. An x-ray of
the painting suggests that a more bulbous face was indicated in the
rndern2int  ct2oP

49 Microscopic examination suggested use of indigo in the blue
costumes in Serenade (cat.t), Merry Company (cat.), The Last
Drop (cat.6), and Self-Portrait (cat.7). Indigo has been identified by
analysis in paint samples in Jolly Toper (cat.2), Man Offiring Money
to a Young Woman (cat.8 ), A Game of Tric-Trac (cat.g), Children
with a Cat and an Eel (cat.r3), The Rommel-Pot Player (ca't.4o), and
Violinist (cat.4z).

5o Indigo has been identif ied in: Haarlem Civic Guard group portratts

by Frans Hals (see Van Grevenstein et aI.1990, pp.9z-93 and Groen
and Hendriks r98 9,p.rt7), Offcers ofthe St. Adrian Civic Guard. at
Haarlein,l6jo, attributed to Hendrick Pot (M. M. Bang r99t,
restoration report in Frans Halsmuseum) and Jan Miense

Molenaer's Touch (cat36; see Christie and Wadum r99z). Indigo
also appears to have been used by Johannes Cornelis Verspronck

in the tablecloths ofhis Regentesses of St. Elkabeth's Hospital at

Haarlem,r64r and his Regentexes of the House of the Holy Ghost
at Haarlem,t64z, Frans Halsmuseum. For De Mayerne's advrce

against the use ofindigo, see Van de Graafrgj8, p.44.

5i Artif icial copper green has been identif ied in several paintings by
Frans Hals, including a Haarlem Civic Guard group portrait and

the late Regent and Regentess group portraits. See Groen and

Hendriks 1989, p.119. Another tnre of blue prgment called smalt
(glass colored by cobalt oxide) was found together with lead white

in the slcy of Sranding Cavalier. Avery fine (approximately ro pm

particles) and therefore pale variety has been used.

52 Microscopic examination suggests that the bright vermilion and
yellow stripes in the jester's costume are thinly painted on top of
whitish and pink strokes ofunderpaint.

5J Our microscopic examination of The Last Dropltefore restoration

revealed that the figure contours were overlapped by green back-
ground paint. During cleaning, Mark Tucker noted that this green

paint, associated with reworking the additions around the edges
'extends in a thin layer well into the picture, worked in around the

figures.' Flaking losses revealed a cooler gray underlayer.

54 The blue undergarment ofthe figure with a wine tankard in lhe

Last Drop (cat.6) was finished after his red jacket and white collar,

which it overlaps. The gray color ofthe lute player's undergarment

in Concert (cat.rc) was applied last, covering a bright blue under-

layer (apparently indigo) and two ribbons hanging from his lace-

trimmed collar.

55 Constantijn Huygens, Mijn Jeugd, translation and commentary

by C. L. Heesakkers, 1987. Huygens (1j96-1687) wrote about his

meeting with Jan Lievens in an autobiographical sketch ofhis own

youth around 1629. A similarly idiosyncratic sequence ofpainting

has been obserued in portraits attributed to Frans Hals, see Groen

and Hendriks r989, p.u9.

56 A study ofthe overlap ofpaint layers suggests that the red

costumed figure in front was already finished when parts ofthe

central f igure were added. A bright red layer under the shoulders

ofthe central figule, which runs under the background up to the

figure in red costume, similarly suggests a pentimento. Finally,

white and red contour lines covered by the floor drew his leg in

another position. The yellow paint ofthe floor also conceals

changes in position of the two feet in the middle of the

composition.

57 The features ofthe face underneath the painted figure ofthe fiddler

are clearly visible through his costume, especially the mouth,
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which is painted using a red lake glaze applied over a light
yellou'ish underlayer. Flaking losses reveal two paint layers on the
ground, under the present painting ofa fiddler. First, a light blue
paint layer, which apparently contains indigo, extends between the
legs ofthe fiddler's indigo costume. On top is a red layer, which
continues under the artist's palette and terminates along a white
impasto line under the fiddler's right thigh. This marks a transition
to a gray underlayer, also present under the top part ofthe painted
canvas.

58 For bther verstons ol The Rommel-Pot Player,see Slive ry7o-7 4,
cat.L3-1 and Slive 1989-9o, cat.8. For paintings depicting a boy in
a fur hat attributed to Frans Hals, see Slive 1989-9o, cat.z6.

59 Groen i988, especia$ pp.59-6r. Research suggests that the
formation ofpits or holes throughout the body ofcertain emulsion
paint mixtures can be caused by bubbles oftrapped solvenr. An oil
paint, in which hydrophilic substances used for grinding pigments
got trapped, could show this same phenomenon.

6o Hendriks and Levy-van Halm i991, pp.4o-41.
6r Hendriks and Levy-van Halm r99r, pp.3z-34 and 5o.
62 Delager D9o, pp.69-111.
63 See notably: Y oung Man with a Skull c. t6z6-28, ftg.5o.

rr4
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KARIN M. GROEN, INEZ D. VAN DER WERF,

KTAAS IAN VAN DEN BERG, and JAAP I .BOON
Netherlancls Institute for Cultural Heritage and FOM Institute for Atornic ancl

Molecular Physics {AMOLF}, Arnsterdatn

Scientific Examination of Vetmeer's

Girl with a PearlBarcing

he background of the Giil with 0 Peail Eatring

seems to be excetr)tional in |ohannes Vermeer'S

oeuvre {fig. r }; the only picture with a compa-

rable dark background is Port tait of a Yottng

Wantan { in Neu. '  York},  dated c. r666-r661 .

Arthur K. Wheelock fr. points out that Ver-

meer,s departure from his norrnal scheme

of silhotretting figures against a white wall

was according to the Duteh tradition and

was meant to enhance the three-ditnensional

effec,t. White backgrounds tend to come for-

ward while dark backgrounds tend to rececle,

bringing the figure into prorninence.i

Presently the background of the Girl witlt

a Pearl Earuing appears utleven and spotted.

I)uring the rgg4-rggS restoration it became

clear that this appearance has nothing to do

with ornamentation 3s, for example, is the

case with the background of The Gitl with

the Red Hat. The poor state of the painting

may be related to earlier restoration proce-

dures. It has been documented that the paint-

ing had [een subiected to several lining and

regeneration treatments. Investigation of the

background was therefore undertaken as part

of a larger study of the techniques and mate-

rials used by Vertneel in this painting.

In r98o the picture was investigated non-

clestructively by I.R.l. van Asperen de Boer

and Arthur K. Wheelock Jr. with infrared

reflectography ancl a stereornicroscope. Dark

underpaint was found under the shadows of

the blue turban, the yellow drapery, and the

flesh. A small chrange in composition was

fould at the back of the neck. As early as r968

two paint samples had been retnoved from

the background along the left-hand and right-

hand edges and analyzecl by Hermann Ktihn

of the l)oeruer Institute in Munich.2 Ktihn

lrac1 found a dark underl ayel on top of a light-

colored ground. The results of the investi-

gations into the paint layers were scarce and

necessitated further research.
This paper discusses the results of rnicro-

scopic examination and chemical analysis of

the background.3 In order to obtain more

cornplete insight into tfue techniques and ma-

terials used by Verttteer, other parts of the

painting ate examined tls well. Restoration

materials introcluced into the painting and

the effects of former restoration procedtlres

are also considered. Results of chemi cal anal'

ysis are presented to illustr ate that these

treatments have changed the chernical colll-

position of the pailting. The paint samples

mentioned in this article can be found in

appendix r. See appendix z for a description

of the analytical methods.

History and Condition of the Painting

The restoration history of the Gitl with a

Penrl Eorcing was, as f ar as noted down, dis-

cussed by |orgen Wadum and others in r gg 5 .1

The gist of their study is 4s follows. In I9o3

the painting came into the possession of the

Royal Cabinet of Paintings Mauritshuis as

part of a bequest by A. A. Des Tornbe of a total

r. Iohannes Vermeer,
Gitl v,ith a Pearl Erufing,
c.  1665-1666, oi l  on canvas,
photographed |une 1994,
after cleaning, before
restoration
Royai Cabinet oi P;rintings

ivlauritshuis, The Hague
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of twelve pictures. About twenty years ear-
l ier, in rBBr, it had been recogntzedas a work
by |ohannes Verrneer. Accorcling to a news-
paper article in the Nieuwe CoLffant in r9a3,
the painting was already in a "deplorable
state of neglect" when it was in the posses-

sion of Des Tombe.s The same article reports
that it was lined by 

" 
certain Van der Haeghen

in Antwerp. This restorer probably applied an
aqueous adhesive, since the original canvas
showed signs of bad shrink age owing to con-
tact with r,vater. This shrinkage has resulted
rrL " cupping" of the paint fihn. For the lining
treatment, Wadum has suggested that starch
was used.

A photograph taken in rgo4 {fig. z} shows
that bits of paint had become dislodged before

that date; the photograph shows retouching

as well. From correspondence about the paint-

ing we know that it had been strongly over-

cleaned and that retouches \^rere visible to the

naked eye.6 In r 9 r 5 and rgzz the picture was

restored again by Derix de Wild. His treatment

rnainly concerned the regeneration of the var-

nish layers.7 A second lining was carried otlt

bV I. C. Traas in 196o. This titne a wax-resin

mixture $/as used, after the retnoval of the

previous lining.
During the rgg4 exatnination it was con-

firmed that the picture had undergone rough

handling in the past because numerous bits

of paint were situated upside down on top of

the paint surface. For example, a tiny, second

highlight in tlr.e earring turned out to be such

a displaced fragment.s The exact original loca-

tion of the disfiguring pieces of paint that

were present on top of the picture surface was

unknown. Nevertheless, they were removed

and used for the study of Vermeer's painting

technique and the possible causes of changes

in the painting materials. Some of the pieces

were found near their probable sourc€; others

were found far removed frorn it. The fragment

containing a mixture that lnay only represent

flesh color, for instance, was {ound to the right

of the pendant of cloth cascading down from

the knot at the top of the turban {sample
168l lqJ.Iu sorne pieces, two sets of original
paint layers were sitting , face to face, ofl top

of each other. One advantage of the unfortu-

nate state of the picture was that the inten-

tional removal of paint samples for exami-

nation could be limited. In all, thirty-eight

chips of paint, including later added fillings

and samples from other restoration rnaterials,

were examined {appendix r }.

Ground and Underpaint

Graund
On examination with the naked eYe, a rather

dense, yellowish-white ground was observed.

This Layer, with a thic,kness of up to 2oo

micrometers {pm} {sarnple rSBllzr l ,  almost

hides the structure of the canvas fabric. Iudg-
ing from the x-radiograph, the paste used for

the ground was applied with a knife rather

than with a brush.e
Microscopic exatnination and Scanning

z. |ohannes Venneer,
GirI with a Pearl Earring

{detail}, photograph taken in
r9o4, showing dislodged
paint and retouchings
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3. Paint cross section of
sample t687 f zz, shadow in
blue drapery, right-hand side,
6 cm frorn the bottom edge
of the picture, 4. r cln from
the right-hand side. Result:

Irl >zz trrm ground
( photograph overexposed);
{z) c. 7 prrr bone black in
grayish-brown medium;
(: l  o-8 /rm bone black, very
little brown ocher in brown
medium; t+) c. 4a pm natural
ultramarine, carbon {bone? )
black, very little of an
organic red pigment, a little
yellow, and brown ocher.
Oil- irnmersi on olrj ective.
Magnification 67ox

4. Paint cross section of
sarnple 1687lz5 from the
yellow iacket. {r ) ground,
contains lead white, chalk,
very little brown and red
ocher, very little very fine
black; {z} c. 5 /rm a dark
layer of yellow, brown, and
very little red ocher, a little
finely ground charcoal black
in brown medium; (l) c. z8
p,m lead white, finely ground
yellow ocher, very little
brown ocher, and finely
ground ultramarine.
Magnification 3o5x

2,3

Electron Microscopy with Energy Disper-

sive Spectroscopy (srru-Eos) showed that the

ground is composed of chalk, lead white,

some ocher, and a little very fine carbon

black, possibly lampblack. The lead white

shows large and small particles, typical of the

so-called Dutch process, tu except that the pig-

ment used by Vermeer seems more homo-
geneous and more finely ground. The binding

medium was identified by Pyrolysis-rrrnAu-

Gas Chrom atography Mass Spectrometry

{ry-rrvrAH-ccMsl as linseed oil (palmitic acudl

stearic acid [n /sl ratio - ), .r ]. t t

Dark Underpaint
As noted above, Van Asperen and Wheelock

found dark underpaint under the shadows of

the blue turban, the yellow drapery, and the

flesh. The black shines through the blue,
yellow, and flesh paint, giving the yellow its

greenish hue, for instance. A small change

in composition was found at the back of the

neck.
The presence of a dark underl ayer was con-

firmed in our examinations of paint cross sec-

tions. Such alayer was found in both shadows
and highlights in the painting. under dark
areas, however, the underpaint is thicker and
brownish-black, consisting of bone black and
some brown ocher {r68 7lrg, zr-24, L6i f ig.  31.
In the lighter areas, a thinner layer contain-
ing yellow and brown and very little red ocher
with a small addition of finely ground char-
coal black is observed {1687lz;,  28; f ig.  4lr .
Different carbon blacks in one painting give

their own distinct effect, and several combina-
tions can be found in old lxaster paintings.i2

Fluorescence images and staining of paint

cross sections containing the bone black layer
indicate that the medium of this layer was

oil rather than glue. In the sample from the

shadow at the jacket (1681lzzl, two under-

lying dark layers were found; one of these two
may be the paint used for sketching in the

figure.
The purpose of the dark underpaint must

have been to brush in a monochrome image

on the smooth, light-colored ground.

Paint Layers of the Figure

In most samples, only one paint Iayet was

found on top of the brownish-black under-
paint; occasionally there are two, wet-in-wet.
Using this simple painting techniQUe, Ver-

meer seems to have adfusted both the color

and the thickness of the final paint layer and

the brownish-black underl ayer in order to

obtain the desired effect. In the light areas, on

top of the thin, dark underpaint there is a

rather opaque top paint layer. In contrast, in

dark areas the dark underpaint is thicker and

the top layer more transparent.
Two representative examples of the con-

stitution and composition of the draperies

illustrate this. Sample r 682 I ,, UiS. : ) derives
from the blue shadow in the drapery. The
greenish-blue shadow was achieved with one

layer of paint, c. 40 pm thick, containing a

mixture of natural ultramarine, very little of

an organic red pigment, chalk, some lead

white, very little brown, and yellow ocher and

black. The underpaint layer was discussed

above. A sample from the yellow in the iacket

{sample r 68 7 lzs, f ig.  4l  shows a c. zB pm

thick layer of lead white, very fine yellow

ocher, and very little finely ground ultra-

marine. The yellow paint is sitting on a c. 5 pm

underpaint of charcoal black with a little
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5. Paint cross section of
sample :1687 lz6, background
to the left of the forehead.
(r ) ground; {z) c. r z pm bone
black; { l} c. z8 ,rm
translucent green layer,
containing welcl {luteolin,
uruc), chalk, a little red
ocher, indigo.
Magnification 305x

6. Paint cross section of
sarnple t687 lz6.
Fluorescence.
Magnification 3o5x

7. Fragment of sarnple
t687 lz6 in inciclent ancl
transrnitted light.
Magnification r24x

yellow-brown ocher, a little lead white, and
chalk in the same brown rnedium. In both
samples the light-colored ground can be seen
underneath the dark underpaint.

Paint samples from the drapery in the Girl
with a Pearl Earfing show that greenish, blu-
ish, and reddish shadows were made by adiust-
ing the hue of the main pigment by color
mixing. In some of the samples there is an
indication that organic red in the mixture
with ultramarine has faded. The shadow of
the jacket may have had a more reddish tone.
There was not sufficient sample material to
identify the organic red in the Gtul with a Pearl
Earuing. In Vermeer/s The Love L,etter (Rijks-

museum, Amsterdam), an organic red was
identified as cochineal , a dye made from the
insect Coccus cacti.

It became clear from the paint cross sec-
tions that Vermeer applied a rather translucent
final paint Layer, especially in the shadows.
These samples derive from areas where the
shadow meets the background and where
the picture is "difficult to read." The edge of
the figure seems blurred; it is not altogether
clear where the figure stops and the back-
ground starts. This soft outline is achieved by
a gradual change in composition of the top
paint layer. Toward the transition between the
clothing and the background, other pigments
were used and the final paint was applied more
and more in a glazrng way. There is one layer
of a translucent glaze, with little coloring mat-
ter and rich in medium. Samples from the back
of the girl's neck {r 58 Z lz+l and along the back
below the headdress {r 68 I I z3 } show only a few
particles of ultramarine, bone black, and lead
white in a medium-rich, yellowish-brown
paint Layer. sEM-EDs and Fourier Transform

Infrared Spectroscopy (nr-rn) analyses proved
the glazeto have a high content of alumina and
chalk, indicating the former presence of now
discolored organic pigments. Reasons for add-
ing chalk to organic pigments were its use as a
cheap bulking agent or as an absorbent {see
below, "PatrttLayer of the Background").

Paint Layer of the Background

At present, after the r gg 4- rgg S restoration,
the background still appears uneven. Various
degrees of gloss are apparent, especially on
the left-hand side of the pictur e; e dull, milky-
grayish green is variegated by seemingly sat-
urated darker spots. Examination with the
stereomicroscope shows that the paint looks
saturated in the original dark patches that
appeared during removal of the old retouch-
ings. This is in contrast to the rest of the back-
ground, where the paint looks washed-out,
matte, and milky. The old retouchings have
obviously shielded these parts from moisture
and light.

The top paint Iayer in the background
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Indigotin

Luteoiin8. Hprc-chromatograrn of
sirmple t687!r9 frorn the
background on the right-
hand side of the picture. The
retention tirne, tead frotn the
horizontal axis, is for ltiteolin
r 8. 3 7o and for indigotin
23.7 20 minutes. The three
co1llpotlents rvith retention
tirne arottnd z7 minutes
could not be identif ied.
Additional ur,-t'is - spectra
shorved thart, in contrast to
luteolin and indigotin, the
unknorvn components are
colorless. As the sarnple
cornprised pigment, binding
medinrn, aud possibly sorne
varnish, the peaks are
probably due to organic
marterial other thzrn pigment.

Minutes

is remarkably transparent. Under the filicro-

scope., the translllcent layer appears greenish

in a sample frotn the left-hand side of the pic-

ture {r 63 I lz6l and slightly yellowish-brown-
green in a sample frotn the right {r 6S I lrg and

:-rl. Fronr, lnicroscopic observation of the cross

sections it was not immediately obvious what
pigments consti.tute the translucent/ murky
green paint. In transmitted light a bright yel-

low and in ultraviolet light a fine blue \{rere

observed {r6Sl lz6, f igs. 5 -7}.  Wet-chemical

analysis indicates the presence of incligo and a
yellow dye. This was confirmed by using high
performanse liquid chromatography {Hnrc},
rvhich positirzely iclentified the presence of

both indigo {r 68 I lry} and luteolin {r 68 Z lry
and 26l {f ig. B}. Luteolin, a tetra-hydroxy-
flavone, is the coloring matter of weld. The
presence of indigo was confirrned by Di-

rect Ternperature-Resolved Mass Spectrome-
try {nrrvrs} { t  657 l3r and 34; f ig. 9}.  Both

organic pigments are presetlt in the left-hand

and right-hand sides of the background of

the picture. In addition, linseed oil was cleter-

mined as the binding mediutn {pls ratio : r.7)

with Py-TlvrAH-GCMS.
A mixture of indigo and rvelcl, both being

organic colors, results in a rather translucent
green paint layet. We1d, in Dutch woLtw or
woude, is a natllral yellow dyestuff, obtained
from the cultivated herbaceolls plant Dyer's

Rocket, R esedn Juteol L. It is the oldest Euro-
pean dyestuff ancl the oldest yellor,t' dy. plant

in the world. t3 Weld r,vas used for dyeing silk

and woolen rnaterials as well as for making
paints. In the seventeenth century in Holland
the expression "wel geblaut, wel gewaut" was

used, meaning well-dyed with bltre {indigo)
and well-dyed with yellow welcl.

For use in a painting, the dy* must be

insoluble. Unlike indigo, weld is soluble in

oil and therefore must be precipitated onto

a substrate. Microscopic analysis, FT-IR/ and

sEM-EDS showed that the glaze o{ the bacl(-
ground also contains a high proportion of

chalk, alurn, a little lead rvhite, a little red

ocher, and soITIe proteinaceous material

{r6S7l26}.to The f inding of these organic pig-
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g. DTivls-spectrllm of sample
t687l3r found on top of the
paint layer in the background,
top right. Ground + dark
paint + solrre vamish. {a} The
rrc {Total Ion Current}
spectrllm can lre regerrcled as
a surnlrration of mass spectra
from corrponents that have
evaporated frorn the fiiarnent
at differerlt ternperatLrres.
This rrc comprises three
main tetnperatllre regions:
the volatile organic
substances {organic pigrnents/
w:lxes, fatty acicts, and
resins), the poiymer netrvork,
and inorganic substances
(lead rvhite|. {b} In the
spectrLlm frour the lor'r'
terl lperature region (scan

4(r- 5.i ,  the region indicatecl
in the rrcl, several peaks can
be observecl, indicating the
presence of indiga inf z [rnass
to chargel z6z), pahnit ic acid
(:nlz 25611, stear ic acid lnf  z
284), dicarboxylic acicis sr.ich
as azeleic acicl {dic9l i : ,rnlz
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*o{b} Massspectrum 
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mlz

9t i ,  r  -52| ,  beeswax \nlz 368,
5gz, 6zo, 648, 676, zo4),  and
highly oxidized abietic acids
lmlz z5 j ,  2gg,3 r  "5,  33o1.
In higher temperatrlre regions
{not shorvn here), proteins
and lead are identi i ied.

indigo

lrrents together rvith chalk and alnm agrees
rather well with writterl sources, for exarnple,
the Secreet-Bcseck of 16o9: "Take \ reld, which
in Latin is called Flortinctorius; they are the
yellowish flowers used by the cloth dyers.
Take the sterxs and the florvers together, as
lnany as yoll want. Make chalk-water {lime}
and pour it over the flowers in a large kettle.

Leave it to boil for such a long time that the
yellowness of the flowers firay be extracted. " 1s

The collrt pirysician Theodore de Mayerne
remarked in r6zo that weld gets its body from
chalk and its color frorn a plant. For manufac-
turing the pigment, he says that the dye has
to be precipitated first onto alum and then
kneadecl r,rrith chalk. 1('
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The paint layer in the background of the

Girl with a Peail Enrfing gets its "bo dy" frotn

chalk. To produce an insoluble pigrnent frotn

weld, a rnetal salt is needed to fortl a tnetal-

flavone colnplex that is insoluble and colored.

The pigrnent is the yellow precipitate formed

when alurn is added to tire r,l'eld extrAct.l T

Besides its presence as a mordant for weld,

alum could be present as a substance to tnake

the paint glossy. Indeed, I)e Mayerne advises

rnixrng indigo and other organic pigments

r,vith powdered alutnstone and nut oil, beciruse

the colors will be tnttch lnore "oriental,"
which fohannes van de Graaf trauslated as

"glossy." According to De Mayerne, the ccllor

wil l also be more durable.ls
Weld extract yields the purest and fast-

est yellow shade of all natural yellorn' dyes.

The bright yellon' was still visible, seem-

ingly unchanged inside the paint sarnple.le

The yellowish-brown-green color o11 the

right-hand side of the parntrng (r68I l ry and

2 r l Inay be explained by partial discolora-

tion of indigo. Sorne typical oxidation prod-

Lrcts of indigo, such as isatine, could not J:e

detected, horvever. The other ingredients-

chalk, alum, ocher, and bone black-are all

stable lnaterials.
Originaliy tire backgrouud rnust irave beeu

made with a srlooth, glosst hard, trauslttcellt

green paint, which was macle to look darker

and given depth by o dark underpaint. In acldi-

t ion to the factors lnentioned at the beginning

of this section, partial discoloration of the

indigo lnay have added to the Llnevenness of

the background.

Traces of Former Restoration Procedures

The painting has undergone at least five dif-

ferent types of restorations, solne of which

have been documented:zti {r } starch l ining {Van
cler Haeghen, rSBl) and proilably consolicla-

tion procedures at the f ront with glue; {z } wax-

resi.n l ining {Traas, 196o}; t ; }  "regenerat ion"

with alcohol vapors and probably copaiba bal-

sam {De Wild, r9r S, rgzzl; l+l retolrching of

the paint (Traas , 196o; latgen Wadum , 19941;

{S ) cleaning and varnish removal iDe Wild,

r9r 5; Traas, 196o; Wadurn, r9g4l.  The pos-

sible effects of some of these restorations on

paintings are discussed in this sectio11. In

addition, resltlts of chemi cal analysis are pre-

sented to i l lustrate that these procedures

may change the chemical colxposition of a
painting.

Litting
Linings rvith stal Ch adlr.esives or anitnai gh-re
make paintings vulnerable to J:oth "regenera-

tion" rnetltods :tnc1 aqueous treattrrents, since

alcohol and water cause sr,velliirg of the glue.

Swelli.ng and successive cotltraction of the
glue may callse flaking of parnt layers.rr Aque-

olls lining methocls have not been trsed in tire

Netheriancls very frequenti;' ' Consolidation

of flaking pairrt r,r'ith auimal glue lxay zrlso be

done sepetrately.
HrLC analysis of the black sttbstance in the

cracks in the foreheacl and cheek of the girl

{r 6B z lf i} and black tlaterial from the edge of

cupped paint iu her chin (r6Sl l lB) reveir led

the presence of hydroxyproline, indicating

an auirnal glue. The latio alaninelproliue ) r

rnay indicate a iish glue.22 This seems to

be conf irrned by staining techniqlres {arnido
black, acid fttchsine). Paint layers and grouud

have been stained only slightly positive. Frotn

the cross section it c;rn be obscrvecl thirt the

glue has lrushed black particies frotn the black

underlayel dorvn into tire cracks {fig. Io). The

dark unclerlayer does not seem to be softenecl

by this actiou. Clearly the anitnai gh-re was

used for consolidation of f laking paint.

Wax-resin lipilg rvas colnmon practice iu

the Netherlands since the last ceutury. The

lining material was often tnzrcle by melting

beeswarx with colophony, zrud usuarlly Venice

trlrpentine was added to irnprove the flexibii-

ity of the l ined painting.t3 The application of

the r,rrax-resin tnixture to the reverse of the

painting took place with physical i lressure,
r-rsing hot irous. The rnolten substance \ ras

partiy forced through the cracks to the front

of the painting. Evidence that wax can zrlso

rnigrat e into the paint itself has been obtainecl

very recently by laap Bootl ancl others.r4

Beciruse of the replrte.lly bad effect clf this

rnethod on paintings and because of the devel-

opment of less inr.asive tloclern lining tech-

niques, it is rarely applied ttou'.25

The rvax-resiu tnixture applied by Traas

in r 96o {r 68 T lz) u'as t'nal,vzecl wrth nrn'ts ancl

ry-TMAH-cCIIIS. It was f ognd to cousist of

beesrvax ancl a pine resin {colophony} in rela-

tive amollnts of rogghly 2'. r. No evidence

for the use of Venice tllrpentine was found.

Tfue relative atnouttts of abi.etic acicl {ea},
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ro. Paint cro$s section of
sample t68l l l+, found on
top of the paint layer top left,
above the signature.
Overexposed in order to
show the dark paint layers.
From bottom to top, one can
see the light-colored grotrnd,
the dark underlayer, and the
varnish and glue. The glue
has pushed down the black
particles into the paint
cracks on the left and in the
middle of the sample.
Magnification rz+x

r r. Detail of Girl with a
Pearl Earfing showing the
cracks containing the black
material in the girl's face.
Microphotograph made with
an operation microscope.
Magnification 8.9x

r 2. Py-TMAH-GCMS partial
chromatogram of the ground
layer of sample fi87133. The
various peaks represent the
methyl esters of palmitic
acid {cr6} and stearic acid

{cr8}, due to l inseed oil ,  and
of pinifolic acid, kauranoic
acid, and two isomers of
kaurenoic acid,
demonstrating the presence
of copaiba balsam. In
addition, some highly
oxidized abietic acids
(marked *)have been
identified.

N3836u32

dehydroabietic acid ioHal, 7 -oxo-DHA, and r 5 -

hydroxy-7-oxo-DHA are about 2 : 60 : 27 : r r.26

The degree of oxidation of the resinous frac-

tion is relatively low and reflects the rela-

tively young age and the absence of light and

oxidizing {metal- containing} eatalysts.

No indication for beeswax was found from

chemi caI analysis of dislodged samples {r 687 I

33, 34],  material  from cracks {1681lf i l ,  and

old varnish tt 682 I lzl, indicating that the in-

fluence of the wax-resin lining on the paint-

ing may have been limited. The only excep-

tion is the ground layer from sample r687 l3t,
also a dislodged paint sample, which was

found to contain some beeswax (fig. ql.

Regeneration
The regeneration of blanched varnishes was

generally achieved by exposing the surface

of the painting to alcohol vapors, but occa-

sionally, especially when oil varnishes were

involved, a combination of alcohol vapors

and copaiba balsam was used. An extensive

study of this method, commonly referred to

as the Pettenkofer method-its use, history,

and effects on paintings-was carried out by

Sibylle Schmitt.27 In the Netherlands, the use

of copaiba balsam for restoration purposes is

documented, for example, in the archives of

the Mauritshuis and the Frans Hals Museum

and in a treatise on drying oils by the chemist

G. J. Mulder.z8
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rl. Girl v,ith n Pearl Enrfing,
schematic photograph
indicating the provenance
of the samples
Photogralh b1' forgcu \Vadutlr, l{oyal

Cabinet clf Paintings i\' lauritshuis,

Tire Hague

The negative effects of copaiba balsal11 on

paintings were already noticeable rvhen the

balsam caffIe into extensive llse at the end

of the nineteenth and the beginning of this

centuly. Chernical investigations were later

done,2e and warnings against the use of co-

paiba balsam are frequently found.'lO Copaiba

balsam causes softenitg, darkenitg, and swell-

ing of the paint and rnigration of compollents,

as has been described by Hans Brarurner'ri

and Schmitt..r2 Copaiba balsam, an oleoresin

obtained frorn Leguntinosas trees of the genus

Copaiferc in South Arnerica, was identifiecl in

the brownish-black material that extrucled

from the cracks {16S I lf i} in the forehead and

cheek of the girl {f ig. II}.3t It was also found

in the ground layer of a dislodged fragment in

the backgrouncl arollnd the signature ft 68l I

33l,, but not in the paint layer of the glaze

(r 68 I  l l+l .Small  amounts of balsarn, in acldi-

tion to linseed oil and highly oxidized abie-

tanes,sa have been detected rn an old varnish
r-rnclerlying some retouchings (l68l I lzl. No

copaiba balsarn was found in the wax-resin

rel in ing mater ia l  { r68l lz l .This means that
the balsam was probably introduced by some

surf:rce treatment before the restoration by

Traas in tg6a. We assltme that the copaiba

balsam was used in one of the "regeneration"
treatments by Derix de Wild in r 9 r 5 or r 922-35

The methyl esters of pinifolic acid, kaura-

noic acid, and two isotners of kaurenoic acid

were identif ied by Py-rMAH-GCMS {fig. r2l.

The cornbinatiou of these diterpenoid acids

is characteristic for copaiba balsam obtained

from Copaifern langsdorfii L.'36 This type of

copaiba J:alsarn has also been found in other

paintiflSS, where it has been used for regenel-

ation or as an addition to the paint medium.37

No softening of paint layers, nor any other

visible effect known to be induced by copaiba

balsam/ was observed.

Conclusions

Microscopic examination of paint cross sec-

tions in cornbination with sEM-EDS, FT-IR,

HpLc, DTMs/ and Py-TMAH-GClvrs has shed new

light on the painting techniqr-res used by Ver-

meer in the Girl with a Peatl Ean'ing and on

the effects of former restoration techniques.

On a thick, light-colored ground, Vermeer laid

down the colnposition of the picture in dark

paint of brown and black tones, possibly after

sketching the figr-rre in charcoal black. The

monochrotne bone black-containing under-

paint was applied in a thin layer in areas that

Vermeer intended to be dark in the final paint-

ing. ]n the iighter parts, he thinly bruslr ed a

lighter paint mixture of charcoal rnixed with

yellow and brown ocher. For the final execu-

tion, he applied a single layer of paint for the

different colored areas in both the figure and

the background. In creating the inage, he

gradually changed the pigrnent mixture rvhile

moving from the figure to the background
(ot vice versa). While changilg the pigrnent

mixture, Vermeer chose organic pigments that

could be used in a glazing way, that is, in a

rnedium-rich paint.
In the girl's blue drapery, ultramari.ue was

the tnain constituent, mixed with a yellow

ocher, an organic red, and some lead white.

To obtain different tones in the yellow jacket,
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very finely ground yellow ocher was mixed
with some lead white and ultramarine. The
pigments responsible for the greenish hue of
the background are indigo and weld, a dye fre-
quently used in the Netherlancls.

It is not possible to cite a particular treat-

ment as the reason for the present appearance
of the background. Restorations , partral cov-

erage of the paint by retottchings, darkening

of the linseed oil-rich tnedium, and partial

discoloration of the indigo may have con-
tributed. In the past, the picture has under-
gone several treatrnents with ltrater and glue,

alcohol, and copaiba balsarn. Fish glue has

been observed and is probably a remainder of

treatments to consolidate the paint from the

front. In addition, copaiba balsam from the

South Arnerican tree Copaifetc langsdotfii L.

was found in various parts. From otlr study we

conclude that the effects of copaiba balsam on

the physical properties of the paint layers are

probably limited. The same can be said of the

wax-resin lining applied in 196o, from which

only traces of beeswax have been found.

The cornplicated restoration history and

the f.aet that we are dealing with a delicate

and precious painting make it very difficult to

point to one particular treatment as the rea-
son for the appearance of the background.
Results from various tests, however, point
to the treatments that involved r.vater, more
specifically to the water-based lining from
r88r and the consolidation of cupping paint

with fish glue. Su,'elling and later contraction
have broken up the paint layer so that it t1o
longer works as a gIaze,

The main purpose of this detailed study

of the background of the Girl vvith n Peail
Eslfing \ ras to determine its original appear-
ance. As a side effect we found materials that

shed light on Vermeer's technique. The back-
ground of the painting was originally of an

even, srnooth, glossy, translucent, hard green

paint, made to look darker and given depth

by 
^ 

dark underp atnt. The sttrface of the paint

has since been altered by the e{fects of light

and moisture. Vermeer obviously wanted to
place the girl against a background different

frorn those of The Milkmaid, for instance, and

The GirI with the Red Hat. He rvanted to

convey a perfect illusion of a precious obiect

made of enamel. This scientific examination

has shown that even the painting technique of

the background was adapted for this purpose.
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APPENDIX 1
List  of  Samples Discussed in the Text { f ig.  r3}

Analyses other than rnicroscopic obsetl 'at ious are

intlicated. The srrmplcs $,rcte tetken by Karin Groen

tKGl ancl |orgen lVadtrrn {JW}. Symbols nsccl arc els

iclllo'uvs: A = clisloclgecl frrrgrnent fottncl on top oi the

surfircc; o : sainple relnoved from the paint iayer;
* : restorart ion materials.

. fi87 f z {KGl Wax-re sin liniug tnixttlre, rig}rt-h:rnd

edgc, 9 cm frorn be'lolv. py-TivIAH-ccMS: beestl'itx,

oxicl ized pine rcsin.

M68714 {lW} Original pink pir int, disloclged, ou top

of thc paint rrt the right-hand sicle in thc irackgrotttrd.

Incomplete sarnple; oile la1'cr, c, -5o prn thick, lcad

rvhitc and possil l ly vennil ion.

*"1687 
frS {lW} Black mertcrial irour the broaci cracics

in forcheacl aud cheek, possibly some .. 'aruish prcscnt

in the sample as r^. 'e11. py-'r i \ '1AH-GCeIS: l insecd rl i l

(pls : r.Bl, oxicl ized air ietal les, ancl copai.bzr bals;rur..

"t687fr9 iKG) Aiong the rigirt-hancl cclge 4.r c1rl

frotrr belorr.. ir l  >7o lt l i7 grontrcl; {zl c. ro-24 p111 irotrc

biack in brou'nish-black layer; {3} c. z4 ttnl tr, lnslu-

cent yellorvish-brort 'n laycr, ct lntains chalk, a l i t t le

1eacl n'hite, incl igo 1Hruc), ir"rteolin lHrrcl.

"f i87f zr iKGl Barckgrottncl, bottotn right, r.J c1n

from belou', r.z cltt  from the right-hancl sidc. {r} glue;

tu I c. roo-2oo f{1n gronncl l : lyer, coutaining lead

n'irite, chalk, er little bror,r'u ancl rect ocher, very littie

f ine black; {.1} c. Io pl l} bone ir iack in brou'n tnedit11ll ;

{+} c. za pnt translttcent brotvn l:ryer coutiriniirg chalk,

a l i t t le leacl white, indigo {rvet-chemicai test}, a i i t t lc

recl and |ellon' ocher, a little bl:rck, possibly orgituic

yellorl'.

"fi87 lzz {KG} Sh:rdorv in blue clrapcry, right-ir:rntl

sicle, 6.o ctn frotn the bottom edge of thc lr icture,

4.r cnl frour the right-lurncl side. { l}>22 i{.111 grottncl;

{:} c. 7 ttt'rT botre black in grayish-brolvn tnetlilttn;

t l l  o-8 i-r,rn boue black, very l i t t le l trolvn ocher in

brorvn rneditttrr; t+) c. 40 /.rltt ltatural ltltratn:ttittc,

c:rrbon {bonei} black, very l i t t lc of an orgauic recl

pigrnent, a little yellorv ancl brort'n ocher.

"f i87123 {KG} Edge oi gir i 's Lrlue tt-rr l ' ran, 25.5 c111

frolr be'lorv, r r.-5 ctn from the right-h:grcl siclc.

{ i  } grouncl layer missing in satnple; {z } bone black

in Lrron'u tnecliurn; t.ll c. 27 lr-r7^t graf ish trausluccnt

lays1, contains chalk/ very little ultratl:lritte, t'cl')'

l ittle organic red pigureltt.

"f i87124 iKGl Sarnprle from the ueck of the gir l ,

12.a cm frorn below, rz.8 ctrr frotn the right-hand

sic1e. {r}gronncl ;  {z)  c.B i lm a l i t t lc  bone black in

brolvn mediurn; {;} c. 4 ptrl boue blnrck, brorvu

mecliurn; (+) chalk, et l i t t le ultrain:rr inc, very l i t t lc

fine red ancl yellow iron oxide, arrcl bonc black i1

meclium-rich, Iight yellon'ish-lrrorvtr ureclittul.

"f i87f zS tKG) Yellorv iacket, bottotn eclge, r4.9 c111

f rom the lef t.  ir  ) grouncl, contains lcad urhitc, chir lk,

very l i t t le brou'n anel red ocher, vctlr l i t t le rrerl f ine

black; tzlc. j l.rill it clark layer of ycllcltt', brott'n, rrtttl

very i i t t lc recl ochcl ' ,  i1 l i t t le f inely grounrl charcoal

l ' l l rrck in l 'rrou'n mcdium; {:}c. rS lrm lead rt ' l t i te,

tineiy gronnti yellon' ociter', \rery littlc btnrt'tt ocher,
ancl finely ground ultramrrrine .

"1687lz6 (KGl l lackgrriutrcl to t l te' lcft of thc torchead.
(r lgrount l ;  iz l  c.  r? Frn bone black;  { l }c.  r8 1-r" tn
tr i tnslncellt  green layc'r, coutaining n'cit l  { luteolin,
HlLcl, chalk, a l i t t lc rcd ocher, incl igo.

" t687f zB i I {Gl  Highl ight  in thc yci iou'oloth,  cas-

circling from thc ttiri:eul, 34.r1 cm from the bottotu

edge, ro.4 cm frotn thtr  r ight .  i r )grol tucl ;  lead rvhi tc,

chalk, a l i t t lc yellou'ochcr, autl i t lack; {z} c. r , t t ir}
black prigmc:nt, possibly iinely grouucl cit:trcorrl,

itr lrrorvu meclitun; {:} c. z+ l:-tT'Ilcar1 tyhitt', fiireil'

grclttucl )rcllor,v irou oxitlc.

At68713r { lW} Pai t r t  touncl  on top ol  thc paiut  laycr

in thc backgrottnti, top rigirt. Grolincl *- clark paiut +

vzrrnish.  {nr ivrs:}  incl igo,  l inscct i  o i l  ip ls :  r .3} ,  sol l lc

bccsrvax, higir ly oxicl izecl abietatlcs, l lrotcins, leac1.

" f i87 f 3z iJWl Scraping frorn the rrcry l : trott 'u vartr ish

ne:lr t ire top cdge of thc paintir lg, sincc r9(ro, lrcrhaps
longer, coverccl by extensi\rc o\icrprt i trt .  Liuseetl oi l

{uls : r.6} and highly oxidizetl abictarncs {Drr\IS t11.}.d

rly-Tr\,rAn-Gclr s), co1latiba balsam { i 'y-r}.{AI-I-Gcus},

lead {nlr ts l .

A,16S7 l j  j  t lW) Grounrl + paint fottucl on top of the

paint laycrs, toir 1eft, lrclout the' signil t t lrc. Ground:

l inseecl  o i i  { r , /s :  z.r \ ,  cclpaiba baisam, higir l f  i tx i -

clizecl albietitncs { i'y-r}r:\H- GC lrs I .

At687134 t lWl Sirmple igrouncl + ir i t iut 'r- r 'arnishl

founcl on top of the paint layer top left, above the sig-

nelt lrre. Paint: l insectl oi i  ir /s : t .7\, relativcl) '  high

cBicg diacicl concelltratiot) tp) '- 'rrten-GC.i\ ' is). lVl iole

s:unpie, Drl,rs: incl igo, l inseed oil ,  leacl.

""1687 fjS i|\,1t) Black rn:rtcri.itl frorn thc cciges

of cuppirrg paint r ln thc cir in of thc gir l .  Fish glue

{Hlrc} ;  carbon [bonci  ]  b lack.

APPENDIX 2
Experiureutal Scction

The air;rlyses were pcrforinccl .tt the Nct'herlancls

Institr,rte ior Cultnral Heritagc {rcx} ancl the roni

Institr-rtc for Atomic anc1 iVlolc'cnlat '  Physics {nuorE)
i ir Amsterdaur, ancl psnt-l{cse;trch in Ccleen.

MicroscopSr
Samitle S \vcrc embedtlct l  in polycstt 'r resin, i int l  aiter

grincling ancl polisiring wt're exainiuccl uudcr thc

ivrorAl{. i '  Leica }J.escarch rnicroscopc D&'rl lx at thc ICN.

Magnii ication u1r to I,ooox. Incit leirt ur '- l ight irom

a irigh-trlresstire lrlercltrll \rapot lamp. Filterblock

"violct"  Rp , i , t  i -425, t iKl  "15 - i ,  LI '  460. Thin tn icro-

scotr)e slides werc exauninccl in pol:rrizccl transurittcci
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l ight. For interpretation of the restilts obtained with

sEM-EDs {see belort'}, additional r,r'et-clr.emical analy-

ses \vere performed on salnples t69l  l tB,  19,  zr ,  22,

and z 6.

S canning Electron Microscopjl vrith

Ener gt, Dispersive SpectroscopTr (snm-EDS)
sErvr-EDs \{/as perfonned rvith Philips sEM 5 r 5 and

EDAX pv g8oo at DsM-Research. Electron bearn zo kV'

Sarnples were coated rvith carbon to give the back-

scatterect image and for identification of the elerllents.

F ourier Tr ansform Infrared
spectroscopy (rr-rn)
FT-IR was performed at osnq-Research with a Bruker

rls85 rvith an lR-tnicroscope attached.

High - P eri orm anc e Li qttid

Chromatography (urrc)
The analyses of the organic dyes and the proteins

were carried out rvith HruC at the ICN. Experimental

setup: Waters 616 :nrtc-pl1mp; Waters PDA 996 detec-

tor {detection wavelength 254 nm}; Waters 7r7 Auto

Sarnpler. Colurnns: {organic dyesf Spherisorb oos-z

3 mln, roo lnm x 4.6 mrn; {proteins} Supelcosil rc

r  8De.

HILC of the organic dyes was perfortlecl employing

a procedure according to |an Wouters and Noemi

Rosario-Chirinos.3s Sample pleparation invoived

hydrolysis of the sample rn ith a rvater/rnethanol/

j6o/o HCl reagent. Separation \vas achievecl using the

follorving elution progratll. 66xI z4ef roc: ;,' tnintltes,

l inear gradient to oa/gollroc: 3 minutes. The elu-

ent consisted of {el rvater, (e) methanol, {c} HrPO*

5"/" w f v in water. The i low was r.z mllmin.

HrLC of the proteins \'vas performed rvith the proce-

dure described by Peter |anssen and others 3e and

involved hydrolysis of the sarnple u'ith 6N HCI

to the free atnino acids and derivatizatlon rvith

phenylisothiocyanate {prrc}. The elution pro-

graln started with zanf 76nf 4c in z5 minutes to

zoef 4ov I +oc and then in r tninute to r oaf r on/Soc

for another 4 miutttes. The eluent consisted of {a} o.Z

M NaOAc + 2.5 rr l  rEA with HAc {pH e .+1, {n} water,

{c}  acetoni t r i le.

Pyr olysls- TMAH-Gas Chr on].ato gr ap\y
Mas s" S p ectt' om oft 7r ( ry- TMAH- G clasf +tr

rv-TMAH-GC^,1S was perfonned at AMoLF. Sarnples oi

typically j - ro trg tvere homogenized in a mini glass

mortar and trrade into a Suspension n'ith a fer'r' pl of

a z.S% solution of tetratnethylammonium hydroxide

{rrweH} in rrrater. Aliquots of this stlspension rvere

applied to the alalyt ical f i larnent {Ctrrie point 6ro" C}

and clried in vttctto. Strbsequently, the sarnpie rn'ite

was inserted into a glass liner, flushed r'vith argon,

and placed in the pyroiysis chamber {r9oo C}'+t The

more volatile {methylated} components evapolate

uncler these conditions atld are cold-trapped in the

first part of the column. Inductive heating {6ro" C}

with an RF field is used to pyrolyze the rernaining

material.

cctvrs data \vere obtained using a fused silica scE

Bpxs column iz5 m, o.32 rr lul i .d., o.25 lnlt1 f ihn

thickness) in a Fisons gas chrotnatograph {series B-l6S

HRGC MEGA z) coupled directly to the ion source of a

JEoL DX-to3 doutrle-focusius {E/n} rnass spectrotneter.

Helium \,\ias ttsecl as the carrier gas at a flow rate of

approxirn;rtely z rnl/min. The initial temperirtttre of

the gas chrornatograph \\ras 4oo C. The oven tertpera-

ture was programmed r,vith a ralnp of 6o C/rnin. Ions

r$ere generated by electron ionization tzo eVl in an

iorrization charnlrer, acceleratcd to 3 keV, lnass sepa-

rated and postaccelerated t0 Io keV lrefore detection.

Tlre mass spectroltleter was scatrned irorn mlz 40-

Too, r,vith a cycle titrre of r s. A Inor jvlP-7ooo data

systern was used {or data acquisition and processing.

D ir ect Temp er attrc e - R e s olv e d
Mass Spectrometry (nTrws) +z

DTI\{s experiments were perfonnecl at AMoLF.

Sarnples of typically ro pg were hornogentzed in et

rnini glass tnortar irnd tnade into a suspension with

a few pL of water oI ethanol. Aliquots of the sllspell-

sion \vere applied to a Pt/Rh lglt] filament {roo plll

diarneterl of a clirect insertion probe and dried ilr

vacLlo. Subsequently, the probe rvas insertecl into the

ion source {2oo" C} of a IE6L sx-Io2 double-focusipg

lnass str)ectrolneter {B/E}. The fiiament was telnpefa-

rure progralnrned at a rate of o.5 A/rnin. corresponcl-

ing to abogt (," Cf s, to an end temperature of about

Sooo C. Molecules evapolated frorn the filatneut I iere

ionized {r 6 eV} and accelerated to B keV. The lnass

spectrometer was scanued from rrr lz 2o-r/ooo/ with

a cycle t ime of r s. A IEor MP-7ooo data system was

usecl for data acquisition and processing.
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NOTE S

The authors of this study are involved in Molecular

Aspects of Aging in Art {rvroranr}, a five-ye:rr

ioint project of Dutch art historians, collservatots,

chemists, and physicists. The proiect focuses on

determining the present condition of works of painted

art producecl from the tifteenth to the twentieth

century. MoLART comprises studies , f.ot example, on

the history of Dutch painting restoration. Ernphasis

is put on molecular-level studies ttsiug {spatially
resolved) rnass spectrometry, zn-microscopy, and

infrared and Rarnan spectroscopy. Special attention

is paid to indicators of aging processes such as the

degree of oxidation of terpenoids in resins, lipids, and

proteins.

We are indebted to the Royal Cabinet of Paintings

Mauritshuis for the opportllnity to do the research

described here. We thanic |orgen \[/aclgrn, Nicola

Costaras, ancl Luuk Struick van der Loeff, conserva-

tors in the restoration departttlent of the Maurits-

huis, for their collaboratioll and truitful discussions.

This paper is a result of close cooperation among

researchers at different institlltes. Part of this work

\4ras carried out under the auspices of iutoLART, which

is funded by the Dutch Organization for Scientific

Research iNwo), and of Fundamental Research on

Matter {Eorvr}, which is a subsidiary of Nwo. We are

grateful to Raytnond Heesters of the Netherlands

Institute for Cultural Heritage for the Hprc anetlyses

and want to thank Ton Veertnans {rr-ln}, Sandra

Kernp and Sandra Coolen {sE;vt-Eos} at osn-Research

for their instant supply of analytical results. The

technical assistance of los Pureveen and Leo Spet-

ter {rom} is acknowledged. The slrpport of Agnes

Ballestrem, head of the department of Advice and

Research of the lcN, is gratefully acknowledged.

r. Arthur K. Wheelock lr., lanVernteer {New York,

r9B r  l ,  gz.

z, Hermann Ktihn, " A Study of the Pigrnents and

the Grounds Used by |an Vertleer, " in Reports crnd

Stud.ies in the Histot'y of Art, National Gallery of Art

{rfr/aslr ington, r968}, r 5 4*zoz.

3. In an eatly stage of the rg94 restoration, three

sarnples from top layers in the background rn'ere ana-

lyzed at the Scientific Research Departrnent of the

National Gallery of Art, Washingtoll. Pigrnents such

as Prussian blue were identified; hence the material

\l/as considered to be au addition.

4. |orgen \4radum, Ren€ Hoppenbrottlvers, and Luuk

Strr-rick vall der Loe fi, VernleeI Illuminated: Cort-

servation, Restaratian and Reseuclr, Mauritshtris,

zd ed. {Naarden, r 99 5 }, r B.

5. Nieut+,e Courant, z March r9o3: "in een allertreu-

rigsten staat vall verwaarlozing."

6. Archive Mauritshuis {rgol}, corr. no. 62, signed

"A. Bredius, "

7 . Archive Mauritshuis tr9 r 5 ), corr. nos. zr9, zz5

and {rgr6} no. 83.

8. lMadutn et al. r 99 5 , 24- 2 5 .
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Summary

Paintings in the laboratory: Scientific examination for art history and conservation

This doctoral dissertation consists of twelve articles and an introductory chapter ‘Perspectives on the evolution of 
science for art history and conservation, and its current state,’ written specifically for this publication.  The twelve 
articles were previously published between 1975 and 2005 in different journals,  exhibition catalogues and books. They 
deal with painting technique in the seventeenth century, primarily as practised in the Netherlands. 
 The precise material-technical investigation of paintings provides insight into various aspects of the creation 
and life of an artwork. The research methods of the physical sciences – chemical and physical analyses, microscopy – 
make an important contribution to the preservation of art objects. The use of the results of such research has 
increasingly come to play an integral role in the decision-making around conservation. Knowledge concerning painting 
technique and workshop practice, obtained by technical investigations, is necessary as we attempt - in conservation and 
restoration - to approach as closely as possible the image that was originally intended by the artist. This knowledge 
contributes to the history of art,  for example in dealing with questions of attribution. The results of the research that 
produces insights into the process of making the art object also constitute a link between object and public.
 
The first introductory article presents a brief summary of the early history of the research on artworks. Aspects of the 
investigations using the methods of the physical sciences in the service of conservation are elucidated. As part of a pure 
interest in and admiration for the art of classical antiquity, the way art works had been made aroused interest as early as 
the Renaissance. In the late eighteenth century, Greek and Roman objects were analysed by the chemist Martin Heinrich 
Klaproth in Berlin. In the nineteenth century Napoleon took scientists with him on his expeditions, for instance to 
Egypt. It was soon evident that the decay of the objects necessitated research on methods of preserving them. In 
addition, concerns about forged antiquities also played a role. 
 In 1888 the first museum chemical laboratory was set up in Berlin. Only in 1922 was this followed by a 
second, at the British Museum in London. Others eventually followed. In the Netherlands a specialized laboratory was 
founded in 1963, the Centraal Laboratorium voor Onderzoek van Voorwerpen van Kunst en Wetenschap (Central 
Laboratory). Like the Institute Royal Patrimoine Artistique (IRPA) in Brussels,  founded in 1934 and the model for the 
Central Laboratory, it was not connected to a museum. The founders of the Central Laboratory were for the most part 
themselves scientists, as was Paul Coremans, the founder of IRPA. Arthur van Schendel (subsequently Director of the 
Rijksmuseum) played a major role in the creation of the Central Laboratory. Like Coremans, he found that the 
investigation and restoration of art objects required an interdisciplinary collaboration between scientists,  restorers and 
conservators or art historians. Communication is the basis and precondition for achieving a good outcome in the 
collective commitment to the preservation of vulnerable art objects. The scientific researcher has to know the art object 
to be investigated – ‘paintings in the laboratory’ – not only the samples to be analysed, taken from the painting. And 
although this means overstepping the lines of division between the different provinces of the specialists involved, one is 
made aware as a result of the particular character of each of these disciplines. 
 Because the ‘art world’ is dispersed over the entire world and because so many different disciplines have been 
involved, it is extremely important that the researcher’s investigations should be precisely recorded and published in 
intelligible language.  Over the course of years the number of articles with scientific results published in the service of 
conservation and art history has increased dramatically. As well as ‘Studies in Conservation’, museum journals and 
catalogues now accept articles on painting technique. 
 The development and application of technical, scientific research for the purpose of serving conservation and 
art history over the last forty years is outlined. In addition, as examples of new instrumentation, and of the potential of 
such developments for the investigation of art works, there is a discussion of some instrumental analytical techniques 
that are not routinely applied. The change in the demands of the role of the conservator-restorer is touched on: to what 
extent was – and is – he or she expected to be familiar with the technical research and to include this in his/her own 
investigation prior to decisions on conservation and restoration. Where does ‘low tech’ end – i.e. investigations using 
the naked eye, whether assisted or not - and where does ‘high tech’ begin? Observations and results always have to be 
interpreted. Although the boundaries between art history, conservation and restoration still exist,  fortunately they have 
become more blurred. 

The second article (the first of the articles published previously), ‘Halcyon Days for Art History’ shows how a close 
comparison of paint cross-sections under the microscope can, in certain cases, contribute to the dating of pictures. A 
Rembrandtesque painting, Haman before Esther from the Muzeul Naƫional de Artǎ al României in Bucharest, was 
examined and restored in The Netherlands, after it had been damaged during the ‘revolution’  in Rumania in 1989. In 
1969 an X-radiograph had revealed another picture, with more or less the same composition as the visible work, hidden 
beneath the present one.  The Rembrandt Research Project tentatively dated the underlying picture to around 1635 and it 
was said to be possibly by Rembrandt’s hand. The top painting can, on stylistic grounds, be dated to the 1660s. Analysis 
of paint samples from the ground layers of the picture, compared with samples from known works by Rembrandt, 
confirmed that the underlying Haman before Esther, at least, is by Rembrandt, and dates from c. 1633. The picture was, 
on Rembrandt’s death, left behind in his studio in an unfinished state. 

The third article, ‘Grounds in Rembrandt’s workshop and in paintings by his contemporaries’ describes the systematic 
examination of the use of preparatory layers on panels and canvases by Rembrandt and his workshop. The research was 
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prompted by the question whether the so-called quartz ground was unique to Rembrandt and his studio. The 
examination comprises ground samples from more than sixty panels and 153 canvases formerly or still attributed to 
Rembrandt. The results of the examination were compared to those of the examination of pictures by other seventeenth 
century artists. The investigation of the grounds of 153 paintings on canvas demonstrated that the traditional ‘double 
ground’ of grey on red constituted half of this number. Theodore Turquet De Mayerne described this traditional way of 
preparing canvases in recipes in an extensive collection of notes concerning technical aspects of art, the earliest dated 
entry being 1620. De Mayerne was physician to James I in England. The investigation showed that this traditional 
ground was used from the 1630s onwards, not only by Rembrandt and his workshop. The examination of the not 
exactly identical ‘double grounds’ provided supporting evidence in cases of attribution and dating. Namely,  it was 
sometimes possible to find comparable characteristics in the top - lead white containing - layer of the grounds in 
different paintings to permit suggestions as to whether the paint used for them came from the same batch.
 45 of the paintings attributed to Rembrandt and on canvas were proved to have been painted on a single ground 
with high quartz content. The Night Watch proved to be the first painting primed with this material. A quartz ground 
was not found in paintings by artists active in Amsterdam between 1640 (the start of the painting of the Night watch) 
and 1669 (the year of Rembrandt’s death) that had no affiliation with Rembrandt’s workshop. The idea that a canvas 
with a particular ground was used exclusively in Rembrandt’s workshop implies with considerable certainty that the 
supports for paintings were prepared there.  The suggestion that quartz grounds must be specific to Rembrandt and his 
workshop was confirmed by the investigation, providing a strong supplementary criterion for attributing paintings with 
quartz grounds to painters working in his studio including the master himself, around or after 1640. 
 Quartz was identified using thin sections for examination under the microscope in transmitted and polarized 
light, with X-ray diffraction (XRD) and scanning electron microscopy with energy dispersive X-ray analysis (SEM-
EDX) directly on the paint cross-section.

‘Earth Matters. The origin of the material used for the preparation of the Night Watch and many other canvases in 
Rembrandt’s workshop after 1640’ is a continuation of the work on grounds used in Rembrandt’s workshop,  now 
expanding the search for the possible explanations for Rembrandt’s use of a quartz ground and for the origin of the 
material. The first mention of this ground in a Dutch manuscript is by Simon Eikelenberg in 1679. Foreign authors refer 
to the use of potter's clay in the first half of the 17th century, but their recipes were apparently not followed in Holland. 
The relation between Rembrandt and potters, great users of clay, is discussed, as they were members of the same guild, 
St. Lucas's. The types of clay deposits along the rivers and in the coastal area of the Netherlands are reviewed from the 
point of view of the potters and manufacturers of bricks and tiles working in various parts of the country.  The working 
properties of the clays, in mixtures or with well-chosen admixtures of sand and chalk,  are discussed in relation to the 
products to be made. The tiny samples removable from paintings restrict the ability to identify the types of clay and 
sand by standard procedures in geological research. Quartz is identified in a thin section of the sample, or in dispersed 
sample material, using microscopy and x-ray diffraction (XRD); elements are detected by scanning electron 
microscopy-energy dispersive x-ray spectrometry (SEM-EDX) analysis on a paint cross section.  An (uncertain) 
estimation of the clay minerals present was made from the SEM-EDX analyses. With XRD equipment optimized for the 
identification of clay minerals at the Royal Netherlands Institute for Sea Research (NIOZ), more detailed information 
was obtained.  Apart from alpha quartz and calcite, the clay minerals chlorite, mica, kaolinite were detected plus feldspar 
and amphibole. The findings support the use of fluvial clay by Rembrandt, similar to the clay used for bricks, tiles, and 
earthenware. The quartz ground had desirable properties in colour and suppleness,  and it was cheaper than the 
traditional ‘double ground’, (also described in this article) which required expensive lead white.  

‘In the beginning there was red’  is based on the question: why bother with applying a red paint layer when a grey one 
will hide it? The question concerns the traditional double grounds. The author, in an attempt to answer this question, 
expands on relations between the preparatory red layer on (canvas) paintings and the red ground found on polychrome 
stone sculpture,  mural paintings and gilded objects from periods preceding the seventeenth century. Pliny indicates that 
the red will be absorbed by the plaster. The Mayerne is anxious about drying. Chemical analyses have shown, that red 
pigments with drying properties were indeed sometimes added to the oil, instead of red earth. De Mayerne also 
mentions the low cost of the red material. The author expands on the earliest use of colour in antiquity. That colour was 
red. The caves where the objects were discovered indicate symbolic thought. The author’s hypothesis is that the use or 
red has a long tradition and that the use of red continued, even when symbolic meaning of the colour was lost, through 
rule-of-thumb methods under the strong restrictions of the Guilds.

‘Investigation of the use of the binding medium by Rembrandt’  is about the special paint effects in Rembrandt’s 
paintings. Investigation showed that Rembrandt obtained the impasto character of the paint in his pictures by under-
painting passages thickly with paint with a high lead white content.  For answering the question about the composition 
and workability of Rembrandt’s paints, special attention is paid to the binding medium used and to dryers. The binding 
medium would have the greatest influence on style. Glazes and other effects,  for instance thick, smalt-containing layers, 
were analysed as well. The paintings investigated stem from the period late in Rembrandt’s career.  Chemical analyses 
(PyMS, FTIR, HPLC, SEM-EDX) on samples from these paintings showed that the main constituent of the paint was a 
drying oil, with - depending on the colour of the paint - tiny additions of egg, animal glue or gum. Such additions would 
change the consistency of the paint.  The admixtures were necessary for technical reasons. The physical properties of the 
starting materials for making paint, the pigments, differed significantly in the seventeenth century. The author discusses 
the rheological (flow) properties of Rembrandt’s paint.  A few rheological measurements were done with freshly 
prepared reconstruction of paint from the period. 
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‘Towards identification of brown discolouration on green paint’  from 1975 focuses on green paint where certain 
passages have a brown appearance. Lucas van Leyden’s The Last Judgement, Museum De Lakenhal,  Leiden, was 
studied. The reason for the darkening of green passages is not always directly obvious.  In studying cross sections of 
green paint layers, it is sometimes ascertained that the green is either covered with or embedded in a brown-coloured 
substance. In an attempt to determine whether this is to be attributed to discolouration of the green paint, the eventual 
presence and the exact location of copper in this brown substance were investigated. The scanning electron microscope 
with x-ray microanalyzer accessory (wave dispersion) was used. Some results of preliminary tests are given in order to 
indicate the possibilities and the limitations of this method for this purpose.
   
The 1975 examination of green to brown discolouration was repeated in 2010: ‘‘Towards identification of brown 
discolouration on green paint’ revisited.’ Instrumental analytical techniques had improved over the years and so the new 
analytical research proved that copper was present in the brown top paint and thus that the brown layer was originally 
green. Therefore the 1975 results were confirmed by those of 2010, now using scanning electron microscopy with 
energy dispersive X-ray analysis. Other origins of the discolouration of green paint layers are given as well: the 
darkening can be caused by the darkening of the oil-medium itself in a medium-rich layer.  The presence of a few 
scattered copper green pigment particles proves that this brown layer is original. The advantage of the renewed 
examination, in 2010, is that individual layers in the paint cross-section are much more clearly visible and can easily be 
presented in colour. The instrumentation has obviously become more user-friendliy.

‘The foliage tends almost to blue’ deals with discolourations from green to blue,  a type of change in colour often seen in 
flower paintings. We know from early written sources that some of the pigments used by the artists were not light-fast. 
Paintings by Willem van Aelst, Pieter Snyers, Jacob van Huysum and others were investigated. Pigments that were not 
light-fast and over cleaning in the past were found to be responsible for the colour changes.  

‘Scanning electron-microscopy as an aid in the study of blanching.’ Over a ten-year period, fifteen paintings by Claude 
Lorraine and Gaspard Dughet were examined by stereomicroscopy, polarized light microscopy of paint cross-sections, 
micro-chemical analysis, electron microprobe analysis with x-ray diffraction, gas-liquid chromatography, and scanning 
electron microscopy in an investigation of blanching. The study is accompanied by many photographs and a chart 
providing a detailed comparative analysis of the paintings. Although Dughet's paintings have only one or two paint 
layers while Claude's have many superimposed layers, both painters used a mixed, water-in-oil medium and 
hygroscopic pigments. The investigators examined the holes and pits in the paint layers,  but found that although 
numerous pits make paint films look more opaque or white, porosity alone cannot explain blanching. They found that 
paintings with blanching had inherent paint film defects, which were worsened by cleaning and relining using polar 
solvents, including water. Polar solvents extract polar substances from the paint. 

‘Frans Hals: a Technical Examination’ is based on the investigation of forty paintings attributed by Seymour Slive to 
Frans Hals. The examination started in the Frans Halsmuseum in the 1980s, when eight of Fans Hals’ paintings were 
restored in the museum. Hallmarks of Hals’  painting technique became apparent, some of them in common use in 
seventeenth century Dutch painting, others typical for Hals. The supports of the paintings - panel, canvas - and 
preparatory and paint layers were examined and analysed. In most cases, Hals appeared to have used a light coloured 
painting ground, comparable in hue with what one finds on panels: the Haarlem painters obviously stuck to their 
traditions.  The sequence of application of the paint layers could be established and therefore the way of working, 
namely - most times - from the back to the details at the front. Hals had a spontaneous way of working, not only in the 
last touches, but also in the first layout of his paintings.  Changes due to alteration were found as well.  Also, some of the 
heraldry could be proved to be later additions. 

‘Judith Leyster: a technical examination of her work’ is a first attempt to describe the painting technique of Judith 
Leyster. The description is based on detailed technical examination and analysis of sixteen oil paintings. These include 
six signed (four of them dated) works, which provide key points of reference, as well as several problematic 
attributions.  Despite the heterogeneous styles of the paintings examined - which has been explained as eclectic - 
common characteristics,  which may be considered hallmarks of Leyster's painting technique, are found. Comparisons 
are made with the painting technique of Frans Hals, her purported teacher around 1629, providing further insights into 
the studio practices of Haarlem painters in this period.

‘Scientific examination of Vermeer’s Girl with the Pearl Earring’ is a report on part of the research conducted on this 
painting prior to its restoration in 1994. The painting had been poorly treated in the past. Restoration materials used in 
the past often contained water,  which most likely caused deterioration of the picture prior to the restoration of 1994. 
Loose chips of paint attached to the varnish surface could be used for the technical examination.  Special consideration 
was given to the dark background, which appeared spotty. It became apparent that the background, as well as other parts 
of the painting,  was applied on a layer of dark paint.  The surface paint was originally translucent. In this semi-
transparent paint, indigo and [weld] (an organic yellow pigment) were identified, which together must have given a 
greenish hue to the glaze. Apart from the painting technique the materials used in previous restorations were identified 
so that they could be taken into account in the conservation and restoration process to be conducted.  For this research 
the following analytical techniques were applied: microscopy, SEM-EDX, FTIR, HPLC, DTMS and Py-TMAH-
GCMS.
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Samenvatting

Schilderijen in het laboratorium: Natuurwetenschappelijk onderzoek ten behoeve van kunstgeschiedenis en 
conservering

Dit proefschrift bestaat uit twaalf artikelen en een inleidend hoofdstuk, ‘Perspectives on the evolution of science for art 
history and conservation, and its current state.’  De twaalf artikelen verschenen tussen 1975 en 2005, in uiteenlopende 
tijdschriften, tentoonstellingscatalogi en boeken. De artikelen behandelen natuurwetenschappelijk onderzoek naar de 
schildertechniek in de zeventiende eeuw, met name zoals die in Nederland werd toegepast.  Er wordt verslag gedaan van 
nauwkeurig materiaalonderzoek van schilderijen. Dit onderzoek (chemisch, fysisch en microscopisch) verschaft inzicht 
in de verschillende aspecten van het ontstaan en leven van een kunstwerk en draagt daarmee bij aan het behoud van 
kunstvoorwerpen. Het gebruik van de resultaten van dergelijk onderzoek is meer en meer onderdeel geworden van de 
besluitvorming rond conservering. De kennis over schildertechnieken en atelierpraktijken, verkregen door het 
natuurwetenschappelijk onderzoek, is nodig bij de poging het beeld, zoals dat oorspronkelijk was bedoeld door de 
kunstenaar, zo dicht mogelijk te benaderen bij conservering en restauratie.  Die kennis levert een bijdrage aan de 
kunstgeschiedenis, bijvoorbeeld bij vragen over de authenticiteit van een voorwerp. De resultaten van de onderzoeken 
die inzicht geven in de techniek waarmee het kunstvoorwerp is gemaakt, vormen bovendien een schakel tussen 
kunstvoorwerp en publiek.
 
In het eerste, inleidende artikel wordt de vroege geschiedenis van het onderzoek aan kunstvoorwerpen kort samengevat. 
Er worden aspecten belicht van de ontwikkeling van natuurwetenschappelijk onderzoek ten behoeve van conservering 
en kunstgeschiedenis. De belangstelling voor de manier waarop kunstwerken waren gemaakt ontstond al tijdens de 
Renaissance, uit pure belangstelling en bewondering voor de klassieke oudheid. Die interesse bleef ook in de achttiende 
eeuw. Griekse en Romeinse voorwerpen werden geanalyseerd door een chemicus (Martin Heinrich Klaproth) in Berlijn. 
In de negentiende eeuw vergezelden natuurwetenschappers Napoleon op zijn expedities, bijvoorbeeld naar Egypte. Al 
snel bleek dat het verval van de voorwerpen onderzoek naar het behoud ervan noodzakelijk maakte. Ook kwam er 
aandacht voor vervalste antiquiteiten. 
 In 1888 werd, in Berlijn, het allereerste chemische museumlaboratorium opgericht.  Pas in 1922 kwam er een 
tweede, bij het British Museum in London. Andere landen volgden.  In Nederland werd in 1963 een gespecialiseerd 
laboratorium opgericht, het Centraal Laboratorium voor Onderzoek van Voorwerpen van Kunst en Wetenschap 
(Centraal Laboratorium), naar het voorbeeld van het Institut Royal du Patrimoine Artistique (IRPA) in Brussel. IRPA 
was opgericht in 1934 en was niet verbonden aan een museum. De oprichters van het Centraal Laboratorium waren 
voor het grootste deel natuurwetenschappers, net zoals Paul Coremans, de oprichter van IRPA. Bij het tot stand komen 
van het Centraal Laboratorium speelde Arthur van Schendel (later Directeur van het Rijksmuseum) een grote rol. Hij 
vond, net als Coremans, interdisciplinair samenwerken tussen de natuurwetenschappers, restauratoren en conservatoren 
of kunsthistorici noodzakelijk bij het onderzoek en de restauratie van kunstvoorwerpen. Samenwerking is de basis voor 
een goed resultaat bij de gezamenlijke inspanning voor het behoud van kwetsbare kunstvoorwerpen. De 
natuurwetenschappelijk onderzoeker moet het te onderzoeken kunstvoorwerp kennen - ‘schilderijen in het 
laboratorium’ -, niet alleen de te analyseren minuscule monsters die genomen zijn van de schilderijen. Hoewel daarbij 
over de scheidslijn tussen de vakgebieden wordt gestapt, is men zich bewust van het eigen karakter van de verschillende 
disciplines. 
 Omdat de ‘kunstwereld’  verspreid is over de hele wereld en omdat er zoveel verschillende disciplines mee 
gemoeid zijn, is het nauwkeurig vastleggen en publiceren van onderzoeksresultaten, in begrijpelijke taal, buitengewoon 
belangrijk. Het aantal artikelen over natuurwetenschappelijk onderzoek ten behoeve van conservering en 
kunstgeschiedenis is in de loop van de jaren drastisch toegenomen.  Naast ‘Studies in Conservation’ accepteren nu ook 
museumtijdschriften en catalogi artikelen over schildertechniek. 
 De ontwikkeling van de toepassing van natuurwetenschappelijk onderzoek ten behoeve van conservering en 
kunstgeschiedenis in de afgelopen veertig jaar wordt geschetst.  Daarbij worden ook enkele niet-routinematig toegepaste 
instrumentele analytische technieken besproken, als voorbeeld van de ontwikkeling die zich in de techniek voordoet en 
van het potentieel van die ontwikkeling voor het onderzoek aan kunstvoorwerpen. De verandering van de invulling van 
de rol van de conservator-restaurator wordt aangestipt: in hoeverre werd en wordt van hem verwacht zelf 
natuurwetenschappelijk onderzoek in te bedden in zijn eigen onderzoek, voorafgaand aan conservering en restauratie? 
Waar houdt ‘low tech’ op - onderzoek met het blote oog al of niet gewapend met loep of microscoop - en waar begint 
‘high tech’? Altijd moeten observaties en resultaten geïnterpreteerd worden, wat bij de instrumentale analysetechnieken 
gedaan moet worden door natuurwetenschappers. Geconcludeerd wordt dat de grenzen tussen kunstgeschiedenis, 
conservering en restauratie nog steeds bestaan, al zijn ze, gelukkig, minder scherp geworden. 
 
Het tweede artikel (het eerste van de eerder gepubliceerde artikelen), ‘Halcyon Days for Art History’, laat zien hoe een 
nauwkeurige vergelijking van verfdwarsdoorsneden onder de microscoop in bepaalde gevallen kan bijdragen aan het 
dateren van schilderijen. Het Rembrandteske schilderij Haman voor Esther, uit het Muzeul Naƫional de Artǎ al 
României in Boekarest, werd onderzocht en gerestaureerd in Nederland, nadat het was beschadigd tijdens de “revolutie” 
in Roemenië in 1989.  Het was toen al bekend dat er onder de huidige schildering een andere verborgen zat, met min of 
meer de zelfde voorstelling. Het onderliggende schilderij werd, door het Rembrandt Research Project, aan de hand van 
de röntgenfoto voorzichtig gedateerd rond 1635. Bovendien was de onderliggende compositie mogelijk door Rembrandt 
geschilderd. De bovenste compositie zou uit de zestiger jaren van de zeventiende eeuw stammen. Door nauwkeurige 
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vergelijking van de verflagen waarmee het doek van Haman voor Esther was geprepareerd met die van schilderijen op 
doek van Rembrandt uit de dertiger jaren van de zeventiende eeuw bleek de grote overeenkomst tussen de grondlagen 
van Haman voor Esther met die van een authentiek schilderij van Rembrandt uit 1633. Het resultaat van het 
natuurwetenschappelijke onderzoek bevestigde de voorzichtige conclusie die was getrokken uit het kunsthistorische 
onderzoek. De onderliggende Haman voor Esther was, na de dood van Rembrandt, achtergebleven in zijn werkplaats 
als een onvoltooid schilderij.

Het derde artikel, ‘Grounds in Rembrandt’s workshop and in paintings by his contemporaries’, is een verslag van het 
systematische onderzoek naar het gebruik van preparatie- of grondlagen op paneel en doek door Rembrandt.  Aanleiding 
tot dit onderzoek was de vraag of het gebruik van de zogenaamde ‘kwartsgrond’, waarvan het materiaal uit klei met een 
hoog gehalte aan fijngewreven zand bestaat, uniek was voor Rembrandt en zijn werkplaats. Monsters van de grondering 
van meer dan zestig panelen en 153 doeken, die vroeger of nu nog werden toegeschreven aan Rembrandt,  werden 
onderzocht. De resultaten van dat onderzoek werden vergeleken met het onderzoek aan de schilderijen van andere 
schilders in de zeventiende eeuw. Uit het onderzoek van 153 schilderijen op doek bleek dat de helft met de traditionele 
‘dubbele grond’ van grijs op rood, was geprepareerd. Deze traditionele manier van het prepareren van doeken werd 
beschreven door Theodore Turquet De Mayerne, in recepten in uitgebreide notities waarvan de vroegste 1620 is 
gedateerd. De Mayerne was de lijfarts van Jacobus I in Engeland. De onderzochte schilderijen op doek waarop deze 
grond voorkomt, stammen uit (het begin van) de dertiger jaren van de zeventiende eeuw en later. Aan de hand van het 
onderzoek van verfdwarsdoorsneden was het soms mogelijk om bij dit type grond vergelijkbare kenmerken te vinden in 
de bovenste grondlaag van verschillende schilderijen. Hierdoor ontstond de mogelijkheid dat de verf afkomstig was uit 
één partij loodwithoudende verf. Hoewel een dergelijke grond ook bij andere kunstenaars werd gevonden en het gebruik 
ervan zich niet beperkte tot de zeventiende eeuw, bleek het vergelijkende onderzoek van ‘dubbele gronden’ van waarde 
bij het ondersteunen van dateringen na kunsthistorisch onderzoek. 
 Uit het uitgebreide onderzoek bleek dat de Nachtwacht het eerste schilderij was dat niet op een traditionele 
manier maar met een kwartsgrond werd geprepareerd. Rembrandt begon aan het schilderen van de Nachtwacht in 1640. 
Op 45 van de aan Rembrandt toegeschreven schilderijen op doek uit de periode 1640 tot 1669 (Rembrandts dood) 
werden kwartsgronden aangetroffen. Een kwartsgrond werd niet gevonden bij kunstenaars die werkten in de betreffende 
periode (1640 tot 1669) maar die niet met Rembrandt samenwerkten. Het feit dat een bepaald type grond uitsluitend 
werd gebruikt door Rembrandts werkplaats impliceert dat de doeken daar werden geprepareerd. De kwartsgrond moet 
daarom specifiek zijn voor Rembrandt en zijn werkplaats, een gegeven dat een sterk aanvullend criterium verschaft 
voor het toeschrijven van schilderijen met kwartsgronden aan schilders die werkten in Rembrandts werkplaats inclusief 
de meester zelf, rond of na 1640. 
 Kwarts werd in doorvallend gepolariseerd licht onderzocht in dungeslepen microscopische plaatjes,  en 
geïdentificeerd met röntgendiffractie (XRD) en met rasterelektronenmicroscopie met energiedispersieve röntgenanalyse 
(SEM-EDX) direct op de verfdwarsdoorsneden.

In ‘Earth Matters. The origin of the material used for the preparation of the Night Watch and many other canvases in 
Rembrandt’s workshop after 1640’ werkt de auteur het artikel over de gronderingen die werden gebruikt in Rembrandts 
werkplaats, verder uit. Er werd onderzoek gedaan naar de herkomst van het materiaal dat door Rembrandt en in zijn 
werkplaats vaak werd gebruikt voor het prepareren van doeken vanaf 1640. Een dergelijke grond werd pas voor het 
eerst genoemd in een Hollands manuscript, door Simon Eikelenberg, in 1679.  Buitenlandse schrijvers refereren wel al 
aan (pottenbakkers)klei voor het prepareren van doeken in de eerste helft van de zeventiende eeuw, maar hun recepten 
werden blijkbaar niet opgevolgd in Holland. De relatie tussen Rembrandt en pottenbakkers wordt besproken, een relatie 
die voor de hand lag aangezien pottenbakkers, net als schilders, lid waren van het St. Lucasgilde. De soorten 
kleiafzettingen langs de rivieren en in de kustgebieden van Nederland worden beoordeeld vanuit het gezichtspunt van 
de pottenbakkers en de makers van bakstenen en tegels.  De verwerkingseigenschappen van de klei, in mengsels of met 
substantiële hoeveelheden toegevoegd zand worden besproken in relatie tot de producten die ervan werden gemaakt. De 
minuscule monsters van schilderijen maakten het niet mogelijk om standaard technieken uit geologisch 
herkomstonderzoek toe te passen. Dunne microscopische plaatjes en strooipreparaten werden bestudeerd onder de 
microscoop; röntgendiffractie (XRD) en SEM-EDX werden toegepast. Met XRD instrumentatie,  geoptimaliseerd voor 
de identificatie van kleimineralen zoals toegepast bij het Koninklijk Nederlands Instituut voor Onderzoek van de Zee 
(NIOZ),  werd meer gedetailleerde informatie verkregen. Behalve kwarts en calciet,  werden de aanwezigheid van 
kleimineralen (chloriet, kaoliniet, mica), veldspaat en amfibool aangetoond. De conclusie wijst in de richting van het 
gebruik van rivierklei door Rembrandt. Pottenbakkers gebruiken een soortgelijke klei en hij werd ook gebruikt voor het 
maken van bakstenen, tegels en aardewerk. Aangebracht op doek had de kwartsgrond (klei plus zand) de juiste kleur om 
op te schilderen.  De verwerkingseigenschappen van het materiaal waren aantrekkelijk en het was goedkoper dan het 
materiaal dat nodig was voor de traditionele ‘dubbele grond’,  die in dit artikel ook wordt beschreven. Verder bleef het 
doek van een schilderij geprepareerd met een kwartsgrond soepel; het kon gemakkelijk opgerold worden om het te 
vervoeren.

‘In the beginning there was red’ is gebaseerd op de vraag: waarom werd voor de traditionele, dubbele gronden, eerst 
rood (rode aarde) gebruikt als die toch werd afgedekt met grijs? De Mayerne,  in de zeventiende eeuw, en de auteur van 
een bron uit de achttiende eeuw noemen de wenselijkheid van een roodachtig grijze schildergrond. Die kleur zou passen 
bij alle andere kleuren. Echter, het door deze auteurs genoemde mengsel voor de schildergrond is al een mengsel van 
witte, zwarte en rode pigmenten. Waarom dan toch een rode laag onder deze roodachtig grijze? In een poging deze 
vraag te beantwoorden, worden door de auteur verbanden gelegd tussen de rode grond op schilderijen (op doek) en de 
rode ondergrond die wordt gevonden op gepolychromeerde stenen beelden, muurschilderingen en vergulde voorwerpen 
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uit periodes voorafgaand aan de zeventiende eeuw. Indicaties over het gebruik van rood worden gevonden bij Plinius, 
die aangeeft hoe een goede soort rood wordt geabsorbeerd door de pleisterkalk. De Mayerne is bezorgd over de 
droging. Uit chemische analyses blijkt, dat soms inderdaad rode pigmenten die een drogende werking hebben,  werden 
toegevoegd aan de olie,  in plaats van rode aarde (ijzeroxide). De Mayerne noemt ook de lage kosten van het rode 
materiaal. De auteur gaat ook in op het vroegste gebruik van kleur in de oudheid. Die kleur was rood.  De vindplaatsen 
van de voorwerpen duiden op een symboolfunctie van het rood. De hypothese van de auteur is,  dat het gebruik van rood 
een lange traditie heeft waarvan de betekenis in de loop van de eeuwen in sommige ambachten gedeeltelijk verloren is 
gegaan. Het gebruik van rood bij het prepareren van doeken om op te schilderen is een praktische maar onnauwkeurige 
regel geworden, die misschien werd gepropageerd in de gilden.

In ‘Investigation of the use of the binding medium by Rembrandt’ wordt aandacht besteed aan de bijzondere 
verfeffecten in Rembrandts schilderwijze. De onderzochte schilderijen stammen uit de laatste periode in Rembrandts 
carrière.  Uit onderzoek blijkt het pasteuze karakter van Rembrandts verf te zijn verkregen door het aanbrengen van 
sterk loodwithoudende onderschilderingen. Om de vraag naar de samenstelling en verwerkbaarheid van Rembrandts 
verven te beantwoorden, wordt aandacht besteed aan het gebruikte bindmiddel - waarvan de invloed op de stijl het 
grootst was - en aan drogers. Glaceringen of transparante verflagen werden ook onderzocht.  Door een kleine toevoeging 
van gom aan de drogende olie was de verf minder vloeibaar gemaakt, waardoor een dikkere laag aangebracht kon 
worden. Onder de verf aan het oppervlak bleken zich soms ook dikke verflagen te bevinden die vol gepakt zaten met 
smalt,  het pigment dat gemaakt werd van blauwgekleurd glas. Chemische analyses (PyMS, FTIR, HPLC, SEM-EDX) 
aan monsters van de schilderijen wezen uit dat het hoofdbestanddeel van de verf steeds een drogende olie was, maar 
met - per kleur verschillende - kleine toevoegingen van ei, dierlijke lijm of gom. Zulke toevoegingen zouden de 
consistentie van de verf veranderen. De reologische (vloei-) eigenschappen van Rembrandts verf worden besproken en 
enkele reologische metingen gedaan aan versgemaakte, gereconstrueerde verf. Kleine toevoegingen waren nodig om 
technische redenen. De fysische eigenschappen van de uitgangsmaterialen voor het maken van verf, de pigmenten, 
waren namelijk in de zeventiende eeuw nogal verschillend. De aanpassingen houden dus verband met de procedures die 
werden gevolgd in de zeventiende eeuw om de kwaliteit van de verschillende kleuren overeen te laten komen. 
Lijnzaadolie werd op verschillende manieren behandeld om het drogen te bevorderen en de consistentie te beïnvloeden. 

‘Towards identification of brown discolouration on green paint’ uit 1975 behandelt het gegeven dat groene partijen in 
schilderijen uit de vijftiende en zestiende eeuw er soms bruin uitzien. Het is dan niet altijd duidelijk of die partijen bruin 
bedoeld zijn of dat er een andere reden is voor de bruine kleur. Lucas van Leydens Het Laatste Oordeel, Museum De 
Lakenhal, Leiden,  werd onderzocht.  Bij de bestudering van verfdwarsdoorsneden blijken de groene verflagen soms 
bedekt met een bruine laag, in andere gevallen is de verflaag zelf bruin. In een poging om te bepalen of het bruin moet 
worden toegeschreven aan verkleuring (verdonkering) van groene verf is de aanwezigheid van koper aangetoond en 
geprobeerd de precieze locatie van het koper vast te stellen. Daarvoor werd een rasterelektronenmicroscoop met 
röntgenmicroanalysator (golflengte-dispersief) gebruikt voor elementanalyse. De mogelijkheden om met deze techniek 
het probleem van de groen/bruinverkleuring te onderzoeken worden besproken en de voorlopige resultaten vermeld. 

Het onderzoek van 1975 aan de groen/bruinverkleuring werd herhaald in 2010: ‘Towards identification of brown 
discolouration on green paint’ revisited.’ De instrumentele analysemethoden waren tenslotte in de loop van de jaren 
verbeterd. In 2010 werd gebruik gemaakt van een rasterelektronenmicroscoop met energiedispersieve röntgenanalyse. 
Bij het nieuwe analytische onderzoek kon worden vastgesteld dat zich in een bruin laagje op de groene verf koper 
bevindt en dat het laagje dus oorspronkelijk groen geweest moet zijn. Dit resultaat kwam overeen met dat van het 
onderzoek van 1975. Er worden ook voorbeelden gegeven van andere oorzaken van verkleuring van groene verflagen: 
het komt voor dat het (olie)bindmiddel - in een verf rijk aan bindmiddel - is verdonkerd. De aanwezigheid van enkele 
kopergroene pigmentdeeltjes bewijst dat de bruine verflaag origineel is. Een voordeel bij het onderzoek in 2010 was, 
dat de afzonderlijke laagjes duidelijker zichtbaar gemaakt konden worden en in kleur gepresenteerd. De instrumentele 
analyseapparatuur is in de loop van de tijd gebruiksvriendelijker geworden. 

‘The foliage tends almost to blue’ behandelt de verkleuringen in schilderijen, speciaal over de verkleuring van groen 
naar blauw, zoals die vaak voorkomt in bloemstillevens. Uit geschreven bronnen blijkt dat het al vroeg bekend was dat 
sommige verven niet houdbaar waren. De verflagen van schilderijen van Willem van Aelst, Pieter Snyers, Jacob van 
Huysum en anderen, werden onderzocht. De conclusie van het onderzoek was dat er meerdere oorzaken waren voor de 
verkleuring, namelijk het gebruik van organische, niet lichtechte pigmenten en verpoetsingen door vroegere 
restauraties.

‘Scanning electron-microscopy as an aid in the study of blanching.’  Over een periode van tien jaar werden vijftien 
schilderijen - en monsters van die schilderijen - van Claude Lorraine en Gaspard Dughet onderzocht.  Voor het 
onderzoek naar de oorzaak van ‘blanching’  - het wittige aspect van partijen in schilderijen - werd gebruik gemaakt van 
een stereomicroscoop, gepolariseerd licht microscopie, verfdwarsdoorsneden, microchemische tests, 
röntgendiffractieanalyse, gaschromatografie en rasterelektronenmicroscopie. In het artikel worden veel microfoto’s 
afgebeeld en een schema met gedetailleerde analyseresultaten. Ofschoon Dughets schilderijen maar uit een of twee 
verflagen zijn opgebouwd terwijl die van Claude veel lagen over elkaar hebben, gebruikten beide kunstenaars een 
gemengd, water-in-olie medium en hydrofiele pigmenten. De onderzoeker bestudeerde de gaatjes - zichtbaar bij zeer 
grote vergrotingen van de verfmonsters - in de verflagen, maar vond dat, ofschoon veel gaatjes de verflaag een wittig en 
opaak aanzien geven, de poreusheid alleen de blanching niet kon verklaren. Schilderijen met ‘blanching’ hebben 
inherente verfdefecten, die verergerd worden door schoonmaken en bedoeking waarbij gebruik wordt gemaakt van 
polaire oplosmiddelen inclusief water. Die onttrekken polaire materialen uit de verflaag. 
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‘Frans Hals: a Technical Examination’ is gebaseerd op het onderzoek aan veertig schilderijen door Seymour Slive 
toegeschreven aan Frans Hals.  De basis voor het onderzoek werd gelegd in het Frans Halsmuseum, toen, in de tachtiger 
jaren, tien van de schilderijen van Frans Hals in het museum werden gerestaureerd. Tijdens het onderzoek kwam er een 
aantal overeenkomstige karakteristieke kenmerken voor wat betreft de schildertechniek aan het licht.  Sommige daarvan 
kwamen overeen met wat gebruikelijk was in de Nederlandse zeventiende-eeuwse schilderspraktijk, terwijl andere 
typisch voor Hals leken. De dragers van de schilderijen - paneel en doek - en gronderings en verflagen werden 
onderzocht. In de meeste gevallen bleek Hals een lichtgekleurde ondergrond gebruikt te hebben om op te schilderen,  in 
kleur vergelijkbaar met die op paneel.  Dit wijst erop dat de Haarlemse schilders vasthielden aan hun tradities. De 
volgorde van het aanbrengen van verschillende verflagen kon worden vastgesteld en daardoor de manier van werken, 
namelijk eerst de achtergrond en dan de details in de voorgrond. Hals werkte op een spontane manier, niet alleen in de 
laatste verftoetsen, maar vanaf de eerste opzet van zijn schilderij.  Veranderingen vanwege veroudering konden worden 
aangetoond. Ook kon worden bewezen dat het wapen op sommige van de schilderijen een latere toevoeging was. 

‘Judith Leyster: a technical examination of her work’ is een eerste poging om de schildertechniek van Judith Leyster te 
beschrijven. Er werd een gedetailleerde technische analyse gemaakt van zestien olieverfschilderijen. Het referentiepunt 
vormden zes gesigneerde werken (vier daarvan zijn gedateerd).  Bij de andere schilderijen is de toeschrijving aan Judith 
Leyster niet zeker.  Ondanks het heterogene karakter van de stijl van de onderzochte schilderijen - dat beschreven wordt 
als eclectisch - werden overeenkomstige karakteristieken gevonden, die kunnen worden aangemerkt als waarmerk van 
Judith Leysters schildertechniek. Er wordt een vergelijking gemaakt met de schildertechniek van Frans Hals, haar 
veronderstelde leermeester rond 1629. Door het onderzoek werd verder inzicht verkregen in de werkplaatspraktijken 
van de Haarlemse schilders in die periode. 

‘Scientific examination of Vermeer’s Girl with the Pearl Earring’ is het verslag van een onderdeel van het onderzoek, 
tijdens de restauratie in 1994, van Johannes Vermeers ‘Meisje met de parel’. Het schilderij was in het verleden ruw 
behandeld. De waterbevattende materialen die vroeger bij de restauratie gebruikt werden, zijn waarschijnlijk de oorzaak 
van de slechte toestand van het schilderij. Losse stukjes verf,  die bovenop het vernis lagen, werden gebruikt voor 
analytisch onderzoek. Er wordt speciaal aandacht besteed aan het onderzoek aan de donkere achtergrond, die er 
vlekkerig uitzag. Het bleek dat de achtergrond oorspronkelijk, evenals andere onderdelen van het schilderwerk, 
onderschilderd is met een donkere verf. Daarop werd de verf glacerend aangebracht. In die halftransparante verf konden 
indigo en [wouw] (een organische gele kleurstof geëxtraheerd uit planten) worden aangetoond, wat een groenige kleur 
aan de glacerende laag gegeven moet hebben. Behalve de schildertechniek werden ook de vroeger gebruikte 
restauratiematerialen geïdentificeerd. Voor het onderzoek werden de volgende analysetechnieken toegepast: 
microscopie, SEM-EDX, FT-IR, HPLC, DTMS en Py-TMAH-GCMS. 
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Rembrandt, Syndics, Rijksmuseum,  
detail of thick impasto paint in 
table cloth 

triple nitrite test, positive reaction 
for copper or lead 

Pieter Lastman,   
Mordegai’s triomph,  Rembrandthuis, 
underdrawing on panel painting 

Cornelis Engebrechtsz, Triptych of 
the lamentation of Christ,  
Stedelijk Museum De Lakenhal, 
Leiden, 
cross-section showing underdrawing 
in drapery 

Rembrandt, Night Watch, 
Rijksmuseum,  
showing quartz ground, 
cross-section in transmitted, 
polarized light 

Lucas van Layden,  
Triptych of the Last Judgement, 
Stedelijk Museum De Lakenhal, 
Leiden, 
detail of book showing brown 
brush strokes of underpainting on a 
light yellowish ground 

Rembrandt, Night Watch, 
Rijksmuseum,  
cross-section of the shield, 
fluorescence 

Gerard van Honthorst, 
The four eldest children of the Queen 
of Bohemia, 
Royal Collection, London 
cross-section showing azurite on a 
dark underpaint and a double ground 
in a painting  

Lucas van Layden,  
Triptych of the Last Judgement, 
Stedelijk Museum De Lakenhal, 
Leiden, 
cross-section of thick, darkened 
varnish on mixture of lead white, 
azurite, organic red 

Rembrandt, 
Jean Pellicorn and his son Caspar,  
Wallace Collection, 
cross-section 

Rembrandt, Man in armour,  
Glasgow Art Gallery,  
detail of lead white brush stroke  

test showing CaSO4 crystallizing 

Claude Lorrain, Landscape with 
Ascanius shooting the Stag of 
Sylvia, 
Ashmolean, Oxford, 
cross-section of numerous thin 
superimposed paint layers Rembrandt, Syndics, Rijksmuseum, 

detail book on table 

Rembrandt, Syndics,  
Rijksmuseum, 
cross-section of the table cloth over 
cleaned in the past, particles of smalt 
sticking out 

Rembrandt, Portrait of a man,  
MET, NY, 
cross-section 

Abraham Van den Tempel, 
Machteld Bas, Rijksmuseum, 
cross-section 

Frans Hals, Portrait of a man, 
Fitzwilliam Museum,  
original ground layer through the 
back of the canvas, never relined 

Rembrandt, Night Watch, 
Rijksmuseum,  
detail showing bare ground in the 
foreground 

Titian, Tarquin and Lucretia,  
Fitzwilliam Museum, Cambridge 
(UK), 
cross-section of green bed spread 

Rembrandt, Haman before Esther,  
Muzeul Naƫional de Artǎ al 
României, Bucarest, 
cross-section 

Rembrandt, Man in oriental dress,  
MET, NY, 
cross-section 

Rembrandt, Woman in an 
armchair,  
MET, NY, 
cross-section 

Rembrandt, Leiden History Piece,  
Stedelijk Museum De Lakenhal, 
Leiden, 
detail of left eye of the person 
swearing an oath. Dead colouring 
and highlight in eye. 

Titian, Tarquin and Lucretia, 
Fizwilliam Museum, Cambridge 
(UK), 
cross-section of green bed spread 

clay minerals and coarse particles of 
sand (quartz), transmitted, polarized 
light 

Rembrandt, Night Watch, 
Rijksmuseum,  
detail of impasto paint 

Rembrandt, The Apostle Paul,  
National Gallery of Art, 
Washington, 
cross-section 

Rembrandt,  
Seated woman with a handkerchief,  
Art Gallery of Ontario, Toronto, 
cross-section 

positive reaction for copper on 
particles of azurite, with potassium 
hexacyanoferrate(II) solution 

Bellini, St. Jerome reading in a 
landscape,  
Ashmolean, Oxford,  
cross-section showing azurite, lead 
white, with a dark glaze 

Gerard van Honthorst, 
The four eldest children of the 
Queen of Bohemia, 
Royal Collection, London, 
cross-section showing azurite on a 
dark under paint and a double 
ground  

Rembrandt, Nicolas Bruyning,  
Kassel Museum, 
cross-section 

Rembrandt, Leiden History Piece,  
Stedelijk Museum De Lakenhal, 
Leiden, 
purple trousers overlap green. The 
green paint is on top of pink: change 
in colour scheme, before the painting 
of the trousers. 
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